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ABSTRACT
This three volume report presents finding from

interview study with 103 children and achats regarding the r
awareness and conceptions of .handicapping conditions and from a
followup study of preschool handicapped and nonhandicappedistudents.
Volume I details ,the design and results of the interview study

focusing on Ss in five age groups:.preschoolers, primary grade Ss, ,

junior high school Ss, high school Ss, and adults. Among rfpultS were
that there was: a clear association between.patterns of expressed
awareness of handicap and ,age; there'was no evidence of a
relationship between sex and handicap awareness; a majority,of
confusions between handicaps involved mental retardation; patterns in
explanation of causes varied with age; young children appeared to
believe in immunity to handidaps; the percentages of Ss expressing
realistic views of the clitability of each handitap'generally
increased with age; Ss' understanding of, adaptation appeared -.to begin

as concrete,an0 practical, becoming abstrAct and experiential with
age; with age, Ss became more apt to mention phenomenological aspects
of handicaps when'asked what it would be like to be handicapped; and
half the adolescents, and nearly three-fourths of the adults expressed
one or more nagative statements toward people with handicaps. Volume
"II reports results of systematicsobservation of handicapped and
nonhandicapped Ss in mainstreamed preschools. Analysis of observation.
reports and teacher interviews wer,e perforied to determine which
behavioks consistently differentiated handicapped from nonhandicapped.
Ss: Results revealed yery few behaviors that were consistently
associated with only one group of Ss across bbth preschools and a3-
observation periods. In general, mildly, handiCapped Ss tended tc
behave more like their nonhandiCapped classmates than did sever.
disabled Ss. Positive effectsiof socializing for both handicappe- and
nonhandicapped Ss were revealed, as were negative effects of the
summer break on social behavior of handicapped Ss. Volume III
contains the coding procedures used to analyze interview data.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the.findings of the grant entitled
. .

"The Development of Concepts of Deviance in Children".(# GOO-
.

7602459) awarded to the Research Inttitute For Educational

Problems. As implemented, it 'consists of two major parts.

The final
4.
report is presented as two volumei of text, with

addci.tional volumes which contain various appendiCes. .Volume I

prit!ynts the results of an interview study with sampld's of

children adultsa ,ranging from the.preschool years to

adulthood r garding their awareness and conceptions of handi-

capping conditi . A detailed summary of the-procedures

and the re s is presented in the first section of this vol-

ume. The detailed procedures and findings are presented in'

thiS

Volume II presents the findings of a study inewhich pre,-

school handicapped and nonhandicappedkchildren were followed
1

f4r periods up to two years,, an observation of theirlphavior

occurring in the fall and'spring of each year. "The results--
)

indicate salutary effects on the handicapped children, with

the degree of rather extensive differences.at the onsei- of

the first year diminishing over the curse of the two years.
;'?

An interesting finding when the behaviors are plotted sequen-

tially over the two year period is that the summer break from

school (frotriJune through Septeter) seems to result in a re-

version to isolated, noninteractive patterns that earlier



characterized the handicapped children's behavior. This

behavioral- change was nof,evident among the.'nonhandicapped.
.

Thus, the progress the handicapped children are making in

socializing themSelves.within the.dlassroOm during the school

Year seems to be set back by the long break for summer vacation.

The findings, while based on small samples suggest distinctively

positive adirantages to mainstreaming these children. These.

data are presented detail in the second volume of this

report-

The remainder .of this fo reward will be concerned With'.

the contents of this volume. The study reported in this

volume present's important and timely data. At the present

time, when there is considerable rhetoric and pressure to

incorporate handicapped persons within the society, withih

the limits imposed by their handicaps, there is a real paucity

of-information about-how nonhandicapped persons uliiitandALAS 401111

these persons. This incomplete understanding .may partially
Y

.account for the;negative attitudes so-frequently reported to

be expressed toward handicapped persons.

--Pew attitude studio have addressed the content of ti

conceptions underlying these attitudes, merely noting the

negative. valence of the affect expressed. these are-

%ttitudes may hide ignorance of the effects of handicapping
co ditions, and the fear of the strangeness that accompanies

this ignorance. We simply know very'little abou how nonhandi-

capped persons conceptualize the effects of thL handicapping

7
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conditions -- how aware they are of them, what they are, how

they affect the person, what causes them, and what the rson

can do-who has such a condition(s).°-

These studies typically view attitudes as reflecting a

readiness to act in al6gnSistent manner toward a specified object,,

and have interpreted the, negative, statements as, indicating anti-
.

pathy or 'nonacceptance of the-handicapped group. But they con-,

sistently ignore asking what therespoddents's conception or

understanding of the target group is.

A broader more usua)_ definition considers attitudes as

consisting of, three components 4-- cognitive understanding of the -

-object of the attitudinal eAgression,-one's affective feelings,

and the readiness to -act. :Studieb of attitud s toward the Nandi

capped have ignored th ranalyze their, results,

itive componeq: Few studies.can-
7

trolling for the content of the con-
:

.

ceptions motivating the response of the respondent.. This results
4

in considerablesdkifficulty in 'interpreting the findings ,of negative
'-\

statements sin one can not -know whether the' espopdents have
r

a common unde standing of.the condition. The r6ferent conceptions

for the judgment are omitted. Doesignorance motivate the re-1

sponses? Misconceptions? Actual negative contact experiences?

There is no way of knowing, giver. the usual Methodology,employed

in the studies. 'Yet one must know whether -the respondents
.

share a common conception, since one is imputed in the inter-

pretation of the findings.

Working form a " ckness" modeljfr since, physicians are

Srequentlys closely id ntified with the"sare of these persons,
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we tend to derogate the ability of the, handicapped to funct n

.independently, and design environments th,a't foster` and sust

dependence. Historically, We-- have isolated these persons in
4

institutions, and/or have kept them aPart fr'oM the society in

other ways. With the rising tIde of interest in the handicap

in the past decade, we.have be4e more concerned about their

situation. We have discovered,, to land behold, that nonhandi-

capped persons do nih`to relate" to them,-to have them as

neighbors', are threatened by their/irangeness, their different-
.

ness. But what do nonhandicapped persons know about these ,persons?

This question 'has been addressed cursorily in suri.,
- )

t

questionnaires, but with litle
,

depth. The nature of e
ii.

understandings artiCulated and held'. by children of different

ages has not been studied, yet we are Currently developing many
.

,,,

curricula to help children understand and-be more tolerant of
-.,

the handicapped children mainstr amed into their midst. It'is

these questions which the current tudy addresses a first

effokt to understand the concepions of children of -different

ages, anchoring these Conceptions with those of a smill4sample
)

of adults.
.N.,

The infoiMation conveyed in this repOrt and others which'
--...

1,
/

,1 ,

should amplify this work is Critical to the design-of the Media'

and curricula pi-esentatidna that4are currentli, being developed

to help children and adults better understand. the persPective

of the lindicapped 'Damsons they* will Miset in their classes or
IP

"---%

. . .

/ .

/
.
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`their LMmunities: The revolution in rights and expectatidns

for the-handicapped which was initiated in the 70s has made

persons' needs.- The requirements
1=

removal has sought to make the.

the handicapped perSon., Considerable

us all mr.eaware'of these

for architechtura -bakier

environment hospitable to
a

funds have gone into-this effortin school and other existing

publid buildings. New buildings must often,bedesigned to be
- /

. harriet=free. The various laws and regulations also require

the people barriers be remotged. Hence, the' mandates to place

children in schools in the least restrictive environment; to

provide.housing and other, opportunities for-handicapped adults

in normalized ,,settings 'within community, inste

Legislating provides opportunities for change. Only,people

R
of institutions.

can make the changes occur at the person-to-person level in-

tended. To accomplish

come to unders6and the
-

in more salient terms.

these intended

nature and the

1)

pur6oset, people must

needs of the handicapped

There muse be. movement toward under-

condition .standilhg these persons as a .Of the handicalOgAind
- _

nonhandicapped o establd'Ahlmere positive friendshi.p-based

relationships: This can only occur if we' know more about

hOw the nonhandicapped codceive the 4andicapped, and vice versa.

This ,stldy reports data related to.these Conceptiorth in the hope
A

that these4data wilt. helpstructure the curricula and.media

events that help the community understand the handicapped,
C

'Clearly age (164 /Make a difference in underStanding the

nature of. handicapping-conditions, andthe data reported in

1
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this monograph should hey)l teacher's and parents structure
1

their commuAications with children of different ages with

diffeting types of messages,.

Mainly, If we have helped derail the field from Ihe',

fruitless-reporting of attitude 'studies without qtalifiCation
ob

as to the content of the conceptions which the respondents have,

we mill have performed yeoman duty.
o

0
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.A Cross-Sectionai,Study of Concepts of Handicaps:

Summary of Procedures' and' Results

.

.-

,- ThiSsUmmary.describes the procedures and Selected
. . .

results. of cross-'isectional interview .study of concepts of
'hdhdiCaps eXpressed.hy,subjects ranging in age fram.two,yeari
to-. adulthood.' ''' : ,

the apOroaChes used' in most previous research on the reactionsC4
_Ths o 'approachpproach used in the study differs considerablyfr--f'

of nanhindicapped people to handicapped people and handicaps.
Previews r0eareh-his-geriirally used the strategy .of obtaining

-Small aniauntwof information from large numbers of subjects. In
'' such stsdies,statistical analysis is directed mainly at showing

toe- extent to which,one May generalize from the sample to a larger,
population.

-,, . CI .
.

The approach used here has been to obtain a large amount of
Information'. from a r*latively small group of ,people, who were

. intervftwed at length aboUt a variety of topics, and the main concern
of the dita analysis has been todescribe the responses of subjects
4 aclear and d'e'tailed manner. The extent, to which this kind of

,. detailed description of'a relatively' small group of people may
be generalized to other groupsof people rests on logical rather
than on,statisticalgrounds.

. . .'
,,,' .

-There are tw&basio-reasons we have chosen this htghly
descriptive approach.' The,first reason has to do with the purpose
of this study:- To:provide useful information to people who
Actually civil with children on a day-to-day basis, as well6as
to peoplevontemPlating further iesearch relatedto conceptions
:of;handiCapa. Sedond, there has been very little previous

', research describing-in detail the content of beliefs about handi-
caps And handicapped pep le. The appropriate goalof this study,
then, was to provide a rich ,initial description of the 'content. ,

,of beliefs and not to focus on premature questions. of generalization

Method

The Study Desi4n
4

This studyUSe s-a cross-sectional design with subjects in
--/6' five' age-,grade grou153.1- Preschoolers, primary-grade children,.

junior-high ,school students, high school students, and adults.
Because- the age group' of interest was people-from- Preschool-Years
through adulthood, the use ofthis cross- sectional rather than
longitudinal approach was _necessaryi. The weakness of this design
is that it does not permit One to use data to draw conclusions

ix 12



'about develdpment in the way that a longitudinaldeaign does:
Itrdoesf'hewever, allow one to obtain a general picture of
subjetts,in different age groups in a way that suggests yore and.'
less likely'hypotheses about development.' The use of a sign
..that yields data about a genekal'picture of subjects a widely
differing ages' is appropriate given the exploratory n ure of
this study..

.

Sub'ects ,

Subjects were selectedfrom subi.trban communities
Greater Boston area. These communities are
relatively prosperous towns and cities with good school systems.

subject were nonhandicapped and came from families that
contained no handicapped' members,, Subjects had had relatively,
little contact,with handicapped people. °

The preschool group, was composed'of 21 subjects (mean age is'
.3.4 years); the primary group, 26 subjects (mean, age' = 6.9 years);
the junior high .gkoup, 21.SubjeCts (mean age = 11.6 years); and
the.high school group, 24 subjects (mean age = c.6 years)'? i:, A
small'Asample bf.adults (n = 11) in their thirties was also
included. The preschool group contained 13 males, 8 females;
the primary group, 12-males and 14.females; the junior-higp group,
6. males and 15 females; the school ,group, .10 males and 14
females; and the adult group., 6-males and 5 females.

in the

Interview Schedule

The interview schedule used in-this study consists of a
series of open-ended-questions. The first section of the inter-
view schedule contains questions about terms for discussing
handicaps. Five ections are devoted, respectively, to questions
about blindness Deafness, orthopedic handicaps, mental retarda-
tion, and psych logical disturbance., A final section contains
some general .questions about handicaps. In addition, the interview
contains two story dilemmas about handicapped children.

Data. Collection Procedures

A141 interviews were conducted individually in A, quiet.,
private location. 'Interviewers had been trained extensively, and
used the interview schedule in a flexible manner, attending to
the subjects' responses rather than adhering,rigidly to the
schedule.' The interviewing procedure, in short, represents a
compromise- between-the classic Genevan clinical.method advocated'
by Piaget and his colleagues te.g., Inhelder, 1968)-and the demands
of American research methods.

All interviews were aUdiotape-recorded and transcribed.

13



Coding 'System

Transcripts Were coded using a variety of mainly nominal
level variables. In addition, numbers of various kinds of terms

'Used to talk about handicaps were coded: Number of blindness
terms,deafness terms, and so forth, plus numbers of various
kinds of offensiVe terms.

The unit coded was a reference to or mention of relevint
material. §Pecifically, the units coded were not sentences,
but rather, referenceeto the handicapping condition or relevant
pieces' of information.

Interrater Reliability
.

Interrater reliability was examined by having each of the
two coders independently code a subsample of 30 randomly selected
interviews. Intraclass correlation coefficients (Winer, 1971)
were 4sedto assess interrater agreement for the coding of
numbers of terms subjOrcts used to disc4ss handicaps, 'while Kappa
(Light, 1971) was used to assess interrater agreement for the
remaining variables. Intraclass correlation coefficients for
the coding of numbers of terms were all acceptably high (.73
or above). For the remaining 'Variables, all with Kappas belbw
.60 were excluded from analysis.

Results

ifThe results reported here are a selected protion 0/ the
re alts. 'Frequencies of subjects in an age group mentioning
various causes of a handicap, expressing certain stances toward
handicapped people, and so forth, refer to percentages of sub-'
jects in tie age,groups- who expressed at least minimal aware-
ness that the relevant handicap exists, not to total numbers
of subjects. In other words, frequencies for the.younger age
groups are not deflated by the inclusion of subjects who did
not discuss a handicap.

Expressed Awareness of Handicap's

The observed patterns of expressed awareness of handicaps
were described by means of Guttman scales.

scalogramanalydes were. performed on data about ex-
pressed awareness of,the five handicaps about which subjects were

, 3 '
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questioned. These two analyses, in effect, aefine "expressed
awareness" in two different ways. The first analysis examines
minimal awareness: whether,subjects' responded to questions
about a handicap with any content at all. The second, in contrast,
examines the issue of w ether the subjects gave evidence of know-
ing.that'a hancqcap,...in fact, exists. One is tempted, then, to'
say that the first analysis uses lenient criteria to define
awareness, .the second, stringent. criteria. In a larger;sense,
the stringent definition'of this study is a lenient one.

Scalogram related to Minimal" Awareness. For the pur poses
.,of this analysis, subjects' were credited with "passing" an item
if they'engagea.in any discussion related toy the handicap, whether:
or not they seemed ever to have heard of the handicap before. For
this analysis, a subject might talk about orthopedic handicaps

if these handicaps were all broken legs; might discuss what
it, would be like not to.be able to see, without evident awareness
that somevpeople cannot see; and so forth, yet be considered. to
have "passed" the relevant handicaps. A "pass,".ihen, means' a'
demonstration of the ability .to discuss any material relevant
to the handicap. 14

The scale under Consideration is composed ofive items:
discussing (a) psychological disturbances, (b) mental retardation,
(c) orthopedic handicaps,- (d) 'blindness, and (e) deafness. The
scalogram analysis of "passes" and '"'fails" on' these items was
performed in such away that the computer ordered these items
from most to least difficult.* -The analysis itself shows-the
extent to which,the data conform to "ideals patterns of Passing
and failing the five items composing the scale.

The. most to least difficult order was chosen by the computer,
with the "psychological disturbance" item most,difficult to pass,
then,mental retardation,- orthopedic handicaps, deafness and t
blindness item. Of 'the 29 subjects on whom,complete Aata for
the analysis were available, 97 conformed to these ideal scale
types.

These results indicate that/ifa subject discussed material
related,to only four of the five handicaps, the'one he or she
failed to discuss was psychological disturbance. If any two were
not discussed at all, thOse two were psychological disturbance
and mental retardation; if three, psychological disturbance,
Mental retardation, and orthopedic handicaps; if four, psychological
disturbance,,mental'ketardation, orthopedic handicapS, and
blindnesS.

Tbese analyses were performed using SPSS.

15xii
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A statistic which ref1pcts the extent to which the number
of items, a subject passes can predict his or her/response pattern
is the coefficient of reproducibility. For "thial malysia, the

'coefficient of reproducibility is .99*. Clearly, the number of
items passed is an excellent-predictor of which items were passed.

AnOther statistic useful id evaluating the scale is thecOJ
efficient of scalability, .which reflects the extent to which the
scale is UnidiMensional and cumulative. ,For this analysis, the
coefficient of scalability is .9p% (T40.s*coefficient runs from
0 to 1.)

In short, if one defines "expressed awareness" in minimal
terms as engaging in some conversation even marginally related
to a handicap,,then'discuising theyfive handicaps is highly
scalable. ,Children are most easily,awige of,deafness, then blind-
ness orthopedic handicaps, mental tetardation, and least, aware
of psychologital disturbance.

'Expressed Awareness that a Handicap Exists. An analysis
similar to that just presentediplas performed with "passing" an
item defined in a different way. For'this analysis,, a subject
"passed" an item if he or she supplied a term for the handicap
'(e.g., when asked about words for not being able,t6 see, said
"blind") or gave some other evidence of knowing that allandicap
really exists. For example, a subject might "pasS" the blindness,
item by describing'a person who cduld not see'using a white canei .

or might make some other expression of awareness that there are
blind people.

The scale under consideration is composed of the Same items ,

,xused in the previous scale, but "pass" via* defined as noted abolie.
This t,me, however,,the computer's ordering of most-to-least
difficult items differed somewhat: This time, deafness Vas more
diffitult than blindness. '
5

Of the 99 subjects on whom complete data related to awareness
were available, 85 showed patterns conforming to these "ideal"
types. The coeffidient of reproducibility for this analysis is
.94, and the coefficient o1 scalability, .80.

a

In 'short, when one d fines "expressed awareness" as an
expression of awarene at a handicap really exists,'the
ordering from most t least difficult item changes slightly.
The number of items subjects passed remains a good predictor of
whichl4tems they passed, and the items are highly scalable. The
iiiiiitics.reflecting reproducibility and scalability`are" however,
somewOat lower than those for the previous scalogram analysis.
However, thef"generalization still holds from the previous analysis.
The more viSeible the handicapping condition, the greater the
awareness.. 'psychological disturbs es are lest viltible, and
childre are least aware of them.wr

41.
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Examin tion of patterns of expressed awarenessof handicap
showed a cl ar association betwsen the patterns and' ehe age
groups. Us either definition of expressed awareness, the
patterns involving the, mire difficult items characterized the
older groups. The older gr9ups show relatively few patterns,
while the younger groups show more patterns. In particular, the
preschool group showed most variation:. 'While.Some children showed
no awareness that any handicaps exist, others-showed aviNfeness
oeone) two, and even three different handicaps. Considerable
variation was also evident in the primary grade group.

A point that also emerges from this w5aMination is that
the scaling of items frem most to least difficult is a general
characterization. It will not predict the4single handicap a
subject is aware of if he or she cites only one handicap. That
is, subjects expressing'awareness of one and only one handicap
sometimes showed awareness of orthopedic handicaps or deafness
rath00 than blindness--highly visible handicaps.

A0dieDiffirences. Two statistics Were used'to-test for a
relatlotOhip between sex and exPresied awareness of ezieh handicap
in each.age group: Fisher's Exact Test and Pearson's r. No

. associattions between sex affd'aWareness even approached-Statisti-
cAl sighificance (E <.05). The correlations between sex and
0cpressing or not expressing awareness of a handicap, for each

d,,44egroup, were 1ow and were not statistically significant
( >.05). Ih-short, there wasono evidence at allvof a relation-
ship between sex, and awareness ,of handicapping conditions for any,
age 'group.

,

. Confusions Between Handi&aps. A total of 22. confusions

';;:tetWeen
handicaps were observe a, and 17 of the 22 involve mental,

'. retardation. Mental retardation was confused_ once with blindness.
' three, times with deafness, tbree times with orthopedic handicaps,

d ten times with sychological disturbances. In contrast, .tp

ness and dea ss were seldom confused, and then, mainly
younger c ldren. Orthopedic handicaps were confused

:.her hand aps only once. 4

1

Terms for Discussing Handicaps. Two different kindsof
terms fordiscussing handicaps were examined: (1) technical words
like blind, Down's Syndrome, Braille, and such, and (2) Offensive
terms.

Ui$

1. Technical Terms. With increasing age, subjects used,
on the average, more terms about each handicap. Furthermore,
with increasing'age, there was increasing variation. The average
*humber of terms used did not levet off during the high school years.
Rather,' for all types of terms exceRt the. miscellaneous ones,
there Was a Sharp increase between the highcschool and adult
groups.

.17
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There is-a parallel between results concerning terms and
those concerning.patterns,of eXpressed awareness in the sense
'that,subjects generally used more terms for senSorivand.physical
handicaps than for:mental and'emotional handiCaps.

2. Offensive Terms. Three separate types of offensive
terms were examined: (a)-' terms that are now offensive, but that
were used without apparent intent to offend; (bY epithets, handicap.-
specific derogatory terms,-and other offensive terms used without,
qualification; and c) epithets, handicap- specific derogitory Wins,
and other offensive terms that a subject explicitly disowned.,

/

) Offensive terms were used quite frequently by subjects who,
evi4ently did not realize that the terms, are, in fact, oTfensiv%.
A few preschoolers, no primary grade children, 38.1% of the junior
high group, 70.8% of ehd high school group, and 45.4% of the
adults used oneior more offensive terms this naive way.

Offensive, terms were used in an unqualifitd way by about
one-third of te, junior high ,subjects and aboutione-half of the
high school students and adult. The children in the younger
groups did not use.these terms

A

Mentioning and disowning offensive terms was notable mainly
in the high schoo4sroup, although it occurred.occasionally in.
the junior high a adult groups as well.

'Explanations of Causes

Several general patterns,emerged,from the ex,. .i ltion of.
explanations-of the causes of handicaps offered py subjects in
different age groups.

First, young children showed little interest in the causes
of handicaps and offered very few explanations.:. Although the
preschoolers occasionally offered 14ildly fantastic ideas about
causes (e.g., overeating as a cause-of blindness), these strange
ideas were voiced in a few dramatiC cases and were not typical
of the responses of the young children as a group. Rather, a
typical picture of the preschooler's explanationsof causes is
one depicting 'a lack of interest ands few ideas.

Second, after the preschool years, -subjects seemed to show
several general patterns in the development of ideas of causes.°
Explanations of causes became, with increasing age, more plentifut,
more accurate, and more speci4c. Subjects, as a group, offered
an increasingly wide range of probable explanations. Highly
improbable response's decreased in frequency, although it should
be noted thit some such responses were observed among high school
students. \Most strikingly, with increasing age, subjects became'
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notably more specific. *Tor instance, the categor es reflecting
vague "something happened" or "just got " res nses'were
little used'by adults; Who frequent11. named spec fic illnesses
or metabolic disorders, that cause various handic ps.

Third, among the older subjects (high schoo
adults) one observes a rather heavy emphasis upo
types of explanation: explanations in terms of
kind or another, and explanations in terms of fa
birth.' These kinds of causes are overemphasized
For blindness, to take one example, such explana
rather frequently, while references to perinatal
emphasized.

students and
two general
ccidents of one
tors present at
foi some handicaps.
ions occur
events are under-
,

Finally, subjects emphasized organic rather than cultural-
ifamilial causes of mental retardation. Even a g adu ts,jeference
to any causes tIlat could be in any way interpre ed as ultural-
familial were uncommon.

Contagion and Iirlmunit. In order to prbbe
to contagion without suggesting these ideas to
avoid sanding as if we considered the poisibil
child subjects were told a story about two hand
a blind child and a deaf child, then P -4, "Co
ever become deaf, or not?"

A .

for ideas related
hildren (i.e., to
ty a likely ohe),
capped children, ,,
ld th blind child 16

411

As the high school students all perceived, there.is one and
only one accurate answer to this question: Yes, it 'could happen.
Only a single child gave a' response related to contagion, a

® junior high student using a reasonable disease theory.

Indeed, the interesting findings pertain not to contagion
but rather, to an assumption of immunity. More than half the pre-*
schoolers replied that the blind child could not become deaf;
12.0% of the primary .group gave this response, and one junior
high student did so. .>,

These results suggest that far from harboring beliefs that
handicaps.a-.:e contagious, young children may believe that immunities
to handicaps exist. People are what they are; if they are not,.

,

deaf, then they are not deaf. That is, preschool children seemed
to think of handicaps in terms of static states rather than in
terms of processes potentially involving transformation.

Views of Curability. Preschoolers gave either ovelky opti-
mistic or oVerly pessimistic views of the curability of handicaps

I. they discussed, or else provided uncodable answers or said that
. 'they did not know whether handicaps last.
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.
Primary-grade children,. in contrast, occasionally presented

realistic views of curability. Junior hig subjects expressecL
realiitic views quite frequently, as did high school subjects.
Finally, adults expressed realistic views trequently: Moretthan
half-ofthe adults expressed da- realistic View of the

.

sof, each handicap: The percentages of subjetts expressing real.r.
istic views of the curability of each handicap generally increased
with age. As one. might expect, preschoolers were.unrealistic,
Older-children and)edults mare frequently realistic about the
curability of handicaps.

For the sensory handicaps, this pattern o increasing fre-
quency of realiStic views is the predominant result. For views
of orthopedic handicap*, the results show another pattern. Pri-
mary-grade, junior high, and high school subjects frequently
expressedoptimistic views of they curability of orthopedic
handicaps.

Concepts of Coring Devices and Adaptation
`-

A clear developmental picture emer(,:s rrom the data concern-
ipg references to v.....Lious coping and adaptational devices. When
preschoolers discussed ways tai cope with handicaps, they discussed
concrete, perceptually salient devices: sign langu ge, canes,
and such. Primary grade children mentioned those vices, and

e childtren alsoother concrete
mentioned the
They did not
high school'
devices and
logical adaptation, too. High school students, as aygroup,

;referred to concrete devices, sensory compensation, and psycho-
logicll acytptat'ion fairly often. The development of an under -
standing of adaptation to handicaps, however, appears not to
reach an endpoint in the high school,years. Adults, like high
school students, mentioned concrete coping devices quite, often;
mentioned sensory compensation even more than did high school
students; and mentioned psychological adaptation very frequently.

In short, concepts of'how one learns to live with a handicap
seem to show a general trend from an understanding of the concrete
and external, to a42tiiderstanding of the practical use of sen-
sory information, to an.underitanding of inner, psychological
adaptation:. The data suggest that an understanding of adaptation
begins as concrete'and practical, and with age, becomes abstraftt
and experiential.

evices as well. Some primary gra
use of other senses to compensate -/for a h dicap.
hoWever,refer to psychological adaptations. Junior
tudents mentioned not only a variety of concrete
e use of other senses, but.some referred to psycho-

Evaluations of Handicapping Conditions

In order to provide an overview of subjects' evaluations
of various handicapping conditions, interviewers asked-subjects
Which.handicaps would be the hardest and the easiest to have.
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In naming a handicap as the hardest or the easiest, very
few subjects:mentioned psychological disturbances. . This was the ilo:

case in age 'groups clearlyaware-of psychological disturbances,
so the result is not A by-Product of patterns of awareness of
handicaps. One-had the-cl'in'ical-impfession that subjects-did
not think of psychological disturbances as hard or easy in the
same way that they thought of other handicaps as hard or easy.

Blindness was mentioned as the hardest handicap by about
half the subjects, although it was occasionally, chosen as the
easiest. Furthermore, it,,..was chosen as one of the harlest
handicaps by all age groups( that is, the hinh freque*y of
naming blindness'is not simply a function ,f he large number/
of subjects aware

A
lig-let Would 1,t. Be Like To Be Handic'pped?

/://-7 With increasing age, subjects became mare apt .'comment
' on phenomenological aspects of handicaps; "what it -vid be like"
inbreasingry came tolnean "how one would feel."'

Many adults aid that it would be difficult -or strange to
have each- handica . Such commentsiyere made. by other-subjects .,

about sensoryband hysical handicaps rather frequently, but rarely
about'mental retardation and psycholpgical disturbances.

.----

The only handidap many subjects seemed to regvIld as frighten-
ing to have Was blindness; remarks that it would be frightening
to ,blind were made by about half of'the adults, high schopl ,

,Students, and junipk high students.

When' preschoolers commented on the phenomenology"of handidapso
as they seldom did, they were apt _to say that, it would be "no
fun" or "hard." Primary grade children,were much more apt than
preschoolers to offer such a comment. The idea that it wouldbe
frightening to be handicapped appeared with notable frequency
in the junior high age group; these subjects seemed to ,indicate
a differentiation of, the diffusely negative feeling that it would
be "no furl." Furthermore, from junior high upward in age, sub-
jects clearly made different remarks about the phenomenology
of blindness and the phenojnology of other handicapk. That-,is,
junior high age and older subjects dften said that it would be
frightening to be blind,, and seldom made such comments about othe
handicaps.

,0

The development of concepts of the phenomenology of liandicaps4
then, seems to involve (a) the .differentiation of specific views
from diffuse ones (e.g., frightening as opposed to "no fl.i4i0 and
(b) the differentiation of views of, different handicaps (e.g.,
blindness is frighteninq). 0
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Negative Feelings About Handicapped People

,.

Interviews re examined for any expressions of strong "ugh".- o
(

reactions, disgust, or revulsion toward people With any kind of,
handicap. Theses f expressed, and never ex-
preised by chij.dren younger than high school age.

,

A stances that might-be described as the opposite of pity
..is cynicism. Specifically, a "cynical" orientation, for the
p4rpose of this report, refers to expressions of the idea that
handicapped people "use the hethdicap" to gain speoial'favor,,, to
manipulate other people, and for other such purposep. This
orientation was opserved in juniOr high subjects when discussing
orthopedic handicaps (23.8%) and mental retardation (9.5%). 'It

was expressed by high school age'stibjects when discussing psycho-
logical disturbances (13'.0%1. It was expressed by adults dis
cussing blindness (18.2%), 4eafnesi 118.2%), and psychological
disturbances (33". 3%)

, -Np,, iir ,

The belief that handicapped people are harmful was stated,
by older subjects (junior high, high school, and adult subjects),
not by younger subjects, mainly with the-V-O-hcern that.a,ting out
disorders may, in fact, involve danger to people. A fe subjects
.did rais0 the theme in relation to handicaps other than psycho-
logical disturbances. None did so in relation. to orthopedid.
-handicaps., 'These results show that this thOme is not a frequent-
one. It is noteworthy, however, when,one consider'' the nature
of the population in. Ohis 'study. In a group of bright,-well-
educated ects, it,is surprising to discover the emergence
of this heme at all.

Older subjpcts were more apt than younger subjects to describe
or express feelings of not knowing what to do--unceqvainty,
awkwardness, and such with handicapped persons. In general,
blind pe pie. seem to arouse these feelings morethan other.
handic ped people although some adults also reported these
feelings in relation to psychologically disturbed people.

Summary; Oethe 103 subjects in this study, 29.1% expressed
one or more strongly negative statements toward people with a
handicap. Only one preschooler did so, and none of the primary
grade children did so. In contrast, 47.6% of,the junior high
subjects, 45.8% of the high school subjects did so, and 72.7%
of the adults did so., That is, only a single thild in the two
youngest groups expressed a negative statement, while about half
the adolescents ind-about three-fourths of the adults expressed
one or more negative statements.

Sex Differences

61. The statistics computed to screen for areas.of important
,/



difference between mal and females were (1) chi square; or,
when appropriate, Fish 's exact test, and (2) PearsoWs-,r.
The p1 ha level used 'w s .0:)for all tests.

there wa ve .little indication of any,male-female
differences in diseTsions f handicaps. Particularly given the
fact that repeated tepts of tatistical significance virtually 'c

guarantee finding some signi Icance pUrely by .chance, surprisingly
few sex differences 'appeared.

° Specific findings of sex ifferendes are as follows: Junior
high males more often than fe les made some strongly negative
statements about handicapped eople. In response to a story
dilemma, junior high females more than males raised issues related,
to the charabter's social-emAional well-being and stated.tyat
such a character wird certainly be teased or ridiculed.

)

a

Conclusion
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This brief summary19,70elected results indicates that.concepts
.of handicapa showedkboth'kualitative and quantitativechariges
from the. preschool years to'adulthood., The changes evident with
increasing-age include,not only changes in the amount of informatiOn'
and thenaibers of erms,subjects mentioned in discussing handicaps,
but also changes.in.the:kinds :of responses charactekistic of
subjects in lifferent age groups.
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Preface

I

4

di

The problem of termino/ogy occurs.iiX the writing of this

ur report as "well as in its,topic. The. words oue uses' to discuss

handicaps. have peilna j. and foOlitPcal'imeanings_that.36 far beyond
I '

.

)thepaticular characydristics of the.people one talks

about. r-Furthermpre.,- the connotations of handicap-related terms

//
change very rapidly. Afword that §eems acceptable.at the.time

.

this'report is written may have beCome\offenre by the the
.,

report is read. Because the topic of terms' is an emotionally ......-

4 b

charged one, wewould like to expYain clearly why we use the 1.

;terms we do.

The basic criteria used in selecting terms were clarity,

brevity, and acceptability to handicapped people. We tried to

avoid aWbigudus terms, long terms,uand offensive 'terms. As a
A

general term, we use handicap. "Many people prefer the word

-disability to the word handicap on the grounds that the former

seems to them natural-4-- while the latter seems to Suggest-low

abilityror
0
lowexpectations of ,competence. It is not clear

o

that this distinction is a general one. To us, disability

suggests low aility, whereas handicap does Furthermore,

the word handicap is in general use: The Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped and numerous organizations use the term.

Another possible term, favored increasingly by educators, is

-non-abld-bodied . For our purposes, this term was very-misreading.
4

We needed a term for people who are mentally retarded and ,
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sychologicalj.y disturbed,as wellAts:for people;with sensory

d physical handicaps. Many handicapped people arp able-bodied,
di

4

ludinci those with orthopedic handicaps. Consequently, we,have

.avoided the terms able-bodied and non - able-- bodied in spite of the

current popularity of these terms , 4 .t a e

With- regard to labels for specific han icabg. we bavechOsen

common,- s rt terms as much as possible. We are, Of:course,--
. - , .. I ,

aware that some of these. terms are inaccurate. Fbr instance,
), ,

4
.

,

Allthough we use the,Word deaf, most, "deaf "' people' have .in fact,
4

,Vik

some,hearing. The one common label we have avoided is the term

mentally ill. To use the term mentally ill is, in effect, to

commit oneself to one particular model for understanding psycho-

logical disturbances; and we wanted to avoid's. cOlmitment'to

that model.

Finally, it is generally mire accurate and more acceptable

Jo talk about people with handicap2 as individuals ,arid as people,

with handicaps than it is to talk about "the blind" ox about
6

"the handicapped." Unhappily, the necessity\of-referring re-

peatedly to groups of handicapped people and groups of people

with specific kinds of handicaps has sometimes resulted in the

use of language that might suggest a treatment of handicapped

people as nonpersons characterized only by-their handicaps, It

is our hope that readers will bear. in 'hind the difficulty one

encounters in finding clear, brief, and ACceptable terms. When

one undertakes the task of writing a lengthy description of

compliCated interview data, one may, we hope, .be excused for

writing "deaf people" instead of "people Who have auditory iM-

pairments," and for other uses of brief terms.

2
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CHAPTER . INTRODUCTION'

--,.,

The, all approach used in this study differs considerably
f , . liv ,

a

from..,the apprbaches used in most preVious'rese*ch dn re reao7.
. ,

,

tions of nonhandpped people to.handicapped people and handicaps.

P-.As . the literature review section of this report shows in detail,

,' grrevious" a eis r has generally used the strategy of obtaining
6..

6ma$11,,aiii-ounts.gf information froM large numbers of subjects. It

;

is ."1.00.iitc to read studies ilk which 100e or even 1,000

*illiVeC4,*ha°V been .given a test of attitudes or a guesttonnaire

,7.8iperstein,-,& Conant, 197,9; Lukoff & Whiteman,

tatistical analysis is directed mainly

at s owl p7 firextent t ich one many generalize from the

11
0ipa,-Aippger ulation.

pp4ac used here differs radically from the,kind of

research described above. First, our approaCh has been to gain

Aarge amount of information from a relatively small group of

people. In this area of research, the sample size of N=103 is

no
7j-

ery,large. On the other hand, each of these 103 subjects
..

' A ..2-4

,

was ,i.,WtOrviewed at length about a variety ofjtopics. Second,

the main concern of the data analysis has been to describe the

responses of subjects in a clear and detailed manner. The
4111

extent to wUph, this kind of detailed description of a relatively

small group oe'Peop16 may bp generalized to other groUps of

people repts,on logical rather than on statistical grounds.
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There, are two

desex4Ptive approac

'

reasons we have, chosen this highly

The first reason has 'to do with the purpose

oe.this'studyr to provide useful information'to people who
- '

actuallxy deal with children on a day-to-day-basis,, as well as
4

"to 'people cont mplating further research related to Conceptions

'of- handicap. If one is to /discuss handicaps with ,nonhandicapped
- .

children,:td design educational materials, to make accurate-

estimates about nonhandiCapped children's reactions to handicapped

people, it is more'Useful to taiie availble a rich description

of'the,specific, kinds of-thingschildrtn say about handicaps

than it is to knOwthat children may show "negative attitudes" '

brimay score high on "concreteneis."

Second, as the literatureteview Section of`this report shows,

there has been very little previous research desciibing in `detail 41

the content of, beliefs about handicaps and handicapped people.

Although there tihs been an enormous amount of research devoted

to,attitudes, sociometric positions, and other aspects of reactions

to handicapped people, the study reported here was'exploratory

in the sense that very few previous reportsdesc4be what people

said when asked aboutthandicaps'and handicapped people. The

lappropriate goal of this study, then, was to provide a rich

Initial description of the content of be iefs and not to focus-
aq .1 ,

on premature'questions of generalizaton,
0

- -

The mast appropriate previqus work ailable' to us, as a
- -

methodological pabedent,4wa44not the massive amount bf,previous

'research largely concerned with. theivalence of the attitudes



expressed to handicapped persons, _but the work conducted by

Piaget (1960) on dhildrenls conceptions of the world.

To take iliPlagetian" approach has increasingly come to

mean, atleast in eriganpsychology, that one.advances a stage
\. . .

theory of develop nt and then tests the validity of this stage

theory; In this report we take a somewhat different "Piagetian"

approach from the stage theorystage.theory validation one.

Specifically, our approach -is "Piagetian" in several ways that

are not directly related to the problem of developmental stages.

First, our approach is phenomenological. In understanding

the devel6pment Of concepts'of handicaps, we want, first, to

know how children experience, handicapped people and ideas of

handicaps. What is "blindness" to a preschool child? If a

second-grader hears the words "mentally retarded,"-what meaning

does he'attach'to thes0Words? In other words, we are interested

in the content of beliefs more than in broader questions of the

abstract structures thought. 11/

Second,.our approach is'developmental. The essential ques-

tion asked in this study is the question of how adults come to

conceptualize handicaps, and the way we go about answering this
.

question is torlook for the origin of adult conceptions in

childhood conceptions.

. Third, the assumptions we 'make are. constructivist. 'We assume,

as Inhelder salis,'that '"knowledge is..,.neither preformed in the

object (empiricism) nor in the subject (nativism) 'but results

from progressive construction: reality is continuously

. "



restructured through the subject's ow/ activities" (1978, p. 122).

IP
In looking for answers to the developmental questldn of hoW .

44
ia

children'arrive at an adult, understanding of handicapsr we will -...

focus on interactions between the characteristigs of the child

and the charavtcteristics of the concepts of interest. For instance,

in trying to describe hoW the presghoorchild understands blindness',''

we asstimileither that he,-in effect, copies reality in.creating

photograph-like images related-to.blindness, nor that he innately

understands blindness (or, more weakly, has some innate structure,:

somehow ready for that understnding). Rather, how he understands .

blindness comes from an interaction between the structures he

has avaiIable\and the reality with which he has experience,
.4% I

As'Kohlberg (1968) points out, such a gonstructivist apiiOach !.
44e*-

does not mean merely that both innate and :environmental influences 41

Contribute quantitatively to development. Rather, in a cOnitraic-

tivilt approach, both the internal structure of the child dh4W:

the external structure of reality, in interaction, are the Sources

of'patterns in the thought. In practical terms., this

distinctibn means that we will not, for instance,, ask Whether

developmental level or contact with handicapped people contributes

more to quantitative"understanding of handicaps. Rather, we

will look for the sources of patterns in undervtanding handicaps

in interactions between children's cognitive structures and the

nature of the content of interest.

Studying children's understanding handicaps within a

cognitive-developmental framework means., at its most general level,

29



studying children's adaptation to a particular aspect of the

social world, the existence and characteristics' of people with

a variqy of 'mental, emotional, and physical problems. In this

..-

report, the term handicap

1
efers to such conditions, including

blindness deafness, menu retardation, and physidal disabilities,

as well as social, emotional, and behavioral distuTbances.

Adaptation, in this ftamework, does not suggest a process

of passively staking in increasingly greatir amounts of informa-

tion about the environment or of creating an increasingly accurate

photograph-like intage of.the environment (Inhelder, 1968).

Rather, it suggests an interactive process between the child and

the social environment, "an equilibrium between the action of

the organism on the environment and vice versa" (Piaget, 1972).

-In Piagetian theory, this interactive process has two aspect--

assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation is "the action

,oftthe organism on surrounding objects, insofar as this action

-depends on previous behavior involving the same or similar

objects (Piaget, 1972, p. 7), and accommodation is the modifi-

cation.of the assimilatory cycle.

SpecifiCally, to adapt to difference in the social

world is to integrate perceptions and conceptions of

difference into previously existing sl ructures, and to modify

those structures when such assimilation is not possible. To

study the development of children's understariding of handicaps

and the handicapped within this framework, then, means to find

)out the concepts to hich children first assimilate observations

7
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; 'about handicaps and the handicapped and to find out what moo*,
V'

`fi$nations occur in, concepts related td handicaps and the handi-

capped in the -court' of development. The concrete aim of a

study within this framework is to arrive at a description'of

qualitative differences in understanding that characterize the

thought of children of different agds.

This kind of approach to studying the development of 'thought

has been applied to a variety of content areas., Pi get's early

?wpik (e.g., Piaget, 1969) describes children's beliefs about

dreams, the movement of clouds, the origin of trees, and numerous

other.content areas.° Piaget's basic approach has been applied

to mon other areas, particularly those concerned with children's

understanding of the physical world. Within the last decade,

there has been increasing emphasis on children's understandins

of the social world: emphasis on moral development (Kohlberg,

1969), and on social cognition4(Flavell, 1970; Feffer; 1970;.

Selman, Damon, Gordon, & Lieberman, 1973). Simultaneously,

there been increagng emphAsis on studying cognition in

nat ally occurring situations rather than in situations people

usually encountef only in 'laboratory settings (Kuhn & Brannock, 1977).

In perspective, then, the study reported here is a study

of one kind of naturally occurring social cognition.. In a broad

sense, the q estion it addresses is familiar from other investi-

gations of ocial cognition: In what distinct ways is thought

about people organized over the course of development?

In a number of important ways, howeverr, the study reported
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here differs from most other work in the field of social cogni-
-

tion. Fi4pt, the primary goal of most studies withi4the
\

..
.

.

cognitive-developmental framework is to arwer questions like

that posed above--that is, to answer thebas' developmental'

!"-question of how 'adult structures originate. ypical primary

goals of many studies within this framework include validating
0

stage theory and adding to psychology's understanding of the

general mechanisms of change from lower to higher'cognitive

stages. In such studies, the particular content cif the study

'is often largely a means of'investigating such theoretical issues.

For example, Kuhn and Brannock (1977) presented subjects with a

problem involving house plants because of an interestin the ability

tp isolate variables, not because of an interest in the understand-

ing of horticulture per se. In contrast, the study reported

here is primarily concerned with the content of beliefs about

handicaps. The theoretical questions are of -secondary interest.

Second, unlike concepts about dreams, the origin of trees,

the conservation of volume, weight, and substance, and other

such areas, concepts about handicaps cannot be assumed to be

highly, developed in adults. Experience with internal processes

like dreaming, with social processes like making friends and

arriving at moral judgments, and ith processes in the physical

world can be assumed for adults, although adults differ in the

extent to which they are intere, ted in different content areas.
.

The physicist has a more highly_ laborated concept of electricity
t

than does the layperson, and so forth. In this society, many
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_adults have little occasion to think about the handicapped:,

little contact with information about 'handicapped people that
.

would require modifying or elaborating concepts about handicaps.

Consequently, one my 'hot assume that this is a content area

to which'adults necessarily have had occasion to apply much

thought.

`,The amount of accurate factual information a person has

about the handicapped is clearly not a measure of the person's

level of thought, in the sense of his ability to use hypothetico-

deductive reasoning should he happen tp think about the,handi-

capped. For the present, however, amount of information might

be taken as e rough index of the salience of the topic. In

general, studies indicate tiat American adults are ill-informed
1!

about handicaps. For example, GOttwald (1970) reports on a

large-scale survey about public knowledge of mental retardation

in which only 45% of the-respondents described mental retardation

in terms of mental.deflciency(6.5% indited tha "mentally

retarded" meant "mentally Respondents also gave gross

underestimates of'the prevalence of 'mental retardation, blind-
x

ness, cerebral palsy, and other disorders. In other words,

while one may assume most adults to have cognitive capacities

for thought qualitatively different from those of the child,

one may not assume adults to have applied their capacities,to

the fullest in thinking .'about handicapped..

A third area of difference between the study reported here

and many related studies of `social cognition is that handicaps
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represent -a content area very heavily den with social and

emotional meaning. The problems, of eliciting accurate informa-
*

tion from subjects are even more evident in studies about concepts ,

of handicaps than in other areas of social science research.

The same reasons that'make it important to stucAvoncepts of

the handicapped al'so make it difficult to do so-accurately.

In surtimary, then, one goal `Of this study is to broaden the

scope of research on the child's conception of the world. This

-study, then, is of one particular kind of social cognition,; but

differs from other cognitive-developmental studies in that its

aim is largely educational and practical, focused on content

rather than on cognitive structure and process in the absttact;

in that the existence of highly elaborated concepts about handi-

caps cannot be assumed for,adulis;land in that the content of

1e study involves a vulnerability to response biases.

1.
Aims of the Study

This study, in contrast, to related studies of social cogni-
,

tion, is essentially educational and practical in aim. Given

the increase in mainstreaming in schools together with conflict-

ing results of previous research, it aims at generating informa-

tion to be used in informing those who make decisions about main-

streaming and in implementing mainstreaming tin claSsrooms. It

does this in two ways: First, it provides data to clarify

Orevious research findings. Second, it presents data of a

different kind from that generated by most previous studies.

Specifically, clarifying previous research and generatidig a
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new kind of information means using data from clinical interviews.

Clarifying Previous Research

Research concerned with children's perceptions, conceptions,

and attitudes related to handicaps has previously relied mainly

on highly standardized and structured measurement instruments:

adjective checklists, social distance scales, peer acceptance

scales, questionnaires, and such. (An exception, discussed in

later chapters, is -Coie & Pennington, 1976.) Without digressing.

into a general critique of such instruments, it should be noted

that these instruments are often used partly because their use
I

.04,neant to insure equivalent stimulus - value,' and partly because

/ -

-they provide data that are convenient to code And analyze, hot

becausethey F iFe maximally informative.

One example illustrates a major-odrawback to the use of such

insbruments ior studying thought zelated to the handicapped.,

Gottlieb an4ottlieb(1977), in a study of junior high school

age children's "stereotypic attitudes" and "behavioral intentions"1%,

toward mentally retarded and crippled children, had subjects.

read two paragraphs. One paragraph described a retardd child,

the other, a crippled child. After reading the paragraphs,

subjectS responded to an adjective checklist and a social dis-

,tance scale--measures, respectively, of stereotypic attitudes

and of behaviOral intentions. Results indicated that subjects'

stereotypic attitudes toward the crippled child were more favor-

able than were their attitudes toward the mentally retarded child,

41
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but that behavioral intentions did not differ in response td

two descriptive paragraphs.

As the authors note; however, ihese results are difficult to

interpret when one considers another piece of information. Namely,

some subjects rated the mentally retarded child as "smart" and

"bright" on the-adjective checklist.' In other words, neither. the

authors nor the reader can tell what the subjects meant by these

responses. Onecannot tell whether-subjects ignored the descrip-
-6;

tivd paragraph, misread it, used "bright" and "smart" in non-

.standard ways, felt favorably inclined towad the retarded child

and hence rated in a generally positive way,-or responded in some

other fashion.

This problem in interpretation arises not only with regard

to these particular and peculiar results. That is, one does-not
0

know what subjects mean by checking off "bright" as descriptive

of a retarded child. One also has no data to aid in interpreting 4

what subjects mean by checking off aqw other adjectives. Numerous

other problems. with this area of research could be rtised. The

(-\"
mai.9.'pointhere is that such research is unclear to ieaders,

and hence Of limited practic0l valUe, unlesCinformation is'

available to aid in interpretation. That is, information about

how children spontaneously describe real retarded children, in-

formabion on how childrel use terms like retarded, information

on children's responses to questions about what they mean by

what they say.

13 6
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Imitations of Interview Data
io

Two particular limitationg of interview data are important,

to note.. First, the results from interviews-pertain to what

,subjects expressed in the interview situation. The results do

not reveal (1) what the subjects knew, or (2) what they.might

have said in-different contexts. Second, in interpreting res ts,

it is important to bear in mind which questions subjects were,

and were not asked.

To illustrate these points, consider the issues of fantasies

° . about handicaps. Subjects in this study were not asked whether

or not,handicapped people have specialgifts or Abilities.

Interviewers did not ask, for instance, whether blind people

have great musical ability, special intuition about people's

innermost beings, supersensitive hearing, or facial vision.

discussed elsewhere, there were several reasons to avoid posing

these questions. Since thee questions were not asked, the

results concerning fantasies and other topics,to which subjects

were riot explicitly directed are not results comparable to those

that would have been obtained had subjects-been asked. They °

are results about what subjects mentioned spontaneously.

The interview time devoted to the discussion of a handicap

provided the subject with the opportunity to discuss aspects

of the handicap and perceptions'of handicapped people. _Results

pertaining to topics about which subjects were not directly

asked reflect how subjects used the interview time, not what

they might have said if they had been questioned directly on

the particular issue.
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Concepts of Handicaps

Since the study reported here is an initial effort to describe

the development of concepts of handidA0s and handicapped people,
4 s

it ds appropriate to include a brief discussion of what these

concepts ale. We do not undertake the massive task of giving

a precise-definition of "a' concept" in, general. The frapework

used here is a cognitive-developmental one rather than a behavior-

istic one; concepts are cognitive entities, not simply dispo-

sitions to produce observable behaviors, for the present purpose..

The reader who'seeks an extended discussion of concepts and

concept development is referred to Flavell (1970).

In studying the development of concepts'of handicaps and

handicapped people, one is asking a specific form of the basic

developmental question: What is the origin of adult structures?

Spedifically, what are the origins of adult concepts of handicaps?

In order to answer this question, it clearly is necessary to

spell out what one, means by "adult concepts of handicapd." In

this study, we shall not assume that adult concepts are'somehow

ideal or perfectly'mature concepts. IryleeA, since data are

\presented about adult subjects, the particular beliefs of adults

Are a'topic of investigation rather than a set of a priori

, assumptions. We will, nonetheless, assume that an adult concept

ipfludes the following components or subConcepts:

1. An awareness thatlhandicaps exist and are distinct

from one another;

2. A laasic idea. Of. what a handicap is; a set of criterial
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properties for a handicap;
Al

3. A set-.of noncriterial properties of a handicap; ideas
zi.

related,to concepts of handicaps that do not define the handicaps.

4. Emotions that are attached to these concepts:

Specifically, the adult concept is taken to mean a 'basic
--/t)

'idea of what a handicap is; who is and is not handicapped; what 4,

handicapped people are like; what it would be likt to have a

handicap; some. idea of the causes of handicaps; an understanding

of the relative permanance of a handicap; a senseof the experi-

ential and social ramifications of being handicapped; and some

,feelings about handicaps and handicapped people.

The questions about development that arise, then, are
A

questions like the following: Are young children aware of

different handicaps as handicaps, and as handicaps distinct

from one another? that criterial properties do children asso7

with handicaps? TO what concepts do children assimilate

ideas of handicaps? What affects do childien attach to concepts

of handicaps?

A
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.CHAPTER 2.. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE OF CONCEPTIONS OF HANbICAPS.:-

..---.5.

A coMprehens. e%review of the literature relevant to the
9

present study wou1 be an immense Project because it would involve

reviewing literature on blindness, deafness, mental retardation,
0

and otilerhandicaps, and because it-would involve literature in'
. r.

many-disciplines, ReleVant research-has been:done by social'

psychologists,-psychoanalysts, anthropologists/,-sociologists,

Arelopmental psychologists, and people in other disciplines as

well. Within the 'social sciences, some research involves behavioral

observations, some involves clinical interviews, some involves

attitude scales and other: such structured instruments. This review

not intended to be a comprehensive review. In deciding which
10 .4 k

literature to include and exclude, and which to emphasize and
Q

de- emphasize, we have been biased in certain ways. Furthermore,

in.cipering work from a variety of disciplines, we have passed

over, some distinctions that are of importance in particular fields.

Consequently, the following points should be noted about this review.

First, the aim'of the review is to note ideas, finding, and

conclusions about what people think about handicaps, how they feel

aboilt handicapped people, and other such topics. These thoughts

and feelings are sometimes called attitudes, sometimes concepts,

sometimes beliefs, sometimes perceptions. These terms are used

here in a'very loose, nontechnical way except when .a specific,

technical use is noted. The point of the review is to explore

the literatukeathe content of interest, not to become involved

.17 4 0



'in snaking distinctions between concepts and attitudes,

'artetweea conaeptions and Perceptions,. and so on

Second, his is not a methodological review. While it contains
4-

an occasional methodolo4ical note, it'- entirely ignores details

about studies that would .be of .primary interest to, the methodologist.

For example,,a number of studies are diScussed inn W ich the

appropriateness of the statistical analyses\As questionable; the

review usually does not mention these prOblems.

Third, largely becaufie the present study uses interviews,

,tlie emphasis in the review is on studies in-whicl? Investigators

actually talked with Subjects. Considerably more detail is pre-

sented about 'Studies in which the investigator gavesubjects a

forced7phoice questionnaire or an attitude scale' or used some
. .

other Such procedure.'
,

Fourth, theextent to which different parts of this review
,

'covet studies of behaVior varies. The main emphasis is not on

behairioral observations.' Sometimes, howeN:rer, articular,Studies

1
of behavior seemed,, relevant to this study. Sometimesi the only

research available.on a topic was,..behavioral observations. In

such cases, studies of behavior are noted." This neglect of°

research on behaviot doei not reflect y devaluing of such research.

Rather the potential breadth of to s..to be Covered was so-lai4e.

that it was necessary to eliminat e areas of research in-a

somewhat arbitrary fashion. Behavioral observations have been

Ignored in this way.



Blindness

As Monbeck (1973) and Whiteman and Lukoff (1965) discuss,

the blind as.a gyoup receive more public attention and have more

agencies devoted to their bettetment thin do other groups of

handicapped people. This attention to blindness is reflected in

the comparatively large number of high-qballty books and artJcles

published which deal with the history and social meaning of blind-

ness (e.g. Moipbeck, 1973; Koestler, 1976; Schauer, 1951; Nimes, 1951;

'Braverman, 1951;'Foley, 1938.). In spite of interest in the topic

of attitudes toward the blind and beliefs about the blind,,few

empirical studies have investigated the assumptions evident in

general discussions (e.g., Lowenfeld, 1963; Goodman, 1970) and
A.

in recommendations foe educational practice (e.g., Rottman) 1958).

Studies of Children

Wolman (1958) provides detailed; anecdotal observations of

the reactions of children (ages 2 1/2 to 6 years) and teachers to

15 blin4 6 partially sighted \children in mainstreamed nursery

schools and kindergartens. 'According to Wolman, these sighted

children seemed to be aware of thelblind children's handicap, but

not aware of the handicap involved in partial sight. The blind

preschoolers were mainly well-integrated and accepted. . Ignoring

and rejecting these children was rare. Fuithermore, the sighted

children seemed to understand and accommodate to the needs of the

-blind children. According to Wolman, the sighted children provided

auditory cues; removed obstadles, and.otherwise facilitated the

'participation pf the,blind children in,activities.
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Wolman.gives a different piCture of reactions to the

partially sighted children. The sighted children seemed incurious

abOut these children and displayed much more exclusion'and,

rejectiori of the partially sighted Chlldrefi than of the blind

_,childien. According to Wolman,'teachers, too, showed this pattern

of easy acceptance of the blind children difficulty with the

partially sighted children.

Wolman attributes these differences 'in reactions to a

,difference in the personality characteristics of the blind and'

'the'partially sighted. It is poisible, of course,. that the dif-

ference in behavior may be related to the relative difficulty in
. .

understanding partial as opposed to total or nearly total blindness.

An anecdotal report (Simon & Gillman, 1979) of the integration

of :4 visually handicapped preschoolers into a private preschbol I
iseems to support Wolman's ,conclusions out teacher and pupil diffi-

culties
\

in_dealing with partially sighted children. Simon and

Gillman's report, however, merely refers to the children as "visually

handicapped." It is not clear whether these ,-children were
r

partially sighted or were totally or nearly blind! If the term

visually handicapped is not simply a euphemism for blind,'Simon

and Gillman present a picture similar to-Wolman's portrayal of

reactions to the-partially sighted. Teachers and pupils are

reported as reacting with considerable anxiety to the visually

handicapped children. "Negative behavior directed towardothe

handicapped students seemed to increase in frequency as the year

progressed.' The handicapped children were excluded from games,

intantilized.during dramatic play, andtaunted." (Simon & Gillman,,

1979, 463.)-
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Jones, Lavine, and Shell ,(1972) gave a sociometric question-
.

naire to 477 fourth- through sixth-graders who attended school with(

blind children. The blind children were in regular classes,. The

blind children were mentioned Jess 'frequently than were sighted .

children on most sociometric, items. Some of the blind children,

however, were sociometric "stars" i.e., were chosen frequently.*

In this study, low status sighted children tended to be more

accepting of the blind children than were other sighted children.
h,1

Bateman (1962) administered a 50-item questionnaire to two

groups of sighted children grades three -through.0 eight, 117 of

whom knew and attended school with blind Children, 115 of whom had

never known blind children. Results indicated that the subjects

who knew blind children perceived blind children as more capable

than did subjects who did not know blind children. Percentages of

favorable responses incite sed with grade level. AcCording to Bateman,
,

_subjects who }mew one, two or three blind children gave more negative
A

* Because many studies of reactions to.handicapped people have used
sociometric techniques, a very brief description of such techniques
and of the terminology used in sociometry may be helpful'. Most
sociometric measures ask respondents to name, members of a specified
group'with whom they would like to.perform certain behaviors '(e.g.,
"WhichChildren in your class do you like to play with?").- The
particular questions are usually adapted to the needs and interests
of respOndents, so that very young children are given specific
questions about familiar activities (e.g., "Which children in your
sohool would you invite -1'your birthday party ? ")
The responses .to sucu ,uestions yield a cldssificationof the

members of the group into three categories: a sociometric "star"
is chosen or mentioned in a positive way by many peers; a "rejectee"
in a negative way by many peers. An "isolate" is a seldom mentioned
'child. For example, a child, who is mentioned frequently in responSe
to the question, "Which children _would you invite to your birthday,
party?" is a "star". A child mentioned frequently in response,t6
the question, "Which children *ould'you not invite to your birthday
party?" is a "rejectee". A child seldom mentioned in response to
either of these questions is an "isolate".
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responses than did subjects who knew more than- hree blind children a

or who knew none.

Steinzor (1966) interviewed 108 elementary and junior high

school children using a story completion techniqUe. Some of these

children were or had been in classes with blind children; others

had only been in schools with blind children; while.kothers had' had

no school contact with blind children. For the elementary school

children, "the lowest attitudes of cooperation and highest attiVides

of rejection toward blind children core found among their present

classmates" (p.313), especially among children experiencing their

first school contact with blind children. The most positive atti-

tudes were found in children who haepreviously spent one or more

Years in classes with the blind but who were not in classes with the

blind at the time of the study. Steinzor describes these findings II

as qhncl first, encounter" (p03')). In contrast, for. junior high

sc childreh, contact w,ith blind children was associated only

with positive attitudes.

Lukoff and Whiteman's (1963) major study of attitudes toward

blindness includes a study of a large sample (N=2 452) of high school

students. The report.of-this study (Lukoff' & Whiteman, 1963) is

particularly noteworthy because it pertains to specific beliefs.

Lukoff and Whiteman ask,- these high chool students to show

sue extent to which they agreed or disagreed with a_number of

statements about blind people. It should be noted that these state-

ments were not obtained from subjects; rather, subjects were presented

with the statements. The results show that many subjects agreea with
II

certain statements. TheSe "popular" statements, with which over
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,

two-thirdS,Of the subjects agreed, include the f011owing.beliefs:.

blind people havb greater linty to understand other people's
v

)suffering;.tend to be more understanding thaM sighted people; te:ad

tor)get a more accurate first impression of, others than most people'

do; are more appreciative of the finer things in life, like' good

literature and' musi:c. Over two-thirds of the subjects also agreed

that blind people were better off in their own schools, and that

becoming blind would be more frightening than becoming handicapped

in any other way.

Over two-thirds, however, disagreed with the following:' that

the blind are more unhappy than other physically handicapped peoplef

that many blind persons nurse some resentment at the sighted; and

that blind people are more easily upset than are the sighted. -(For

further details, see Lukoff & Whiteman, 1963, pp. 136-140.)

Studies .of Adults

The major work on attitudes of .sighted adults toward bliness

is that of Whiteman and Lukoff (1962; 1965; Lukoff & Whiteman, 1961,

1963). (This work is also noted later in connection with attitudes

toward different groups'Of handicapped people.) The main point Of

this work is that attitudes toward blindness differ from attitudes

toward blind people. According to Whiteman and Lukoff (1962, 1965),
4

these "attitudinal components are independent.

Whiteman and Lukoff (1965) studied these two components by

having adult subjects (41 -social work students) respond to semantic

differential items, paired antonyms, in terms of blind people and in

terms of blindess. Attitudes toward blind people are reported as.
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more favorable than attitudes toward blindne'ss. According "to Lukoff

and Whiteman (1961), the blind az.. re not seen as abnormal or as emo-

tionally disturbed, but are seen'as a special group, requiing'

specialkzed carerather than assimilation.

In'the only study which, to our knowledge, has attempted to

investigate the question of whether or not people actually believe

in a "sixth sense" of the blind aid imother such dramatic ideas,
4

omheau (1965) gave a 65-item questionnaire 4o 339 icolege students.

Chombeau reports that a fairly-large.proportion of subjects agreed

with the statement that the blind have a sixth sense (29 of the 3'99

- strongly. agkeed, 149 agreed). There was frequent agreement that it

is worse to cheat the blind than to cheat the sighted. The subjects

did not, on the who e, see the blind as melancholy, nor did they

agree that blindness is the worst of all physical handicaps.

The liteature suggests,' then; that_ elementary school children

.

'who know orilr-a f64 blind people may express negative attitudes

toward'the blind. Otherwise, studies of children's and adults'

attitudes toward blindness seem to be more negative than attitudes

toward blind peoples The research resull* Indbriiing the question

of whether or not blindness is seen as the worst kind of handicap

seem to be unclear.

Studies do, hbwever, suggest that concepts of blind peoplesand
-

blindness may be distortions of reality, in that subjects seem to

Agree at rather alarming rates with some idealized, fanciful notions.

The picture/that emerges from the research literature is one of

distorted perceptions and somewhat subtle biases rather than one

of blatant rejection.
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Deafness.
J

Hearing' impairment is "the most prevalent chronic physical

disability in the United States" (Schein & Delk, 1974.y p.1), but

is,a handicap which receives relatively little attention (see Schein"
sk

&I' Delk, 1974, p.1). .There are, to our knowledge, few empirical

studies of attitudedNtoward deafness and the deaf, although some

)infgxmation abput these attitudes isavailable from studies'comparing

attitudes relative to,different kinds of handicaps. Two studies,

however, are useful for our purposes, since they ver%subjects over

a wide age range.

Horowitz, Rees, and Horowitz (1965) had sixth-graders, high
4 . .

sc of students, college students; graduate students, and adults
,

. .

(Pir emberS) wree or disagree with 97 statements abogt the treat-

ment,flient, training, personal characteristics, and achievement,characte(r-
6

istics of theilbaf. They cbaimed their results showed "increasing

Vaturityand sophistication" (p. 336) 'with litncreasingAage and educe-
,'

tion. examination of the,ir methods of data analysis and of the
,

theans they present, howevek, suggests.that this conclusion may be

unwarranted,'firSt, since-multiple significance tests were perfarmed,
.

and second, since differences between means are small'enough-to

suggest clinical unimportance - even with statistical` significance..

An, earlier study by the same authors is methodologically leSs

. ambitious but is considerably more informative for the _current ',purpose.

Horowitz and Rees (1962) studied.three groups of -Subjects. The first
ir

group, 100 children in grades one, two, three, and four, were read

a story about a deaf child and'were-then questioned about the story.

The second group, 82 children in grades five, six,, and eight, were

shown pidtures of deaf people and asked tb respond to a questionnaire



about these stimuli. The third group, 84 college students and

adults, were simply .given a questionnaire.

This use of different procedures with different groups raises

the possibility that results are attributable to the,use of different

:stimuli rather than to differencesP in groups themselves. Horowitz .

j
and Rees do, however, present lengthy descriptions of responses and

succeed in conveying a credible picture bf how subjects actually

responded. Since such a picture is rare in this area of research,

is reviewed at length' here, with tfle cautionary note that because

different procedures were used with different Groups, this should'

be taken as a pilot,tudy.

Subjects in\the first group, primary-school chi. 3n, were

able to ,define deafness as the inability to hear. L A aiscussing

the story ...about a deaf child, tney were r .fness is
40

related to speech diftiC,..Lty, but,were apparently confused about

how well the deaf child could learn to talk. Accordiqg to Horowitz

and Rees, there was also some confusion'of hearing and sight and.,

confusion about whether or not the boy in the story would have

difficulty reading. Children in this age group are described as

showing a generally friendly attitude toward the deaf:'

Subtjects in the second group, fifth -; sixth,--andeight

graders, appear to differ from the younger subjects mainly in

awareness of causes of deafness and in awareness of the .inconveniences

of using a hearing aid. Fifth- and sixth-graders mentioned injury

as a cause of deafness more than did eighth-graders. .

A comparison of the children's responses with those
)
of the

adults shows, according to Horowitz and Rees, an increasing tendency.
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with age to define deafness as -total rather than partial hearing

loss. Subjcts of all ages seldom seemed to understand exactly'

how deafness and speech are related. If anything, the children

understood this relationshi ',atter th.1 did the adults, in that

chi'lren mei ,oned the leaf person's inaility to hear himself.

(Note again that different stimuli and procedures were used for

/ different groups.) Furthermore, the children are reported as _pore

apt than the adults to know that a hearing aid does not provide

normal hearing. Subjects in all three age groups are described

as taking,a somewhat patroniing attitude toward the deaf.
,

Horowitz 4nd Rees -oncludr that their study provides no
*.

evidbnc. .- 1d4iricf,a,,_ i_..1 amcArit oL accurate information or. f an

qs?1,crease in maturity of attitude with age. This conclusion i the

opposite of the one reached by 'Horowitz, Rees, and Horowitz (1965).

Several studies have focusedon the integration of hearing

impaired children in ugular classes. Brackett and Henniges (1976)

examined the cpmmunicative interaction of 13 hearing impaired Rre-
/

schoolers in an integrate&Setting. These hearing impaired children

were found to interact more with hearing children in free play situ-

ationsthan in a structured language group. In other words, sponta-

neous play among the hearing and hearing impaired children did occur.

Elser (1959) studied, the social pdsition of 45 hearing

impaired children ih regular third- through seventh-grade classes

by giving sociometric tests to the hearing impaired children and

their classmates, a total of 1,258 subjects. The hearing impaired

children were, overall, nc as accepted as were the other children.

Statistically significant differentes are reported only fcir those
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hearing impaired children who did not wear hearing aids and for

those with mild rather than severe hearing lo s. -That is, the

children with obvious, perceptible disability were as well accepted

as the hearing childreh.

Kennedy, Northcott, McCauley, and Williams (1976) report on

two studies of hearing impaired children in regular classes, a

4

cross-sectional study and a three-year longitudinal stud7.

In the cross-sectional study, 15 first- and second- grader's

with hearing impairment and their classmates were given sociometric.

tests. Results showed that children with severe to profound hearing

loss were selected more frequently than hearing children or children.

with mild hearing loss..

The longitudinal study followed 11 children with severe

and profound hearing loss. During the Tirstirear of the study '1-

(eppalen , of children in about'the second grade), these children \

ilwere cho more often on a sociometric test than were hearing

children; during the second year, about equally often; ;during the

third year,' less often.

Anecdotal reports (e.g., Frick, 1973) also give,a rather. posi-
e'

,\* tive p34ture of the, integration of hearing impaired ch ldren into

regular classes. Many such reports, however,-appear i' the Volta

Review, a journal,which shows considerable"concern for the relation=

ships between deaf children and the hearing world. There may be,

then, some bias in the publishing of accounts of integration.

The Semantics of Deafness

The issue of the extent of hearing impairment is.an important 41

one in studies of reactions to the hearing impaired. The few
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available studies suggest that the child with only mild hearing
le

impairment, may be worse off in social relationships with-hoarinq

peers than' the, child with severe hearihg impairment.

Another kind of concern has been raised.about children with

mild hearing impairment. Rdss and Calvert (1967), in discussing

the "semantics of deafness," expres§ concern that the label deaf

applied to children with some hearing may result in elf-fulfilling
I s

prophecy. The child who has some useable hearing but is called

"deaf" may be treated as if he or she could hear nothing, so that

in effett, he or she might as 'well be totally;: unable to hear.

In order to pursue this. idea, Wilson, Ross, and Calvert' (1974)

studied adult subjects' judgments about a variety of terms (e.g.,'

deaf, hearing impaired, deaf and dumb, partially hearling impaired).

The' 69 subjects, who did not have specialized knowledge.of:such'
k

.

terms, .responded to.the terms' by means of a semantic differential-

like instrument. Results showed the-term,hearing impaired evoked

,fewer negative associations than dip the other terms: Ast'With other

studies of,this type, however, the data do not show what subjects

took the terms to mean. For instance, while professionals generally

use hearing impaired es'a general,term for the deaf and the hard-Or
t

hearing, subje.c4 may haVe taken it,to refer only to people with

minor difficulty in hearing.

o Y
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Orthopedic Handicaps_

The literature on reactions to the orthopedically,haddicapRed.

like that on reactions to the educable mentally retarded, is vast.

In Contrast, however, it is'an area of research showing, on the whole,

agreement and consistency about basic facts and issues. Conflict

and inconsistency emerge mainly when one turns from studiet of

reactions to orthopedic handicaps to studies of efforts to change
f V 4 .

4 - .

reactions.

Studies of Children
1

Many studies of reactions to the physically handicapOd have

used a research paradigm developed by Richardson, Goodman, HastorT,

and Dornbusch (1961). In such studies, children are asked to rank

a series of six pictures in order of preference. These drawings

'show a child with no physical handicaps; a child with crutches and
4

a keg brace; a child in A wheelchair; a.child whote left hand is
'

.

-p

.
.

. ,P4 ,''
.misting; 'a child with a slight facial disfigurement; and' an obese

child.

-Richardson et al. (1961) originally reported grea consistency
4

in children!'s order of preference or the Children in these pictures.
-

Ten- and' eleven-year-Old children, handicapped and nonhandicappedi

urban and rural, frow-alfferent socioeconomic'groups, in different

interview settings, rankedthe pictures in the order presented above,
,' A .

.

with the nonhandicapped child most preferred, the obese child least
- ,

preferred. In responding 'to the task, boys emphasized functional,

gi.rls.emphasized social, aspects.of handicaps, as,refletted by.rankings.
A111

(Girls le'ast'preferred the obese chi'ld boys; the child missing'a hangt
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In a subsequ'ent study, Goodman, Dornbusch, Richardson,'and
/

Hastdrf (19.63) 'argue that this consistent ordering, 'shown by adults

Eis well as by children, reflects a cultural value. If so,'they

reasoned, subjects either exposed to different values or unable to

learn such values would rank the pictures in a different order from

the usual one.' Consequently, the origiPal study wasreplicated with

low SES Italian and Jewish children, assumed to'have been'exposed to
4

values different from the norMk and with mentally retarded and

emotionally disturbed children, assumed to be unable to lefrn the

mainstream values. As predicted, these new subjects, again ten- and

eleven-year-olds, showed patterns different from that deicribed above.
0

This paradigm has`hen used with various new variables added

to the design. For instance, Richardson and Royce (1968) systema-
J

/tidally varied' handicap and skin colon in the drawings, aid presented

,these stipuli to lower income black, white, and Puerto. Rican children
.

and to upper ncdme Jewish ,children. Subjects were 10 -, 11 -, and
41

12-year-olds. The rank order was not affected by skin color.

Richardson (1969) reviews this area of research, and also discusses

the'effects of Physical disabilitY on the socialization proces8.
.

, Matthews and Westie (1966), in a study, concerned with methods fo3

obtaining rankings, argue that the Richardson task "lacks'subtlety!'
ro

(p. 854). They administered such a task and a seven point social_

distance tcale high school students, and conclude that, the scale

reflects fine distinction's than does the picture task.

Richaidson and his associates have also investigated reactions.

to the handiCapped in relation to physical appearance and in relation

to actual contact with ,the hanchcapped (attending a' summer camp) .
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- ; . This research showsa'positiye relationghdp bet

-attfactiVeness'aild social 'acceptance fin- 9- th
e7 \

een ,physiCal

14.7-year-olids"

:(Richaidson, tnnald,.& Kleck, 1974) . RiChard on,IRonald, and

Kleck also'report that,ima summer camp with half handicapped.,

half Tnhandicapped boys.(8. through 13 years of age)., handicapped

Children had lower toSal status than did aumhandicapped cialdren,,

even after three weeks of contact.

Centers and-Centers (1963) examined attitudes of children

who did ;and; did not havepctual contact. They gave a questionnaire

to 413 children in bla?es with an amputee child, 423 not in .Such

classes.. Results show greater rejection, of .,the amputee children.
than of%other children. The ampdtee children,more often, than

others, were seen as saddest; least liked, not nice looking, and

least fun, to pkay'wkth. Centers and Centers argue, in discusaing
;

,

amputation, that "such a problem,,unli e other kindsi.may,..represent
,.,

a threat 'to the bodiAeintegrity of tb nOnamputee and hence may
, ,

evoke a stronger. reaction" (p. 127). In other words, it' may be 4,

important in -studies of reactions to the orthopedically handicapped

childreint0 distinguish between reactions to the amputee-and reractIons,
.

,to-the orthopedically. handicapped honamputee.
/..

fi Similar point might be mace With regard to cerebral palsy,'

Anderson 119751. Studied the'integratiOnof'99 handi6apped childrep2)

(with cerebra]: palsy, spina bifidailimb abnormalities, and heart-
.-

i'-

L!efect) in .-ordinary ciaSsroo 'inErigland, equivalent to grades
.

.

., fr

kindergarten through six. 'These handicapped °children were chosen
, . ,

t

'as friend's less oftetthan were nonhandidapped.childreni:according

to. Anderson; and children with'cerebral palsy were chosen as-friends.

55
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even less often than were fhe-7other handicapped children. Force' 4'.

(1956).presentssa :similar picture.
.

Witi'only on'e exception (Crtikshank , 1963) ,1 studies of

children's reaction to the orthopedically handicapped stc5w this

gioupaS rated negatively, ranked low, arousing emotional discomfort

Nleck, 19'66) , and otherwise as faring poorly in the sbcialtITorld
. . .

of -children, except when one studies very young' nonhanditPaivd---

children. , r

.

Jones-.and si.k (1967) presented 2- through 6-year-olds1741ith

drawings of child wearing leg braces, and a child not wearing leg

braces,, Respoinses td the two drawings did not differ except for,

5-year-old sdbjects, who rejected the child with the leg' braces more

often than child Withdut braces, When asked, "Wopld you play

. with him (h r.)?, According to Jones and°Sisk, children first con-
/

bistently perdeived 'the limitations Of the disability at about age '4.

(

A study. by Billings (1963), gupportA the picture'of increase

in unfa rable reactiOns during the elementary school Years. Billings

used WO projective tests with children irifirst,, and sixth

gr'a e. Subjects told a story abOut a actti'Pe and completed unfin-

ishfild sentences about a physically handicapped -child and about a

nonhandicapped child. Attitudes toward the handicapped child

were more negative than toward the nonhandicapped child, but favorable

respontes decreased and.unfavorabl,e responses increased with age.
T

The.chanqc was most marked between ,first and third grade. Billings

also 'repOrts that subjects judged to be most well-adjusted showed

least favorable attitudes toward handicapped,children.

r,
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Theek-is-some suggedt

in negative. reactions %is, related, t ,Jor,

hend the nature of disabilities`, Ronald P97

w10g-,t this ups Al.,..
d,ahility/to cOmpre-

) reports that young

4

ichildren had difficulty in graSping thetiinplic ions of disability.
'

Young subjects might understand, for-instance that a girl in)pa

wheelchair could not walk, yet would describe he girl as going.

upstairs, Ronald also claims that a major doncerzi was the cause

of disabilities, and that explanations of birth defects ("born that

way") were greeted with Incredulity.

Last, there are some reports of efforts to change attitudes.-

For instance, Rapier, Adelson, Carey, and Croke (1972) administered

-a rating scaleabout the physically handicapped to third-, fourth-,

and fifth-graders before and after the integration of handicapped
, -

children into subjects' classbs. After a year-of-mainstreatding, ,

these subjects-rated handicapped children as less weak, less in

need Of attention,

pretest.

and ..ab more curious than they rated them on the'

a 3

In evaluating, the results .of-these studies, it is impbrtant to
4

bear in mind the strong pressure children may,feel to sound kind and

considerate when asked how they perceive.or' feel, abOuttigeortlio-
4

pedically handicapped. Subh bias is seldom mentioned explicitly
4
in

the lilterature. Willey and McCandless (1973), had 'fifth-graders fill

out adjbctiye checklists' about orthopedically handicapped children
/

attending a'special class in the stibjeots!,school. These. subjects.

described the orthopedically%handicapped children in "an unrealistic,

*Pollyannaisli manner" ("p.,287), .Xt is unclear whether 'they did so

1
8 vo

only in response to'characteristics of the testing situation, or



:-- 1

.
, 4 ' .

whether the expressed such attitudes in general, or .both. The
I

N.
...,,

Oessure to.sound kind should,be kept in mind, for instance, in
- . -I,

intkpreting results like the following, from Rapier, Adelson,.Carey
.-
and Croke's (19.72) study of pre- and post-mainstreaming attitudes:

"On the pKetest, 75 pelvent or more of the children perceived handi-
.

capped children as bging happy, smart, brave, and unselfish and as

having many friends" (p. 221).

The Pollyannaish attitude of the culture in general and the

particular pressure to appear kind in a testing situation.should,

in general, lead to results portraying children as more accepting

of the orthopedically handicapped than they'really are.

4
V

Studies of'Adults,

The classic study of adults' reactions to the orthopedically

handicapped *Mussen and Barker's "Attitudes toward Cripples" (1944).

Mussen and Barker had subjects fill out rating scales-on"2epersont-,

ality characteristics of a "crippled" and anlflideal" person. These
//

ratings showed that subjects saw the orthopeaically handicapped as

different from the ,deal in some favorable,and some.unfavorable ways.

Mussen and Barker conclude that "the data give no support to the

frequently stated opinion that cripples- ape, in general, regarded

unfavorably" (p.355). Mussen and Barker were, however, working with

AV
a highly educated group of subjectS, Stanford u1,dergraduates, during

,
,

a time period when .the nation as-a.whole was forced to deal with

issues of physical disability. Franklin 'Roosevelt had had polio.

World War II not only created war-injured peopie; it also generated

'.such a need fbr workers that handicapped Teople were more economically

needed than before or after the War. The "crippled" parson Mussen
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and Barker's subjects had in mind, then, may have been'a'president
r,

or a war hero; or ,ratings may otherwise have been influenced by k.

historical context.

With a few, exceptions, like the Mussen and Barker study,

research on adults' reactions *to oithopedic handicaps pr4sents a

picture of negative responses; although, as discussed elsewhere,

Rile must be careful to distinguish among negative evaluations of

the. handicapped, prejudicial attitudes, feelings of discoMfort or

fear, and many other kinds of responses that are easily lumped

.together as "negative" (see also McDaniel, 1969).

A few studies describe efforts to change adults' attitudes

toward the orthopedically handicapped. It is noteworthy tht, such'

studies, as well as theoretical work on the topic (e.g., Hebb, 1946)",

assum that reactions to the orthopedicalky handicapped awe negatives

and iii need of change.' These attitude .change studies have used,a;

y of,techniques and outcome measures. For instance, Daniels
I

(1976) used a "covert reinforcement" technique (imagining scenes)

for one group of subjects, hypnosis for another group, and no

)treatment for a control'group, in attempting to modify. attitudes

toward physically disabled people. One deRendent measure was the

frequently ATDP (Yuker,,Block & Younng, 1966), a measure of Attitudes

Toward Disabled Persons, which is discussed in 'detail-below.

Generalization was measured by using a scaleNof opinions concerning
c..44

mental illness. In this study, all thrdg groups, that is, the control

as welr:as.treatment groups, showed improved attitudes. This outcome-

suggests the existence of. a Hawthorne effect. The use of a no-treatmen

group with pre- and post-measures_ is rare4n this area of research'

,#r
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Using the ATDP to obtain repeated measures does not control-for
1, '

Hawtholie effect or 100.ated kinds'of subject reactivity. Consequentl,r,

the results of studies using pre- and post-tests without.monitoring

e

for dawtnorne effeCts should be interpreted Cautiously.,

'Another attitude change study issreported by Cloreand Jeffrey

.

(1972), They assigned undergraduate subjects to three groups. One
.

group role-played hysical disability by riding around the college,
.

5

campus alone in a heelchair 'for one hour. Each subject In the,

second group, which role-played vicariously, followed and obserVed

at a distance a member of the first group. The members of the

control group had neither experience. Subjects in the first two groups

then wrote descriptions of their experiences, Outdome measures

also included subjects' responses to a pgc*fic, real disabled

person (a course Instructor) and a disguised assessment given fou=r,'

months after the experiment, a telephone request. The role - playing,

and vicarious role-playing groups are reported to haVe shown more

positive attitudes than did controls aftek the experiment.

-

Another area of interest with'regard to adult reactions

to the orthopedically handicapped is soci class diffexences in

attitudes. Since most work on social class ifference is concerned

with several areas of handicap, it is discussed in a later section

of this review. One study exclusively about orthopedic. handicaps.

reports no social class differences in the.reactions of families

with disabled children to their children's disabilities (Dow, 19651.

Last, there has been some research on the effects of orthopedic

handicaps on face-to-face interaction, an area of research stimulated
V
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by Goffm#n's Stigma -(1963). For example, Kleck, Ono, and Hastorf

(1966) describe several 'studied-in which subjects interacted With a 410

confederate of the experimenters. The confederate presented himself
0 A

as either physically handicapped .or nonhanicapped, These studies
.$-

- show/ in general, that the nonhandicapped subjects interacting with
v ,

. . A

the confederate who' appeared.to be physically handicapped behaved

differently from subjects to whom the. confederate appeared to be

nonhanaicapped. Spebifically, subjects interacting with the °

Thandicapped" confederate terminated interaction 'sooner than did

subjects interacting with the nonhandicapped confederate. They also

`tended to show less variability in behavior when the confederate

was presented as nonhandicapped. - Finally, the subjects interacting

with the "handicapped" confederate"expressed opinfbns which' were

less' representative 'of their actual beliefs" (p.. 435) than those

expressed.-by subjects interacting with the nonhandicapped confederate.

In an interesting 'variation ofuthis Kleck qt al. (196Ei pars -,

'cligm Comer and Piliavin (1972) had physically handicapped subjects

interact with a confederate who appeared to be either handicapped_or

nonhandicapped. The behavior o these handicapped.subjects inter-
,

acting with the nonhandicapped confederate is reported as somewhat

similar to Kleck et al.'s (1966) description of nonhandicapped

subjects interacting with the -"handicapped" confedeate. Specifically,
1

Comer and Piliavin's subjects terminated interaction sooneewith the.
,

nonhandicapped than with the handicapped confederate. They also

behaved differently in other ways in the two situations.

p
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Mental Iltardation

The liteiature on nonhandicapped people's reactions to mental .

OWretardation and, the mentally retarded is extensive, particularly,
.

within the.fields of'attitude research and sociometry. -Gottlieb

(1974) provides an excellent review .of literature on attitudes

toward retardation. The present review is Considerable-less detdled

thanis Gottlieb's.,

Children's Attitudes

A starting point for research on the sociak:position of the

educable mentally retarded child is Johnson and Kirk's (1950) paper

entitled "Are Mentally Retarded Children Segregated in Regular
)

Grades?" In-a sociomet study of.698 childien in 25 classes;

Johnson-and irk found that the "mentally hanidcapped" as a group
7k\

contained a higher proportidn of "isolates" and "rejectees".and a

)smaller proportion of "stars" than did the nonhandicapped. For

examgle*, 46:15% of ,:the mentally handicapped, were rejectees, only

4.40% of the nontetarded children. In the same paper Johnson and

Kirk report, similar results from a second study and conclude that

'although their mentally handicapped subjects were integrated in

class, they were, nevertheless, socially segregated.
4

This picture of the unhappy social position'orthe educable

mentally retarded child dortimnates a great de'al-of the subsequent

literature, most of which has been concerned with identifying factors
1

related to rejection, isolation, or other negative attitudes or

behaViors toward educable mentally retarded childien.
lr

Rejection-Isolation. Although the literature, on the whole,
(. .

gives an unhappy picture of-the-social position of the educable

0
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mentally retarded child ,(elt, Gottlieb, 1974; Gottlieb & Davis,

1971; Willey & McCandless, 1973), this pitture is not universal.

For exainple, Renz and Simensen (1969), who had 57 grade-mates rate

and describe 14 special-dlass educable mentally retarded children

and 14,raridowly selected fionretarded.children, conclude that the

'durable mentally retarded dftildren were not rejected more than

were the nonretarded. This is, however, a highly atpical conclu-

sion. 'he majority of studies aim at accounti for'the negative

social position of the educable mentally retarded child by focusing

on the characteristics of his peers; on the characteristics of the

retarded ch.!; and on the contexts in which the retarded chi4

and his peers interact.

With regard'to.charactteristics'of'the nonretarded, investiga-
,

tors have studied the effects of sex, IQ, age,"contact, SH5,(6ocio-'

1 economic status), and other background variables. No clear picture

,emerges from this research. To gi4e an example, whether and how

malesrand females diffePlin attitudes toward the educable mentally

retarded is not clear; Goodman,. Gottlieb, and Harrison (19172)

report in a study of 6- to 12-yee -olds that males expressed more

overt rejection of they educabe men ally retarded than did females.

Peterson (1974) , on the other hand, reports no sex differences on

' two scales used to measure attitudes toward the educable mentally

retarded in children in grades five to eight. Fema es'are, howev

quite consistently assumed to have or to express soo ewhat

pdsitive attitudesthn males.

Similarly, the amount of contact a nonretarded child has had

with the retarded does nbt seem to show any consistent, siMple
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,

relationship to his attitude.. Peterson,(1974), for example,.
v

4. r'
reports that on one attitude conscale, subjects who pad had tact

with the retarded showed a-more favorable attitude to theretarded

than did subjects who had not had such'contact. On a second attitude

scale, however, no such difference was evident.

Other studies have examined the characteristics of the educable

mentally retarded children themselves. In such studies, three

characteristics have been of partAular interest: the physical

appearance of the retarded child (Siperitein& Gottlieb, 1977), his

apparent competence (GOttlieb, 1974), and his behavior (Gottlieb. &
sb

Budoff, 1973). Such studies show, in general, that physical

attractiveness or nonstigmatization and competence are associated

with fa'vorable attitudes.

As discussed later,' physical attractiveness seems to be

important riot only in brief. Laboratory encounters and in.the

formation,of initial impressions (as in Sipetstein & Gottlieb,

1977), but also' long term, real morld social acceptance. Kleck,

Richardson and Ronald (1674) suggest that physicallyattrective

children may exhibit pqsitively valued behaviors, andunattractive

children negatively valued behaviors.,-It may be the unattractive
10,

child's behavior rather than his physical appearance alone that

4/
determines his social acceptance or rejection.

Budoff (1977) also argues, in a different context, that at

least in classroom situations, educable mentally retarded children
.

behave differently from nonretarded children, and that nonretarded

children respond to differences in behavior. A study, by Gottlieb,

(1975) suggests that a retarded child's acting out behavior elicits

negative reactions, although-the relationship between being-disliked
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%and being verbilly aggressive seems to be the same-for the non-
.

retarded as for the educable mentally retarded,(Gottlieb & Blidoffi .

1973) . Once -again, ,_hOwever, the literature does nit present a

consistent picture. ,For instance,Gampel, Gottlieb, and Harrison

(1974), who compared the classroom behavior of special-class

educable mentally retarded children, integratedieducable mentally

retarded children, low IQ children, and nonretarded children,

reported that the.integra,tededucable mentally retarded children,
L. A

did not differ behaviorally from the low IQ and nOnretardedchildren.

Many studies have_exaMined the effects of'different contexts

on attitudes toward or social acceptance of the educable menta1116

retarded child. In particular, interest has centered on whether._

or not the retarded child is integrated Or mainstreamed and on
a

whether or not the child is explicitly labeled as mentally- retarded-

S

These studies overlap somewhat with studies which considerthe

nonretardedL

variable in

These stUaies of context'generally do not

hypothesis that*integrated settings or moderate

child's contact with the retarded as a background'

predicting.attitudes.

A.

support:the s f mple

grees of contact

lead to favorable attitudes toward the retard d. For example, Goodman,

Gottlieb and Harrison (1972) reported that in

school where some educable mentally reta. ed

into-regular classes and some were housed in a special class within

the school, both groups of retarded children were rejeCted more,thad

%,

were nonretarded children. In that study, integrated retarded

nongraded-elementary

hildren were integrated

children were rejected more often than were segregated retarded

children by nonretarded males, byt not by noni9tarded9cemales.

;J1



Gottlieb and Budoff (1973) examined°Che s4hal position Of

educable mentally retarded children in two different schools in
.

1

, * .

thd same rurarltown, onea traditional school, the other a school.

with no interior walls. ,Although.the, retarded children inmithe open
.

school were more...frequently known by peers than were the retarded

traditionalchildren in the s400l; they were not liked more often

than were those 'in the traditional school. MexeroWitz ;(1967), who

used "neighborhood sociograms" to measure the acceptance of educable

mentally retarded,children by peers, reports that educable mentally

regarded subjectsow re isolates-in their neighborhoods whetherthey

attended integrated r special. tlasses.- Gottlieb and Davis (1971)'.
,

had fifth- and{ sixth -graders selecchildren with whom to play.
V
';

Both integrated and segregated educable mentally. retarded children

were selected less often than were nonretarded children. Two grdups

of retarded_children were selected equally infrequently. Other_con- .

4 *

text variables examined in studies include reward 4 isition, the

forced or viluntary nature of interaction (Gottlieb

and urban or suburban location (Bruininks,

a
&.Strichaq, 1971) 1

Rynders, & Gross, 1974).-

Studies of the relationship between labelinki and acceptance

. .

by peers (e.g., Jaffe, 1966; Severance & Gasstrom, 1977; Gottlieb,

1974, 1975)- generally indicate/that labeling per se does not havt

ill effects on attitudes toward the retarded, but that titre label

must be isolated from other.factoka, such as school, placement, for .

its effects to be understood. MacMillan, Jones, and Aloia (1974)

and HeWett (1917) review the literature on labeling and discuss

issues related to the topic.' One such issue is relevant to the

present inquiry: the idea that a 14bel'may serve the positive

'function of providing An explanation for the be savior of a retarded
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-child and hence;Imay protect him from negative evaluations based
-- .

on standards applied to nonretardedchildren (Gottlieb& Siperstein,.

r975; Goodinan, Gottlieb; 1,HarrisOn! Y972).
,

-One,seudy dealsvwithpresdhoolpchildren4S. ieatioris to
- -

mentaq children..- "21by:119-.44). I4Obrts an experiment

in which r01.W;etardecror borderline IQ (100-85) presch;olers .

were placed in a group with six 'ion-

handicapped children. "The method was essentially.to-place at

A'I

with serious speech defeats

sive but

Cr,

SUCCeS7

overlapping time intervals; specific types of handicapped -

children into an established vtirMal.group of equivalent age range"
2

(pl 105). AcCm4dinito Colby-;-these handicapped children. Were

.easily assimilated into the,group in free play situations. During

complex tasks requiring interpersonal cooperation (e.g.

towers), however, the nonhandicapped children tried to

mentally retarded' children 'to other aCtivifies. If the

.divert the children failed, they wer cluded.

The Cplby study',raises some interesting questions abaut the

Preschoolers understanding of their handicappedpeers. Did the

nonhandicapped children understand that these handicapped peers

, building,

divert the

efforts to

i ,e
were; in kaat, handicapped? 'Did they view the handicapped peers

as a." dist/hot group' of children, different from the othe; children?

Did. they understand the handicapped chiidren'sbehavior on the

basis of some ,concepts unrelated to handicdps? The questions-that

arise from the Colby study resemble questions familiar from studies,.'

of young children's speech to adults, peers, and toddlers.(e.g.,
.

(

& Gelman, 1973; Sachs & Devinv 1976) . In these observations
%

that young children behave in systematically different ways with -

.
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J

.
different group of intpractants'; the meanil of thOse

in.beha,:fioe,is not revealed by the chilArens,behavior'
.

,..
differences'

:r-r
itself:

,1):* Does the differeape in_ behavior, which might 'arise from-Aan'uhdeir

standing of 'the needs of and'abilitiesof 64,. interactant,,iCtuelly

reflect such understanding?; 'Or is it a' response. tcf)the partiatliair

characteristics,cof ithmediate situations?

Children' stPerceptions-of Rrtardechildren'.,

Several studies pr8vide data on perceptions of special clastes

-fdr the retarded, -JOrre of` these (Clark, 1964) is particularly 4
. . .

.. ,

t t
relevant to the present research because subjects were' interviewed' -

.

aboUt perceptions of special class children whom they actually knew.

fourth-.and fift4-grade classrooths adjacent to a
z

. :special %'-lass for educable mentpliyretarded chilAren.' These
.

. .4 . . .

. : .

retarded' children participated in the.- school's gym program and in
. . .

other,sUch nonacadethic'activities. Each of the nonretarded children,
who were individually interviewed, was asked to tell= -about the-one;--.

special class ,child he or- 'she knew best. Few of the 134 children
9 /
7

.-who complied with this request used_derogatory terms to describe the

retarded children. Such terms as "mental."'and "retard" were, however,
. .

.

used more frequently bylpoys than by' girls. 'The most dOmmon way of
. ,

.

'describing the retarded children was in terms of academic limitations
..

(0 responses).- Other descriptions wdre of sickness or mental `.'41

illness (27 responses) and.of deviant b aior-(24 responses)., Clark

lill
A.

Concludes that very- few children spok the the retarded children

derogatory way. or indicated victimization of the retarded

children. Clark notea, however, that only four children spontaneously
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,questioned the special class placement of individual ketrded'S

children, and-that7o children wanted to be in the special class.

A study which provides, a different perspective'on the special

class is reported by Gazali- (1972) -who questioned 56 adults in

a work study progra out their ormer special clads placement.

Only 15% of Gozali's - ubjects gave positive reports of that

experience, while/2 % perceived.the special class as having been

"degrading and seless."

Brigh an (1977) gives an informal description of the results

of to ing ith 50 8- to 12-year-old children about mental retarda-
A

tion. ,These discussions were held in small group meetings.

According to Brightman, mo of the children seemed to have only

one person as a referent fI the-word retardecland seemed to base

generalizations on that one person: These children seemed to see -
. all retarded people as alike and gave mainly one-word, negative

desdiptions. They had low expectations about the achieVement

potential of the retarded and seemed to believe that the existence

of retardation-ih a person implies the existence of other disabilities

as well. causal explanations were mostly-physical. Finally,

although the children's attitudes toward the retarded are reported

as sympathetic or lenient, the children seemed to' feel that the .

retarded fail at endeavors because of a lack of effort.

.Studies of Adults

'Studies ot adults attitudes toward and conceptions of the

\retarded often focus' on differences.. among different groups of .

adults-. For example, Mulhern and Bullard (1978) examined difference.

between professionals, who were sciphisticated about mental retardation,
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.and.undergraduates, who were'n aive,! 01).t' ,vetirdation-, in descriptions
o

of how they would act in order to pass as retarded. Seitz and
.

Geske (1977), compared how graduate students in a clinical practicum
-11

and mothers of,nonretarded-children judged retarded and nonretarded

children. Such studies of differences among particular kinds.of

groups are not, on the whole, relevant to the pFesent research.

Studies relevant here include Gottswald's (1970) report,of

a large scale survey about public knowledge of mental retardation

and Wolfensberger and Kurtz's (1974) study of the use of labels by

parents of retarded children. The main point to be drawn from these

studies is that among adults, there is widespread ignorance about

mental retardation. For example, only 45%1 of Gottwald's (1970))

1,515 subjects described mental retardation in terms of mental

deficiency; 6.5% replied that mental retardation meant mental illness.

Wolfensberger and Kurtz (1974), in reporting the results of
4

a study of 105'parents of retarded children, provide data to support

the finding that adults sometimes confuse mental retardation with

mental illness. That is, 30% of their subjects reported thinking

the term psychotic an appropriate one for the retarded. As one

might expect, these parents preferred highly euphemistic terms as

descriptions of.their own children (e.g., slow learner, speedh

handicapped). They also chose as appropriate terms for "any

retarded person" labels which were dimply inaccurate (e.g., minimal

brain-injury). From these studies, it is difficult to tell whether

misunderstandings of terms and of conditions'ieflect superficial or

deep-rooted aspects of concepts. That is', one does,not know whether
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respondents firmly believe the mentally retarded to be mad, or

whether lespondents.-dsed the terms retardation and mental iliness-

in inaccurate Ways.

In summary, then,-research about attitudes toward and concep-
t

tipns of the,tentally retarded has focused heavily on the favorability

and unfavorability of children's attitudes towardOthe educable

mentally retarded. Very little research about ideas or beliefs.

As Guskin says, "there has been too little attention paid to the

content of attitudes toward the retarded as oppotiti to their direction.

There has also been too little use of a flexible resedLeth methodology

aimed at obtaining optimal informatiOn about 'attitudes using

unstructuret Observations and interviews" (1977, p. 32). In

particular, nothing seems to be known about when -and how children

first begin to ntice and to understand retardatioli.

Psychological Disturbances

Studies of Children

Vacc (1968,.1972) reports tOo studies concerned with the

social acceptance of emotionally disturbed children in regular

classes. Vacc (1968) studied 16 emotionally disturbed children,

in special classes and 16 in regular clatses. He gave sociometric

questionnaires to all nondisturbed children in the regular classes

containing the emotionally disturbed children, and found that the

emotionally disturbed children- were not so well accepted in the

regular classes as were'the nondisturbed children. Specifically,

16% of the nondisturbed children were "stars", while none of the
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emotionally, disturbed .1dren were "stars" The la, -gest percent4ge

of "rejectge "'were in' the emiotiCinally-4sturbed group, and this

group, bontained a higher.percentage of "isolates" than did the

nondisturbed,group. In'a later report, Vacc,(1972) compared the

social position of 16 emotionally disturbed childrert in regular

classes with that of 16 emotionally disturbed children in special

classeS. There was no statistically significant difference

between nondisturbed children's social selections of regular and

special class emotionally disturbed children.

Novak (1974, 1975) reports oh two studies in which nondisturbed

fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders were presented with paragraphs .

describing-siximaginary peers." These six descriptiont were of a

normal, a depressed, a phobic, an immature, an aggressive, and a

schizoid child,-respectively% Subjects' responses were measured
4

on a checklist of bipolar,adjectives, a social distance sc41.e, and

a measure of perceived similarility to self.

In the first study (Novak, 1974) , ratings-of the normal imag-

inary peer were more positive on all measures than were ratings of

the other imaginary peers: The aggressive character was seen as,

the least attractive, while the schizoid was seen as the most

dissiMilar to self. These ratings seemed not to be responses to

the severity of disorders. Had that-been the case, the schizoid

would have received the most negative ratings.

In a second study, Novak (1975) used essentially the same

procedure with fourth-, fifth-, and sixth- graders,, but used

descriptions labeled and not labeled with respect to emotional

distiarbance ("has a lot of problems and worries ") ". Novak also
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presented subjects with descriptions of same- and oppq/Site-seX pee

Novakvreports that same-sex:peers were ,pvaluated more positively thari-
.

,

were opposite-sex peers. Aggressiveness and schizoid 404thdrawal -

were the most negatively rated disorders. Novak concludes that,;

behaviors indicating inner discomfort drewmorp positive reactions

than did behaviors affecting other people. The presence of the

label drew negative reactions to oppoSite-sex Peers, but not to
ar

same-sex peers. Furthermore, responses to phobic and to depressed

characters were more positive when labeled, than. when not labeled.

With regard to the sex of the imaginaty peer, aggressive'behavior

was evaluated more' negatively in female than in male characters.

Using a research paradigm somewhat similar to NoVak' (1974,

1975), Marsden, Kalter, Plunkett and
'4

Barr-Grossman_(1977) presented

fourth- and sixth-graders with five vignettes describing a normal,

an aggressive, a passive-aggressive, a school phobic, and%a border-

line child, respectively. Subjects were interviewed about reactions
1 A

for ,the vignettes, and the interviews were coded for information

about how liked and disliked the imaginary charaCterS were and how

disturbed or nondisturbed they were perceived to be. The aggressive

character was least liked and most disliked. Subjects were able to

distinguish among degrees of severity of disorder, according to this

study, but liking and-disliking were not related to the perceived

degree of severity of disorders.

Maas, Marecek, and Travers (1978), using a now-familiar

paradigm, presented second ,'fourth=,-and sixth-graders with

descriptions of characters displaying "disordered' behavior:
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antisocial, withdrawn

forced-choice and open-' ded questions concerning each character.

and self-punitive. Subjects responded to.

Subjects were-also resented with lists of traits and asked which

traits they would ascribe to the characters,.

Although children of different ages used the same average

number of words in responding, older children, offered more cause

for the disordeTerienaV:tor4haa--d1-d-yo-Unger children. Young

children gave external causes, older children gave i ernal causes.

For children of all ages, the self-punitive character was seldom

seen as'wanting to at thus, whiie over halI'the subjects described

the antisocial, acting out character as wanting to act the way he

did. "Children tended to believe thdt the antisocial character

enjoyed the rewards4 f such beharior" (p. 152). The older children

differentiated this antisocial charadter from the other tharacters

more than did the younger children. In ascriptions of traits, the

,antisocial character emerged as Andesirable, the with rawn and

self- punitive charadters.as somewhat desirable.,Finally, %most

children believed that 4l behavior could be changed" (p. 150).

In the published study most closely related to the research

reported here, Coie and Pennington (1976) interviewed first-,

fourth-, seventh-, and eleventh-graders abdut-deviantbehavior

dmong peers, and also asked subjects to make; udgments about

two story characters. One such character represented loss of

control and aggression,. the other, paranoia., In this study, the

the "7-year-olds* had great difficulty in making devidhce atttibu-
.

tions" (p. 412). They "failed to think in terms of 'group norms ",

(p. 407). Fourth- and seventh- graders, contrast, made normative
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.comparisons, usually-about concrete behavioral violatiocs of

rules. Eleventh-graders showed a more marked emphasis on social

consensud'and displayed a social definition'of deviance.

In responding to the stories about disordered behavi4,

first-graders "invariably normalized the stories by translating

them into events arid characters they could readily understand"

(p. 411), while older children clarified the'irratioriAity and

sought explanations.

In summary, reseaRch on children's attitudes toward and

concepts'of psyhological disturbances shows rather"consistently

negative reactions to'aggressive, antisocial, or extrapunitive

behavior. As Coke and .Pennington (1976) suggest, the.concept of

disordered behavior, deviance, or psychological, disturbance seems

to.emerge rather late, "as a category of judgment only when other

categoriesi; such as-morality and competency, are well established

and when the child encounters events that seem not to fit these

existing categories" (p. 407). In short, understanding behavior'

as. voluntary behavior seems to precede understanding behavior as

involuntary psychological disturbance.

Studies of Adults

Studies of adult conceptions of psychological disturbange

and attMdes toward the mentally ill show some corisistency in

°*-, adult definitions and some markedly negative attitudes, but 'the

populations represented in these studies and the types of disorders

represented limit"the generalizations one may draw.
str ,



Coie, Costanzo, and Cox (1975) examined the conc tions of

mental illness held by physicians, social workers, public health

nurses, clergy, and'police. These are people in "gatekeeper" pro-

o fessions who are responsible for making referrals for psychiatric.
)41r ,

treatment and hospitalization. They reported that all group9 showed
,

r''

a similar Ipsic conceptiOn, using.thought disorders, drug and,

alcohol abuse, and destructive tendencies to define disorders,-
. 1

TheArobps differed, however, in thresholds for perceiving behavior
-40

as disorderet and in emphasis on overt behavior or internal dis-

ruption. For example, the clergy in this study were.the most alert

to signs of mental illness,'while the police and social workers

had a high threshold for perceiving behavior as 1 sign of mental

illness. Police were particularly concerned with overt antisocial

behavior, physicians and nurses With internal disorder,

Two. other studies (Phillips, 1964; Yamamoto & Dizney, 1'967)

also suggest that social visibility is often a major criterion ,

-used in recognizing and evaluating mental illness.

Phillips (1964) interviewed 300 married women about the

mentally ill and re orted that rejection of the mentally illwas.

based on visible deviations rathe_ than on psychiatric-like criteria.
.

Phillips also investigated'the.question of whether the help source

a mentally ill person seeks influenCes the extent to which he,or'shf

is rejected. ke resented subjects with .paragraPhs containing

identical%desceiptions of people.. For some subjects, however,

'CliamOters.were described as, seeking, no help.; for others, as seeking-

help from clergy,.plici6ns, psychiatrists,. Or from mental hospitals.
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Characters were increasingly rejected as the help source went

from no help to help from mental hospitals, but help source was

less important as a factor in rejection than was the behavior

ascribed to tne-gnaracter.

Yamamoto and Dizney (1967) presented 180 undergraduateA
491.

with paragraphs describing a paranoid schizophreniii2a depressed

neurotic, a simple schizophrenic, a phobic compulsive, and a normal

perOon. Subjects filled out questionnaires about the paragraphs.

Thy questionnaires were designed to assess socia lerance.

Results.show that subjects' tolerance was based on social visibility

rather than on psychiatric severity.

Two studies illustrate extreme negative values placed on

emotional aisturbance-amongsome'adulti,

Vacc and Kirst (1977) gave queStionnaires to regular classroom

teachers about attitudes toward the possibility of integrating

emotionally disturbed children into regular classes. Overall,, the

teathers did not favor such iAegration. In response to the qu4tion,

"Do you find the behavior .of emotionally disturbed children disgusing?

39% of the 102 teachers replied yeS, M% no, while 7% gave no

-answer.

Lamy (1966) presented undergraduate subjects w a forced-

choice tas in which 30 situations were described.' The subject

chose between "the ex-cOnvic-e and the "ex-meptal.patient" as a

response to each situation (e..g., "A wife can feel more confident

of the family future if her 11usband is,..."). Subjects saw the role
.

,

of ex-mental patient as much more negative than tbat of ex-convict.-
II

For illittance a "very'.solicitous mother" was more likely to trust:
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her children:to an ex-convictthan to an ex-mental patient. All
k

the suggested treatmets or remedies were seen as more likely to

work.for the ex-convict than for the ex-mental patient.

It should be noted that some of these studies focus on

extxeme\clisorders, especially disogays at least potentially
,

involving psychiatric hospitalization. The literature does not

present a clear picture of conceptions of and attitudes toward

. the actual range of psychological c3isturbance. Clearly, It would
. _

be unwise'to assume that adults who mistrust ex-mental patients

ectuallysshun all neurotics, or would react negatively if they

knew reasons for hospitalization, andso forth. Sim'ilarly,,teachers

Who report,finding emotionally disturbed .children "disgusting" may

well not feel disgusted by, say, children with mild cases of school

phobia. ih Short, these and other limitations of the research

me.ehods used in studies in this area must be considered before,

uncritically accepting these findings.

A study y Cumming and Cumming (195 r, in fact, suggests

that the of hospitalization may be a very important one, in
4

determining resPons.es toward peopl4Zwith deviant behavior. Cumming

1

and Cumming ran a six-month program intended to-change the attitudes

of people in a Canadiin town toward mental illness. While t1e

intervention"was ine fective in promoting positive attitudes, and,

ihdeed, generated a good deal of anxiety and hostility about the

,program, Cumming and c ing's description of the .experience of

run4h4 this program isisan interesting account of the role copcep-

tion;\ok menal illneSs play'in social systems.
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This account shows that the satems subjects used for
111

understanding deviant behavior were. 'n psychiatric systems, but

rather; the same systems.used in understanding and explaining

everyday behavior: The subjects seetted"to'appiy these everyday

systems to deviant behavio'r up to the point at .which the deviant

person was institutionalized. In some ways; then, these adult

subjects seemed to "normalize deviant behavior when possible.

- For ewample, the adultsubjecs 'felt that One who had had a

frightening experience with an elevator might well become terrified

of elevattrs. Thus, the-causal framework forunderstandilig what

psychiatrists call phobia were not pathology-specific systems, a

least for many kinds ebehavior..

Selby, Calhoun, and Johnson (1977) reporton an exploratory

study of the perceived causes of psycholo'gica, 1 proglems. These ,

investigators asked-394 undergradues'to rate 52 items with

respect to the'extent to which each contributes to mental lalness..

A factor analysis yielded the following five factOrs: personal

characteristics, orsanic cause, natural disasters, marital crises,

and childhood family constellations. It is interesting to note the

way in which this
0
image of the causes of Psychological disturbance

might-resemble and differ from the causal picture presented by '

It

1: psychOlO4ists and'psychiatrists. For example, "personal charac er-
,e* 2 ,

istics".would seem tojpe the layman's counterpart to trait th es
_

of personality and§pathology.
4

Organic causes clearly'are a pert
sat

of the professional's system of causal explanation-.' One wonders,

however, whether professionalt.and laymen'differ in the particular



organic causes2named. That is, while the organiCally-oriented

psychiatrists might refer to,chemical imbalances in the braird,

the layman might refer to. bumps on the head. Both, howeVer, would

-be subsumed under the "Organic causes" factor. Natural disasters,.

maritp crises, and childhood family constellations all are

implicated inthe causation of psychological, disturbances in some .

professionals'bsystems for explaining pathology. For the professional

each of thee three factors tends'to suggest different implications

about severity. For instance, natural'disasters might be 'impli-

cated in triggering temporary,.acute episodes of difficulty, whereas

childhood fami,ly constellations are more apt to be viewed as
.1

the cause of chronic-character problems. Does the layman shai.e

this\View?
,

In shOrt, while the factor analysis succeeds in reducing
,

data on causal explanations to a few meaningfulcategories, it

does not succe64.in presenting an image of similarities' and

differences between professional and lay systems of explanation,

nor does it shoW whether or not the subjects' systems were pathology-

specific systems, or general systems for explaining behavior,
4

deviant.; and nondeviant.

Sociologists are concerned with, the issue)of acceptance
,1

`and rejection of the mentally ill.in a Manner imilar-to concern

over labelling in the study of attitudes towar51 the educable

mentally retarded. This controversyg,abRI'attitudes toward the

ntallysill'ilas three major-issues': :whether orinot labels like

"mentally ill" are associated with rejection; whether or not, there

are so;Cial Class'aifferences.in tolerance for mental illness",



and whether or not the genepl public has become more acceptifg

toler ant of the mentally ill. .

The labeling controversy in the,area of.attitudes toward
9 7

mental illness is complicated Partly because, it is confOunded

with the controversy b aver-whether or mental.lness.is merely:.

myth,, and with whether the medical mode l4s,appropl:iate for .

controversy

understanding and treating psychological disturbances. Professional

opinions are so- dlverse that there is easentialfy no standard to
.

which one maydcomparecpublic attitudes. If subjects treat dev,iant
0,

behavior as problems ii living, as organic syndromes, or as

virtually anything else, it
_ .0

'essional inte.-pretations.

..

fair\ly easy to find eguivalene pro--

.The_extent to which thfse controversies

within the professional domain complicate the problems of studying

pUblic attitudes is highlighted if, one uses some) other, handicap

as a basis of `contrast.. For instance, the study of attitudes

toward blindness and the blind is comparativelYstraightforward
.

because (1), no-one argues that blindness is a myth created by

professionals, and (2) the medicl model is clearly.approPtiate
-\"

for understanding the causes of blindness

organid problems related to b

The extentto Which the

model of psychological diitur

rese#cher<S-, In a lithrature

these isapea-, Sarbin and Manc

'health movement's "moral crus

lindness.

pUbfic'has been solCion'the-mediaal

and fell' treating the

H.115,;4

banceshas been of some interest to

review and discussion related'.to
rf/-

liso (1970Y .cohClude that ;the mg tal

ade" to convince the%p lic that

'"mental illness'is just like any other illness
A .
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Accordi g'to Sarbin and Mancuso, the public does not readily label

behaviqr, as indicative ofmental,illness, but does react negatively

to'Teople°A.abeled as mentally ill. "In effect, the public, tends

to tolerate and to accomodate to overt conduot that professionals
e %

label .as mental illnessf but tends to see persons'who area branded
. .

.

by the labe melntally illias.stigmatized" (p. 160)-.

bohrenwald-and Chin7Shong (1967)., in reporting a 'study of/

_Community leaders and of a ethnic cross-section of adults

_

in,nt

NeW York.'City-, argue thatOcial classes differ in 'definitions

of emotional 411ness. In particular, working class people are
,

,t.
-

said tO.use a restricted definition: mental illness is defined

as aggressiVe, antisocial behavcior...In contrasti,researchers

.arid psychiatrists use a broad definition characteristic of people"

from affluent backgkounds:- Consequently, researchers and psyChia -.
4 ; 0

trists May think that workis-class subjeets tolerate or accept

Mental illness, when in,fact, the subjects may nOt even define
,

dertaintasturbances as evidence of mental illness. Dohrenwald
.

.

.
.

and Chit-Shong!s,st144y 'shows that .the image of working-class,
'

subjects simply as.more tolerant of mental illness than affluent'

subjects is, an oversimplification. Actually, according to Dohrenwald

and Chin-,pbong,.when7the subjects ;.themselves defined *behavior .

Pattein,as seriously deviant, they appeared to be very intolerant.

'This, interpretation of the results is not the only possible 0

one. 0;10, might%argue, for instance, that it is erroneous to treat

definitions of mental illness and tolnce of mental illnegs as
7

separable:v One.form of tolerance or acepiance may itself'' be the

.use-of° a restricted definition..
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...AnOther issue.in the field of attitudes toward mental illness,is1/4

the issue.of whether or not there has been a change in publid'

attitudes and definitions in recent years. Dohrenwald and

Chin-Shong (1963) argue "that there has been' an increase in `receht

years inthe tendency to label behavioras eyidence of'mentaf illness.

With regard towhether attitudes toward mental.illness lave changed

Oire;th""erears, Crocetti and Lemkau (1965), in a letter to the

American Sociologic Review, report.a comparison of contemporary

data on social"distn ttitudes toward.the mentally ill with

1928 data on social distance attitudes of native -born Americans

toward blacks and toward German Jev They reported perceived

social distance ftom'tne mentally ill is less now than was the

perceived social distance from blacks and German Jews in 1'928.

These investigatois interpret this result to mean.thet

-ill are.not rejected now; that social science's perCeption'of'

rejection is inValid (P. 577). It is, however, difficult to draw
_ *

any conclusion m the results titey present. Attitudes toward the .

mentally ili,are:rslircompared.with previous attitudes towaid'the
, - 4.

mentally ill. Perhbs, rejection of the 'mentally illisslight.only

relative to extreme
..

rejeotion of blacks and Germarf.Jewsjn 1928.

One simply _cannot tell.

A "
'In summary,re'sear'ph about.oponceptions of psychologrcal

,

clisturbancd. and attitudes -toward the psychologiCallyldiqfUrged'-

.is difficultto,cond t and to interpret partly because there''

:

is no Sensr43,117 accepted !definition of pSychological-diSturbance

equiValent to,definition of,other. kinds of handicaps, l'poblems

c'.



itis area f. research stem partly from the nature of the content:

attitude researchers are in a difficult position when, they disagree

among themselves about the referent;of the attitude. The problems

are not limited to prob/ems involved in the inherent complexity

of concepts of psychological disturbance. StUdies often fail to
. r .

make sharp distinctions between subjects' conceptions'of the'mentally.

ill and their conceptions-of people whom psychiatrists might call

mentally ill. Furthermore, the major issue of tolerance or acceptance

is often beclouded by issues of definition o recognition of

mental illness.
ro

Speech Disturbances-
,

Several investigators have studied children's reactions to

peers with speech distuleVances. Speech handicaps are not a primary
.

fo'cus of this project. These studies are reviewed, nevertheless,
. .

, it ,ma p1 .6,'beCauset6o (Perrin, 1954; Marge, 1966) are similar in aim

tthod to many of thetudies ievitwed.previously. A,third,

'however (freeman &
ASonnega, 1,9561ctakes an ally imaginative,,

.,
, .thopghtful.

.

proach to this kind of research, and, consequently,
,

. .

provides. 's andardof,comparison for:other studies.
.

In the first of theSe studies, Perrin, (1954). administered
t

a sociametric questionnaire to., children ades ore through
six., These children were in classes with a total, of fiispeech*4

.defective" children, with at least one subh4cpild Per crass .

'

Reported 4:esults are "that the ppeech handicap0e4 group-contftined a-

higher proportion of "iseilates"and ."rejecteee than'.424d
. s.

handicapped-group., The 'speech hanaicaPped ,grollp contained* na`:,4,4ar*s"*

t'
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Marge {.19667 studied the special position of 36 third-graders
1.

with "moderate to severe" speech" disorders by'administering a
_

sociometric instrument,tb 197chi- ren with whom the speech handi-
.

capped children attended school'.' ',The_teachers of these children
. . -

identified only about half of the "speech handicapped" group as

having speech disturbances, a !act, -which may be intetieted either
. ,

to mean that the teachers were poor identifiers or that some of

these children were not speech handicapped. ,According to Marge, a

few-of the speech handicapped children<>emerged as "stars", but a

smallet proportion than was the case for the nonhandicapped children.

There was a "trend" for speech handicapped children to have a

lower "social status" than other children.

Freeman and Sonnega,(1956) approached the. problem of investi-

gating how peers evaluate children in apeeth correction classesin

a less global way. than did Perrin or Marge. 'Specifically,

studying peer evaluation of 26 third- and fourth-graders Freeman

and Sonnega presented the 133 peers With the chance to distinguish
.

between evaluations of speech ability and other evaluations, .E4ch

peer subject had three tasks. He or she was-asked (1) to choose
,

d

4.7

five peers who talk well as potential participants in a communication

game with a teacher, (2) to namethe childii With whom he dr !she'

was mostqriengly°, and (3),to'identify 04ildren accofding'to possession

of various traits, such as being a'leader, being geod-.1ooking, and

SO Ori.
%AV.
..,.,,,,. ,t

t chiloiren in 40 qpoech correction class r"i'veendrtablylow ,

; --scores' on the 'first tgsk.,,:' which ilxvolv,ed talk-ing,-itbility , but no '

.
,,.0ii. ,. .:

differences Ameiled on 'the 'other. ,taaks . ,' 'Mat' is, .peerb* se4ed, aware b.
.. .



"

ihatis the Ohildren in' speech correction classes indeed had speech
.

prqblems; oth1ise, however, p.hese children seemed to be as

socially acceptable as were other children.
... u

Present3sng children with the opportunity to make differenttsted 't
11- 4 11* t' . - VTrespansies about difterent-'aspects of others' ability revealect.

. .

picture of 'apparently aac4rat.e'e;aliaation J.:thout. generaliida
. t- , ,,1,.

, negative reaction. Had a global- measure been used in which subjects ,..

, . . ,_ .

were forced to be
,

either accepting or rejliting in general, the
' J ' t ,

V

overall picturQ of results might have been 'different from. what it
, -

is. That is,, negdtive ratings( on items implicitly or explicitly

-about talking might haVe resulted in an aVeragg. picture of negative
0

evaluation.
. .

. .
,

In general, then, the Freeman and Sonnega 'study makes a point

potentially applicable to many of the studies of -ttitudes toward
l

the handicapped' included in this review: subjects4 ,realiStic de-scrip
* 0

,

4 .
tions of the limitations inherent Qin- a handicap, if average in with

s%. ,

a'other responses, may result 4n '7global rating Itidicativeof negative
,

attitudes. In evaluating the results' of .previo4s, research, 'it 4.s

impOrtant to Ask whether resulfsliliq t have been distorted by. .such
--- . ..,&..4: . %

averaging of mAter-of-fact des>ipagona with '041er Asponees.

formulating new resea*h strategies, including the strategy used

in :the research repotted here, it is important to distinguish_
r y,

''

between matter-of-fact descriptions- of liTlitarcions and probleMd
,...

inherent in .handidaps and' ,other, kinds of response



General Studies
-S

This section deals' with studies of reactions toward halhdi-
..

dapped people in general, particularly studies in which reactions-

- toward people with:different kinds of handicaps were examined

.4 -1111;.GOnettr 07.1tAlrl"

Of -ttaldren

. Se I'dw' ed:e1: -and .aier11.1- (119
4:

.47

-

repOrt a study of one seventh-, and
: - , '

. eigth-grade:-clAs,i..mposed 9 22: Wonhandicapped and 10 handicapped
k. .

.
. : .

children plw yihually - children, 1 deaf .0hild,. 5 childrenhaii;
. .

.

with Other. handicaps., In dirig heart defects and cerebral° palsy) .,

1

All children were given sociombtric questionnaire. The' questi6nnaire
4 7

asked abO,ut children with whoth subolects yOuldlike to 014.,° near,
1 - r,

whom "they- wopl,d like to sit, 'whom 'they, Would like to tak
', .. 44.0

phrty, 'and- so, fOrili The Children's parent.S Were g

home to

en-a similar'
re

questiOnnaire 44,n which they were 9ked to predict thetr children' s

choices 'and to express preferences about their children's -choices.

'or th°e: children' s responses there were no' statistilgally
... ,"

AO`44. .

relat*nshiPs .between' choices and handicaps . k.arents
'... , . Z

andicaa&d' chiadren also' made choices independent of handicap,-
.

. . . .

4 ' L ' t :
of-

' . : ..1> ' T .-te". V e -,.. .,,

Pi"-enis- hantWd:apped. children, how,ever4 preferred to have theithif °-

. .,

; 40,'.-;
' children select other handicapped children rather than nonhandidapped

. ,

,,,. .

g children lis ,terfqnds . In evaluat*.ng these results , one must note
.,

' , NI , - . . i

that the stuoity- ahsercdifaud d ',at,: a univqitity-:aff iliat.pd xnalnstr6afiedv. p - .. 6 , .,
,. -. ,

One has th spi,o,n that this was, an excepitionallif'.-- ".

theft,, may wel-14tho,;t=,,,be typi.dal. of,. 0"chools/ LI

. 4

4



tIn evaivat -the Boston Children's .Museum on ..iiii

handicaps, Melton (1976) administered= ari- adjecti ist to
...,

children at the museum before a ild aver' ,experience with the exhibit.
est- .i

There was no statistically. signifIcant. difference between pre- and
.

- -, ,- ..
post-test .scotes.,..:4n libbtli-.-:gfige handicapped children were
perceived as sadder, slouer,-littiTe?, weaker;'' less healthy, and
more tired than nonhandicapped -M91ton also provides some

anecdotal descry. Lion of "responses tqi,' the exhibit, which included.
igheelchairs, typeigriters ",4irld other. materials fof active
use by the visiting chilcirelL According to Melton, preschoolers.

. ,seemed not to connect- these vaterials- wiet 'disabilities...
, :4

- NSimpson,. Parrish, and C9fik (1976) report' on another,attitude
or ,, .

",.., -, . . .-.- ,
changAk study with child 'subjects .; These investigators studied the

1 . f I

1,effects ,of a curriculuM, about h'ndica in changing the attitudes
,.

.,
. of gro k second-, ,,th-ird- and. fifth=graders. The outcome: ,.

.mensu* administered' before and after the ,.intervention, w0 "thia'4
..I ..

-

report
likd in-detail below. Simpson; Parrish, and Cook

I.
4ticaliy- significant treatment- effects 'for the .younger

but for the plder group. "-Females' seemed. more amenable to chadnge

n ,attitude than diA 441es.
j )6?

..A4 dultmir5ier th` literature oti.childron's seactions ,to
, ,

the .h&ndicapped should *noted. anirg'Cohn° (194,6)
.--; ..- 4-

from a review, that )awittAi 4'^of.lianclicaps begs 'at.. about 'age :A;

thatii genera41 the attitudes -of ,-npilhandicappeflk ciiildreft-gtorard..
- -

handicgOped.childr r Degativie.r that youngfe'r childilen are r
55 . , , -4(t . - ^* .

nega in attic- t- d t arg
.

and that
.. ,b 4

rco,ract, aRes.:
. .

. 7.

.
.

f. z. - ' .

."P". ;

4:T !. V
t-'47*- ."

, > .

I.' T

r, .

= r *, - -; ben,: ," ,"

0 a 4-:1, .Ear. .



Or

-4r

s

not always reduce negative attitudes. Peterson (1978) 'reviews the
,

N t ..
literaturee.on attitudes and on behavioral-. interactions between the

iand ehandicapped ad nonhandcappd. Peterson'reOrhes basically, the
.4

s .

same/conclusions as those of Levi l and Cohn with regard to attitudes.
Peterson's' review of the literature on interactions of young handi-
capped and nbnbandicapped- children shows ,, on the whole; that: there .--.
is little e41,usion and rejectiorI.o.f-,handcapped children by
nonhandicapped children. On_.4he other hand,,when nonhandicapped

.children.have the op rtunity to select other children as
.laymates.,- they select nonhan,dicapped hildren terSoll also .

.

-A-suggests that nonhandicapped children seek out ,o
410

children for complex activities.
r nonhandicapped

Studies of Adults
. -- - -

* . .

,Donaldson -and Martinson P(1977) , using the ATDP "s a-pre-,

..t.. test and pOst-i.est, randomly assigned adult subjects to thre.,
,

7

. treatment grqups and:a control group. The basic treatment was

.1.istip iig to a panel of handicapped people (w4th ceVbral paltiy,.,
.,0- i, - IP'. --. 44 - _

.1.1

, ..

.blindness, - paraleegla-, quadriplegia). discuss, :.t.treti''handicaps-:. One .,

.

. ..
.

,,,i
.

. ., .. ,

treatment ,group was .-prJsent clAriQg, the live pretentations tfier ''saw
c ,,,.,

,videotai?es .t? its ahother heard' audiOtape.s :flip ..statisticar:li"
.. .- -,.-.., ..' Significant: change 'In ATOP ..scores wasob ,erved -.fa ar.' the udidtapad ,:

1 ,:', :. , . . t ' ''. 4 -,' -.%
.1.15r eSentaAj.artj but irrifixoyeme4. 1..qb.e cl to'bOtPh xr_ideOtapedoikaa..'

. - ,
''

, _.

f.: '. ..' . '.,. r ''.,,,. ,,, . - ...:."Jr. .10.,

. -'1i'Arq 'i-.) .'ia.it41j-ins.. -,4°5ex di f feierieese.e ,;f8"Ukiid., in''..thik
. .- 4 "I

;. - ',4' .7. , : , AA'
..,. ... ;7

- -
P 0$,065)-',c...""in-'.a s 4y.t.hat:exempkifieS.. ''' t'' , 1. '

eite. k !e; '. !,..., . 6 , , .

P .174 4..+C,
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' 'aftt , .

outgroups, also reject the handicapped. Ch6sler adMinistered the
- .ATDP and an ethnocentrism measure to high school and college -

students and repbrted results supporting the .hypothesis'..
`YukerBlock;.-and Younng (1966) -and,-Yuker in.da)

describe and 'surnmariz-e many studies using the ATDP "-as a, measure

of attitudes toward the handicapped. Becaithe the ATDP. -the
single most
people, it I.

.1 -
to provide, an ,adequate positivernegative's6aled measure of

widely' used measure ,of aft'itudiS toward' h.indidapped

described i:ri sorne detail.
The AgDP, according to Y.uJ e a (1566) , "was designed

toward the disabled; an instrument 'that -6,gxild be usegtoth-

.-disabled acid the non-disabled" (p. 17)-. The instruMent.was
At

- A,

to measui4e attitudes toward "disabled- pers,ons in 'general" ,...(p:,.lt) ,
,.;4'. -it-s.. .not attitudes toward' any specific group or groups,. The: test itself,

3

gititudes
th the

'cles igried

which takes-Abott 15 minutes to administer, cons' is .,9f" a series of
_ - e,-;.. statements about "disabled" or "nlpri-disabled" people' (e.g., "Most,

I
. LI. a, is' d f

people feel. unconifoy.table when :they-associate with disabled 'people.:
"Most, disabled persons iset.married and have children.") The ATIIP

. .,, .

is avallable'in Selitral fornisi-1,4hich. Are:not",disAssed separately; i -,),,

. 4 - k- . - ...:,here.) ,The sutij4d-nna,rks 41,c-11.sta.qement, Qn *a Teert-type seals,.- -. - / .._
.

-4"1- agfe,e, very muc" .-"Idioagiee;;Sry:,..much_:.",
LT. poSitiy Y negative .

,ired.ition i'tudts )treasured
- a

b4,f .,r_he;ATDp ,ETf; ' -

tp.e.,ATDP*efl,,e'ets; 1/4

si!,44a do

as di f Merit .f

;

konli of Ett:s (Ar!iik
yfy .t

_ . .E.J.,
.

e.
4!.

i.,eicePtibn of 3anlea:P.

sdore on

.±Ike cther1:4
, a' 4 ,

;bf;*0-18A111..e';iti a.; 01' e -14*-it .`r*
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Yuker et al. emphasize th4tAlkirgcores.-4ndicate a. perdeption'AM&
gOri-F--7.,,,

of handicapped' people as
r

different,'a i4i900iion which they interpret..

F N14
as. Meaning-eaniing, "inferior" or "disadvantaged." ;Another frequent inter-

,

.

pretatidn.of the meaning of ATDP soores is a prejudice interpretation:

High scores are often interpreted as indicsting,a prejudiced attitude.
,

toward haAdicapped people:.

Yuker et al t(1966) report and summarize many studies in
,

which the ATDP has been used. For instance, ATDP scores havh been

. .s.

correlated v4th :Q scores, rural and-urban residence, cOntact witib

handicapped people,

numerous other tests. The main-findings-of interest here"\afe:

measures. of ethic prejudice, and scores froM,'

First, although there, is some inconsistency in results there is
N4:07

probably little,ielatiOnship between age and attitudes toward the
t

digabled as measured by the ATDP. Second, females fairly.
..-

tently score somewhat higher on the ATDP than do males. .
.

.-Yt''

-1
This measure is of interest here mainly because it seevestas

a clear basis ofcontfast for the instruments used- in the present

study. Specifically,th-e- ATDP is rapid and inexpensive to ,administer.

It yields a ,gingle scoreanging from positive to negative. Every

sUbje faced with the-TDP receives the same stimulus as2:Overy

ther-sgbjegt;-when different forms have' been developed, great care ,

n n
1/4.

,

ece. The' test hag beet with-

Are availablef:,for m -4ro"ups of

beef taken. to .guaranteeeciti
. ire-

vast; -of-S *ubjec,.and'
- 1.,

m

1 peor4e..,;4 Fin0.1y, the- only *inforpa icon the ATDP yie4- lds4s.a-soe,

'
4 a

, .

electirig -a Subject's scaling ,of,-"diiblea4e,peoplei.As differept
,I.?-'

I ,;, . ,

, .4.41' i f
i ..1 ,,.. ft A

arclor lilc '''other peoples iir d-xiarket-of ways. "Iris *Ill aec- s-,
N-

..;

beldkrt,e idhose to qpe faalcally,differeningt'rutifenilfitiOn to ganerate
-

-s
i . e , .,.. , f %

' : ' i.o,- ' .nt ,

7.ifr 4. 91 :
.



AriCher data relating,to nohhandicapped Per ins' peiceptions.and*
, .

understandirig f the,han icapped.

:to compake.atti
,

caps, plus a few s

part of the research.

.f:
Situdies of-Childfbn

. -

Complotive Studies

Included is sectionarAp.studies inten ed primarily
..,z.

.e

toward people with ikferent inds of handi--:
trNt

tesin which such comparisoicwas only a minor

.

In dne of the,few attempts to investigate preechoolers'

reactions to the'handicapped, Gerberj§19174.stnikpd a. group of

12 children (9 nonhandicapped, 3 handicapped) in an integrated

-preschool. These children ranged in age from 3 1/2 to 5 years.

Of the. three handicapped children, one- was an orthopedically

,ii.:, .handicapped child who woe a body brace; another was autistic -like;

-a third, who had cerebral palsy,,is desc;ped as awkward and passive.
40

The nonhandiead childielki;ere'shown pictures of their

classmates, were asked to_talk about'them and were given a socio--,
-

-4.,

metric task ("Mho will you invite to your bj.rthday party?fl tn. ".

general, the nonhandiCapped children were aviare;c4 the handicapping
".\

child was,least accepted, followedcbnditions. The autistic-
.

by the orthopedically handic Aped child, The 'Child with cerebral
'= .. A. . ,t- ,i.

egatiVe evaltTtions from 'peers.-
....

palsrreceiye.

Acture 6f tlgleadeeptance ofaberrant-behavior and

hi.gher- ac,ceptance of o*t.gapedrc ,udig,g, cerebral

palsy, corirastseaiti-LieSults.pr$seneed in s eral.other repO4t

Thepe rehillt5 to.not contradict "Gerbpr Tber's data On 9,
. .4



.-- .. .
) '

nonhandricappea_thildren da'not provide .grounds for.' generalization
A

.
to.all preschoolers and Gerber makes n6 such _generalization.

Force (1a56) gave a sociometric -test about choices of friends,
't

playmates-, and workmates. to 361 nontandicapped children in grades
.

one through siic who .'att'ended classes with 63 handicapped children.
; J

Seven of the handicapped children have visual handicaps, six.had
hearing. impairznents, while 'the remainder had other kinds. of

-vt

physical., handicaps% Result. show that of the handicapped children,
-44those with heart conditiond and other congenital. - abnormalities

-

were most accepted as friends% T ose with 'cerebral palsy were
"

accepted markedly less than all others,. Overal;,:the handicapped
children ;we're not well accepted.

.

of intitual chOice patterns -shows

and nonhandicapped subgroups.

.Forur reports, -than an examination*
,

the presence of ,distinct handicapped
4

b

(1978) , in an evaluation of the Boston Children' s
Museum's curriculum about handicaps ("What If You Couldn't?"):
provides anecdotal' descriptions 'of- children's reactions to currv

Theprimary-S6hool children fourid physical handicaps ease
to define and to undetatand than other handicaps. Only the unit on.
physic4l disabiiitieS initially. produced le 'ugh' reactions." **Deafness,
in, contrast, seemed to be a relatively- easy area for both children

.

and teachers to wit.11. Children seemed .to have difficulty' in
grasping the idea o-f- learning disabilities and to confuse learning
disabilities with mental retardation.

The idea. that children.find ensary and physical handicaps
easier t d understand %han,,rpentaI r emotional disabilities" also"

.

appear s in "Storey (1977),,formative evaluation for Feeliitg Free,S.

..



a
/

*
atelevisipn_serftWij.ntended to help nonhandicapped children

J ,. . I , ,

p
underStand hIndicapd. -Storey studied 1140children ranging from

:. 4

6 through 42 years of age (mainlY 8-' through,10-year-olds) from -. --:-.

.)

a '.variety of ethnic and sodtpeconamic ballikrounds. TwoineasUrts

were used: 'd questgennaire, about familiarity with -handicaps and

r

handicappe& peOple, and. structured group 'diCcusSions about Feeling

'Free segments. On the questionnaire, 85% .of the children, adequately

defined "blind"; 79%, "deaf"; 65%, "crippled"; but there:tvas no

4,

consistency In definitions offered for the term 'retarded!"

Two studies focus specifically on contrasts between_ children's
ito 0

attitudes toward the retarded and towatd the orthopedically
dr':

handicapPed
fa

First, Willey and McCanfess (1973) , in a study ,mentioned

previously, repoi-t that fifthvgradera shoed negative stereotypes

of educable mentally retarded ch.i.ldren, but cheracteriied orthope7

,'

adically , hand icapped children in n "unrealistic, Po 1 lyanna-i sh
43-../

Inner" (p. 287) . ,

,

.:Ot
.4,11-,' , °4'

Second, Gottlieb and Gottrieb (1977) Ctudied,56 junipr high,
'e

school children's att4tudes' toward 4 crimpled child and toward a'
.

, ,

retarded chtld described. in two brief Paragraphs. The subjects' 4,
. 0 -

responses to the descriptions were measured op an edjective _check-
,-

, I

list and on a social distance sdale;
-
the ,forilv intend :sp asAa .

_ ,

.

'. 6 .... ' -. 8 . ., -
measure of stereotypic attitudes, the latter, intended As ameagUre.

.

..

. . r ,Ir
oof "behavioral intentiobsRecults show that, stereotypic attituaes.

, . ' ' 1. , . ..f

, toward *.the, atiOtoled\ child 'we;es mOrd' favorable than those Itotgard ° '
'v , - .- -1%1-

the retaifed oh ld, ,b14, social,:`-diTstance ai4: not .d,j.ffer...

iakt

71
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041

IP
,

:Jones, Gottfried,. and 9v/ens .(1966)- report a study of '186

- x - . . IP
high 'sChoo/ subjects who had actual IrcIthown an "exceptional perion." ''

..

These subtcts- responded to questionnalres about_ kavera4et people
.

and people with many 'kinds of -e2iceptionalityt the blind,-
a,

hard of heari , partially k.ghted, delinquent, chronit&lly
. . - .

ernotiOnally disturbed, speech .handi.cappkid, 'mentally retarded; .-gifte44.!-

g
and *crippled. In the questionnaires these labels were paire'd sirfth

.

onq another. The AB ject is task was to, select one'of a pair of- '.

labels as his 'or her, response tO .a statement (e.g. , "This -pereoa
a

A
is most in need': o help ) . In' this study,

*

the "average." and the

"gifted" were most acceptab1C.. Ih most ,situationse the mentally

reatrirded were 'least acceptable'... Tn. gdnIgial, mild handAcaps

( e :g , partial :Sight,
4 -

S.

Partik. hearing loss) were mOre-aC eptable

thap severe handicaps.
.

Studies of Adults
0

Efforts. to assess dcfferences in :reactions to 10oble 'With
AV.

. .

v.

aMT

different, kinds of handicaps have produced'a variety 6,f experimental
, .

:

tasks. With regard to -these tasks, a ,study_by-Alexan4an (1967)- ..--
.-.,, . .

i .

-%,h be noteds"! Iir 'assessing, -"public" and "private,"atyatudes
-. .

of high school and,collegeage StAbjectstoward, slidlbtere s the
. 4 , A

, 4 t
cerebr4I pal s and the blind , Ale can used: two Trteasures ,

res es to-.di, cuestiorxs,`and responses -Mo^ projebtrve tes.
1, s , ,;

met^. Was: measurei publ ic7,atti udes; Ittre ,latter IN,
*.

9
1,1

pr4-Val attitudeis. .

,

direct^,questiong.. differed from- t qe .revealed infespOn04
. , .

.

Alk,..,.,.,..,..,,,,..,....,..T.,., ...,

,.... ..

., V.- .

:',.....1 4 ..

. ^

peOple Ls attitudes .revealed:;it,



projecrkVes with regard to blindness and to cerebral palsy, Public.
_

attitudes. were More -favorable'than were private attitudes., With
regard' to stutterers, Nbwever , public And private attitudes did
not dilter. result, Iri part, support the cOMMorr assumption
that**. g i4biects .often present Oieingelves as more accepting of the
hanaitapped
Ale_Xanian 's

than they might apgearto
.

results also 'suggest that
be in other situations.
the :40ference -bei4een publict

vete. Attitudes differs Ilegending upon the kind of handicap
. ,

. one st..U.die Finally, 9nelnay.-412so wonder whether to interpret
.,.thisstudy 'ad exemplifying the seneral point that, results often

4/ differ as' 4: function. of ..instrument. P6rhaps, results Vould- . * ,... .

,,
Shown differenCes between two. med;ures .of'public atigitudes

':' ,' -.(1D.,etwe'en two measure
.!

q.of, pvee attitudes aa- well:::
. .. , .

Vander .ROlk t1976). 'r-e-1)6,taa'-- similar disfrepancy between
. .

results.:.dt,tained .from direct -ancl direct mea'sures.- Vander .Kolk'
u'ked the "Psycholog,..-al:.S 4.ress,Ipvis.1uatdr",which ..rtiea$gres trees

have

or

+ft

'4:9} ,
by Charting voice moaulatioh.'' Subje ts."vebhrizedm hbout eleven

. '11'. , .

cerebral-.',','different" populations the' blaCk,.. the lind, thee- cerebral- paltied
.

. rd , la,. . . . - .. a

diabetics; ex?-offend llts, homo4ex'stalg-, 'the mentally, retarded, one, ,4 ., . .

, .

:arm amputees , 'one' leg;--arhputbeS,_, 'Parapleg ices; -"and 'ps,ychotics.
..o . ..

v. .

pif f93iopti ate tated446 etweeivyeibal 0 elf 7-respdtt s of .streis and v
V-

n mOdUlat At rt,

4tit epos 06144's .,.qg ry a t

o'f.14;'4,g-feierice
': , .: ,

With oipe modulation as a _measure

among' subjects in whit kind

cfted' phejot rtes; qvrokki ,hQwev , cerebral

f stress,

...,:-?.
SysreIi-ekted.'t e,./rte?st 4ttke4y.;?>A471.ti4..b4rarte '3 edo lid- .. -1,44...,.-4,- -cc '- .

,zY4,--.). ,2 -',... ,,,.....,,,,..,, -;'. ---)4:. ..`,? 6.. - ..., 1' ,j: t '! 0.'" '- , .-.. ''. .. .." ' f'..
.

. ';'.. 471/ 7.. : Fil rill a re 'Thilid,;'Feiter, and HUA-1.(19°76).. intrOduckcil 15.3. Under-., ..
.7;- 11' ,,.*--,-.....,... - : ' '''"- ..f.. .

. ° . ,w .. , ..

'I. .(t" .1 ' gradtiatte iubj ect9: .osConfederatesp;egented as ".northal," is mentally
,.. ,.sti .04,dretiard,ed,, or as mentally

4

*$

7?.



The subjects' task was to admillister electric shock to

the bonfederate in order to tech him to press certain buttons.

Four subjects refuse& to administer the shocks. Subjects gave

a

shorter and less intense shocks when the confederates were presented

y as mentally retarded than when they -were presented as normal'or

as mentally retarded, or as mentally ill.

Intwo studies inspired by doffman's Stigma (1963), KleTk,

Buck, Goller, LOndon, Pfeiffer, and Vokcevic (1968)- examined the

'.effects of different stigmatiiingsconditions on "the use of

space." Male undergraduate subjects were given a figure p

task and two attitude tests (the ATI5P4hd a Acale,of opinions

cosmetic conditions). In the figure placement task, ;lib&

figures representing'the self and other on a. rectangle.

'results were as follows: The distance between the"self" and the

"other' increased as the "other" was a liked professor, a friend,

a,blind person a black, a stranger,'ari amputee, on epileptic,,a

mental patient, and a disliked professor. Tkere was, however, no

difference in distance between self and ftiend And between self and

blind person.

One wondeirs, of course, why the two professor "otheri" occupy
/ i.

-the extreme positions. A disliked professor does not seem intuitively

to represent extreme stigmatization,. It is also unclear why the

liked professor should be closer to "self" than ie a "friend."

Indeed, as one considers. this studY, it is unclear what the task

measures, particularly since there was no relatidnship between the
7

figure placement task results and the attitude measure results
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In the second stud physical
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investigators presented
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:shoWed that the subjec
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second study was,intended

may reflect actual p
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f1fer f
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in an

lee stud

lossimulating blindneSs,dea

of,4 leg. AT.DP change scores did-ndt cliff

loss

imental

groilps4 who simulated some condition; and/

_group of subjects. Experiment4 group subj
. .

narrative accounts of their experiences. SiMulating different

a
kinds of handicaps seemed to evoke distinctively different reaction's.

Subjects simulating blindness described frustration in many activities,

fear, and feelings of helplessness. Those simulating deafness were

less restricted in activitythan were those simulating blindness,

but. they reported considerable depression. _Those simulating the

loss of a hand focused on social. .teactions rather-than on the intra-

psychic reactions reporte by' other subjects.

Parish, Eads, heesei-and Piscitello (1977) had 45 future

- valuate the labe' "educ, !stet y
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retarded," and "physically handicapped; -All labels were evaluatedm
-111/

negatively, but the first two were evaluated even morelnegatively

than the third. As is the case with other studies, one again faces

the que.stion of whether physical handicapioActually elicited more.
Aggi

positive, or agmleast fewer negative, responses than. did the other

handicaps, or whether the subjects presented themselves as respondi

kindly to the physically handicapped.

Dion and Berscheid (19.72) report a study relevant to the

comparison of attitudes, toward people with different kinds of handi-

caps,l'although the study i not directly about this topic. In the

'study, entitled "What is Beautiful is Good," 60 undergraduates

-looked at pictures of very attractive, moderately attractive, and

unattractive People. There was high agreement about how attractive

the\people were.- The attractive peojle were perceived as more

sooially desirable than were the unattractive people. The attractive

people were expected IL have better jogs and happier marriages than

Were the unattractive pdbple, although they were not expect be

,better parents. These results suggest that reactions to different
,

4

kinds of handicaps are influenced, at least in part, by the extent

to which a handicap affects attractiveness, as our culture defines

it. A similar suggestion is found in the work concerning orthopedic

handicaps reviewed previously.

Finally, Yuker _(n.d.) summarizes research: on attitudes- of

the general public toward handicapped people .Yuker concludes that

"in response to,direct questions, more than 50Cof the

tI,E, ited tes'express sli(Mtiv r itive atttudep toward disabled

indicate thdt tic'
P oathetic feeling's for them"Cp.04

4 'Q

'people in
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In 'general, according to Yuker, attitudes, toward it °pie with sensory,.

handicaps aremere favoble than attitudes-towai- people.with

physical handicaps. In'particular, cerebral palsy and other handi-

caps involving uncoordinated behavior, and handicaps involving ,"

facial differences, evoke negative'reactions. Yuker concludes,

then, that social acceptance is related to the visibility of a

handicap: the more visible the handicap; the more likely to evoke

negative attitudes.

Three main points emerge from this review. First4 once again,

a picture of frequent negative reactions to the handicapped emerges.

Second, contrary/ to assumptions sometimes found in the literg-

ture (e.g Braverman, 1951; blindness a pears not to be perceived.
t -

as the worst possible handicap. Subjects seem not to respond to

blind people as the most stigmatized group of handicapped people.

In fact, three studies (Force, 1956; Anderson, 1975; VanderKolk,

1976) suggest that if one were to identify a group as evoking the

most negative reactions, that group would be the cerebral palsied.

It is, however, important in making such a suggestion to bear

. in mind Lukoff and Whiteman's (1963) theoretiVally clear but

practically fuzzy distinction between attitudes toward handicapping

conditions and toward handicapped people. It is also important to

note that the term negative means different things'in different
. , .*

studies. For instance, checking adjectives like 'sad," placing

cardboard fi6ures at a EistanCe from.one another, changing voice

modulatiOns,' and e*hibiting.a wide variety of other behaviOrs are

all lumped together as indications of "negative" reactions. In

reality, there are great differences among reactions.of condescension,
4
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df fear, of ampilece, and so.fOrth. Research has basically

'nothing to report about diffel.ences among these different kinds

Of negative reactions.

Third, it-is by-no means clear that one best-to-w
3

continuum ectually Underlies evaluations either of handicaps or

of :handicapped teOble. Indeed, it seems probable that how groups

of people'or conditions are ranked depends heavily upon the context

of ranking, ghat is, upon the-nature of the ex/5eilmental task.
,

$ubjects may well use different sets of criteria when ranking4

according'to, pimilaritysto self; best handicap to have oneself;

= best person to have as a friend; and so forth.

'Popular Beliefs

, Although there have been many studies of attitudes toward

the' hyidicapped, these studies, as Guskin'(1977) comments,

concentrate mainly on poCAive or negateive evalUations of. the

handicapped rather than on the content oftbeliefs about the handl-

capped. A thorough treatment of the social hilktory of handicaps

is far beyond the^scope of th, present literature review.

review would, however,
4

4

brief, of themes about

be incomplete without some mention,

the handicapped evident in history and in

popular thought of the present time. Some such themes are evident
' 14,

in the history of the treatment of handicapped people, others

evidentinYyrOsent portrayals of the handicapped

others eAdilitt in anecdotal reports by socia nce researchers

arr3 handicapped people 'themselves. The point of this review is

nolte.th,>, ert And covert presenbe of these themes in

the culturOri w ich the subjects for the piesent study live.
?



Lack of Differentiation

_' While the bind, deaf, and visibly physically handicapped

seem historically to have been recognized as distinct classes of

people, the classification of people with nonviskaehandiCaps

into separate groups is a comparatively recent event. Although

mental retardation has'long been recognized as existing, "the

entire earlyhistory of the'subject is clouded by the lack of

discrimination between congenital physical deformity; epilepsy,

psychot!)stated, deaf-mutism, and mental incapacity" (Capobianceo,

1958, p. 232).

The grouping together of disabilities now seen by professionals

as distinct is evident, for instance, in the blurring of the dis-.

tinction between mental retardation and mental illness in British

law until the passage of the 1886 Idiots Act (Pritchard-, 1963, p. 135)

1
A hough at least by the sixteenth century, cretinism had been

de6ciibed and recognized as a distinct entity, mental retardation in
c

("idiocy") was otherwise thought of as a single. conditiongenera

ntil about the mid-nineteenth century (Kanner, 1964, p. 410. Duri

idilltgecoAll half of the nineteenth century, Ireland and Down began

the process of describing etiological grouping of retarded people

(Kanner, 1964). That is, during the nineteenth century, distinctions

were made among types of mental retardaticl and between mental

retardation and other disorders.

The lack of differentiation in concepts of handicaps is neither

,limited to a confounding of types omental retardation nor td a

confounding of mental retardation with other kinds of disabilities.
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Furthermore, confusion about groups of disabilit s''is not limited

.to past times. -Gottwald (1970) and Wolf ensberg and Kurtz (1974)

report confusion about the distinction between mental retardation

and mental illness in presrnt-day adulis. Best (1943), in discussing

popular beliefs about deafness, mentions confusions of deafness with
4

mentorl deficiency, and confusions between theproblems of the blind

and of the deaf. Hence Goodman (1970), in offering advice about

how to behave when meeting a blind person, states explicitly "Don't

raise your Voice on the assumption that he is deaf" (p. 187). It

is tempting to interpret such an,admonition as a response simply
4

to people's tendency to shout as a futile:way of surmounting the
4

communication difficulty imposed by the absence of eye contact

and other such cues in face-to-face interaction with the blind.

/Apparently, however, some genuine confusion exists. Bragg, who

is deaf, writes that "people still tend to ask me,'Do you read
,

Braille?r Blame t on Helen Keller. We must separate b ess

and deafness as two. distinct handicaps" (1977

S

p. 109). Bragg also

rotests public' misdoaceptions of the deaf as having "borderline

mentalities."

Iri MIOrt, the recognition of distinct etiological groupitrs

within areas of disability is a relatively recent historical event.

Confusiofts .among areas of disability and te confounding of one

area o disability with the coping mechanisms for another have

also been noted.

Beliefs About Affective States and Experience

Monbeck (1973) discusses insletail popular assumptions that 0

the blind are unhappy, ltad tragic lives, and dwell in a "world of

'
80
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darkness"

(p. 7). Best (1943)'describes-a similar misco6ce ion
. 1

of the deaf as 'generally- morose. The blind and the de Alf e also
4

sometimes seet'as inner-diretted andttonternplative. Su ch imageb
t.,

of the affective states agotinner worlds of the blind and the

,deaf contrast sharply with'stereotypes of the mentally retarded _

* ..
as-happy fooXs,-dwelling in blissful ignorance.

, ----.
-

As Morbeck dismisses, These kinds of misconceptions are

related to Others. For instance, if ope supposes the blind to
-

be miserable, then the idea easily.follows that they are "consumed
--...\

1

with envy of sighted people" (Monbeck, 1973, p.-15) Such an idea
. ..).

has some basis in reality, since( people who lose their sight some-
.

times do become preoccupied with-the
A
loss, but the idea that the

life experienceof the congenitally -61ind is dom!nated by misery

and envy isfalse (Monbec pp. 15-16).4, This misconception,

then, also illustrates the failure to make differentiations .About

handicaps. The congnitally an adventitiously blind are distimci

groups, yet the J4stinction is fOquently ignored.

I.

Stereotyping of Social Role

The topic of stereotyping, is far "beyond the scope of 'the

present brief discussion. The major point to be made here is not

simply that the blind are stereotyped as begg.;rS, the men-tally

retarded as jesters. or court fools, but that stereotyped images of

the handicapped pervade this culture in subtle ways. as well.

Recent concern with the4ortrayal'ofthe handicapped as

occupants of a limited number of social roles centers around the

deOctiori orthe handicapped on televisioris Leonard (1978) argues

a
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4

'.that television, as-modern myth-maker" (p.-58), refleqs a

affects public,ideas of the handicapped as.myth and folklore ba

done traditionally.
-

Blatt.(1977) comments on how seldom the handicapped appear

on television as low key, incident figures. Accoiding to Blatt

they Usually appear in. five ways.First, they?are figures of evil;

appearing, for instancev s physicialy disabled monsters. Second, .

they are-stiperheboes: his Blatt says,:'!for childxew,to_-distinguish ----- ::
,..

,

orthoPedic treatments
,
frpm

,
bionic repairs is not always, easy".(p. 12)re''' .,

.

Third, handicapped victims appear, as when a had character:depon-
'N

.

strates the full extent ,of his villainy by robbing-the blih '-- --..

11proprietor of_a newsstand. Fo.4h, 4s on Zoom and Feeling Free,
.... .

the handicapped are special "main claim to teldVision
. ,

guest status must come from-their 'disability" (p. 131. Fifth,, 4 All
,

telethons, cultural specialg, documentaries, and such present the

handicapped' in an anything but'incidental way.
. .

Nc
Leonard (1978), reporti, on a study of the

J
postlayal of

\

handicapped people on prime time, M44 6r network televisioril'narrative

--t. Alshows, concludep that the-handi6apped are presented,ap powefiess
.

nonpersons. Although between ten sand twenty percentof people:in
,

i

the United States are handicapped, only three percentipf the characters

, in the shows Leonard studied were' handicapped. The handicapped were
..,

A I0 - ,-

not only underiepresented,Oput '4:so nAsrepresented in .many ways.

For instance, handicapped characters were oftenr aildren; 40'.8% of.

the handicappLI waN:ndetl$19 years old, 8.5% ol..the nOnhandicapped:.
. ,

Evencon.rolling for the high proportion .of children.amOng .the

/ ,. C
,

c., '.
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. ,

handicapped characters,,the handicapped were still seen in schools
_

.

and institTons more often- than. ere thL nonhandicapped,and more
. .

L.,
. - .

often portrAyed as having
.
no occuiation. Leonard also confirms

,
.

.

Blatt's :I977) ClaimbitiLau,televiston, the handiCapped ar% aften
. .

-,Y
/ictims. "In many -ways:.according ,to ,Leonard, the. handicapped 'are'

1 . .

presented as unpleasant: uncultured, stupid, wedk.,'impatient,
,

-
,

. , selfish,' and sloppy in dress .-:Finally, stories about handicapped '-
..--sm-

.-characters-are. more: apt Than are ,other stories to have happy endings,

sometimes presening.viewers "with the cruel illusion of miracle

cure;" (Leonard; 1978, p. 115) .

Idealizatkon and,,Compensation4
Ai Blatt's (1977)'deicription of the image of the handicapped

as superhero is related to a theme of Idealization and to a belief

,that 'the handicapped are somehow compensated/for:their handicaps.'
iv

...lei One form of idealization is the Izilief Monbeci (1973) notes t17at
I' 4

the blind are morally or spiritually;Abeteer then the sighted.

/-

,

'Another dkample is evident in the Yiddish proverb .that. "

fool is halt-a prophet" (Kanner,'1964). ,

A specific-form of idealization is the belief in compensation

for disabilities. Such comR0Sation is\sometimes seen as god-given.

instance, among ancient Greeks and Roman8, blindness was often
A

construed .as divine pUnishment, apd the gods were believed to

_ . compensate,,by means'Og-the bestowal of special gifts,thealin%
- le, C '

,

) powers,'prophecy, and,slich.-The seer /ieresias is so, compensated,.
,

. .

although Oedipus is not. _
.

.

._. :4,
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Modern versions of qiich beliefs -
in-divine coMpensation'are

beliefs about sixth sensds and hyperacuity of remaining senses,
.

particularly in the bl4nd-and the deaf. One such belief is that

the blind have l,.. ability. Another is the interpre-,
,./ . A a....'

tationapf_the sensory acuteness of the deaf as something other than

the result of exhaustive practice (Lowenfeld, 1963, pp. 238-239).
,-

A more radical 'form is the idea of "'facial Vision" or "eyes in the

skin" by means of which:the blind are supposed to see (Monbeck,

1973; p. 17) .

4,

Degeneracy and Immorality

In contrast to id alizations-are'beliefs in connectiorfs

between handicapping condi ons and many kinds of immorality,

degeneracy, and ou,pright 'sin. puch'a'theme is ,evident in the idea

noted above thaii blindness is ea divine punishment, often far baliing

seen something forbidden, often related to sexual transgression.

theme, appears- in rel'atio'n to the mentally retarded in the

notion that the retarded, as masses of flesh'without souls, are
a

open to the influence-of Satan, a belief Kanner 1964 p. 7)

attributes to Martin Luther.' The idea it also related to the _,/
;5i . ..,

understanding of mental iiiness as possession by demons and tof -I...

the 'attribution of the "evil eye" to the handicapped, especially

)to the physically disabled (Hewett, 1977).

.A general thOme related to that of moral degeneracy is that
ti

of helplessness or uselessnesg: Helplessness leads to misery,

idleness, and boredom, which pave the way for immorality (Monbeck,.

19 3, p:-16). A conbrete example Of the immorality and degeneracy III

J
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theme is the "Eugenics Scare" ofd the early twentieth century

(Kanner,,1964, p."128).. 2he emergence of the mental testing

mbinnFtenIt4the identification of heredity as a factor; ,in mental

!-

retirdatlop, and. other-eyents.gave rise to the view that the

.retardawee essentially defective individuals whose condition
--i -'

' Waslarge y-hetedity, by implication incurable, and that it-pro-

..,
t

.

duced 'a- ife style characterized as immoral, degenerate, and

ilepravell"- (Z,15Wei & Harter, 1969, p.. 1066).
. - C

1 ,-/ ...

' Mystery, Danger, and Stigma

AsMbnbeckO(1973) mentions with regard to blindness, images
o.

f the handicapped as wielders of evil power are incompatiblb'

4---' with juxtaposed images of the handicapped as belpless people. If, %
,

.

.-- .

hOwever, the handicapped are perceived ai mysteriously evil
..

or as '

-divinely-stigmatized., marked out by the gods, it follows that they',
.

. , ,k ,,
- .

.

'may be a potential danger 9,i. blessing. They may be seen asJa source

of.pollution for the gene'pool, as a social menace, or, cohtrastively,
1

1

1.

as a targetsparing the rest of us.

According to Kanner (1964), in 1811; Napoleon ordered that
7

thecietins in the canton of Willis be moved to higher, presumably

more salubrious altitudes. The removal of the cretins was resisted

by other villagers b6cause of a belief that the cretins were "a sort

of target,of God's wrath which spared the rest of the populace'

(19.gt, p. 92). Such a debire° to keep the handicapped close at hand.
(

is something of an historical rarity,'in sharp contrast to the

custom in-ancient Sparta of abandoning thp mentally retarded and

exposing handicapped infants, to the Athenian killing of deaf

telt
0°1+
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children, -'to the tlower,sof the' Romah pater famiias to practice

infanticide, and to the practices of Naafi Germany,

Contagion

A specific source of fear of the handicapVedi th ief

that handicaps are .contagious. In part, thy:' idea of contagion is

related to the association of blindness with venereal disease,

and to the idea that if the feebleminded breed the feebleminded,

then association with the mentally retarded could produce unwanted

outcomes. Beliefs in contagion are occasionally noted in contemporary

reports. Kv.. instance,-Marge (1966)., in reporting a study of the

iocial status of speech-handicapped Children, describes some parents

of such children as thinking that speech disorders can be contagious,

"contracted in the form of a disease" (Marge, 1966, p. 174).

Total and Magical Cures

A misconception of the-etiology and nature ofhndicaps seems

to give rise to optimis and sometimes curious ideas about, outright.

cures. The Bible provides many illustrations of the belief that

Ai:Vine intervention can eradicate disab4ities. The first efforts

to ilist#utionalize the mentally retar.ded were founded on the idea
.

'
. .

.

,
of effecting a total cure. In the study by Marge (1966) noted above,

1*

29% of the,parenes studied thought that speech handicaps could be

cured by means*,of. medication. physicalistic cures for mental illness

have included efforts to release the demons causing madness,and

eff6rts to provide exits foe causative agents in the }flood and

brain by blood-letting.
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An illustration of the connection between conceptions of the
,

)1andicapped and beliefs ab t cures is the idea, reported by Best

(1443)0 that "the deaf inay ossess a sprt of latent hearing which

needionly to be awakened, a d which may be awakened by appropriate

means" (p. 329), including exposure to music.

4

C
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CHAPTER 3. THE STUDY DESIGN

phis study uses a cross-sectional design. with subjects in

Tie age-grade groups: preschoolers, primary-grade children,

junior high school students, high school students, and adults.

Becau'se interest was in people from the preschool years through

addlthoo4, the use of this,cross-sectional rather than longitudinal

approach was necessary. The weakness of this design is thatpip

'does not permit one to use data to draw conclusions about develop-

'ment in t e way that a longitudinal design does. It does, how-
.

evere allow one to obtain a-generalqpicture of subjects ip differ-

ent age groups in a way that suggests more and less likely

hypotheses about development. The use of a design that yields
I\

data about v general picture of subjects' conceptions of handicaps

at widely differing ages is approriate given the exploratbry nature

of this study. That is, the study was intended to explore the

development of concept of handicaps in a way that would give a

bioad, initial picture. The cross - sectional design was appropriate

for this purpose.

Subjects

Subjects were selected from suburban communities in the

Greater Boston area. These communities are relatively prosperous

towns and cities with good school systems. Although no formal
.

computation was made of socioeconomic status, it was clear that

children came Horn middle-class and upper-middle-class families.

Adults were professionals.'
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I The general criteria used incselecting subjects were as

follows:

1. All subjects were nonhandicalpped.'.None had any of the

handicaps of interest in this study, and none had'other conditions
0

th-at were handibapping in daily' life.

2. Subjects' families, contained no handicapped members.
.

e

Children did not have handicapped parents or siblings; additiona y,

, --,

t,.:./'

adults did not have hand-icappeclspousesor' chiarlAren.
.

.
,.

The preschool and primary grade subjeCs were in classes
. . ,,

1

containing no handicapped children. The junior high and high school

subjects had had some contact with occasional handicapped children
$

- %

in. school but were not in programs that inpluded many handicapped
Kl ;.

children. (''

1
1

In short,.the subjects were,in no way representative of the

general public. Although no IQ or socioeconomic data were obtained

formally, it was.clear the subjects were an unusually bright,

verbal group of people froM relatively prosperous environments:

In interpreting the results of this study, it is tmportant t

bear in mind this general characterizationof the sample.

This sample was chosen 'because in this exploratory work, it

was important to maximize the possibility of obtaining responses

from child subjbcts. By selecting a group of bright, verbal

children,/ we. were able to collect data on children who, although

very young, 'were able to understand questions, to provide responses,'

and to explain whatthey meant. These children werefaccustomed

to `engaging in'diiclassions with adults andgwereadepe at vtrbal-
40ro

izing their thoughts,
) . I
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Age Groups.

Child subjects were selected so as to form four age-grade

-groups. For the purpose of this study, preschoolers are 2- through

5-year olds in preschool or kindergarten. Primary grade Subjects

eklf- through8.:-year olds in first, second, and third %Fades.

Junior high subjects are 11- through 13-year olds; high school

subjects are 14- through 18-year olds. These labeIC' for tfte age-
)

grade groups conform to common usage except for the early ado-

lescent age subjects: That group includes sixth-graders as well

as subjects ac t 1.31ally in the junior-high years: Additionally,

"jun/dr hi "..pubjects were not all in systems using junior'higp
<

schools. IA'short, the label junior-high group' is used as a
.1..: . _,!.,:ihorthafid to avoid the verbose but exact "II- through 13-year olds."

,Adult subjects were in their mid-thirties and early forties.
..

.. 4,.. ttedauseinterviewers felt strongly that asking for information
N .

about.*e,diskupted Interviews with adults, exact ages wela not
,7104' \r..

l'' ta,0e6-:. For coding purposes, all adults were coded as 35 years
,.,..,,
e .

tit '

iL.,,t _. . _A . q ent
>,re..-'1.,. -0.7er:-,P-24;2 4; i

.

L e" s.iD aining permission for child subject to participate,

the steps were used. First, th study was explained to.
4 :

1 ,

,',i7,:, awropriat hool administrators; the particular officials varied

from school systep to school system. Once these administrators

agreed 1
,had agreed to allow,the schools to be involved in the study, the

study' was explained to teachers of potential,:subjects. When

teachers,agreed to.allow participation, letters were sent home
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the parents of'potential subjects. (A s mple le ter and consent

rm are presented in Appendix A7.) Parents who agreed to have

children participate returned signed consent forms. Finally, at

the beginning of each. interView, the general nature f the study

was explained to the child. (As An additional guar tee that

subjects participate only if they were agreeatle to doing-so,

interviewers wpte instructed to terminate any inter iew in which

a subject did not wish to participate.)

It may be helpful to researchers contemplating similar work
A

with preschoolers to know that several schools, serving preschoolers

(day care centers) refused permission to participate,in the study

on the grounds that the interviews might be upsetting to the chil-

dren. The generaloidea conveyed was that young children are

prone to fearful fantasies and that digdussing handicaps would

feed their fears. (OUr experience did not support that idea,
4

as discussed in later chapters.)

Adult participants were told the nature of the study and were,'

asked to sign a consent form. As in child interviews, interviewers

were instructed to terminate interviews if adult subjects expressed

a desire to stop.

Description of Sample. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 summarize the sex \-')

and age composition of the sample. As the tables show, the adult
O

sample was small compared to child samples. The adults were

included mainly,in order to provide/ some standard of comparison

for the children; adult conceptions per se were not a main focus

of the study. BecauseAdult conceptions were of secondary interest,
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Table 3-1

Sex Composition of Sample 4

%

Group

Sex

Male Female

Preschool
(n=21)

ti

Primary
(n=26)

13

12 14

Junior High
(n=21)

15

High School
(n=24),

10 14

(Adult
\ (n=11)

6

Table, 3-2

'Age CoMposition of Sample

,Group
'Mean Age SD Minimum Maximum
In Years

Preschool 3.4 0.7 2

1.

Primary 6.9 0.7 8

Junior High 11.6 0.) 11 13

High School 15.6 1.4 14 113

115
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r and because interviewing, transcribing,. and coding each interview .

was time-c?nsuming and e'epensive, it seemed appropriate to con-

centrate the,-resources available on child subje'ets, and to include

the adult subjects in order to provide some data for interpreting

the data on children. IN addition, the data on adults were obr

tained in order to provide information that might be helpful in

future work focusing on adult conceptions of handicaps.

Information From Clinical Interviews
y.

The study reported here uses a semistandardized interview to

"gather data ori children's conceptions of hand apt The interview

technique is used for tw., ..easons. First, it is a basic research

tool of the theoretical perspective used here, as discussed below.

Second, clinical in rviews, unlike.paper and pencil tests and

other highly stan rdized instruments, yield rich data about

subjects' spontane us idea§,aSsociations, and quch. When inter-

-( views, are used,
/
the investigator does not, of course, automatically

A

find out what the child means by what he says. The interviewer

does not have a direct line to the Child's mind, but at least has

he opp;rtunity to ask the child what he or she means. Clinical

interviews, then, generate not only data for describing qualitatively

different kinds of under4ariaing; they also provide information

about attitudes and perceptions that can be used in interpreting

results given by standardized measures.

In highly practical terms, the data from interviews can tell

teachers what conceptions and misconceptions children of different
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ages may have about handicaps.' For example, the classroom teacher, 41
4

faced with'the'taSkoif introducinga'blind or deaf child-to a

class-of nonhandicapped children may find it'helpful to know that

young children sometimes see blindness as the result of "looking

straigit at the sun," and sometimes confuse the ability to speak

with the ability to hear. Cliniv4.1 interviews provide data on

. such beliefs, .dta which are of potential help not in un er-
,

standing the young children ho voice sucliipeliefs; bui also in

underStanding the fears and fantasies of older children and adults.,
1

Besides generating data on phenomenological aspects offunder-
e .1

. ,

standng, clincal interview data can be used )to evaluate children's

,/°1 factOal'knowledge about h ndicaps. For example, there is some

ievidence to indicate . that the label mentally, retarded can, in the
---

right circumstances, protect' the labeled child against altepativg, II

stigniatizing interpretations of his behavior .JSiperstedn, & Budoff, 4,

'
1980).\ Clearly,, knowing the termodeaf and what it means can aid

one. in understanding why a deaf child may speak differently.from

other children. The clinical interview can reveal the entept to

which' children use such terms and explore their understanding

of.the meanings of these terms. (For a thorough discusSion.of.

_the use of interviews` with children, including a comparison of

the interview with other techniques, see Yarrow, 1960.)

Instrument Development

The interviewing technique used in-this study (see Appendix Eilip

represents; an adaptat'on of- the classic Pia4etian interview



r

technique (Piagdt, 19.60 to the'needsof American research. (see
- .

Yarrovi, 1960). AS Inhel er describes the classic Genevan clinical

:.mdthod, "our experiment have nothing .,in common with tests, but
8

tend to be an exchange Rf views,r-a relatively unstructured con-
.

k
vention." (1968, p.82). The interviewer sing this method tries

to.direcc the child' toward topics and toward points of interest
o

vithOut suggesting responses. He also,questionff the childiabout
dl

responses and countersuggests in ordet,to assess the extent to

which the child_simply answers at random,,expresses a transitory,

iLopinion, or expresses d genuine convictlyon.11t"

Some modifications in this classic method are necessary if

one wantsito be sure that comparisons of subjects' responses 'ale

n9t, in fact, comparisons of-varying interview schedules. The

interview schedule used in thiS' study, hence, is a1standard set
0 4

of questions preente to alfsubjects, but used flexibly, accord-

ing to the subject's responses rather than according to a rigid
.

formato(see Yar ow, 1960). Ear example, if a subject enthusi-
.-

astically.began describe a mentally retarded child at the

beginning of t e interview, the interviewer encouraged him to

continue and asked the questions about mental retardation appear-

ing toward the end of the interview schedule.

The particular,questions included in the interview schedule,,

and'some questions that do not appear, merit di'scussion. Inclusion

and exclusion of questions was determined not only by general

topics of interest and general principles of interviewing, but

also by extensive pilot testing and by ethical considerations

as well.

I-
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P.
Pilot testing laegan\with an effort to elicittresAases to .

.1%.. . IIquestions about "difference," leaving the children free to indicate,

what peopie"and characteristics tLbh y themselves °saw as different.

n response to questionsbout "differePtces," children mentioned

n'a r coaors, different languages, personality traits, and other
. , /-,

f- tors, but they did not mention handicaps. Only when inter7

viewers began to ask about specific handicaps did 'children gin'

to talk about content of interest in the stTady..ATo ask about
,

4a>

"differences" without specifying ----that one wanted to hear

about handicaps meant wasting interview time (particularly rirecious
it.

4? .....,...
.

,

with very young subjects) ,on ±evant material, without providing'
. ---f-

at
a compensatory gacn in spontaneous mention of handicaps. Questions

meant to be nonsiaggestive of responses were, in fact, nonsuggestive

of the topic. In Short; pilot testing showed that it was necessary

ltq be very specific in order to direct children to the .topic of

handicaps.

Ajprel4iminary version of the interview schedule represented

an initial effort to make the interview questions specific and t

elicit statements about handicaps. It included, however, consider-,

able introductory material about general "differences." As in the .

original pilot interviews, the questions, not directly about handi-

caps elicited no information about handicapk Rather, those

questions used up precious interview time and subjects' interest

without yielding any directly relevant information.

The interview schedule used in the study reported here

(Appendix°B) reflects the information gained in pilot workin that
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fr-14".- Oki
1 it

.t is directly and specifically focusddchelidliting infdrmation
- '

. .a ,

iabout handicaps. X41,

S

7 dontent and'Sequence of the InierView
L

After' a-brief the intierviewevskg ChilOen

whether they khowords,forrnot being.abie tO see," "not being
1 Li F 1

. .

. 4

,able -to chear,,!!:,,and 'so forth. This part of the' interview has tvct,
i 4,

n purposes. It allows one to see whe er the child, in fact,.

Provides labels like "Lind" and "dea It\also tntroducesthe

focus of interview;intervie; -it:.primes the child to.takabout handicaps.

c

,, ,

v_

' * r

In int4Oducing the focus of the interviqw, interviewers were aware

that subjects, particularly older subjects, might want to know the

purpose of the interview and-the reasons they themselves had been
,e

selected as subjects. For instance, subjects might have feared

that they hadibeenoselected because of some personal characteristics.

ConseqUently, the interviewer stated, ruthfully,, "I want to know

what ordinary people like you think." Children who requested

further information were given it.

The interviewer then asks about blindness, deafness, and

retardation, emotionalorthopedic handicaps', about mental etardation, and about motional

or behavibral probl4s: In each of these subsections,the inter ewer

*
Some readers of.the interview schedule have objected to the use
of the word ordinary. A few readers felt-hat this term might
sugget that handicapped people are in some way not ordinary. It
is our impression that subjects did not worry that they had been
singled out for interviewing, and that they did not pay a great -
deal dbf attention to the term ordinary. Given the objections to
the term, it would seem wise to delete the term from any future ,

.forms Of this interview schedUle We apologize for any uninten-'
tional offense the term may give.

e
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ir

first tries to find out whether the cld is aware of.knowings'
.., a

anYjlandicapped people or ha any personal familiaiity with
- dt

4

partic,lar handicaps. He t er) asks, as generally as posalble

to be told about anyone identified as handicapped. When anyone

is identified, he encourages the child to talktabput the person,

or when no particular person is-mentioned, to about the

0

handicap .

The questions and probes about each- handicap are designed not
. \

onlflito encourage the child to:state factual information, but also
.

.
. ,

to reveal implicit assumptions, fantasies, and feelings. 'Conse-
J

quently, ,the child is asked what it would be like to have the

handicap, to,imagine' what Particularhandicapped Children he

mentions will be like as adults, and to discuss, otherchildren's

reactions to the person. 7 el)

These sets of questions raise t!6.7 ,issues of great ithpprtance

not ply for this section of the intepLw, but for the,ipterview
/

,
If

as a whole. First, discussing handicaps could be disturbing to

certain children. Second,-asking certain questidhb could,suggest

4,

frightening fantasies.. In fact, the interviews were clearly n

distressing to subjects, but avoiding distress meant not pushin

children to discuss material that might have been upsetting. For

example, a four-year-old female pilot subject described seeing

a man with one leg. From her manner, it was clear that to ask

her, say, how she would feel -if .so handicapped would have been

to scare her. Concern for the well-being of subjects meant'avoid-
,

ing issues one might have pursued when interviewing about different

II
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content. ',Even in "'situations with littYe apparent potential.for
0*

eliciting fearful fahtasies, subjects were not asked'quesiTons.

of the form, "How would you feel if-you..."

Following sebtions on deafness and, on psychologiCal dis-

;---.tutbances, iespectilrely, are two,brief stories descrling E'

capped childreb together with appropriate questions. These.

Stories were'includeepartly to vary the format of the interview.
-4\ -, ,

Pilot tpsting sciaw t asking about each handicap, then asking
00,

bagicallle,t4b:saMadt- of questions
r Ai 7:4! ang

atmospher e. stories also

qUeStiCh dA:i0rcing the, subjects to confront such questions

about each, created a tedious

all%wed one to pose delicate

petionaliread di' tly. Finally; the stories allowed collection,

of,d4ta on jU4gmeptisabout mainstreaming.

.The g, nd4stok,asks for discussion of the prbs and cons of
7,i4;:

mainstr ,psponding to questions :about the story, sub-
0

.

,

a.
jects coulduo 11. '104,4Ws on this topic without the responsibility of

..,

expresSing ideaS about real people. A child could say' that Joe,
. .

"-the 'fictional character, -should be sent to a special school with-
,

0

out,-expressing the opinion that Billy, a real classmate, should

_ga,away. FollOwipl the fitst story, which concerns a blind child
Ih-v .,

and ,a dea4-'4 who,live next door toprile another, the interviewer
',,'- l' -

asks.whether tha-blind child could become deaf. This question,
, , 4 :,°, .

',- 41

deliberately vague, presented children with the opportunity to

express-fantasies 44pilt contagion of handicaps, without suggesting

the fantasy. That is, the questi6n could be interpreted as about

the possibility that multiple.handitdps might occur, or could be

a

99 .
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'a

inte;petod as about the origins of bl esstand deafness in
r-4.

genli:a1,,'',Tlie stories also provided foai of disCussion for subjects

w3RtAid'Ino,t4identify any real people'as handicapped.

The final section of the interview begins with a question

about whether-the child can think of any handicaps not previously

mentioned, a.quegtion designed /partly tbguard against the possi-

Apilj.ty that previous questions; however specific, had failed to;'

elicit information about handicapped people known to the child.

hia question also presents the phild, now well-oriented to the

opic, of handicaps With the OpportVality, to define new material

as relevant.

The remaining,questions:are placed in:the final section he-

cause they are suggestive. (IntervidW technique dictates that if
' 0

one must suggest, it is better to do so at the end of the inter-

view than at the beginning or middle.) Specifically, the questions

on which problems. would be harder and easier to live with than.-

others suggest that some are harder and easier, and present the

child with this framework.

*The question about thd term retard,,preseilts the child -with

Ivthe opportunity,and perpission to reyeal negative stereotypes,

either his own or those of his peer. group. present this term

,early in the interview migpt have been to su est that the inter-

viewer customarily referred to, the handiCap d using terms like
_

retard.',' SUCh W'sug4estidn'about the interVie er would obviously
*- a

have interfered with= kmesubjects,willingness to talk frankly

about the_handicappgd.,'

:123.
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This descriptiori of the interview. schedule focuses on the

use of the schedule with child subjects. Whemaqults and older,

children were interviewed,. minor changes in phrasing were made

in order t9 make the que iong appropriate for older subjects.

It is important, in examining the interview schedule, to

note explicitly same questions that might have been asked but

were not as

review sect

pecifically, as distussed in the literature

f thig report and as discussed later, the topic

of popular'beliefs about the handicapped is an interesting one

which might have been used to generate intervieW-questions. For

example, interviewers could have asked whether the blind can some-
,

how "see" in a special way; whether mentally retarded people have

universally cheerful temperaments; whether handicapped people have

special powers. These kinds of questions were not included for

°a number of reasons. ,First, Ilese queStions are blatantly sug-

gestive. To ask these questions might well have been to suggest
. -

agreement. Second, from the'standpoint of'ethics, to suggest

_ideas like these is notmerely to distort results, but rather,

o perpetuate objectionable stereotypes. 'Third, more generally,

the'omission of questions like these represents a decision.about

appropriate goals of4the study given the,present,state of knowl-
.

edge abt children's understanding of handicaps. Estentialy,

in;Choosihg which questioxls t9 include and exclude,'one confronti /-

the followin4 problem: If one asks aquestion, on,riSk6 suggest-

ing a Fesponse. On the other hand, if one does not ask a qustion,"

one does not know what the answ it might have been, 1 one
L
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does have the opportunity to hear spontaneous references to the
,

topic of interest.

Our decision, then, was to avoid asking directly about topics
(

that there are ethical reasons to avoid:, harmful stereotypes,

beliefs that handicaps are contagious, and such. In addition,

some questions were not asked because of.considerations of time.

Discussing five.Werent kiiids of handicaps, plus additional mater-

ial, in one interview, meant omitting some topics of potential

interest. Clearly, one could devote an entire interview, or a

series of many intervigws, to discusting any one of the handicaps..:.

of interest here. To do so was simply far .beyond the scope of

this study. Finally, as noted in the literature review section

of this report, few interview studies of conceptiont of handicaps(

have been conducted, and few articles report results in a way

that is close enough to raw interview data too suggest effective

questions. Yt is our hope that this study provides the kind of

information that would have been useful to us in the initial
ti

stages of generating an interview schedule.

In summary-, the interview schedule was designed,

to assess subjects' understanding of:a wide variety of handicaps..,

It aims at eliciting two kinds of information: first, information

about how much factual knowledge, including terminology, the
a

person has about handicaps, and, s ond, information about, how

the person conceptualizes handicap. The first kind of information

can, be used to answer questions like the following: Does the

person use terms like blind, deaf, and retarded? Is he aware that



blindness, deafness, and other handicaps are usuapy, perManent7

The second kind of information can-be used, to answer qUestions like

the following:1 How doe the person conceptualize the behavior of -

a retardedchild? What are the sa ient features of handicaps

A fore the child?

The interview, then, is designed to give quantitativ7 informa-

tion abdut how much the person says about handicaps and qualitative

information about beliefs and subjective views o# particular bandi-

capped people and handicaps in general.

Procedures

Interviewer Selection and Training

As previous discussions make clear, the interviewing technique

usedan this study places a considerable burden on the interviewer.

The interviewer does not simply read a series of questions, but

rather, asks questions appropriately; prompts; follows'the sub-

ject's train of thought; and otherwise attends to the subject in

a way that requires considerable alertness and sensitivity. In

selecting interviewers, then, Kae were careful to choose people

deemed to have theseicapacities.\

Each interviewer was interviewed (using the schedule presented

in Appendix B, or its pilot versions) and ,conducted training inter-

views. These initial interviews were audiotape-recorded. The

interviews were reviewed andthe interviewer, was given considerable

feedback about deviations from the standard questions, problems

of wording or styl&;'strengths evident in the interviews, and
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varibu`s other skills and weaknesses. Only after: a process of
v.

suPervIalon and training did interviewers actually conduct. inter-
.

views with subjects.

Interviewer% were five young adult women. All had had work

experience-with children, including very yodng children.
} .

Interviewing

All interviews-were conducted individually. Adults were

interviewed in'their homes. Primary grade, junior high, and high

school students were interviewed at schools in conference rooms,

vacant classrooms, or other quiet, private locations.

Preschoolers were interviewed in as quiet and separate a

part of their day care center as possible. Specifically, some

preschoolers were easier to interview when they were seated on

the floor of a hallway near their own classes than when they were
J

asked to go to some relatively unfamiliar part of the center.

Because -.of the considerable difficulties that occur when one

asks a preschooler to sit and have a discussion, the interviewers

were highly flexible about where the interviews were conducted.

While some interviews with preschoolers were conduqted with the

interviewer and the interviewee seated in chairs in a conference

room, others were conducted with both participants sprawled on

the floor. In addition, during the interviews with presChoolers,

the intervieWers'allowed the children to listen to sections of

the tape7-recording; to sing songs and tell stories; and otherwise

to engage in play when some diversion was needed. . Without such

minor adaptation to the needs of the children, it would have
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been impossible to interview the very young subjects used in this

Ns
study.

Transcription

All interviews were transcribed. For the sake of economy,

transcripts are not the precise word-for-word transcripts used in
0

linguistic analyses (e.g., "em" and "er" are deleted), and

occasional sections are summarized (e.g., detailed recapitulations

,of ,movie plots).

Coding System

The coding manual used in thiS study is presented in a separate

volume of this report. The coding scheme was developed during

the coding of pilot data. Most variables were coded using dichot-

omous categories (e.g., Does the subject menti ...?) and other'

nominal level scales. The particular topics coy red by the coding

scheme were drawn from two sources: previous re earch and liters-

'ture, and pilot data.

Because the variables coded-were numerous, tae have followed

the somewhat unconventional practice of describir the variables

and the coding scheme at the beginn*g of chapter4 in this report

in which relevant results occur. That is, chapte s present the

topic of interest, the coding', then relevant resul . This practice

is used mainly because a full presentation of the coding system

in one chapter, then presentations of results in later sections

would require extensive repetition of material-'about coding.
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The Unit of Coding

The unit,coded was a reference to or mention of relevant

material. Specifically, the units coded were not sentences, but

rather, references or pieces of information. For example, if a

subject replies to a question about the causes` of deafness by

diScussing several different causes, all in one sentence, then

all'-of these separate mentions of causes were coded, although all

were referred to in a single sentence. A single sentence might

well yield information relevant to the coding of many variables;

if so, all-the relevant information was all coded. Some coding

was based upon judgments of the overall quality of explanations.

For instance, the pessimistic, realistic, or optimistic nature of

the subject's view of the prognolis-for a handicap was coded on

the basis of the material the subject expressed, whether he or

she took one phrase'or ten sentences to express his or her view.

In shori, the coding system used here should not be confused
,

with systems in which sentences are_coded. InOthis sy46, one

sentence might yield information relevant to many variables, and

was so treated.

Interrater Reliability

Interrater reliability was examined by having each of the two

coders independently code a stbsample of 30 randomly. selected

interviews., Intraclass corr43.ation.coefficients (Winer, 1971),

were used to assess interrater agreeffient for the coding of numbers

of terms subjects used to discuss handicaps, while Kappa (Light,

1971), was used to assess interrater agreement for the remaining

variables.
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The appropriate statistic lintraclass relation coefficient
4

#

or Kappa) for each'variable appears with each variable in the

coding manual. Intraclass correlation coefficients for the coding

of numbers of terms Were all acceptably high (.73 or abOve). For

the remaining variables, all with Kappas below .60 dropped.

Although it is widely agreed among statisticians that Kappa rather

than the percent.agreement statistic isappropriate for assessing

agreement for the coding of nominal vaiables (see Light, 1971),

percent agreement is nevertheless widely used. Furthermore, per-

cent agreement is a more intuitively meaningful statistic than

Kappa. Conse4Wently, although the decisions about which variables

to keep and drop were made on the basis of Kappa, percent agreement

is reported for each-variable. Percent agreement is reported only

for the benefit of readers unfamiliar with Kappa who desire a

rough index Of agreement.

1.
Treatment of Missing Data

Occasional portions of tape recordings were accidently

destroyed; questions were sometimes omitted from interviews; and

other events took place that sometimes resulted in some missing

data for a subject. In all analyses, subjects for whom data were

missing were simply dropped frclm the relevant analyses.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPRESSED AWARENESS OF HANDICAPS

41
In .this chapter, we consider a first concern in' understanding

children's concepts of handicaps: their expressed 'awaregkikthat

handicaps exist. This-chapter first describes the coding of

expressed awareness, then presents results concerning patterns of

expressed awareness,. confusions among different kinds of handicaps,,-

and the examination of expressed awareness data for sex differences.

Coding Expressed Awareness of Handicaps

'Because expressed awareness of a handicap is not an eithei-or

phenomenon; the coding sistem was designed to reflect several differ-

ent MAO of evident a6reness of) each handicap. The' basic types

of expassed awareness coded were as follows:

0. No evident awareness. iThe subjec simplyJlad'nothing

whatsoever to say in'reply to questions bout the handicap, but 41
7

rather,ogave a blank look, replied wih completely irrelevant

material, and continue-d-tb-do so when proMpedd:---Tht btbw-j-

used no labels for the handicap and seemed not to understand

the interviewer's references to the handicap.

1. Denial. The (very young) subject replied to questions
\

only with an, assertion that everyone can do whatever the inter-

a

viewer mentioned: If asked about not being able to see, the

subject said that everyone can see. Furthermore, the subject

used no labels related to the handicap, and provided no material

beyond the denial.

2. Entertainment of the idea. The subject provided relevant

material, entertained the idea of the handicap, agreed that somel

people might be unable to do something, but seemed to be unaware.
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that the handicap really exists. For instance, the (young) child

might be willing to converse'about being' unable to see without.

using the,-word blind and without giving any other evidence, however

slight, Of ever having heard of blindnebs before.

3. Distortion. The subject discussed.material relevant to

the hSndicap, but did so in terms of some condition other than

-the handicap. For instance, the subject might talk about

material relevant to orthopedic handicaps, but might do so with

constant reference to people with broken legs,-sprained ankles,

and other nonhandicappi g conditions.

ft'
4. Awareness. The s eject provided a correct label for the

handicap or gave any other sign, however slight, of understanding

that the handicap really exists. For instance, a young subject
LL

might not provide the word deaf but, when asked about not being

able to hear, might describe Linda,Ahe character on Sesame

Street.

This system of coding awareness was used successfully for all

-0=

handicaps except orthopedic handicaps.' Mainly because it extremely

difficult to distinguish between awareness of,orthopedic handicaps

and awareness of- general injury, ipterrater reliaLlity was unaccept-
:

abably low.for the coding-of awareness described abovp. Raters were

however, able to agree satisfactorily upon a distinction between

categories 0 and 1 together, aged 2, 3, 4 together. They were also

able.to agree in-coding whether or not the subject discussed ortho-

pedic handicaps in terms of temporary conditions, when coding a

separate variable. -

Consequently, analyses pertaining to awareness of orthopedic

handicaps use only the following categorizations of expressed

awareness: (a) minimal awareness means that a subject was coded
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as 2, 3, or 4, and (b) expressed awareness is the categorization

ofja subject as 2, 3, or. 4, plus a coding-of the subject as not
0

discussing orthopedic handicaps as'broken legs or as other temporary.

iniuries.

For all other handicaps, minimal awareness similarly means

categorization as 2, 3, or 4, while expressed awareness means

categorization as 4.-

Patterns of Expressed Awareness of Handicaps

Pilot study results, together with impressions formed

during interviews, suggested that the observed patterns of expressed

awareness of handicaps might be described by means of Guttman scales.

Essentially, the purpose of performing such scalogram analyses was

to answer the following question: Is there ran overall harder-to-
t.

easier scaling observable in expressions of awareness of different

handicaps?

Two scdidgram analyses were performed on data about expressed

awlieness of the five handicaps about.which subjects were questioned.

These two, analyses, in effect', define "expressed awareness" in two

different ways. The first analysis examines minimal awareness:

whether subjects responded to questiops about a handicapVith an

content at all (i.e., whether they did something other than look

completely blank, assert that a handicap does not exist, or talk-

about something totally unrelated to handicaps). The second, in

contrast, examines the issue of whether the subjects gave evidence

of knowing that a handicap, in fact, exists. The criteria for

"showing awareness," even for the second analysis, are quite lenient.

For instance, to be coded as "passing" the awareness of blindness

Ilk
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A

item of the scale in the second analysis, aj'subject.might only

supplyt/the word blind or give some other iindicatiofi of ever having

heard of blindness before the interview. The two, analyses, -then,
A

must not be intgrpxeted as pertaining respectively to lenient and
0

stringent definitions, except in the context of this study, 'tine

to call the criteria used in thd second analysis "stringent" would

be misleading in a context larger than this one. In a larger sense,

the "stringent" definition of this study is a lenient one.

Scal am *elated to Minimal Awareness

For the purposes of this analysis, subjects were credited with

"passing" an item if they engaged in any discussion related to

the handicap whether or not they seemed ever to have heard of the

handicap before. For this analysis, a subject might talk about

o thopedit handicaps,as if these handicaps were all broken legs;

lc:ght discuss what if would be like not to be able to see, without

Nevident awareness that some people cannot see; and so forth, yet

be considered to have "passed" the-relevant handicaps. A 'pass,"
6

then, means a demonstratiCriabf the ability to discuss material

relev&nt to the handicap.

The scale under consideration is composed of five items:

discussing (a) psychological disturbances, Ib) mental retardation,

(ci orthopedic handicaps; (d) biindness,"and (e) deafness. The

scalogram analysis of "passes" and "fails" on these items was

performed in such a way'that-the computer ordered these items from

most to least di,fficult.*' "T hr analysis itself shows the extent to

*These analyses were performed using SPSS.
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Which the data conform to "ideal" patterns of passing and failing'

the, five items composing the scale. Table 4-1 shows.such ideal"

types, where a+ indicates passing; a-, failing
k
an item.

04

The most to least difficult order shown in the table is that

cholsp by the compjter, with the "Psychological Di turbance" _item
1'

most difficult to /pass, the blindness item easiest. Of the 99

subjects. on whom complete data for the analysis were'available,

97 conformed to these ideal scale types. One subject discussed

only material related to blindness, but not deafness. One subject

discussed material related to deafness and to orthopedic handicaps,.

1?
but not material related to blindness.

These result indicate that if a subject discussed material
0

related to only four of the five.handicaps, the one he or she failed

to discgsd was psychological disturbance. If. any two were not

discussediat-all, thqpe t were psychological disturbance

and-mental retardation. If thiee,'psychological disturbance, mental
.46

retardation, and orthopedic handicaps; if four, psychological

dilturbance, mental retardation, orthopedic handicaps, and

blindness,-with the two exceptions noted above.

A statistic which reflects the extent to which the number of

items a subject passes can predict his or her response pattern, is

the coefficient of reproducibility. For this analysis, the coeff ient

reproducibility- is 0.99. Clearly, the number of items passed i

an excellent predictOr of which itep were passed.'

Another statistic useful in evaluating the scale is the

coefficient of scalability, which reflects the extent to which the
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Table 4-1

Ideal Guttman Scale Types

For Mintmal Awareness

ti Items

Ial PsychtiLogical Mental Orthopedic Blindness Deafness
Types ; Disturbance Retardation Handicaps

t.

5 + r +
4

3 _ _

,
t.

+

+ +

'2 ... - + -4-

1 - _ . _ - -
+

RIM

1/4 :2'
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sCale is ipidimensio41 and,Cumulative. For this.analysis the
/

.coafiCient of scalability is . (This coefficient

0 to 1).

In : short, f one defines*expressed awareness* in minimal

runs from

terms'as engaging in some conversation even miginally related to

a handicap, then .discussing the five, Handicaps is highly

Children,are most easily, aware of d4afness, then Wridness, ortho-

pedic handicaps,' ment.al retardation, and least aware of ps chological

disturbance.

Expressed Awareness that a Handicap Exists

An-analysis similar to that ,just presented was performed with

"passing" an item defined in7a different way. For this analysis,

a subject "passed an item if le or she supplied a term for the

handicap (e.g., when asked about words for not being able to see,
,

said "Li,nd") or gave'some,other evidence of knowing that ahandicap

really'exists. For.exaMple, a subject might "pas" the blindnesi

item by describing a person who Could' not see' as'usin a white cane;

or mightPthake any other 4xpression

/

are blind Aople.

of awareness- that there really

The scale under consideration is composed of the same items.

used in the previous scale, but°"passiewas de rl.ned as noted above.

This time,'however, t'he computet'6 ordering t. most-to-least difficult

items diffe ed somewhat: This time,'deafrag as more difficult .

d
than blindness. The"ideali types for this analysi, then,oare shcswn

in.Tablk 4-2, where a+ indicatespassing,an itemra-, failing an

item.
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Table 412.

Ideal Guttman Scale-,Types

For Expressed,Awareness that a Handicap Exists

_1

Items

ti

Ideal .Psychological
Types Disturbvce

Mental
Retardation

Orthopedic Deafness Blindness
Handicaps

5

4

3'

2 _A. .2 +

1 +

L
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Of the 99 subjects on whom complete data related to awareness

were available, 85 showed patterns conforming to these "ideal" types:

Two subjects passed all items except the mental retardation item.'

Three passed the blindness, deafness, and mental retardation items,

but failed the orthopedic hapdicaps and psychological disturbance

items. Two passed only the orthopedic handicap and deaffiegs items,

and two the orthopedic handicap and blindness items. Finally, one

passed only the deafness item, and four passed only the orthopedic

handicaps item. The coefficient of reproducibility for this

analysis is .94,- and the coefficient of scalability,

In short, when one defines "expressed awareness" as an expression

of awareness that a handicap really exists, then the ordering from

most to least difficult.item changes slightly. The nufiber of items

subjects .passed remains a goodpredictor of wh*ch items they passed,

Iand the items are highly scalable. The stati tics reflecting'
. \ .

reproducibility and scalability are, howeve'r, somewhat lower than ,

,

those for the previous scalogram analysis. However, the appropriate

generalization still holds. T4d more-'vi6ible the handicapping con-

edition, the greater the awareness. Psychological disturbances are

least visible, and children are least aware of them.

Patterns of Expressed Awareness in .Different Age Groups

Analyses of the patterns of awareness of handicaps presented

so far have shokn that a rather limited number of patterns occurred

and that the various Xinas of handicaps may be described on a soale,

with psychological.disturbnce6 most *difficult, then mental retarda-

tion, then orthopedic handicaps, and finally, either blindneds or 4,



deafness. Having observed,the occurrence of these patternS in the

data considered-,as a whole, one' then wonders whether these patterns

characterize subjects in different age groups.

Minimal Awareness Patterns in Age Groups. Table 4-3 shows

the percentage of subjects in each of the five age groups displaying

each of the patterns of minimal awareness. The results presented in

this table show that certain patterns do, as one would suppose,

characterize different age groups.

All adults and all high sehool subjects may =be descriVd as

shOwing perfect type '5 patterns; all these subjects provided some

material relevant to psychological han4paps and to the other

handicaps as well. This pattern was also obServed in 61.1% of.
r

the junior high school age subjects, but in,no younger subjects,

The ideal type 4 pattern- 'east minimal awareness c all

handlOaps except pSychological urbance--was observed in 38.9%0

of the junior.high school age subjects, 38.5% of the primary grade

subjects, arid in a single preschooler, but in no older subjects.

(Perhaps not IncidentallyAthe reader may be interested to know

that the preschool ohild showing this pattern has a parent who

works with,handicapped children, including mentally retarded

children) .

The ideal type 3,patter., at least minimal awareness of only

orthopedic handicaps, blindness, and.deaffiess--was'shown by half

of the primary grade children and about half of the preschoolers,

and by no older subjects. The remaining patterns characterize onlY

the preschoolers.
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Percentages of SubjectsShowing'Ideal and NOnideal

Guttman Scale Patterns of Minimal AWareness of, Handicaps

Types

Age, Group

Preschool Primary Junior High High School Adult
(n=21) 01=26) (rls) (n=24) (n=I1)

Ideal Types

Type 5. 'Psycho-
logical disturbance,
mental retardation,
orthopedic_handicaps,
blindness and deaf-
ness

Type 4. Mental re-
terdationi,orthopedic
handicaps, blindness,.
and deafness

Type 3. Orthopedic
handicaps, blindness,
and deafness

TYEt:. B7 -ss

andaafnes.

Type 1. Deafness

Type 0. No handicaps

Nonideal Types,

Orthopedic handicaps
and deafness

Blindness

0 61.1 100.0 100.0

4.5 38.5 3,8. 9 0

1,

52.4 50.0 0 0 0

14.3 11.5 0

14.3 0 0 0 0

4.8 0 0 0

4.8 0 0 0 0

4.8 0 0 0 0
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1

In short,displayinghe'ability to'engage in some conversation

at least minimallx,releVant to 4fferent handicaps is clearly related.

'to age. Inle,characterization of the handicaps as more and less

difficult with regard to minimal awareness, then, seems applypply

not only to the Guttman scaling of items, but to the course of

development as well. That is, the patterns which contain 11most

difficult" Guttman scale items cimiacterized older subjects; while

the patterns containing only "less difficult" scale items were

observed i,n the younger children.

Finally, the reader may have noticed that Table 4 3 shbws

reverse "fan spread" picture. That 4s, the preschool subjects fit

a total of 7 ideal and nonideal scale types; the primary sChool

subjects, 3 'types; the junior high school group, 2 types; white

the older subjects are all at least minimally aware. of all five ,

handicaps. That is, the younger 'the age group, the more patterns

observed.

Existence Awareness Patterns in Age Groups. Table 4-4 shows

the percentageS of subjects in

ideal and

As is phe

each .age group fitting each of the

nonideal patterns of expressed awareness of handicaps.

case for minimal awareness, these patterns characterize

,particular age groups.

The ideal type 5 pattern, expressed awarenessthat all five

of the handicaps really exist, characterizes all the adults, nearly

all the high school age subjects (all but one subject), and nearly

half of the junior high, school age subjects, but no younger subjects.

e,
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Table 4-4

Percentalies of Subject Showing Ideal)10 Nonideal'

Guttman Scale Patterns of AwareneSs That Handicaps Exist

Types

Age Group

Preschool Primary Junior High HigO School Adult
(n=21) (n=26) (n=18) (n=24) (n=P.)

Ideal Types

Type 5. Psycho-
logical disturbance,
mental retardation,
orthopedic handicaps,
.blindness and deaf- .

'ness

0 44.4 95.7 '100.0

Type 4. Mental re-
tardation, orthopedic
handicaps, blindness,
and deafness

0 19.2 44.4 0

Type 3. Orthopedic,
handicaps, blindness, 19.0 34.6 5.6 0

and deafness

Type 2. Blindness
and deafness

0 26.9 0 0

'e Type I. Blindness . 4.8 3.9 0
,

Type 0. No handicaps 38.1 0

Nonideal Types

Psychological dis-,
turbance, orthopedid 0

fiandicaps, blindness,
and deafness

5.6

Mental retardation,
blindness, and
deafness

0 11.5 . 0

4.3

0

Orthopedic handicaps
and blindness

,4.8^ 3.9 0 0 0

Orthopedic handicaps
and deafness.

9.5 0 0

Orthopedic handicaps 19.0 0 0

Deafness 4.8 0 o
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The ideal type 4 pattern, expressed awareness of the four

handicap other than psychological disturbances, characterizes

,almost half of the junior high school age subjects and about one-

fifth of the primary grade,subjects, but.no high school age, adult,

or preschool age subjects.

One nonideal patterh involving expressed awareness .of four of

the five-Alandicaps.occurred. One high school age subjectand-one

'junior high school age subject showed awareness of psychological,

disturbances, orthopedic handicaps, deafness, and blin ess) but

not of mental retardation.

The'ideal type 3 pattern, expressed awareness of orthopedic
0

handica deafness, and blindness-, was observed in and junior

Ps:high scho 1 age sublbct, about one7thiTd of the primary grade

subjects, and aboUt one-fifth of the preschoolers, but in no older

Subjects":.7

One "nonideal" pattern involving three handtcaps occurred:

expressed awareness of mental retardation, deafness, and blindness,

but not of orthopedic handicaps. This pattern was observed only in

-\ the primar' grade'group.

The ideal type 2 pattern, expressed awareness of deafness and

blindness, characterized one-fourth of the primary grade group and

no subjects in-other groups.

- Two nonideal patterns involving two handicaps occurred:

'expressed awareness (a) of orthopedic handicaps and blindness,
ir

but not deafness, and (b) of orthopedic,handicaps and deafness,

but not blindnessr. These patterns were observed only in the two

younger groups.



The ideal type 1 pattern of expressed awareness of blindness,

in fact, occurred oniy twice, once in the primary group, once in

the.preschool group. The nonideal patter: of expressed awareness

oflonly one handicapethat occurred wereola) awareness of orthopedic

handicap3 and (b) awareness. of deafness: These patterns were

observed only. in the preschool group.

11/

Finally, only the preschoolers fit the type 0 pattern, expressed

-awareness of none of the five handicaps.
A

A Th examination of patterns of expresSed awareness of handicaps

shows a clear association the patterns and the age groups.

ASis4he case for patterns. of minimal awareness, the patterrs

involving the more difficult items charabterize the older gr.. ips.
I`

Similarly, the" older g ups show relatively few patterns, hile the

younger groups show more patterrc-, In partici., probchool

group showed most variation: While some children show no awareness

that any handicaps exist, others showed awareness ok one, two, and

even three_ different handicaps. Considerable variation was al'o

evident in the primary grade group.

A point that also emerges from this examination is as follows:

The scaling of items from most to leadt difficult is a general

characterization, but will not predict the single handicap a subject

As aware of if he or she cites only one handicap. That is, subjects

expressing awareness of one and only one handiCap sometimes showed

awareness of orthopedic handicaps 9r deafness rather-than blindness-'.

1115:' 122
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Among Different Handicaps

Until tthis point, the discussion has focused ton which handi

capping'corfditions the subjects discussed, and their awareness that

people have th'es0 t'nnditions discussicn thus far has been

limited tc this distinction of minimal 'awarene 8 and awareness of

people with a handicapping condition.

AtSuch a simple characterization is inadequate because confusiont

among different handicaps occur. For instance, the observation

that 'nOnhandicapped people may eak very loudly to blind people

is sometimes interpreted as confusion between ''blindness and

deafness. In tler to vplor =on of whether such confusions

occurred, and provide scme characterization of awareness of

handicaps that would describe misunderstandings as igen as under-

standing, interviews were examined for Infusions among handicaps.

'Coding Confusions'

Subjects were coded as confusing two handicaps if they attri-
( I

buted'the defining characteristics of one handicap to people with

another handicap. , For instance, to confuse blindness and deafness

might involve saying that blind people have trouble hearing the
o

-cars coming, or associating the coping devices of one handicap with

another handicap. For instance, to say that deaf'people read Braille

, Ap to confuse the two handicaps.

Results.

Six different kinds of confusions between handicaps were observed.

Table 4-5 lists these confusione.and shOws the number of subjects

in each age group showing-each observed kind of confusion.
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Table 4-5

Numbers of Subjects Showing

Certain Confusions Among Handicaps

Confusion Between:

Age Grotp

TotalPreschool Primary Jr.High H.S. Adult

Blindness, Deafness 2 2 4

Blindness,
Mental Retardati,pn 1 1

Deafness,
ifthopedic Handicaps

peafness,,
Mental Retardation

KC.

1

1 1

1

Orthopedic Handica s,
Mental Retardatio 3

Mental Retardatio ,
.Psychological
Disturbances 7 10

22



in data about confusions because of the .relatively late age at

which it seems to be recognized at all. '

Second, exprested awareness that handiCaps exist, as defined,-

in this stud does not guarantee a sharp delineation of ofie.handi-.

cap from ano her. Specifically, although all but one high school

subject was described as fitting the ideal type 5 Guttman pattern

of awareness, 7 of the 23 high school students expressed Infusion,

betiv,een mental retardation and psychological disturbances.

'Third, the GUttman scalograM analyset present a picture of

high school students as, basically, indistinguishable from the

adults in terms of expressed awareness that the five h4pdicaps

These results show, in contrast 4that the picture of

high school subjects as adult-like is misleading, when one examines
fl

confusions among handicaps. None'Of the adults showed any cbnetsions

among any handicaps., while the high school students frequently

confused psychological disturbances and mental retardation, and

occasionally confused Mental retardatiOn with other handicaps as

well. These results Suggest that considerable differentiation of

concepts of certain handicaps occurs during and after the high

school years,.
)

A few excerpts from.the interviews May help to show some of

the ways in which confusions among handicaps were evident. The

following excerpt shows a clear confusion between blindnesS and a

coping device specific to deafness:

\ .
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I

The confusion of blindness and deafness Was obsrVed fOur

times, Two preschoolers and two primary grade children confused.:.
4

these handicaps, but no older subjects did soi One primary grade,

child confused blindness and mental retardation. One preSchooler
4 8

confused, deafness and orthopedic handicaps. Deafness was confused

with mental retardation by one primary grade subject, one junior

high school age subject, 'and one high school a/e subject... ArthO-
,,

pedichandicaps and Mental retardation were confused by three,

subjects, one primary grade sUbjectkand two high school age subjects.

Finally, ten subjects confused mental retardation.and psycholdgical

didturbanaesthree junior high school subjects, and seven high

,school students.

In short, a total of 22 confusions between handicaps were

observed, and,_ 17 of the 22 involve mental. retardation. Mental].
4

b.retardation was confused once with blindness, three times with
:44

-deafness, three times with orthopedic handicaps, and ten times

with psychological disturbances.. In contrast, blindness and deaf-
.

',ness were ,seldom confused, and then, mainly by the younger children.
4

Orthopedic handicaps were confused with other handicaps only once.

These results .supplement the results .concerning awareness in

several important ways. .rst, they show that the scalograMi.analyses.

reflect only limited infOrplation aboUt how hard or easy it seems-to
/

be to understand different handicaps. If one were to define "hard

to understand" as "easy to confuse with other handicaps," then the

concept of mental retardation would emerge as -very hafd indeed.

PsycholOgical disturbance, however, may riot' appeaf more frequently-410
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'(What woad it be. like [to be blind)?)* Darkneps...
itwoUld be jus't weird. I don't think I could do it.

',Well, 1.think4I could. Like, know how to do all this
stuff that goes along with it Like sign language.
(Does sign language usually go with blindness?) Yeah.
(Why do you need sign language if you're blind?)
To communicate with people.

-

$

In contrast, the following excerpt showsdiffuse'entanglemen
..

sof,notions about mental retardation and psychological disturbance:..

(What causes mental retardation?) _If they went through
a big,emotional stress, if something,happened really emo-

.. tional tothem, dt could make them kind of slow and make,

theM sad and depressed.

,, In this excer t, and in other parts of the interview, it is
. '
difficult to tell, from one's adult'point

0of view, whether the1

subject is talking about mental retardation, psychological disi-

:t.arbances, or about both at once. "Confusions," in shoit, were

,:Pometmes instances of the relatively clear=cut mixing up of

eVidently dist4nct concepts, and sometimes the expressions of

.single concepts that melded elements related to separate handicaps.

, -

Awareness of Handicaps in Relation to Sex

There has been considerable 'speculation and some evidence

concerning,seX differences in' attitudes toward handicapped people.

The possibility exists, then, that sex differences might occur in

expressed awareness of diffekent kinds of handicaps. Por'instance,

the rather commbn suppotition and finding that girls tend tobe

more positive in attitude than boys suggests that (a) girls might
a.

a

*Intekviewers' questions appear in parentheses:
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tie,mOr,e apt -than pot's- to express 'aviAeneAs'of

(b) that sex:diffeteAdes in expressed awareness tight help to
A .

-

explain observed differences in attitudes. :Ah9ther:poesibility-

is suggested by psychoanalytic interpretations of reactions to

handicapped people:, One might stipposetthat the diffsrent: uncon-

scious meanings boys and girls may attach;tAandicaps could'

result. in selective attentionor inattention to paAiculax Nandi

aps, and:hence, in. differences between boys and girls in expressed
.

awareness. 9

Data pertaiAing 'to-mini nal awareness and awareness of the five

handicapi were examined for sex-differences within each 'age.group.

gtt examined, of course, were data for-age groups in which all

subjects were either aware OrUnaware of a handicap, for instance,

presphoolers1 exprqssediawareness of psychological diOtukbances

.ands, high schdol students' ,awareness of blindness.

Results.

Two statistics were used to test for-relationships between

sex and awareness of handicap in each ale group: Fisher's-Exact
e . .

Test and Pearson's r". No associations between.bex and awareness

(even approached statistical significance (2 ?.05y. The correlationd .

between sex-and expressing or not eipresSing" awareness of a haAdTbap,

for each age 4roup* werewee low'and wete'not'statisiicallysignificant
,

,, 4

( > .05) In short, there was no evidendeats all of a'relationship,

betWe A sew, and,awareness'of han 'capping conditions for any age
i ,,-,

group.
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CHAPTER 5. DIFFERENTIATION WITHIN--CONCEPTSOF HANDICAPS
1,

-

.

ProfesioA41s.,646er:ned with' handicaps and handicapped people

make various Wistinctions-'that result in complex and differev

tiat d cohcepts of handicaps.' For'instance, it is widely agreed

( is
4that there s an impqrtant distinction between congenital and..

e - .

adventitious blindness; different degrees of visual impairmen

betWeen'neurotiC and psychotiC-problems; and si? forth.' We shall-:

refer to these distinctions as "key concepts" which differentiate'lw,

.typei; or degrees-within a particular handiCaP'or may be applicable

across all handicaps. These are "key concepts", in the sense that

they play .a special role in systems of relatediconcepts. They

are important becauie they.t4are, to'use Flavell'a term, "powerful.",

in that (a),.peop generally agred that they are central and(b).

each of these concepts "makes'possible or facilitates the attain-
, 4 r

ment- of a -nulaber of other important concepts." (Flavell, 1970,

p. 988). In this sectionc we present results indicating Vie

extent to
}}which

.subjectiin different age groups differentiated

Within ancl among"the handicappihgconditionsi

'Different Degrees of a Handicapping*Condition.

!;11*

The idea that the extent to which one is handicapped varies`

among handicapped persons is, a powerful concept. -For instance,

V? grasp the idea that deafness is not really an absolute is to.
T

grasp 40 idea ethat may influence one's ehtire way, of thinking

about auditoryjmpairmeht and people with hearing loss; Having



begun to think of " deafness" not
.

ricer) permit an

either-or categorization.of people Out as e asks
,

Complex question t -about people with audit° nt. Rtther
"

than asking whether or not someone'"ls deaf," one- ask about the

extent to which the person haS resi'dualhearlrig, and bout.other
i

features which differentiate-the per'son's current fu ctional
or

state. The concept of degree of impairMent, then, is a key one,:..

0
and is key not only for deafness, but for other handicaps as well.

Table 5-1 shows the percentages of subjects in each age

group discussing a handicap who' mentioned that there are different
s.

degrees of thehantlicap. (No results are presented concerning

orthopedic haildicaps because the interrater reliability for the

coding of this variabfe was unacceptably. low, As'the table show6,

older subjects made this distinction.much more frequently than

did younger subjects. Preschbolers and primary-grade children

discussing blindness and/or deafness generally spoke of people

as blind or not blind (siihted),deaf, or not'deaf. In contrast,

'`high school students and adillts were` apt to asks what the inter-

viewer meant,- or to point out that deaf '60.n mean many things,,-.

and so: forth:

'Furthermore, this concept seemed to be most salient for the

older subjects with regard to auditory impairment than with regard

sikv

tIOather liand, caps: More thanhalf of the high school students

and adults raised,the issue of different 'degrees of hearing impair-
.-

ment. Many adults also emphasized,the issue of different degrees

df DiFychological disturbances. Considering the,frequent mention
4

400
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TabA
wPercentages Of'Subjebts Mentioning .That There Are

Different Degreei Of A Handicap

f

Age : Group..

Preschool , Primary Junior High High Schbol Adult

Blindness 6.3 7.7 14.3 33.3 36.4

Deafness 7.7 9.5 54.2 72.8

Medtal retardation 1'0.0 9.5 26.1 36.4

Psychplogical
disturbande .

0 30.4 63.6

c

ob.c.

Note,. Percentages are based on riumberi of subjects expressifig

at least minimal awareOess of a handicap, not-on-total-nUmbers of

subjects.

Note. :..4nterrater reliability was unacceptably low, for the coding

of°this variable for orthopedic handicaps.



f'diffeient degrees fOr those handicapg, it is interesting to

Dote the comparatively low frequencies with which tfie concept of
,

different degrees was mentioned byfolder SubjeCts forother handicaps:- .

These results suggest that the important. differentiation of

different degrees of a handicap may be more salient for some "' 7

handicaps-than for others. Specifically, older subjects seemed

to hake this distinction with regard to auditory impairment, but

seemed not to mention it frequently with'regard to blindness or

mental retardation.

In interpreting these results, it is important to recall the..

particular questions subjects were asked in the interview. Sub-

jects were not specifircally asked about different degrees of

Impairment. On the contrary, they were specifically.asked about

. "someone who is deaf, ,w216 can't hear at all," and so,forth. The
4

intervie were focus& on the extreme end's .of the continuua of

,handic partly in order to make topics clear to very young

children who might not know labels for handicaps, and'partly in

order to keep the interviews focused on handicaps rather than, say,

on-mi7 visual problems like far-sightedness. Consequently, it
...-

is imperative that these results not be interpreted to mean that

subjects' did not know that-there are diffesrent degrees of handi-

caps. Mather, the results seem"to indicate the relative salience

of this key concept for different kinds of handicaps.

The Congenital-Adventitious Distinction.

.
Fcsk sensory handicaps, especially blindness, the question of
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wikether the handicap is congenital or adventit4ous,t(i.e., acquired'

4,

following biliph) , is extreq0ty important since the congenital or

adventitious'nature of a sensory handicap affects the handicapped

person's adjustment and -understanding of the world in mar*, Ways.

Although a somewhat comparable distinction may be applied to

'llather handicaps, it is not clear that such a distinction would

really be analogous td that for blindness and deafness.
5

Table 5 -2, shows th percentages of subjects'.in each age group.

disdussing blindness and deafness who made this distinction n some

way. early, older subj cts made this distinction very frequently

junior high and primary-grade children rarely, and preschoolers,
.

not at all. The older subjects drew this distinctpp much more
$ A "

frequently fOr blindness than fOr deafness. Old4 subjects often

said something like, "Well, that depends on whether you're born

blind..." Very few young subjects said anything' like this, and

older subjects were much more apt to make such a comment" bout

blindness than about deafness.
o-

In short, adults and high school students seemed to understand

and use,this distinction more frequently with. regard to blindneds

than with regard to deafness.

Concepts of Types of Handicaps

When subjects discussed people with various kinds of handicaps,

which particular types of handicaps did'they mention and not

mention with regard to each of the handicapping conditions they

were asked about?

133 .156
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:Table 5 -2.

Percentages of Subjects Distinguishing Between
4111

Congenital and ,Adventitous Handicap

. 4-
Age Group

Preschool Primary Junior High High School Adult

3.8 -9.3 50.0 63.7
a

DeafneSs. 0 19.1 20.9 36:4

-Note. Percentages are based on pumbers of subjects-expressing

at least minimal awareness' of a handicap, not on,toial numbers of

subjects.
k

.
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Orthopedic Handicps

Table 5-3 shows the percentages of subjects in each age group

'discusffing material related.to orthopedic handicaps who referred.

.to two types of. ort bpedid handicaps: 'missing limbs or amputation,

and serious handicapping conditions, like paraplegia and quad ri-

plegia. Clearly, references to these kinds of haldicaps 'were

uncommon -among preschool and primary-grade children. more common

among the junior high group:and-quite cowmen among older.subiectds.

Mental Retardation

Table 5-3 also shows the percentages of'subjects in each

groum discussing mental retardation at all who included in the

discussion referen s to severe or profolind mental retardation. A

(Other subjects-d scussed either mild or moderates` or
a

Vre vague in references.) Once again, many (63.6%)- adults in-

ciuded such references in discussions. In contrast, 21.7% of,the
N.

high school subjects, .lif6% of thejunior high subjects, and none

of the primary-grade subjects did so.

Psychological Disturbances

Table 5-3 shows the percentages of subjects in each group

discussing material related to4pSychological disturbances who

referred toextreme disturbances: psychosis, bizarre behavior,

dramatic cases, hysterical attacks, multiple ,personality. and such.
. /

The table also shows percentages of subjects who discussed only

such extremes. These results contrast with those concerning

other kinds 'off hanticaps: While junior high. students rather f

.1,
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Table 5-3

Percentages. of Subjects- Mentioning..3

Various Types of Handicaps

Age Group

Pref9ool Primary .Junioi High

Orthopedic 'handicap

7.7 8.7 19.0Discusses missing
limb

DiscuSses para-.
plegia, quadri-
plegia,-Other
extreme handi-
caps

13-7 28.5

Mental retardation

_
0 18..6Discusses severe

-profound -re-,.9r

tPardation

1

C
High'Schoo Adut

60.8 45.5

56.5 81.9_

I
21.7 63.6

.Psychological.
disturbance

Discusses extreme
disturbance f

-J
45.5 . 69.5 80.0

Discusses extreme
disturbance only

27.3 47.8 10'.1)

Note. Percentages, are based on number subjects expressing
* I

at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not n total numbers of

subjects.
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seldom discussed extreme kinds off, orthopedic handicaps and mental

retardation, they discussed the extreme kinds.of psychopgical

disturbance rather frequently. .Furthermore, while only 10.0% of

the adults discussed oply extreme cases, 47%8% of the high-School

subjects and 27.3% df the junior high subjects did so.

These data correspond with observations of raw data. Namely.,

adolescents appeared to be,enthusiastic consumers of popularized

accounts ofmental illness andof.dramas featuring people with

extreme disturbance. One heard about multiple perSonalitids,

horror movie types, and various other bizarre kinds of psycho-

pathology. Our clinical,impresSion was that adolescents frequently

conceptualized psychological disturbances as, essentially, some-

,thing that happens quite outside one's experience!in day-to-day life.

Some additional results may clarify this picture. Specifi-.

cally, 27_:3% of the junior high subiects, 17.4% of the high school

A

Subjects, and 11.1% of the adults referred only to'such instances

of =dramatically extrer44izarre pathology:. _That is, references

to various kinds of extreme cages seem to peak in adolescence.

In contrast, adults appeared to conceptualize psychological

disturbances as a part of day-tO-day life, rather than as dra
.

matically distant, foreign events: This integration of collICepts

of psychological disturbance ''nto concepts of one's own day-to-
.

day life is particularly striking when one examines results con-
.

.cerning a speCific statement related to psychological disturbances:

that, in one way or another, we are all:psychologically disturbed.

While 72.7% of the adults said something to thi4 effect,' 8,7%
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of the high school- students, and n. e, of the junior high studepti

did so.

These .results suggest, that the development,of concepts of

psychological dicurbance follows aPattern of increasing,identi:-

.fication. Adolescents beginning to develop concepts of psycho_

psthology often seemed todiscusspsychological dispurbances as

somethingi,'out there," something one is unlikely ever to encounter

in daily life. Furthermore, they showed no kense of including*

themselves in concepts of psycholpgical disturbance. During

adolescence and adulthood, concepts of psychological disturbance

continue to include ideas of extreme pathology, but expand so that

.these sophisticated adults portray psychplogical disturbances as

a continuum, and portray-themselves as belonging on-this continuum. --

Uses Of the Concept df Handicaps

.The,focus of this study is the development of concepts of

`different kinds handicaps; not the development ok the concept

of handicapsitself.. In explaining the nature of the study. and ().

in orienting subjects to the interview topics, it was necessary

to provide a. general definition of what we were going-to discuss- -

people who have a hard time doing things. In obtaining informed

consent; in orienting subjects to the topics 'n asking about terms,

and in asking about particular handicaps, int viewers necessarily

.
provided subjects with clear suggestions about their ideas of

the concept of handicaps, whether.or not that term was used. In

,order to be clear about what we wanted to discuss', we inevitablr
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!a

toldSubjecte a good deal about what we considered'. to-be content

.

relevant to this toRio.yHaving told subjectsl.we were, of course,
"

unable to find o t thecontent they themselves would have selected
. .

r ,:_ ,-*

.

,or omitted. % -
%.

The interviews dit, however, pkOkride some information reler-

lAptcto the general tppic.of the deiteropment of a general concept

of handicaps. tome of this information is simply impressionistic.

It is included mainly for the benefit of researchers considering

projects similar to this one. In addition, some informatibn, was

coded ai6out'subjects' gen ralization of interview t8pics to new

areas.
.

.

first, uses of the wotds'handicap and handicapped varied
4

.

widely. One preschooler who had watched the Feeling Free series

used the term and defined it as referring to people who can't do

something. Analysis of the use of the word indicated thait

was a clear preschool equivalent 'of our own use of the'word.
a

common use, however, was as a general term for orthopedic handi-

caps only. It is our impressibn that had we simply asked about

"handicaps," we would probably have heard mainly "about orthopedic

handicaps. '

Sediond, it is not,clear that subjects'who discussed mental
. .

retardation and psychological disturbances in response to our

questions would spontaneously have classified ,these as handicaps.

Further research would be necessary to examine older subjects'

spontaneous list -d-icc ditions that are and ar, not handicaps.

As-noted, the researcher proposing such a study would be advised

1.62
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not to depend upon 'tile word iandicap to convey the 'Meaning of

the concept.
",

Third, there are many'kirids of handicaps-about'wh;ch'-in'ter-
,

viewers did not ask. Given the limitatiops. of time and.the scope .

-. .

of the st asimpossible,ta expletecondePt4' of epilepsy,..
.

chronic il risk Ah4-Chandicais. Some 'information is av,ail.
.. 0

able, howeveA orkwhether or'not subj-ects' extended the general'

toW.c.of.the interviewto these other areas.

Specifically,.ne4r the, end of the interview, subjects were
- y

asked_whether there was anything'else'like this" that we had

,f**
not yet talked a44t:. S,libjectswdtecodedas(e;ffering appropriate'

new content iflthey mentioned -physical handicaps like.epil4spy,

social-cultural fierences (e.g.racism,") or anything.else

that could be cons dered in any way an approkirate gerrralization All
4 10,

of the topics coveredcin,the interview.' T e only esponses. not

coded as "new" in this way were the sire repetitions occasion`
/

ally offered by very young,chiidren, (e.g.', the preschoolerwhO

h40 already discussed blindness, but then mentioned it as if
-

. ,oft

it were entirely new).

Young children seldom extended the focus of the interview to

,.new content: only one pteSchool And two. primary grade' children`

did so. In contrast, 52.4% of the junior hi4h subjects, 63.6%
)

of the high school;subjects, and 54.5% of the adults did so.

The only particular handicap mentioned
frequently

but not

covered by interview questions was speech d2(ficulty apart from

that relate:Ito deafness. Occasional mintion was made, maiu1)y by

older subjects, 'f learning disabilities, alcoholism, drug abuse,

and aphasia.
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cHAFTE.jz 6., TERMINOkOGY"

r; ,

.., °.' ..:.'-' The- special termsisfubj-ecs used to discuis thand.i.caps -con,-
.-- .: , ,

IAiSted of handicaps, names'of'deices.,4*or coping
. ,

. .. :-
1%,

. ,
'with handicaps, "names of particular and a. vatiety.of

,

other special. tOrms. ',Some of thefe terms are applidable Only

4;. specific 1.1ndicaps .(e.g., BrSille),'ild others may'he used
4

-.:.in Yelationship to many handicaps (e.g., birth defect) orrin
, ..

I .
.

relation to handicips,that.are not a focus_ of attention in this
0,.-

stqdyt Other terms are offensive epithets and phrases related'
.

-'to handiCapsAe.g., mental"-as in "He's mental ").

In this-'chapter,..efults are presented first, about life's of
k 1

.
4

. -

.technical tdrms,and second, about.uses.of offensive terms.,

..

Technical Terms

The' terms Subjects used to talk about haridicaps were clas-
.

sified'info six categories: -terms-mainly. about (a) blindness,
.

4/

(lp) :deafneSS, (c) orthoeedic handicaps, (d) mental retadaion,

(e) psychological disturbances, and (f) miscellaneous terms
.

shout- other handicaps -and terms not. specific to particular
Allik

,

caps. Mists of terms counted as belonging and not belonging i,n .

. . _.

. .

each.category'appear in. the Coding Manual section of\cthis report.
. .

In , general, a term was counted as a.technical term only: if'it

could be> called in any way ",technical." Spiically,, descrip-
.

tionevere not counted as special terms. For example, iri this
,

scheme, sign language is a .technical term, but talks with his
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hands is not. Blind is a technical .term, but

Phrases in general-use refer to nonhandicappin:conidtions

were not counted,(e.g., glasses, ,having problems,ear ache, and,

such). In order to be counted, terms need not be highly .technical

see is ne(E.

tt .For instance, common vs./or like blincl, cane, neurotic, were

counted. If a subject used a term., in relation to more than one
.>

handicap, and if the term was not listed in the Coding Manual as

a "micellaneous" term, the term was counted separately for each

handicap. For example, if a-subject mentioned that blind people

use "canes," and that orthopedically handicapped people use "canes,"
A

the first use was counted under Blindness terms, the second,

under Orthopedic Handicap terms. Only the first use of the term

-

. under each heading was counted. For instance, the -word blind

.;1

was counted only once, not each time the subject uttered the word.

'ere is a specific relationship between the coding of

terms and the coding of awareness of handicaps that should be

noted. The use of a label for a handicap was considered to b

an expression-of awareness that a handicap exists. For instance, .
-

using the word deaf indicates awareness that deafness exists,

provided that the use is in any way alepropriate.

Finally, terms were not counted if interviewers had.used

the terms. Specifically, in order to onlrey the idea of ortho-

pedic handicaps to children, it was effective to ask, "Do you

know anyone who uses crutches or a wheelchair?' as'a prompt.

Consequently, -the w'brds crutches and wheelchair were often used

by interviewers. These particular words were not counted for ,#

any subjects.
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Interview Methods

The first portibh of theLinterview was devoted to a brief.

elicitation Of labels. Interviewers asked for words to talk

about.7people who' can't see," and so fort Interviewers prompted
. .

Subjects for words'besides those they initially provided (e.g.,

."Any other words?" "What would a doCtor call that?"). During

the portions of interviews devoted to discussing _particular

handicaps, interviewers also prompted. for technical words when

this was appropriate. For example, if a subject mentioned some-
.,

one with what seemed to be cerebral palsy, the interviewers asked

whether there was a special name for the handicap thesubject

was describing. If the subject was clearly talking about sign

language, the interviewers tried to prompt for the phrase sign

..language (e.g., "What do you.call that?"). The words counted,
dr

then, were those that Occurred at any point in the interview,
4

although the initial portion was explicitly devoted to eliciting

labels.

Results. Tables 6-1 through 6-6 show mean numbers of terms

used by subjects in each group. When appropriate, means are

presented separately for-all subjects in a group and for the

subjects expressing at least minimal awareness the handicap exists.

The reader who is simply interested in, say, how many terms were

used by preschOoiefs to talk about blindness, on the average,

should examine the entries for "All Preschoolers," whilethe

reader interested in results controlling for expressed awareness

tr

,r

should examine the entries for subjects expressing awareness.
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Table 6-1

'Mean Number of Blindness Terms

Group Mean SD Minimum

All preschoolers 21 0'.4 0,,C -0

Preschoolers aware of Blindnessa 6° a. 6 0.6

Primary 26 1.0 0.5

Junior high. 21° 2.0 1.0

High school 24 2.8 1.4 1

Adult 10 5.4 2.8

Maximum

442

3

1.1

aPreschoolers expressing at leas- t minimal awareness of blindness

bData missing for one subject

Table

Mean Number of Deafness Terms\

Group° \Men SD Minimum Maximum

All preschoolers 21 0.2 0.4 0 1

Preschoolers aware of deafnessa 19 0,3 , 0.5 0 1

Prithary 26_ 1.3 0.5

Junior!high 21 2.6 1.2

High schobl 24 3.4 1.1 2 5

Adult 11' 5.2 2.1 2

apreschoolers expressing at least minima1,awareness of deafness



$ _ ' Table 6 3

Mean. Number of Orthopedic Handicap' Terms

Group 7n Mean SD' Minimum ..iximtlm

All preechOolers,
.

2.1 0.1 0.2
.

Preschoolers aware of orthopedic.
handicaps&

13 0.1 0.3

All primary 26 0.3 0.7 0

Primary school students aware of
orthopedic handicaps&

23 0.4 0.7

Junior high 21 1.9 1.4 0

High school 24 3.6 2.2

Adult 11, 5.6 2.8. 2

3

4

11

aStudents expressing
handicaps

t least minimal awareness of orthopedic

Table 6-4

Mean Number of Mental Retardation Terms

preschooletsa 21 0

All primary 26 0.2 '0.4 0 1

Primary school students
mental retardationb

aware of 10 0.4 _0.5

Junior high 21 0.8 0.8 2

High school 24. 1.4 1.4

Adult 11 4.0 2.7

aThe one preschooler minimally .aware of this handicap used no terms.
bStudents expressing 4t least minimal awareness of mental

retardation.



Table 6-5

. Mean Number of Psychological Disturbance Terms
(

GrOup' Mean ..- Minimum Maximum

All junior high 21 0.4 0.6 0 2

Junior high students aware of
psychological disturbancesa

11 0.7 0.7 2

High school 24 1.4 1.1 0 4

Adults 11 4,11-n 2.7 1 4

aStudents expressing at least minimal awareness of psychological
:disturbances.

Table 6-6
4

Mean Number of Miscellaneous Handicap TermS

Group n Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Primary 26 )0.04 0.
1

20

Junior high 21 1.29 1.31 0 5

High school 24 2.58 ,-1'.95 0,

Adult 11 2.27 2.20



Eor all types of technical terms, a similar picture emerges.

With.-inereasihg age, subject.s,u ed, on the average, more terms

about each handidap: Flirt ermore, with increasing age, there

is increasing. variation... The average number, of terms\used appears

not to level off'during the high school years. Rather, for all
4 .

types of terms except the miseelladeous'ones, there is a rather

sharp, increase betw '. school and adlat groups.L J

a 4,
There is a para46f-between results concerning terms

. -and those concerning patterns of eXprpssed awareness in the

sense that subjedts generally'used more'terms 'foritensory and

, physical handicaps than for mental and emotional handicaps.
-

- f
The only 'particularly striking or surprising result observ-

able in these data concerns terms related to psychological dis-

turbances. Specifically, as-noted above,-"technical" terms.

counted were not always-"technical" in a formal sense. Many terths,

counted as "Psychological Disturbance"'itermgare, in facE,\a

part of the general vocabulary of many educated people. The

words'neurotic, hysteria, repred, phobia, insane, and senile

are in common use, one would suppose, much more'than are tech-

nical
n

terms related to other handicaps. Many words that origi-
04.

nated as technical terms related- ,,to psychopathology have become

terms fyr talking about people.' Indeed, in attempting to avoid

a distortion of results, we carefully excluded from the coding

extremely loose uses of words llke-paranoid and mania. It

our impression that the fusion of these totally nontechni,cal

uses would not have:cha ged results notably. Rathe, the data
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seem accurately to reflect the use of small vocabularies for,.

discussing psychological distiurbances.

Offensive Terms

'Besides using special technical vocabularies for discussing

handicaps and handicapped-people, subjects sometimes used offen-

sive terms as well. These offensive terms are."offensive"

the sense that handicapped people find-them so. It is important

to \note, however, that these Arms were used in some rather

distinct ways. While some-terms were used simply as derogatory

epithets, others were used, without any apparent offense intended'.
/

Furthermore, while some were simply used, others were explicitly

disowned. That is, some Subjects explicitly said that they found

some terms offensive.

Ii'order to take thee distinctions into.account, three

separate types of offensive terms were examined: (a) terms that
.

are cOnsidered offensive, but that were used withOut appazent

intent to offend, (b) epithets, handicap.-specific derogatory

terms, and other offensive terms used without qualification, an

(c) epithets, handicap-specific derogatory terms, and other of

fensive terms that a subject explicitly disowned.

Offensiv erms used without evident awareness of offensive-

ness include terms like the following: deaf-and-dumb, Mongoloid,

a mongol, insane asylum, deaf-mute,,and the out-dated moron,

imbecile, and idiot-. Other such term were uses of certain nouns

to' refer-to handicaPped people, 'for instance, a cripple., These
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terms were usedin aenaive rather than offensive Way. One ha%

the sense 'that'subjects using terms of this,,type simply did not

understand that these terms are now considered offensive.

Offensive terms included a number of epithets and perjora-.
)4(

tives that have meaning related to handicaps, as well as certain

rstereotyped

phrases: spastic, Mental, emotional cripple, stone

deaf, plus words like WI-on, imbecile, and idiot, when used as
1.

gierjoratives father than used as 61d-fashioned diagnostic laels.

e term retard is an offensive term of this type and was counted,

as an offensive term if subjects used it before the interviewer

asked about the term.

Finally, disowned offensive terms include any of the above

terms that a subject explicitly disowned. For instance, ,a sub-
I

ject might say that other pe6ple call mentally retarded people

Mongoloid but that he or she, objects to tlidsiterm, or might say

that peers, use the word spastic' but that he or she does'not like

the word..

.
11e-4).

.Naive Uses. Offensive terms were used quite frequently

by subjects who evidently did not realiie the terms,are Considered

offensive. As Table 6-7 shows, a few preschoolers,onO primary

grade children,; 39.1% of the junior high group,70.8%,Of the
je.

high school group, and A5.4% of the adults'used.one'"or more
a

offensiire 'terms Ln'this naive way, The mean number, of these, .

'ternis used by subjects in dach Aroup is as, follows:, 'preschoolers,
a
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ir /4.&

0.10 (SD ='0.30); primary grade, 0; junior high,' -0.52 (SD = 0.81);

high school, 1.0 (SD 71 0.83)(i adults, 0.64 (SD = 0.81).

In short, the peak use of offensive terms without'any evident

intent to be offensive occurred in the high school group. Few

younger children used terms in this way, ;fairly large number
\

of junior lit h and adult subjects did soy but many of the high

schoOl students did so.

Simply Offensive Terms. As Table 6-7 shoWd,, offensive terms

were used in an unqualified way by 'about one-third of the'junior

high students and about one-half of the high school students' and

adults. iThe children in the younger groups did not use the'se

teAris.. "-The mean number .of these terms usediy junior high students

was, 0.43 (SD = 0.68); byhigh school students, 0.83 (SD =1.01)-;

and by adults, 0,82-(SD = 1.17). Whether one looks at numbers

ofisubfecisusing-these'terms or. at mean nuiliber of terms, the

use of offensive terms seems to appear in the junior. high group,

to increase by the hi h school years, then to level bff.

Disowned Te ms. As, ,Table 677 shows, mentioning and disowniAlg

offensive terms was notable mainly in(fhe- gh sChool group,

although it occurred occasionally i1 the junior high and adultA

groups as well. The mean nu kler of-these disowned-terms was

notable only for the high school group (M = 0.46, SD = 0.98), .

smaller for junior high (4 = 0.10, SD = 0.30) and, adult. (M = 0.18,

SD = 0:41).'groups.
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Discussion.

The context in which these data were'g0hered and the, i

. . ,'
- 0

nature of the population studied skopuld both be noted in inter-
,.

,

. .

preting "results related to offensive'terms:*-Specifically, these

d,pta were collected during interviews in school (for all 'subjects

except adults).. This context might'be expected to evoke a mini-
.

:Mal amount of use of offensive term. Interviewers were clearly
k

people who ,*ould not have approved of the use' of offensive terms
\')P

about handicapped people. Furthermore, the subjects in this

study are not repregentative" of, the general public. Rather,-

they are well-educated people, -and the children of such people

living in prosperous suburbs. These subje , then,-are people

whom 14ne might expect 'to use few Offensive terms in comparison

with those used by the general public. They were a \so interviewed,

in a situation that might be expectecIto minimize the number of

offensive terms tSatlwould.be used.

6 The context of data collection and the nature of the subikt

population, plus an interaction of' these factors, might,be

expected to result in very little use of offensive terms,

is somewhat sUrprisingathen, to find. that offeAsive terms,

especially plainly offensivemkerms used with no qualification,.

were. mentione*at all.

Several questions, theri, arise about the resultS concerning

the lingual:In.:A..4 use of obfeAsive terms. First, to what extent

did Subjects censor or, edit their uses of- terms in,the interview

I



situation? Did such.censoring occur at different rates in

different age groups? For instance, were junidi high, high

school/and adult groups equallly regponsive.to the demand

characteristics of the ,situation, car did some groups respond

more than others to a-covert message to avoid offensive terms?

Second, did subjects fully understand that terms classified in

coding as "offensive:,are considered offensive?

With regard' to the effects of demand chatacteristics-on

uses of offensive terms, data are simply unavailable. It seems

likely that'there are situations in, whibh these same subjects

may'have used more end fewer such terms than were used in the

interviews. 'T lere ere no comparable studies to suggest pre-
.

,cisely howthis interview, situation might have affected these

results. The one similar study provides similar results.

Specifically; Clark (19641 interviewed fourth- and fifth-graders

'about educabie.mentelly retarded children attending special

classes in too 's adjacent to subjects' classrooms. These .sub-
N

jects se ryom used derogatory terms to talk about the children

in, the special classes, although a few such terms were used.

ark's 'subj.Lects, like the junior high school subjects_in this

study, used such terms, but did so. rather infiequentl
. .

'Subjects Clearly used some, terms that are offer ive to

handicapped people', but did so without evident unde standing

that these terms are considered offensive. .poss>bility
b ,

exists that some, of the terms counted as "offensive!' (in an un-

'qualified way) were also used without a fullappreciation of
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.

the, connotations of the words. It is certainly possible that

some subjects did not understand just how offensiie is\to

use phrases like emotional cripple orperjoratives 1i mental.

It ''maj be, then that the result's, ptesented here underrepre-
.

.

sent "naive" Uses of offensive terms. Whether br not tlgs is

the cas100it.is AxLear that such naive uses were qpite -cbmmon.

.

amOng subjects in the older thtee groups.`-

-%
These results are of considerable interest because,, f'the

. -
,implicatibns the results have-for social interactions among

handicapped and nonhandicappea people. Specifically, nbtable
, ,

proportions of subjects, particularly older subjects:, seem-to

be highly vulnerable to ,giving unintentional offense to,ihandil-

capped people. These subjects were.evidently unaware that to
-

use a phrase like deaf-and-dumb or to refer-to someone as a.

cripple is offensive to many people. One has the clear impyession

in listening to. many subjects use' such teiins-that,.this use' is

based on simple ignorance of conventions about terms that are

and dfare not acceptable,

TI-kse results have a clear implication for educational in-:
. ,.

.

tervention. Namely, nonhandigappedpebple have a need.and right

offensiveto be informed about tp0s=that are and are',not offensive to
, - .

n, . . 1.'' ' ;.

handicapped 'people Even:the well -educated-subjectS in this

study seemed, often ignorant, aly6Ut the social meanitigg' of terms

-4f1)

they used Clearly, educational _intervention., is needed to
.

,

4nform these people of)the-sociat meaning of terms..
..
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- 2

Offensive erms: The Word "Retard." Researchers investi-

gating attitu es toward mentally retarded people have shown
.

,

_cons,iderable intgrest in the effects of various labels on the

positive or'negative direction of attitudes (e.g. ':Gottlieb,

..1.9974, 1975). .Thetopic of labeling- in general and uses of

,No.,;.
, ..x., .

Az .. paktieular,labels has' been debated by'researchers, parents,.and -.-

pc"';eduCatorS:W1thout any general conclusion.
., ,

"Ohe pArticular aspect of thi ,brbad area of- .both research

and tontraversy-Conc'rris, the use.' of derogatory terms. That is,
. .

.the general issue of.-whether to label mentally retarded children

in any'waymay, be broken down into a'number of separai.e issues.

One of them is the problem of derogaTy labels. Unlike the
L

general' labeling issue, this problem is not the subject of debate

over,policy', Arame-callingis one variety of labeling which has
bl

A

no "advocates. Researcheks interested in the effects of labeling'
, t

,imcgonefar have;-hOWever, speculated about whether or" not

rogaory termay ervg as.inlormalasi-diagnostic labels,

and hae,otheOise 4pecuratedabout the meanings and effects of
'

terms.

In order toYexplord. issue.p.related.'to the use of these

derogatory erms,- welncluded,in,the inteflriewas the fina40,
.

guestion.i the '.'Have you ever heard anyone use the

IyordSeretardor a..reard?" (It so) -"What does that mean?".

BeCause this' was"` the final AUestion on the interview

:',pchedule,%and because this, topic. as not th/f1.-1-ain focuS of the

-

study, ±hTS,questionwas occasionally omitted-from interviews.
.

. r;gi.,1.,
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For instance, some preschoolers were not askedthe question

dlecause they., were unable to attend for a sufficiently long period
. .

Of time.- Time pressure resulted in the omission of the question

from some interviews with older children. -Data reported, then,

pertain only to subjects who were asked the questi9n.

Familiarity: Of the. I4 preschoolers Asked about these terms,
4.

no indEcated any fami-11,arity, In contrla, / of the.19 primary

grade. subjects (26:9%), g of the junior high school subjects

(100.0%),.15 the 16 high %;8ifool subjects (93.8%), and 8 of

the 11 adult 72.7%) did so.' As these data suggest', and-as

interviews made.clear, these terms seemed be most familiar to

adOlescents. While the preschoolers and some primary grade

children .imply gave blank glances of nowcognition
1

to the questions, many adolescents not only showed familiarity

in response

with the tecFp, but discoursed at length -about the referential

and social meanings of the terms. It is oti,.these meanings that
: C

the remainder,of,this Airsion foCuses.
,IFF, / .

To the researcher interested in labeling, or ,,to the gdult
c.

concerned) with mental, ret.Adation, ,,it is very difficult ao think.
.

of the word retvd as a possible iwnderogatory"-term,for a men-,,

tally retarded pergon% This use'of the term did,'''however, occur.

A:small number of primary' grade 4n-= ifi.junior high (n = 1)4 .'.'

high. school (n.= a), and evetl,adult (n = 2), subjects sebmed to
.

think of the. term retard'ad.timply meaning ".mentally'etardep."-

While to-theprofet'sionaf, the derogatdry'meaniag%of the ,term.
4,



is very Aton , this meaning was evidehtly not shared by: All

'subjects. v -

Similarly, to, the professional, paiticularly the professional

who has been concerned with labeling', the term retard is nsep-
,

arable from meaning related to mental retardation. Adoleso.
e

subjects sometimes made a. particular.point of saying that the

term. does not mean mentally retarded, that people do, not use :it'

to suggest anything related to mental retardation, and so forth

(33:3% of the junior high and 60.0% ofthe.high schpol Students

discussing the term said something to this effect). The general
/MY

1

tone of these'claims was thap the similarity between the wordk
, .,F

retariend retarded was a misleading cue about meaning.' That is,
- 4

A

4
while a

.
few subjects used the term as.if t simply meant retarded,

.
.

others claimed that the term had no essential meaning that has
4

C *

anything to do with mental'retardation.
...

,,i' ., ,

Nth sked, what the term doges mean, subjects gave a va4ety
N '.

'

of respo ss. The ,most common type was 'related to,svial awk- .°
.

.. -44,-

wardness: The term means" "weird," '"unpopUlai," "gilattge," or
, , .

ailik
,

something else v ely related ,to social,diffekehce:from the norm.
.,,.. ,

.,

This kind of responge was offered by 42.9% (n = '3) 4.pf the.. primary.

grade subjects familiar with'the term, 55.6% of-the juniOr high

subjects, of the high school subjects, and

subject.

Another common deiinition of the meaning .04 thi,ter,m was
. .

somethinslike lidumb",13 stupid. CoI''.meaning w

offerea bx,2 :Of the 7 pririery,grade,ckafate discussing thd 4*



term168.6%);-by 3a.:9% of the junior high school subjects;
c,

53.3% of the high school subjects; and by one adult.-,

-These social-adaii:tiona and cognAve'definitions of the

term coincide somewhat wit15"ProfessionAl definitions of mental'

retardation and with the definitions of,menta retardation used

by many subjects in this study (see dhapter 13). In short,. (4;4

although many subjects explicitly'denied'that the term retard

has any referential meaning related to,mental,retardatibn, many
,-

.subjects defined the meaning of the term in kway that coincides

w.ith their own and with some aspects of formal definitions.of

-.mental retardation. The term, then, often seemed to be, used in.

t
,

reference to characterlstics of mentally retarded people whether
g

,

for not the person called "retard" was or was not.

' mentally retarded.

Use of the Term. Besides discussing the referential meaning

of the term, subjects also discussed how the term
1
is Used In

particular, adolescents sometimes said explicitlythatthe term'

is used for joking (33.3% of the, junior high and 33..3%.oi,the

high school subjects discussing the term). In addition, the term

was sometimes described'as used to label. disc4ete "h',4ViorS/1

junior high -sub0 t3.3% of the high schdosubl ctss Only
f- Yi

one Subjeqt,,;,a junior' high School. student,. 'described theterm

enduring
--:. --

- as anything:evemremOteltlike an enduring label. Thy term:was

generall'dest.ribedas.aA'okip.vone-for use in 'reference to
X, 4.-,'

:: . :.7.4-
0!... e, .'' 0 .

' A' ;441.1 1

particular: behavior or `situations
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CHAPTEAC7..4j4XPLANATIONS OP THE-CAUSES OF HANDICAPS
ry

Te.

Subjects were specifically asked what causes, each handicap

discussed. SWectswerelalso pnompted to supplys,additiOnal ex-

'planations and'clariicationsA(e.g.:"Awthing else?" "Could you
..0,0 .4a

be mone.specific?" " What "kind' of 211nesSr and so,forth). The
.-,

- °*.-.:

coding of explanations of causes 'was de-signed to record fnformatian

given in- response to these:- questions as well as explanations given

at.-other pointsOuripg-the interviews... For exam e, if a subject

aid not refer to diabetes when asked about the causes oflaindnes'S;

but happened. to mention at some later -point in thepnerview that

Je: diabetes can cause blindneSs,-then.the reference td diabetes was

' r ,

variables
° ,,,,

a variety of mainly dichotomous :(e.g., whether or not °:'

. 4. ..IS

-the-subject mentioned 'that spinal in3 ry, an cause orthopedic

handicaps) . Besides coding in this.- rttr? nO, does., n9t mr4tIon°
. , ,

way, coding was desj:gned ti?, flag mevt ory, that Werejjiiitstanding .

,
---4,.t

,.

in either of two ways: particularly- concrete or unrealistic
...

4
.

.coded nonetheleSs.: In short, the coding' was performed so as. to .

t -

reflect as much as possible abOdt the subjeCt's explarip.

regardless: of when dur,thg the interview the 'subject mentioned

information.

.7111e coding of causes of each hardlcap was performed using

and y'particularl mature or inionmed, For example;othese special
... ,

"flag".codeS.were used to cal4'1attention: to wildly Uhreali0tic,
- . , ,

. . ;
-

'

. exkdanations,of:,qauses 4f, handicacid.If 'onewere' c4 ding state-.
- ,

-, , . ,; s.. , , : : , .., ,-.. .i.,..,. i ,
7°%(A--- -:

menus to the effect . that .: an i lines ,qpn.:cause,blifidneS0J: one;

': ,, °..,' , , -.,' .. ' 1.,_ 0 - _

would. use a speClal' code, for :a ;sta:tementthat , ',say-,,I, a cold, causes
;, -;., - ,

:. ,
,.,, . :



J
blindness. 'Aet the oppositeextremei

to the effect that watching television

1W 0

*one were coding statements

-%and similar activities
A

.cause blcindness, and'one 'encountered a subject Who-gave a real-

istic explanation.of'how _television. might-aause visual impairment,

Such be_flagged by means of a

special code.
.

,

The

handl

'41*

ticular explanations of the uses of each
' e '

4

lac uaed:in PY,51P m e chosen on two

bases:- -On the baSis o anation ofi&ed -in pilot inteir-
,

:views and on theotbasiS 'of, whaf:r1041 fagt.., common causes-,

of handicaps. _FOr,,instance, thAdec''j..sion code! references to.

`42

how watching- :televisions causes blindness. was based on the occurrence
. _

of this explanation. In the data, Whereas-the
- .. ,_

explana'tions'related;to perinatal eventsfwas Invleded to i,ndic

.. .Congendtal,S.cause.'' - t
.,

-, So far as was pd4sibIb, similar cat
#

coded for each
'r

compt0b1 .-Fdr'ipstance;;,thecoding of explanations that 40,
.-. -14.' i .

,

beclAW(4.is"bOrn that :way" was:Similarly

?aeoisis to codp;:;%iri,,

ories of causes w'q'te

-earate handicap, and were defined and cbded'in

P0i7fai
.

eaa ratehandicap: Some explanations, ()

UriigueParticular'h-indicaps1 FOr-ekamrile,:the

t.a-t4m'ex)t that orthopedic handicaps can be.caused by spinal injury

'vhas Al clean anlikogiae isiT expirations Aff cause's of.otherkinds of

.$:;.thqett
' . .

s.pSychploslida -1d4turbanee.---

;
.1' e * ' "ti'

'
,

,

7

) e
:4 ,* e

ell.-
L , f
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The difficulty of cat

psychologically. disturbed

zing explanations of why peop ome

has many sources. The most

forward explanation of this diffiCulty is simply that p

data were mainly treen young subjects' who 'seemed unaware

of the handicap
.

and who offegpl: no explanations of cause.; The
. .----.10 7. , - .,-_, % 7 ;7-..te vaiAA ' . t .
Cumming and Cumming- (1957) study'of;-404a0a4 hokever, was available,

and, furthermore, pilot data were informally collected on adult
0 t -.7

explanations.. NeVeYttieless, as noted latffl, the system' of cate-
4- - ,

r {"a A t . . 44 0 ' . 1

gorizipg explanations of the causes of psychological -disturbandes
- 4,4

ks:;,less satisfactory than-are those.for the other handicaps,
4 ,

'very
.

h
,
a.eavily.lin "miscellaneous"

,I, !
mainly because this system relies

category/

alt
. -
Unrealistic xplan'ations

-'1,1hen coding explanations of the dausesibf handicaps,

sometimes ye

-possible or

- there4 areitida

subject who, o

to3.assify explanations -as

mpossible.'`This difficulty

any qualifftati
V 11*'4

clearly

arises.partly because

u$s of- Aanclicaps, some,rare and some
'
N * e . 1k

s':an
)
undomman cause as-an explanation

1 .. -
.

;till- offers a. poasible explanatlOn.

'Common. A

without
'

--

all `nature of .the subjeWs, e2iPlanatiOh ,of,thecauses of:-a handiCap.,: :v.
-.YA 4:

0
..- 4

". a .
t

, ; -'- AtIF
'.. t then, may. ' imprqbe61/e ,..4'.11±1e 1,parficulari, casesi.iper.. subject

. 4. ,.
may be right. For -4nstA 'pe ; A1C a child', says tfiatmkgoOkipg. at the ''''',

". -

..

.

%Un causes .blindness., CIO right the: Sens' that lOoking

'V tat--t1-1e. suns' can 'cause-se--blindnet% .(:)/1 the io4fle.r.hancI, 100a1;igAtitile .i7"*
. :vt;

;>,

!

, - - 'lc ..- ' vo,,,ii.

sun i4 not MOrmnon .s.cau ndriesSi: TO, Of fer .ttfi.e...kpla1-lation$;. ,

,-..... ..:1/. '' °. 4.- , ':, ,;;: \
,.,, it :,.:-.. t . r.; .' :- ,,-', ; ,Iir , .:.-g. `....

as, the only. cause Hof 'b atelis'i;-or :e''S.:,egne:Of.iseVeiral -'suCh- ...

1!' !

s-r .t',. " ' . ;.-,
. . ..-; D. g r. t7;11';T
i ' ?P*7- 1. j. ' 1'" ..,tt 4 Y.' 'ft

ow *04101AV4., - .v4"41 1-. f,- ", r!
-0 4 4.

:,"'. et. V r



-,explanations, is .
to be l'realistic".in.a limited and particular way.Amh

, . 1 . , ler
It is impb?tant tb note, then, that responses -coded and

'.
referred, to as "impossible," or "highly .iinprobabloj-" are responges.
that were, extremely .unlikely or .4impossVle. All explanations
.cdded as possibly Correct unless they wqr& clearly-

were

impossible or

extremely imprbbable. For example,. the idea that .a "poke in the
eye" causes blirltness was. coded as_poisib,le, even though :subjects

,

offering this explanation seldom' gliplained how.,a;-poke in one. eye
itippairs:77ision in both eys. ',57

k

Finally,. since professionals are in. widespread greemtnt.
aboullEthe causes of' many kinds of :,psychologiccal distu

et' , .early .infantile autism, schizophrenia) , it iwa mposSiblebto. .-. ,
_ -:,,,;f;

, _categorize explanations .of causes as ..pikobp.hale ri/Irpr able:: To
.';i.h e e x t e n t 3 1 . the coding scheme prepents *an implicit'- theory o .

s
a

nces (e.g..

s

causation, this theory' sis a mulicausal one,, in w,hich very
azak cause may/1k the proper circumstances, be a possible ause

.

. ,'of some kind of pisycpoloigibal dIsturbance; The reader who con-
,

. , . ;
giders some of the cate'goriss to b`e 'more accuratel'Oxplan ions 4.4-

. .

°o't 'cause ttkan other aategorkes should exatiine the tabled results. ,
-

...
. - r ,., `. ,

grid draw his .orh'her.own conclusions, about the' relic niture ,

.:1 ..titt .
litO:

. 4

i 4 .1

\.° -

of subjegts' sexpla-nations.
,

44; ".'
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"
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Tgple 7-1 .,-
.2,11\

.

-Explanatiofis of the Causes of,,Blindness:- Percentage*_of,.
sesSubjects-Mentioning Varfout Cau

Cause

Look at the sun--:-
as routine

Look at- the .sun--
qua.lified , explained.
as .unusual

Injury ';to a. specified
part of the eye

Psychological cause
(e .q 'hysteria)*

Rhysicl neglect
after the perinatal...,
period

g

Birth_ defect., hered-.
itty,, congenital

"Borne that

. Perinatal, event

Illnee4-=general
( "an ilindt s'

'A specified illness'.,

Age Group -
6

-Preschool

(n--=16)

Primary

(n=26)

Junior High

(n=21 )°

-High School.

(n =24) (n=f

6.3 I -7%7 9.5 8-.3 0'"
r.

7.7 9.5 8.3 -10.0,

4.8
611

4.2 '60.0

°' 0 4.2

0 4.2
10

2.0.0

0 3;8 14-.3 .50.0 de 0

0 154.4 61.9 576.

0 0. '0 R.5 '30.0

3.8 a 1114..3 - 25.0 10:0

0 9.5 37.5 -40- 0

,

nbomehing,:happened".
-2.)

..:, -T

: (e.g: u . .1] just went'
.blind" ....;-- ..., ._

A'
So0eth g happened- ;
to. e: eye sj1

qqn ttval . trautn4 k not
dyei-:Apedific



, Table -7-2
.

.

Expl*Rati-orisiOfthe..-CatsesbfDefness:... tages.of

.-. like
.

....

A

Cause

Age Group. -

Preschool). ,Primary Junior,liigh;41igh'Sdhool Adult

-(n=191 (n=.26) (n=21- (n=11)

Noises -- mentioned in
realistic way

Eardrum injury, injury
to specific part of .

ear_

Birth, defect, hered-
ity

"Born thatway"

Perinatza event .

Gener41 illness fif

A Sipe Vic nines?
.

Vague "something
..,

happened" -.

-"Something happened-,
to...itheear[s])"

Trauma to, ear
(e.g., pokes),

General trauma, eve t
adtidents)

. . .

Volition-attgption

0, .15:4

0 0 0

0 3.8 1 33.3
. .,..

0 0
.

4.8

ll . 5' ' '14.1
. ,,

0. o 0

"0. ',11.5 38.1

0

0

3.8- 14:3

-14 . 3

19

47.6 25.0

0

-,

(n=-2.4):. .

25.0- _8.2

:16.7' .5;1'; 5

33..3 '8148

18.2

4.2 0 .

25.0 45.5

8_.3. 4 5 . 5

W
4.2 ,. 6

-....;

12.5 o s*

41.7 18..2

A' 3

4.2 X7:3

Neglect in post-
natal per -iod

\. o
1,-...,: Note: Tpertenti*eS are based On
.10ase-MIT-6m41 awaren ..qsstf::deafness....



Table 7-7,3-.

Explanations,Of the Causes of Orthopedic-Handicaps:
Subject's Mentipning Various Causes

1

.Caiuse
-

Injury to back,'
- spinal jury

-presChoOl Primary Junior High High

(n=1 (n=23)
,

.

40n=211

,,)0 14.3

Psychological cause
t - :

For attention,
deliberate

Physical .neglect
after perinatal'
_pFriod

,

B,irth,.defect, hered-.
ity',.:Ccmgenital

"Born that way"

11 Perinatal event

Illriess-44.tngue ("get
sick," " 8." )

Specific. illness(es),

frOffiato park(S) of
bodY related to handi-

.

cap

-General trauma
("an accident")

(n- 1)

72.730

*If

0

6

7.7

0

0 13.0

0 o

'.413 9.5

0 4.3 38.,1

1.7,4 \

2.1.3

0

4 '"%."
9.5

66.7

Is>

13,. 0

4.3

8.61

A3.5

,

lb

2:6

9.1

337..3 30.A
, .

11.:3\

8.7-'' 9.1

65.2E1 72.7

34.8; 4)5.5,

72.7

90.9

4 0,
Note. , Percentages are based on s of subjects expressi4g7at

least minimal,awareness of orthopedic ha caps.-

46-=
11.

*



-v.

''.Explanations of the Causes of Mental lit.dtardation:
-
"-

PercentagOwof-:'SUbjectSeMentioning.I.ft.Tious Causes4-_

'Cause

Child abuse

"For attention

Physical neglect--
postnatal

Birth defect, fidredity

"Born tfiat way'

Perinat41

J.1111ess of thg.imen-
tality,etarded persdn---;

,-,4"getsick"

Primary JUnior High High' School Adult.

(n=lo) / (n=23) , (n=11).

0

, 30.0' 23..8 52.2 "100.6

40.0 52.4 -. 56.5. 9.1

Age Group

0 4.8 a 0

-0 0 0 9.1

4.8.

4.3 0

8.7 36.4

8.7 12 .2

Illness:of the men- v4'

tally retarded, perSon--7
a.specificillness,

"Something happened"
(e.g., "just got- ik

\retarded") -

.something happened ti...
1 (the head; thinking)

ry (oci-
.

dents)zFigausing. damage --
general .

Physical injUry,cauS'ing
damage to head, train

4

,,Miscellaneous other
-causes (possible)

:Psychological.
emotional

Cultural-familial _

0

.0

, 411

9.5

10.0 * 23.8

4 .43

5 . 5
,

8.7

13:0

0 0. 36.4

(17.4- 0

14.3. 13.0 36 4

17.4 9,1t

. -

4.3 27.3

3t:4°

' .

. .
Not'e...:- :Percentages -Are..basd .otx numbe.rt subjecits,expressing,a!

least minimal awarenegS,of mental metardation. . . . c ,, ,

..,,,

.

e.. 111_ :... ::,,..
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0 Table 7 --5-

Explanations OT the CausOs of.Tsychological Disturbadce.:\
PercentageS,of Subjects M,,rifioning= Various Causes

.

Cause

Age _Group

zrunior h HighSchool .Adult-..
:(n.11) , (n=22) (n=9)

Physical chifd abuse 22.7 11.14

How emotionS are handle-El 9.1 31.8 33.3

Lack of will .power; gaining atiention 9.1 , 13.6 22'.2

Birth defect; genetics, heredity 0 -14.4

"Born ,that way'

'Physical illness of tire- handicapped
person

9.1 13.6., 33.3

"Something happened" 0(e.g, "just
went crazy") 9:1

. 4111C"'

0 '11.1

. Soinething.Wrong. with the mind, brain,
etc. .

.Disturbances in relatioyiships with peers
/ 1

Parental emotional maitreatment.in early
childhood

r .

0

9.1 36.4

Te".1, 31.8

Parental emotional,. maltreatment not -
specific tolearly.Aildhood

,
Early.childho 4p.mationa trauma: --a.

specific tratm tic event '
Emotional trauma not early ChildWod-
specifici..aSpecifib traumatic :Enrc

-18:2>

o
e.1

Z7.3

.4.. 5

33.3
431,

Faulty comthunications,..faulty re-
lationshiP'patterns 9.1 31.8 44.4

Social conditions (e.g.,. poverty,
*divprce rate). 0 13 6

"

Stress,,;. tension of today'9pworld . 9.1

trait of,4andicapped
person: . <a / r

44%4.

.36.4 . 2 , e, 0
ti

Other causes
.7,74

9.1
- .- .

' '54 3

dlk
'OF ',, Note. isertkiages are based;on.numbees, Ofsubjects expreSSing.at

least ,minimal awOness of psyphological disturbance....
7 °

a

N6te. Preschool, and primary school .subjects; did, discuss-'-.
,

5:6
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Table' 7-6 -

Perceritagesof Subjects Offering. Impossible, or Highly
UnreaIi6tic'Explanitions of the Causes-of HandicapS

Causes of
Handicap Wreschooi 7!Sitimary Junidr High High School 'Adult

Blindness

Age Television, look- It-
.711Ving- at lights,. O'

.'s studying too-Mudh -

.Ngy

.30.
.

121.
A

Eye - specific;
injury

-Congenitall 0

4.8 ;*

. ,

0 .0

raI trauma.

114.3 r 9 12.5

Congenital 0 ,

Trauma to ear IV

:"717 6.7

Mental retardation
T

Birth defect
Congenital

:Other.. .;

. .

-
J4.47

. , 6 . r
'0<lc .. :

.7e
.,' INIiA'e,;:. :;iserCerit.A'aeiti .iie.:..based'Atm. 'titimliYers.-6f stlbjetcts.,e.xpretsthiLik4 0. ' 9.

. . r , -. . .

'..leat'liiiiiiiiiial awatenesgof,a.hand:idap, .. v,-.. . -. .... ..

. .
- . r.-v.; -.

.: g, ,,

.

4 : 4.02:.". ,t'''7A:..L'.?:.
" 'Ty. , ',"-;;,..,,,1'?e,!. .-,;;. i,

. rr;
G .

, p

.0

ef
l6 .B C'e

e

e s c
-

-Jos ir
'7:

- :'""1.1



t'ables_ are based On thoSe subjects `Vitib shOwed at 'feast
. '

Witeness-o the -handicap,:.,r;ather than on total number's of subjects...
. ..7. , . .

. ,..., ,..

:r,t4 .e,:'
.._ 'Preschoolers' Explanations of Causes

-if:-, -
res,

. .. t,
.

tBlindr4ess. The t)resOhool-age subjects, as a group,- offered
.explarjations of the -causes of blindness As discussed. else-

t.-

4There_ ,(tonant, & Budoff-,' 1979) ,. the -preschoolers seemed to-have
, ',--i./ _ is ,3 ;'-* very little ittereSt--in the causes of blindness, and -responded to

cpiestron's about...the causes of ,13.4...inctri-ess with little display of

ctkriOsitVand with few suggestidip.abOut why people might be
unable to see. , The .mOst frequent categOry -of explanation used

-

f
by AD.reschoolers was a Mispe-11aneOps, category of impossible or

-h *adueS. -,11qSporisQs category incIuctd, _for
r .

i*nstance'ie the;?not.,,ion that a failur ...,toi,eat one' s carrots causes
11, .1

tr/indness, .an*d e.atlideft a man became-that aan bme -411,ind loecauSe he ate
tP 7. 7

,,,tob much food. (31.1% of the4.preschaol rs.d.is-cussing blindn ess
. .,

, .
it at ',all offered explanit iOns4-,iri this :category . ) SOnt0'...131--e.schRSol.ers___ ..

., .

118;8% of th,ose discussing the ;topic) mentioned phIsicar ,trauma.
..-;------ . .. 47, ,, . 1.. -.. '- . 7 -', 4,' - 7- n, r

-,, Ltd, the bye, such, as pokes Iiil the .eye'. OccasionalC,peschoolers
''''

- Ate"nti6ned loeilsin4 .at. tx he. sun' f6.3%)..nera,1 '"traumae 'riot' Spebif,io
. v.o ' the 'eyes...46;3%) , or 'gavliika vagiie:ekPlari4ton categorized as

. is , , ,,,° ii. 1 ii ,, 7 '' ' ` . .,

P
ZS. :, . . 0r , 6

"something 1.4iiened" (6;3%) . . c. :
4"..P '

',..- -4' -it V iii -----4 , -!4 :.' a ` : ... ' ,.,' e., :0 . .. b- ...

4- ' -1, ., ,, 2 4'A

.i' 4.1 I ,,ij ',I g.E'' f li-,:ogustwhat-
44 '

prj.si:4912; SiiideVmote preschoolers
-4. .n.t . .*, ,' .. .. ..

: :, .,. .

Pit,
: d %

owed ,ae. tie&sat minitma 4.14.,Tarefietss ,.o.i",d'ea.f.ngs4. thsri :oaf. blindness ,14 ess. -

,7 A, ": . ' , A ?. ,r.',. l',.4,/ .. '. t tv, ^ /

..
,7s %... '''. ha s,;.., j,,,,,, '';' ''. ' ,:ir`d '': .!/.-- :, ' : . ,* ,'' ' 4. "..,?6,',:i',:; -; -2-''' :' I '. it --q : le I. _ '..:,.":7,0;1:-":;;' -,:7 . . 'e eXplAP ctf,i; CYP Of .Jthec4usq5,of .clea.-,f-Nego, Were of fered.r

..- i ;.- .thap.4 df, ''.'th .causes,, of iiii.n.dixtis'..' itIVipreichbOler-were-,coded as
.., -.. at "i,.. ..,-'41*.-i , -'` e , 4 '' e t . 4 -,,,. ,

.. .. ;ore . : d, . r

. - . , ... , ' '
,. ° o

. .7;4 ?, 41 41 .,74 . ..!
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. ;

mentioning any possible causes Of deafness, while one child
o

1

.
Offered a highly improbable/explanation related to trauma to the

ear- Preschoole s exhibited little interest in the causes of

,deafness, and, clea ly, had praCtically nothing to say about why

people might become d

Orthopedic hdndicaps. Once again, there was little interest

in the caUses of this handicap, and few explanations. The only

coded explanations were of the "general trauma" variety, that is,
,

trauma not specific ta the part of -the body involved in Iq ndi-

cap (e.g., "an'accident4 rather than a,specific refer
- -, v.

having' one& leg injured by a'car):. One such eXplanation Vitas;
A 1

judged to be Possible, the other not.

Other handicaps. Only one preschooler mentioned aqthinif

even marginally related to mental retardation, and none disqusse

psychological disturbances at all. The one preschooler showing

even minimal awareness o mental retardation'offered no explanations

of cause.'

Primary-Grade Subjects' Explanations of Causes

Blindness,1 In contrast to the preschboleis, the primary

grade subjects offered a comparatively wide variety of possibl

and impossible explanations of the causes of'blindness: The most

common explanation offered by priMary grade children was one

classified as "iMpossible," namely, television-related trauma

and similar explanations,, such as looking at flashlights (30.S

of primary-grade subjects offered an explanation in this cF,

193
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_ mplanation, one
4-

Only one subject.

by a rather high

:1711The explanat(

possible occurred

group, but- the gr

ably wider range

group ,o

in yl

centag

e caus

'impossible"

ategory used

lers.

assified as

in this ago

red a considert-'

Specifically/ 1

to the eyes" (e.g,t
e

reque

ole, n

tiOns tl
ed cau

said "bcfrii that

Ontioned lbokin

d' "b

choolers.

ical trauma

., the child-
.

cts (7.7%)rn blind

cause of blindned's

'with some appropriat

was, made of illness lisbmet

trauma not specific to the eyes (.-3.

sun as -if

e: a ;few (7.*

iaicatio

n or routine

explanation

ue mention

.8%), general,
,1

eous other

possible causes (7.7%).
.0:

Deafness. Unlike the preschoolers, who
,/

showed virtually no

interest-in the causes of deafness, the primary-grade subjects

sometimes-offered explanations; some were at least *Ming to

.speculate. upon the topic.
. .

The most frequently offered explanation of how people become

deaf was an impossible one. iSpecifically, 39.8% of the primary-

gradLsubjects offered sdme Scplanation'related to loud noisedD

and did so in a way thatwas judged to be highly uhlikely to

cause deafness'(e.g loud music, which can impair hearing, but

be considered a p

I

r

171
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I

only in very special circumstaRces).

A few primary-grade subjects meritioned tlia't one may be "born
. .

deaf" (15.4%). A few (11.5%) mentioned "something" unspecified

happening, and,a few (11.5%) mentioned lopauma to the ear. Finally,

one, child.mationed illness in a general way (i.e., did not name

a specific illness), while one referred to eardriim injury.

t

Qrthopedic handicaps. Primary-grade subjects' explanations

of the causes of orthopedic handicaps were both more plentiful

and more specific than those of the preschoolers. The most common

explanation was general` trauma; 21.7% of these subjects mentioned.

car accidents and other kinds of trauma in a realistic way, while

,8.7% mentioned such events in a waY that was judged highly:un-

likely to cause orthopedic handicaps. Furthermore, 17.4% mentioned

:..trauma. to specificparts of, the bady (i.e., having a leg injured

in a car accident rather than.the vague "accident"). The-"born

that way" explanation of-ered.by children in this age group faro,-

. blindness and deafness was also offered for orthopedic handicaps;

13.0% of these children gave such an explanation.

Finally, one Vague mention was made of illness, and, one

mention of a; specific illness.

Mental retardation. :-None of the .10 primary-grade children

discussing mental retardation at all offere'd 'impossible explanations

of causes. Of these 10 children, 4 mentioned that one may he

"born retarded" or "born that way"; 30% mentioned some cause

related 1-o heredity or congenital factors 'other than the vague

172
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as "Something happened to

the mind" or "brain").

"something happened to

Junior High School-Age/Subjects' Explanations of Causes

Blindness. The most common explanation of the cause-of blind-

ness offered, by junior high school -age subjects was the phrase

wiborn that way," or similar such phrases (e.g., "born ,blind"),

This explanation was offered by 61.9 % of the subjects in this age
.

group. These subjets also mentioned physical, trauma as a cause

of blindness, both general, trauma (47.6%) and trauma specific to

the eyes (47.6%) . 4Some (28.6%) subjects also referred to aw-un-

specified event happening to-the eyes (e.g:, "something happeped

to his eyes,") and (14-3%) referred to just _going blind," "some-'

thing happening" and such.

The explanations noted above were offered rather frequently.

Subjects in this age group also offered a wide variety of other

explanations of how people become blind, but did so rather in-

frequently. Specifically, 14.3% mentioned illness (unspecified);

and 14.3%, heredity or congenitar factors. Occasional subjects

mentioned the sun: 9.5% offered dooking at-the sun as a rather

routine explanation, whereas 9.5% explained that this.is a rather

. rare cause. Occasional subjects were very specific about causes: .

. 9.5% named -a Specific illness that cans cause blindness, and 4.8%

referred'to injuries inVolving,specified parts of the eye. Some

(9.5%) noted miscellaneous other causes.

References to highly improbable or unrealistic Causes Tire

uncommon:- 4.8% mentioned eye- specific injury in an improbable
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way, while 4:8414toffered:some other explanatipn judged to'be highly 41

improbable.

Deafness. The most common explanation of the' cause bf deaf-

fiess was -the *rase "born that -way" or "born deaf" Sub-

jects also mentioned ear-specific physical trauma [e.g., pokes],

(38.1%) and illness (33.3%) rather frequently. Mentioned less

frequently were the vague "something/happened to " ["some-
,

thing happened to his ears"] (19.0%) and the evdt vaguer "some-

thing happened" or "just went deaf" (14.3%). Occasional subjects

noted injury to-specified parts of theear such as the eardrum
o

(14.3%); congenital or hereditary'factO s (14.3%), non-ear-specific

trauma (9.5%), and, specific illnesses (4.8%).

Loud noises were mentioned as a cause of deafness (in a way

judged unrealistic,by 14.3% of the subjects in this age_

group. This was the/oply improbable cause of deafness named by

these subjects.

Orthopedic handicaps. By far the'most frequent explanation

of the cause of orthopedic handicaps,for the junior h

subjects was physical trauma, either general trauma 1

dent (66.7% or trauma to specifiC parts of the body ('52.4%.

These subjects also mentioned rather frequently .specific illnesses

(38.1W4Ild the idea that one is "born that Way (33.3%).

,N44 less frequently were unspecified

(9.110A; a,LN the comparatively sophist oa

spinal injury (14.3%), hereditary or congenial factors (9.5 %),

t sick "]

ferences to. back

and perfnatal events (4.8%).
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co,
None of the subjects in this age group mentioned any highly

improbable explanations of the causes of orthopedid handicaps.

Mental retardation. The common explanations of the causes.

of mental retardation were heavily organic: "born that way"

(53.4%) and references to heredity, congenital factors, and such

(23.8%). Also offered were vague explanations that "something

happens to something" [ "something goes wrong with their mind "]

(23.8%); that "something happens" or one "just gets retarded"

(8. ; references to physical trauma, either general (14.3%)

or,specific to the head (4.8%); unspecified illness of the handl-
.

capped:Pei-son (4.8%); and child abuse (4.8%)..

Finally, one subject explained that there may be a voluntary

aspect of the causation--that the observed problems may reflect

a wish, for attention or may lie motivated by some factor potentially

under the person's control. One subject in .this age group offered

a highly improbable explanation of the cause of mental retardatiOn

related to hdreditary or congenital factors. Two subjects

offered psychological or emotional causes; and two made some

ApirefeAnces of causes that might.be interpreted as cultural-
0

familial.

Psychological disturbances. The only category of ewrlanation

of psychological distUrbances occuriing,with nota le frequency

among junior high school-age subjects was a category we called

"personality trait" (e.g., moodiness, hyperactivity, withdrawal).

This kind of explanation was offered by 36.4% of the subjects in

this age group discussing material related to psychological

1.1 175
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disturbances (11subjects). Another-type of cause noted occasion- Ai

ally (by 19.,2 %) was emotional maltreatment by parents at some time,

not specifically in early-childhood.

Numerous other explanations occurred only once du'ring inter-
.

vi4Ws with subjectg in this age group.,* These were: child abuse;

the way emotions are handled; a lack of will power or effort to
T'
gain attention; ."born that way"; something unspecified occurring,

("just weht...:); disturbances in relationships with peers; parental

emotional maltreatmeni specific to early childhood; faulty Com-
.

munication with people; stress or tension; and miscellaneous other

causes.,'

,High School Students' Explanations of Causes

Blindness. The high school students provided a great variety

explanations of the causes of blindness. Three-fourths of the
P

subjects in this group mentioned physical trauma not specific to
sp.

the.eyes;, about,two-thirds mentioned that nne may rn

or "born that way";rand 54.2% mentioned eye-specific trauma. Half

mentioned heredity or congenital factors.

Many other kinds of e,Q1anatinn were yi.ven Ali wegt: "some-
,

thing happened to the eyes" (28.6%); "something happened" or "just

Went blind" (14.3%); illness, unspecified (25.0%) and specified

(37.5 %.); and perinatal events (12.5W). Mentioned infrequently

were injury specific parts of the, eye (4.2%) ; neglect [failure

to take care of the eyes] (4.2%); and psychologicAl causes [e.g.,

hysteria, whether mentioned as conversion hysteric. )r notig (4.2%).

Subjects in this group also referred to the sun: 8.3% mentioned
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.a.

looking at the sun as a, routine cause, while a4% rrtioned this.

cause in a,qUalified way., Finally, 16.7% mentionedrm
& r

llaneous
.

other causes. ., e
t

il`,..-

References to highly iMprobable causes were observe occasion-
.

ally. One subject mentioned physical, trauma unlikely to calve

blindness; one subject, to congenital factors Ainlike.ly to Cause

blindness. A surprising12.5%'reieried to television, lights,'

overuse of the eyes, _and such in unrealistic Wayq. Finally, oner

addiiional miscellaneouS unlikely explanation wasnoted.

In short, high school students provided many exPlanations

of ihe Causes of blindness,, anti, as a group; covered d wide -range

of types of explanation. WI-thin this'age group-,-one found'not
,

only many references to being-"born that way% a'd to "accidents,"

but -one also heard de eXplanatidns about heredity and dia-.,

betes, as well as refer ces to overusing one's eyes and other

,unlikely explanations,.

Deafness. The most common explanation Of the causes of

deafuess involved trauma, botpsgeneral trauma such as accidents 4'

(58.3%) and ear-specific trauma (41.7%). Subjects also mentioned .

rather; frequently (33.3%) heredity dr congenital factors. Also

rather commonwere references to unspecified illnesses. (25.0%);

explanations of being "born deaf" or; "born that way" -(25.0%); and

realistic, qualified references to.lo,dd noises (25.0 %)..
. .

Less common were references to "something happening to the

ears" (12.5%) and :'just getting deaf" or "something happening:'

(4.2%); references to eardrum injury oi-injuiy to other specifi
.,.
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,parts of ,the ear (A:7%); specific illnesses J8.3%); refere

perinatal events (4.2%); and references of volitional or a

factors (4.2%).

-Highly improbable causes were quiee infrequently.

subject mentioned a congenital oc hereditary factor in a highly

es to

ntional

improbable way, 1.4hile.'12.5% mentioned loud noises in a highly
/'.

improbable way.

i A

In short, as for .their explanations of the causes of blindness,

the high school students clearly shed a wide range of -sophisti-

cation aboutthe'causes of deafness. While some students were

very sophistiCated,' some were not'. As'a group, they provided a

gKeat variety of explanatioT some detailed and realistic, many,

vague, some highly improbable..

Orthopedic handicaps. .High'scho011students' explanations of 1
the causes of orthopedic -handicaps 'were both plentifg and detailed.

Many (82.6 %) mentioned' accidents or .other general trauma, al)d

4'
34.8% mentioned trauma to specific parts of the body'. Many (65.2%0)

named a specific illness that can't cause orthopedic handicaps. Few

(8.7%) simply mentioned illness, without specifying aft ,4bast one

illness. Also mentioned quite frequently were birth defects,

4

heredity, or congenital factOrs (43.t%);-"born that way" (30:4.% ) ;
-

and injury to the7back or spine (30-..4%).

)

Other causes were mentioned 'as-well. 1 somewhat surprising

13.0% mentioned that orthopedic handicaps rnarAhave psychological

causes. Other caUsesIioted occagionaily were perinatal events,
(,

(4.3%); physical neglect after the perinatal.period.(8.6%)iand.

k
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--,'-...causes'
,

involving volition in some way,, such as efforts to'gain

attention or to obtain secondary gain (4.3%). Only one subject

meritione* a=,highly improbable cause, one related to congenital

' factors.

- .

Mental retardation. Hi h s hool students'' 02planations of -(1

the causes of mental .retardation were he4vily.orgarlic. Over .half

MentiOned being "born thatway" (56.5%), and over half mentioned

"..._,congenital or hereditary factors (52.2 %).. All other categories

were used by :rather small numbers of subjects, and those categories

were largely related to physical causes. Specifically, 17.4%

mentioned head injury or damage to the brain; 13.0% mentioned
. ;

general PhysiCar*trauma; 8.7% mentioned, illnes's of,the handicapped
,

person; 8.7.% mentioned perinatal events; and 4.3%-mentioned (physi-

cal) child abuse. Thirteen percent mentioned psychological or

emotional causes. The only Other categories used were'the somewhat

4 vague "something happened to " (mind, brain) category'(17.4%)

and the even vaguer, "something happened" or "just got retarded"

category (8.70. mentioned some, miscel o s causes.

that were judged to be possible, and 13.0% mentioned some
go,

miscellan-

eous-causes judged to be highly improbable. Only 13:0% referred

to causes that could be interpreted as cultural-familial.

PsychologicAl.disturbances. High school students mentioned

a wide variety ctf, causes of psychological disturbances. Those

o I ,
1

noted by high percentages of students are notably psychological:

disturbances in relationships with peers (36.4%); parental emotional
5

maltreatment specific to early childhood 431.8%) and not specific

. / 4 -s,
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1

to early childhood (27.31);. the, way in' which emotions are handled
,

;11

(31.8%); and{ faulty communication patterns and relationships (31.8%) .

11

Other causes were also named: child abuse (22.7%);
;

the stress

Of today's world (18.2%); personality traits (18.2%);

2-
ditions, like poverty (13,6i); a lack of wttl power or an effort

to gain attention (13.6%); and being "born that way" J13:6%)..

Rarely noted were traumatic events,. either specific events in

childhood (4.5%) or ,events not taking Place in early childhood,' (9.1%).

Finally, 54.5% mentioned causes of psychological disturbances

not covered,by the coding scheme, coded'as "miscellaneous."

Notably absent from the high school students' explanations

are organic explanations:. none mentioned birth defects, heredity,

congenital factors, and none mentioned physical illness. As

noted, 1 .6% mentioned being,"boklithat way," but, on the whole,

explanations were heavily psychological and interpersonal,-not

organic.

Adults' Explanations of CauseS

As discussed previously, there were considerably fewer sub-

jects in'the adult group than in any other group, that is, 11

adults, and roughly twice as many subjeciots in each of-the other

groups. Consequently; data pertaining to adult responses Souid

be interpreted-With the small sample size in mind.

Blindness. The adults provided many explanations of the

causes of blindness. MOre than half of the adults offered

ations-in the following ,categories: general trauma not specific

203
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2. .

to the eyes [e.g., ady.dents], (80,0%); eye-specific trauma [e.g.,

.pokes] (60.010; congenital or heteditary factors 180.0%); and

injury to_ specific .parts of the. eye [e.g., the retinal (60.0%).
.

-Half ,tunitione(.that one may be "born blind." ReEeences- to illness
,

.

,
.

' _. were 41so quite freqUent, with '40.0i specifying at least one
...

. -. .-

particular illness, and one subject tO illness in general.-
. .

Other-categories-used by-adults were: perinatal events (30.0%); '

. .
"somthinghappened t

happened" or."5ust went, blind" (20.0%); physical neglect after

[the eyes] " (20.0%) ; "something

the perinatal period I20.0%):and looking at the sun, with an ex-

planation thhlt this is'unusual (10.0%).

Deafness. The most common adult explanation of the causes

ofsdeafness was a congepital_or hereditary factor; 81.8% gave

some explanation in this category. Other frequent explanations
6

were related to injury or accidents; 54.5% mentioned injury to.

the eardrum Or other specific parts of the ear; 45.5%, trauma

not speCific to the ear; and 18.2%, trauma to the ear.r, References

tb,illriess also occurred:. 45.5.% mentioned specific

while 45.5% mentioned /illness generally. Finally, 18.2% referred
,

to being "born deaf," and 18.2% mentioned loud noises in a quali-

fied or realistic way.

In discussing auditory impairment, some (2?.3%) also

mentioned volitional or attentional factors.

Orthopadic:handicaps., The caulses of orthopedic handicaps,

named 'frequently by' adults wereaccidents and other general

trauma (90.0% of the adults), as well as traump to specific ,parts
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of the body (45.5%); specific 'illnesses (72.21); heTedatary and-
-

congenitarfactora 1(72.21); and Injury 'to- the back Og spiin (72.2E.,
411

Other causes were ment4Oned quite infrequently: "born the., way"

J18,21); unspecified illness (9.1%); and psychological c. uses (9.1%)..

Mental retardation. All of the adults itintion birth defects,

hereditary, Or congenital factors as aOause ormental retardation.

All other causes were mentioned by comparatively few-adults: 36.41

mentioned perinatal eyents;'36.4% a,specifio illness of the handi-

capped person; 36.4%, physical,injury causing injury not specific

too the head; 18.2%, illness, withou*.mentionof a specific illness;
°

9.1%, Wirsical neglect not occurring in- the perin 1 period;.-.

9.11,,"born that way"; 9.1%, injury causing damage to the head

or brain; and: 9.11, psychological or emotional factors. Finally,.

27:31 mentioned-some other cause.

Only 36.4% made any reference to causes. that.coed in any

way be,interpreted as cultural-familial.\

. -

Psychological ,sturbances. Unlike thehigh school students,
/

e adults mentioned ofganie Causes,o psychological disturbances

,

rather frequently; 44.41-mentioned )?eing"born that way;" and

'11.1% mentioned a physical illness'of the handicapped person. At
. .. .

. . . ,

,least one adult mentioned each of the other categories of causes

-Of psychological disturbances, except fog the. category related

perionality,traits; that is, adults did not say_ that psycho-

logical disturbances are caused by moodiness,:hyperactiVity, or

'other traits. Of the remaining categories, those used rather°

frequently were': the way emotions-'are handled [e.g., repression]



r

(333%); parental emotional maltrpatment.not specific to early

childhood (33.3 %) faulty' communication patterns or relationships

(44.4%); and the stress 'Or tension of living in today's world
4

(44.4%). Less frequently rdentioned,were: a lack of will power

or effort-to gain attention (22.2%); parental emotional mal-

-treatment in early childhood (22.2%); physical child abuse (11.1%);

"something hacpened",or "just went crazy" (11.1%); "something

happened to ''.[the brain, mind], (11.1%); disturbances

in relationships with peers or friends (11.1%); emotionally trau-
.

matic events in early childhood (11.1%) or.not specifically in

early childhood (11.1%); and social conditions, such as poverty

(11.1%)../

Fantasies About Causes of Handicaps

Contagion

In designing curricula for educating children about handicaps

and in planning other educational interventions, adults have some-

times been eager to assure children that handicaps are not con-

tagious. Underlying this eagerness is the implicit assumption

that children believe or fear that handicaps are contagious. All

interviews were sieve - coded for any expression of the idea that

handicaps are contagious.

This idea was expressed by very few subjects. One high school

subject spoke about the way-in which psychological disturbances

may be trsmitted interpersonally in a waS, that Contained a hint

of a contagion idea. One adult spoke of blindness, and one junior
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high school-ge child, of blindness, deafness, and orthopedic

handicaps, as contagious. It is important to note the way in

which these 'contagion ideas.were expressed,' since ti these inter-
,

views and in pilot interviews, the idea of contagion appeared only

'in one particular way.1 Namely, the rare subjec who/Mentioned

-contagion did so in and only in the context;of a germ or disease

theory.

A good example of germ ,theQry as'a basis for :the contagion

idea-is the following excerpt from a pilot interview with a seven-
.

year-Old. The child is replying to a question about whether a blind

chid' who lives near and plays with a deaf chijd cojild ever become

de

Maybe. If the girl who was blind caught...If they
were too close' to-each other all the time...the girl who
was blind could get deaf, and the girl who was deaf could
get blind,..One would catch to be blind, the other would
catch to be deaf: The germs, when they breathe too close
to each other.

Ir
/

Thetfew subjects who mentioned contagion of physical or

sensory handicaps did so in-the context of a germ theory. The

contagion beliefs, then, were not fantasies in-the sense of ir-

rational or'sUperstitious beliefs. On the contrary, when contagion

ideas were voiced, they were present" as the result of scientific

efforts to explain causes. These subjects did not express ir-

rational fears that being around handicapped peOple,somehow

contapinates,one; rather, they gave rational explanations.

Blame

...Another fantasy that has received some attention in the

2 0



literature about pOpular beliefs concerning handicaps is the idea

that the handicapped are being punished. for some, kbnd of sin.,

This idea was, never expressed by:_he subjects ,in this study. What
.

may be interpreted as a highly attenuated form of this fantasy --

the iped of.blame--appeared Very rarely,. ,Specifically, several

high school-age subjectspaaid that people Ivey be responsible for

being blind or orthopedically haridioapped. Thisis, of'course,
.

possible (e.g., orthopedic handicapsvcaused by faulty driving).
. . * 41 '

I

T o iiligh school-.age subject6,also periled to hold psychological]j

disturbed people responsible for!theit.handicaps.. In kn., this

idea was expressed by a total f'-dnly three subjects, all high

school students, one of whom'mentioned psychological'distuibances

and orthopedic handicapS, one of whommentioned psyCholo4ical

disturbances, and one of whom mentioned blindness.

This idea that handicapped people are to blame for their

handicaps, while infrequent, is highly dramatic to encounter':

Question: How do most other people react to blind people?

Answer: It's their' fault.

Question: Sair it again?

o AnSwer: Yeah. They probably think it's that person's
fault he got blind. (ale 15)

In, cofitrast, a slightly larger number of subjects explicitly

mentioned,that people other than the handicapped person may be to
A,

Jolam& for the handicAp. (Subjects were codied as expr4sing this

idea only if they said outright that, someone is, was, or might be

at fault.) AAOtal of only seven subjects blamed people in this
0.

.
way. Four orthese seven subjects bl4p,d peopl other than the 1

185
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handicapped person for causing psychological disturbances. One

A10
those four also mentioned mental retardation. Of 1)e remaining

three, one mentioned orthopedic handicaps; two, both 'dafness and

orthopedic handicaps.
4

In short, neither the fantasy of contagion nor the blaming.

of handicapped people for handicaps appeared in the data, except

in-the specific instances noted here. A few subjects occasionally

blamed people other than the handicapped person for, causing a

handicap:
.

t

Tpolie-compares these results with other results concerning

,

,explttons of the causes of handicaps, 'then it is clear that

the cont5ion and blame ideas ake vastly outnumbered by other

.';, bekiefs about causes. This study provides no evidence to support,

assumption of curriculum designers that beliefs about con--,

1,.,,-..tation are prevalent. It does not provide any evidence that
\ .

ldren or adults often/blame .handicapped people for their handi-

, 4,e0

0ttentuated gFid, ofn, retsonable form (e.g., polio is con-
,

When any such ideas appeared, they were usually stated

ous.) It is, or course, possible that these ideas appear

ly in populations different from the one studied here.

Summary .

.
Several conclusions and general patterns emerge from this

examination of explanations of the causes 9f handicaps offered

''by subjects in different age groups.

First, young children showed little interest in the causes

. Jof handicapsand offered few explanations. Although the

186,
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preschoolers 'occasionally offered wildly fantastic ideas about

-causes (e.g., overeating asia cause of blindness), these strange

ideas were voiced in a few dramatic cases and were not typical

of the responses of the young children as a group. Rather, a

typical picture of the preschooler's explanation of causes is

one depicting a'lack of interest and few ideas.

These results are interesting mainly because there appears-

to be amidespread folk-,belief among educators that young children

-are preoccupied with speculation about how people become handicappeda,
(1

It may, in fact, be the case thdt. chi ren who encounter severely

lfand obviously physically handicapped ople do ask and wormy about

hot,' these people became handicapped. The results presented here

are not results about children's -%, statements in those situations:
....___,

The children in this studystudy ertainly , did not discuss such incidents,

nor did they avoid the topic of causes. They seemed to treat

'if questions about cause in a matter--,f-fact And unemc ul 1 way.
i,

Quite simply, they had little to say and djl not seem to be filled

with ideas they were not voicing.

At the time when children are beginning to develop concepts

of handicaps, the idea of cause seems not be be a salient component

of those concepts. Although preschoolers often discussed some-

thing about sensory or Physical handicaps, the topic of causes

was not a particular ftkprOminent,feature of their discussions.

Second, after the preschool years, subjects seemed to show-
.34

several general patterns in the development of ideas of causes.

Explanations of causes became, with increasing age, more plentiful,'
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more accurate, and-more specific. Subjects, as a grrdup, offered

increasingly wide tangemof probable 'explanations. High/y im-
*

/ .

probable responses decreased'in frequency, dlthough it should b

noted that some such responses were observed among high school

students. Most' strikingly, with' increasing age, subjects became

notably more specific. For instance, the categories reflecting

vague "something happened" or "just got "'responses were gen-
.

'orally used by few adults, while adults frequently named specific
N

,illnesses or metabolic disorders that'cause various handicaps.

Third, among the older. subjects (high school students,and
y

adults), one observes a rather heavy emphasis upon t:wo'geneial

types of explanation: explanations in firms of accidents of one

kind or another, and explanations in terms of factors.present at

birth. °These kinds of causes are for som6 handi7

-,-, for blindness, to, take one-example, such explanations occur

rather frequently, while references to perinatal,events are under-

emphasized.

Finally, subjects emphasized organic rather than c ral-

familial causes of mental retardation. Even among adults,re er-

ences to any causes, that could be in any way interpreted ds cul-

tural-familial,were uncommon in comparison with the importance

of organic causes.

Contagion and Immunity Responses to .a Story

As noted previously,"the subjects, in this study rarely-

'expressed contagion ideas spontaneously, and then, did so only

in the realistic context of 'a germ or disqase theory. Contagion
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-ideas may be prevalent in population's ()tiler than the one'used in

this study. Furthermore, contagion ideas maybe fantasies that

subjects did not express in interviews. At any rate, subjects

in this study did not express the belief that handicaps are con-
e

tagious when discussing particular handicapb.

In ogder to prol?e for ideas related to contagion without

7_,-suggesting these ideas' to children, _(i.e., to avoid sounding as

if we considered the possibility a likely one), cild subjects

were told a 'story about tWo handicapped children, a blind child

and a deaf child, then asked, "Could the blind child ever become

E

eaf,ior not?" The point of using t1T..1.s q. .--st.)n was to provide

subjects with the' opiJurtunfity to discuss contagion ideas. (Because

this question interfered with the general tone of adult interviews,

adults were not asked this questiOn.)

Responses to thequestion were coded using f9ur nominal

categories: (a) No, the blind child could- not become deaf, (b)

Yes, the blind child might, bUt contagion teas not mentioned,

,(c) Yes, it could happen, with contagion mentioned, and (d) Ex-

p'respions of uncertainty °about whether this could or could not

ti

happen.

The results of this coding are shown in Table 7 -7, which,

-presents-percentages of subjects in the preschool, primary, junior

high, and high school groups giving responses in each of these

four categories. As the high school students all perceived, -there

is one and only ones acdate answer' to this question: Yes, the

blind child could become deaf, but hot:because he "caught" the



TSble 7-7

Percentages of Subjects in each-Age Group Giving VariOus
Responses to the. Question,, "Could the Blind Child Ever Become Deaf?"

Response

Age Group

Preschool

(n =12)

Primry

(n=25)

Junior High

(n=19)

High School

(n=22)

No, could not 52.6 12.0 0

Yes, might, no
contagion

31.6 72.0 8.4
.\

100

Yes, via contagion
vF

0 5.3

Uncertain 15.8 16.0 0
w.

100.0 100:0 100.0 100.0

m
Note. BecauSe this question interfered. with. theyeneral.tone.of

adult interviews, adults were not asked thiS'questio



deafness,dibease,. Only.a single child gave a response related ,to,

contagion, a junior high student using.a reasonable disease theory.
,

The results related to the story, then,. are in keeping with ideas%
,T. . .

.subjects expresSed when discussing particular handicaps. Subjects
o

rareIy,meritioned contagion, and then only when talking about dit-

eas,2sin realistic ways.

-Indeed, the it teresting findings evident in Table 7-7 pertain

not to contagion but, rather, to ,an assumption of immunity or

mutual exclusivenebs. More than half of the preschoolers replied

44t4,. %

that the blind child could not. becopWdeaf; 12.Q% of the primary.

'group gave this. response; and one junior high student did sd.

Some children answering'the.question simply Made, flay yes-no

statements. Some, howeVet, gave explanations suggesting that

negative answers are not merely unjustified a4sertions, but. rather;
, .

A
, .
expressions, of a:belief that one handicap rules out-another: The

following are responses .to the question, "Could the blind child

ever become,deaf, ot not?"

Answer: No,. He can hear. (age 3)
,

Answer:. No, because he was blind.
Question: Could he still get to be deaf?
Answer:' (age 4),

Answer: No, 'cause, then, two handicaps,..

114

(age 4)

Answer: N N.

Is. that impossible?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Is it possible for one person to be blind and cleat?

Doesthat Sever happen?
Answer: No.
Question: Why?
Answer: Because then you couldn't hear and see.
Question: Could that ever happen?
Answer: No. (age 4)

191
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Answer: No. All of us stay our own shape. .A bus stays in
his own shape. He drives...

Question: Could, the blind child ever get to be deaf?

(n
'Answer: No, he couldn't because, the only way, if he was

ceaf, he could ake it so he could justget out of
. 1.t. And then he'can get deaf...If he shook himself,

and thin when he got/to. be deaf, he couldn't hear.
And then' he could see. (age 4)

t

In short, some, children argued that the two handicaps are

mutually exclusive: -1f one Is.blind, that is what one is, blind,

and not deaf. 'Others argued tautologilially:0 The effebt of being.

both blind anti' deaf is'tbat One can neither see.nor.hear, a.bondition

so difficult that it cannot occur. .

ti

These rftu4s.suggest that far from haiboring beliefs that

handicaps are contagious, young children may believe, in effect,

that immuni.ty to.handicaps exists. People are what they are if

they Care not deaf; then they are not deaf. That is, preschool chili"

dren seemed to think of handicaps in terms of static states rather
0

than i terms of processes potentially involving transformatio4.

Some feeling for the quality of children's responses may be gained

if one imagines one's own response to being asked whether a cat

can become a dog.

These results do not, of course, pertain to-children's beliefs

about themselves. Interviewers carefully avoided askingdirect

questions like: "Cduld you ever becom eaf?" We simply do not

it
mmknow wh her the children expressing immunity ideas about the

char' ters'in a story-would have used these same immunity ideas
.....%

about themselves.1 It seems likely that some children would have

done go. It also seems likely that had children harbored ideas

192
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r. that they themselves might "catch" handiCaps, -hese ideas would

have been voiced in response to the story, as (with one highly

qualified exception), they were not.'
f)

4

.;s
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CHAPTER 8 THE PROGNOSIS ak" HAMOtAPS

In Chapter 7, we were concerned with subjects' viewS.140f
s -

causes of handicaps. While the focus of that chapterwas

th past history of events in the lives of handicapped peopler
, P

the focus of this chapter is,
0

stbjects' ideas about the future.

Specifically, this chapter.deals with subj.,ects' beliefs about

the permanence or impermanence of handicaps, and about the lives.

of adult handicapped people

' In, discussing these results,,the familiar problem of findidj,

appropriate terminolbgy reappears.. Many terms that might b

used (e.g., the word prognosis itself, cureremediabklity, and

many others) are terms often used in relation to diseases. Wha,t

has a cure is usually a disee. As handicapped peoplellncreas-
m,

ingly stress, handicaps are not to be equated with diSeases. If

one is to avoid perpetuating didearrelated stereotypes about

handicapped people, one must,make'an effort to avoiddiSease-
,

related terminology'to talk about healthy handicapped people.#
. -N.

-a N .

On the other hand, appropriate terms are difficult to find.

Specifically, to speak of subjects as understanding the "irre-

versability" of a handicap is to use a term -that has a series of

complicated meanings within'cognitive-developmental psychology,

meanings unrelated to the idea for which a term is needed

Consequently, we have fallen back on the use ofWords like

11.

curability and optimistic prognosis. - So fdr as possible, however,

we have tried to state specifically the, exact reference of these
A

. .
terms. .Namely, prognosis refers to the probable permanence or
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impermanence of ahandicap. To speak of ah optimistic prdgnoeis

is.to refe to a view thaw - 'handicap is readily cured--that the

blind frequently or readi y become able. to see.

-
Coding Vit., f Curability / . .

'A

Interviews were .coded for each.subject's realistic, overly

pessimist-lc, or overly optimistic view of the curability of each

handicap.-.DtA the subject express a. realistic view, or diie he

or she beliewpis rhandicap to be permanent or temporary? Al-
..,,,' R'i , .f

',thougliAte codINIg of these variab s was based largely on responses,.47 ,1-. 1 .t.. ,
..

to;-cmes, ohs f': curability (e,g, "If a person is blind, can h

.

'ever-belpme Aqe to see dir not?"), coding was also based on

eeferencOs totognosis occurring in dther parts of interviews, as

whi

bilit

,
ihrnce, if a subject responded to the question about

44t.gm4i.Ould be easiest with a statement about the cura-
."4;7'''.'9?-7...t?':',10

:-.74.ah4icap,'SUcpmaterial was coded.

Prested view of curability
g

was coded as overly pessimistic
, ,_

.

-a subj ct asserted that a handicap is never curable, except in
. . .\-

instances tahen this seems actually to be-the case. A view was

"Coded-af bverlyoptimistic if a subject expressed the view that

a handicfptWalways or nearly always remediable or easily cured. .

4

For 4nstance, it was conside ed to be overly optimistic to declare

ithat blindness iscured by perations, with no appropriate *.

qualification. Similarly, it was considered ."overly pessimistic"

to assert that'Bkind.peeoplerielxqr beopme able to- see. To give

another example, it is overly optimistic to say that psychological

di8thrbaipe Can becured by talking about problems, unless one
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qua4ifies this statement. It is overly pessimistic to say that *

°Pie ,are never cured of psycholOgical disturbance. Coding was
3

t;la (gad relevant information, a subject Travided. If a
`_`` ,

sUbject, for instdnce, Ascussed several blind peopld and discussed

the istue_of whether these people would become able, to see, then'
.- . ..-

the" coding was (
judgment of the subjeat's overall-vieW, not a

2'
, . .

judgment based on any single response. When coders were in;dOubt,
. .

'thdy were instructed to code views -as realistic rather than opti-

mistic or pessimistic.

.

1
;

.

Probably because the ; degree of mental retardation, the problem

of defining retatdation, and other- factors are, complicated (and',

,becapse subjects' understdpding of retardation was sometimes very

complex and distorted),'It proved,tobe impossible to obtain

acceptable levels of interrater reliability for coding subjeets'

views of, the curability of mental retardation. Consequently,
e;?

resUlts.dre notspresented for,views of mental retardation.

Results Conqerning Views of 'Curability

8-1, 8 -2, 8 -3, and 8-4 show percentag -es bf .-subjects

. .
.

n each .age group expressing realistic, overly pepsimistic, and

overly optimistic views of the durability of blindness, deafness,
e ,

k)rt opedic handicaps, and psychological d.sturbances. (Like all

such tables in this report,. these percentages are based on subjects

who showed.at least minimal awareness of the handicap, not on

total riUmbees of subiects.) These tables lsb show the percentages

of subjects whb's ply said they did not -know .whether a handicap

was permanent or wit. (A few .sublegts", responses were unclassifiable

.r+



Table 8-1

Percentages of Subjects Expressing Certain Views of Blindness

'Views

Age Group

P school Primary Junior. High- High School Adult

Overly pessimistic - 56.3 46.2 0 12.5 20.0

Realistic 0 16.4 57.1 50.0 70.0

Overly optimistic r 31,3 - . 23.1 38.1 37.5

Don't know 6-3 15.4 0 0 10.0.

.

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects e4ressing at
least minimal a areness of blindness.

Table 8-2

Percentages of Subjects Expressingertain Views of Deafness

Views

Overly pessimistic,

Realistic

Overly optimistic

Don't know

,Age Group

Preschool
/

Primary Junior High High School Adult

28.6 't 24.1 14.3 17.4 0

0 7.7 28.6 90.0

42.0 30.8 33.3 26.1 10.0

28.6 30.8 19.0 .13.0 0

Note.,: Percentages are based on numbers of subjects expressing at
least7EIRimal awareness of deafness.

!*,

0
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&ble 8-3

Percentages of Subjepts Expressing Cer ain Views

of Orthopedic Handicaps

Views

Age Group

Preschbol Primary Junior High High School Adule,e's

Overly pessimistic 55.6 8.7 0 4..8 0 .

Realistic 0 '8.7 '55.6 33.3 81:8%.*:

Overly Optimistic 11.1 52.2 38.9 61:9 18.2 ':

Don't know :33.3 30.4. 0 0 0

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects expressing at,
leapt minimal awareness of orthopedichandicaps.

a.

Table 8-4

Percentages of Subjects Expressing Certain Views.

of. Psychological Disturbance

Age'GrOup -MP
.Views Preschool, Primary Junior. High High Schoo 'Adult

Overly pessimistic 37.5 5.0 0

Realistic 25.0 40.0 55.6

Overly Optimistic 25.0 5.0 44.4

Note., Percentages are based. on numbers of subjects expressing at
least minimal awareness of psychological disturbance.
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Preschoolers gave either overly optimistic or,overly pessi-
%,

mistic views of the curability of handicaps they<discussed, or

said they did not plow whether handicaps last. Primary grade
-31

children occasionally presentedrealistic views of curability.

Junior high, high school, Wtadult subjects expressed realistic

views frequently regarding the curability of each handicap. The

_percentages of subjects expressing realistic views of the curability

of each handicap generally increased with age.

For the-sensory handicaps, this pattern of increasing frequency

of realistic views.is the predominant result. For views of ortho-

pedic handicaps, the results show another pattern. Namely, both

primary grade, junior high, and high school subjects frequently

expressed overly optimistic views of the curability of orthopedic

handicaps. As noted previously, the overoptimism of primary grade

subjects seems to stem from a confusion between geriuine orthopedic

handicaps and temporary conditions: It was sometimes difficult

to tell whether children in that age group really made the dis-

tinction between injury, (e.g., broken legs), and orthopediC

handicaps. Clearly, however, the overoptimism of the junior high

and high school, subjects cannot be explained away ii this fashion.

What, then, is the explanation for the observed Overoptimism

of adolescent subjects about orthopedic handicaps, an overoptimism

sometimes observed for other handicaps as well? The results of

this study do not provide a causal explanation.of this finding.

Thre are several possible explanations. First, one might inter-

pret this overoptimism as an adolescent trait or as a residue of

222
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.earlier-donfusions between orthopedic handicaps and temporary
. 110

inlyries. It seems doubtful, howevei, that such a residue of the

assiiilation of ideas of orthopedic handicaps to ideas of broken

legs could persist T4ithout some strong environmental suppc=t.
o

Second,, then, environmental factors could be involved. Specifi-

cally, one might blame television's unrealistic depiction of
/

miracle curet. The interviews certainlysuggest that television

watching may be one factor in promoting overoptimism. Subjects
34P

frequently mentioned draMatic episodes from television shows,

but did so with regard to handicaps, other than orthopedic ones,

as well.as for orthopedic handicaps. Environmental factors other

than television might be involved as well. For instance, parental

explanations of orthopedic handicaps may involve softened, overly

optimistic views of curability. It seems unlikely, however, that

the 'high school subjects were exposed only to distorted views of

the curability of orthopedic handicaps presented by parents.

This question of the source of 'overoptimism about cure

arises again when one examines results pertaining to psychological

disturbances. Specifically, both high school subjects and adults

were quite frequently overly optimistic about, the curability of

psychological disturbances. While one might hunt for arguments

to the effect that adolescent qualities affect the high school

suhject's views of the curability of handicaps, this explanation

in terms of age-group traits Obviously will not work for adults'

views of psychological disturbances; nor may one argue that adults

are somehow protected from realities by well-meaning adults.

223
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In short, results pertaining to views of the curability of

handicaps aA complex. Adults Ifiere".oftenrealistic abit the
..%

curability of blindnesso deafness, and orthopedic handicaps, and

fairly overly optimistic about curing psychological ti.7-

)111

turbances. When subjects in any age group were noCrealistic,

they were optimistic rather than pipsimistic in any cases. De-

partures from a realistic point of view tended to be in the
,

direction of optimism rather than pessimism, especially for older

subjects.

Curing Handicaps and Adapting to Handicaps

A person's view of how readily or frequently curable a handl.-

capis does not exhattt his concept of the prognosis of a handicap.

This concept also may include a distinction between the outright

cure of a handicap and adaptation to the handicap. For, instance,

a subject might respond.to questions about whether handicapped

people stay handicapped by asserting that they do remain
i

handi-

capped, but respond to treatment, learn to live with the handicap,

or otherwise deal with'the handicap.

Interviews were coded for any distinction between cure and
A

adaptation for each of the fiyethandicaps. This coding was per -

'formed very broadly; any statement hinting at such a distinction

was taken as evidence that the subject made the distinction.

Results 4 y

Table 8-5 shows the percentages of-subjects in each age group
f ,

discussing each handicap who made the distinction between cure of
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the handicap and adaptation to it.
,

,Two patterns emerge from this table. First, with regard' to

handicaps, it is clear that subjects seldom made this distinction

when talking about blindness. They sometimes made the distinction

when talking about deafness and about-orthopedic.handicaps. They

applied the distinction quite often to mental retardation and to

,.psychological disturbances.

Second, with regard to age, adults used this distinction in

their discussion much more frequently than did younger subjects.

Preschoolers never voiced the distinction, primary grade children

very Seldom, junior high and high school subjects fairly frequently;

and adults, frequently. The adult pattern of frequent mention of

this distinction for mental retardation and psychological'dis-

turbances (in contrast to other handicaps) is not observable in

the younger subjects: Althot4h high school subjects sometimes

applied the distinction to

less often than did adults.

mental retardation, they did so much

Furthermore, only 9.l of the high

school subjects applied the ditstin6tion to psychological disturb-,

ances, while 66.7% of the adults did so.

Roughly speaking, then, drawing the distinction between curing

a handicap and adapting to it seems to be a hallmark of an adult

discussion of handicaps other than blindness.

Lives cef Adult Handicapped People

One aspect of a person's concept of the prognosis of a handicap(

is his or her view of how a handiCap affects the way adult
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Table 8-5

Percentages Of Subjects Diitinguishing Between

Cure Of. And Adaptation To Each Handicap

Handicap
Age Group

Prescflbol Primary Junior High High School

Blindness .0 0 9.5 4.2

Dea ness 0 3.8) 33.3 16.7

0r opedid handicap 0 0 23.8 13.0

Mental retardation 0 A 28.6 30.4

Piychologicalt
disturbance - 0 9.1

Adult

10.0

45.5

45.5

72.7

66.7

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects expressing at.
awarenesstof a handicap.

s.
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handicapped people lead their lives. Does a subject. envision
-

people with a handicap as totally immobilized; Ifving and'working

like other people; living in sheltered workshops; or as leading

their lives in some other way that makes them like or unlike ribn-

handicapped people?

In attempting to investigate this question, 'we in4uded

the'interview schedule a ques 'bout whether people with a

handicap are likely to marry and have children.N.This particular

question was usedmainly because many subjects in this study were
ou r

young children. To,many of these children4 a general question

(e.g., "What do vdtan-up blind people do?") would have been quite

Imgless and difficult to ansrer.3 In contrast, these children

were able to think about and respond to the concrete .topics of

marriage'and cEil4en; these were familiar and meaningful questions",

even to young children.

tie would like to emphasize, pA.tly in response to questions

that have been raised in the course of conducting study, that

the inclusion of these questions about marriage and children is

not intended to he a political statement. The questions were not

intended to suggest that establishing a nuclear family it an

index of one's successful adaptation to life._ We also "did not

intend to suggest that handicapped people are more or less likely
/

than other people to marry and-have children. Our clinical im-

pression during interviewing was that the questions did not raise

doul)ts in subjects' minds about the possibility that handicapped

I'peo le marry and have.children. Rather, subjects seemed simply
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to respond to the questioni; they did not seem to think we were

suggesting any particular responses. -.Nevertheless the reader who

considers these questions polititcally'objectionabledr suggestive

ocl responses is advised to take careful note that these-questions

. ,,,'
were asked, and to weigh the results of the study accordingly.

Coding of Responses

The coding of responses to queitions about marriage and
-4-

dren was3dichotomous. Subjects were coded as-saying"(a)-that handi-

capped people do marry, can marry, might marry, maybe do, and so

forth, or (b) that'handicapped people do not marry, probably do

not, "I don't think so," and such. That is, positive, slightly

positive,,and neutral (e.g., "maybe") responses were grouped to-

gether, while negative and somewhat negative responses were grouped

- together.. Flat statements like "I don't know" were coded separately,t

and uncodable responses were treated as missing data.

Results

The results presented in Tables 8 -6 and 8-7 show rprcentages

of subjects who said that handicapped people may, can,, might, or

do marry and have children. Omitted'from the arta presented 'are

subjects who simply replied "I don't know" to questions about

marriage and children, as well as subjects who did,not discuss

-handicaps, for whom data were missing, and so forth.

These results show that adults and older subjects often said

thdt handicapped people were as likely to marry and to have children

as anyone ease. High school subjects sometimes expressed the

belief that, psychologically disturbed people were less likely to
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Percentages of Subjects Asserting That

* Handicapped People, Ace Likely to Marry

Handicap,
Age Group

Preschool 'Primary Junior Uc h High School Adult

Blindness 57.1 76.9 95.0. 95.5 100.0

Deafness 72.7 1/492.9 100.0 94.7 90.0

Orthopedic handicap 36.4. 77.8 95.0 100.0 90.0

Mental retardation 100.0 93.3 92.9 80.0

Psychological
disturbance

11, 11, 66.17 100.0

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects expressing at
least-iirilmal awareness of each handicap.

Note. Percentages are based only on subjects who gave codable re-
sponses-omitted are subjects replying "I don't know" t9 questions,
subjects not discussing the handicap, and so forth.

Table 8-7

Percentages of Subjects Asserting That Handicapped
t

People Can, Do, May, Might Haye Children

f7Handicap
Age Group

PiesdhOol Primary Junior High High Schdol Adult

Blindness 27.3 90.0 100.0 93.3 90.0

Deafness 30.0 76:0 . 94.4 100.0 100.0

Orthopedic handicap 41.7 75.0 89.5 90.0 87.5

Mental retardation 87:5 92.3 91.7 , 90.0

Psychological
disturbance

a 75.0 100.0

Note. Percentages
omitteMe subjects who
discussing the handicap,

are based on subjects who gave codable responses--
said "I'don't knoW" to questions, subjects not
and so forth.

aData were available only for a very small number of subjects.
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marry than were other people, and were less likely to have children.

Overall, the only group frequently4xpressin4 the idea that

any handicapped people probably-do not marry and halm. chttdren was

the preschool. group. These results al:At preschoolers should not

ibq interpreted as eviden6e of a generally negative attitude toward
- /

handicapped people. Rathee,H.preschoolers band primary grade children

sometimes mentioned practical, concrete impediments that could

make it difficult for handicapped people to marry. These impedi-

ments were presented in a highly matter-of-fact, straightforward

way. A5 total of four preschoolers and three primary grade children

mentioned some kind of concrete impediment to the wedding ceremony

that would make it difficult for a handicapped person to marry.

For instance:

Question: Can blind people get married or not?

Answer: I, don't think they can, because they can't see
where, hovthto get to their marriage. (age-4)

PreschoOlers sometimes based responses to these questions on single

observations. For instance, having once seen a blind pe7bn without

a probable spouse nearby, the child might/conclude that blind
0.1

people are not married. clearly, these respqnses about whether

or not handic'apped people marry and have children do not, reflect

anything. negative about the children's attitudes toward handicapped

people; rather, these respon s reflect general cognitive character-

istics of the children.
7

In summaryr if subjects viewed handicapped adults as differirig

from other adults, these views of difference were not reflected

in responses-to question about marriage and children. Clearly,
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older subjects did"not expr s expectations that handicapped

people are excludedZrom these institutions.

The Right to-Marry.

Most older subjects expressed the view that handicapped people

may marry and have children. To observe that marriage and child
b
'rearing occur is not, however, necessarily to say that marriage A.

and child-rearing should occuf. Indeed, the topic of the right of

handicapped people,'especidlly mentally retarded people, to marry

and to have children hat sometimes been a controversial one.

Interviews were coded for, any expressions of.doubt as to the

right of any handicapped people to marry and to have Children. No
0

preschoolers, primary grade children,,or junior high students ex-

pressed such doilbtt'about any handicapped people. In the high

school group, one subject expressed such doubt with regard to deaf 411

4 -

people and mentally retarded people. Among' the'adults, two.of the

.

11 expressed doubts concerning mentally retarded people, and one
1

concerning mentally retarded people and psychologically disturbed

4 people.

This dotibt as to,the right of handicapped pedplelko participate

in the institutions of marriage and chil&.rearing, then, seems
1.1

to be a mainly adult concern, although not a frequent one.

Practical Concerns About Children

. Somewhat more frequent than an expression of doubt about

right of handiCapped people t* marry and to have children was a_

expression of concern that handicapped peoplemight be unable to

card for children properly. Some subjects expressed a concern
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OW,t'blind.peofilewicilld not be able to take care of children be-
,

cause they would not pe- able.to see what the-children were doing:

A total of 12 subjects expressed.some such practical concern

-about handicppped people having children. Seven of-these.subjects

mentioned these concerns in relation to blindness. Older subjects

mentioned this.concern more than did young subjects; one preichooler,

no prImary4Orade children, two junior high school students, five
: . .

high school students, and four of the eleven adults raised this
1

.,issue:- /

11-

4.This kind of concern was shown by only one Subject, a junior

high student,student, in relation to mental retardation. That is,' when

44p.-raCtical concerns were mentioned, they rarely involved a concern,

about the ability of mentally retardedloeople to take care of chil-

Aren. 4imila *
rly, no subjects mentioned any such concern about

psrdt6Togically disturbeil people having children. Rather, subjects,

when they raised this issue, talked about the sensory or physical
.

apility.of handicapped people to monitor thy behavior of children.

and to be Able-phisically to respond to the children's needs.
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CHAPTER44: CONCEPTS OF. CURE., INTERVENTION, AND ADAPTATION

:75

Results presented- sdjter have shown, in general, that.. Sub-
tty

jects often discussed handicaps as less than absolutely permanent.-:

SubjeCts, that is, discuwed numerous ways to& cure handicaps,

to ameliorate handicapping conditions, and to facilitate adapta-

tion tb handicapping conditions.'-'Since'subjectspresented

handicaps as remediable..or othorwise subject to .amelioration,
\°

gone may now ask how subjects suggestedlintervention might occur.

What cures were mentioned? Whatkinds of devrCes coping, with ,

handicaps d'd subjects mention? What kinds of adaptation did

they des ribe?
.

For the sake of clarity, results concerning, suggested cures

and coping mechanisms are presented separately, (a) for the

sensory-handiCaps and Orthopedib handicaps,. .(b) for mental' re-

tardation, and (c) for psychological disturbances:

Sensory and Orthopedic,Handicaps

Coping Devices.

Intervipws viere coded-for references to various concrete'

devices that help people to cope. with 'blindness, deafness, and

orthopedic handicaps. A subject was coded as, referring to such

a device whether or not the-subject use -the correct term for

the ice. For instance, a young chid w#s coded as referring

to sign language if he pr she saidtal

or otherwise .'described a coping MechanisM..

g with yourAlands

.in asking questions

A



about orthopedic handicaps, interviewers themselves referred

to crutches and wheelchairs:. this reference-was necessary in

order to help children understand the topic the interviewer wanted

to discuss. Since interviewers used,these words, references to
4

crutches and to wheelchairs were not coded.

Table 9-1 shows the percentages of subjects in each age,

group discussing handicaps at all who, mentioned various kinds of

,coping devices used by blind, deaf, and orthopedically handicapped

people, A

Preschoolers sometimes referred to the use of canes by blind

people, and to the,use of canes, walkers, or motorized wheel- -

chairs by orthopedically handicapped people. They referred to

sign language fairly frecitilitly'; 27.8% of the preschoolers dis

cussing material even vaguely related to deafness referred to

sign language. Preschoolers did not mention guide dogs, Braille,

hearing aids, or other - devices for dealing with these handicaps.

In ctrast, the primaFy grade subjects. as a group referred,

at least occasionally, to devices imall the categories coded.

Sign language as mentioned rather frequently, by 30.7% of the

primary grade subjects.

Junior high subjects and high school subjects, overall,

mentioned deviges in all categorie's quite frequently. Again,

sign language stands'out as what one might call a "popular"

device; 66.6% of the junior high students and 83.4% of the high

school students mentioned sign-language. Also notable in the

table is- a sharp increase between the pritary'.4rde and the
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Table 9-1

Percentages of Subjects Mentioning Various Appropriate

Coping Deviceslor Sensory'and Orthopedic Handicaps.

Age Group

Preschool primary Junior High High School Adult

Blindness

Canes 12.5' 23.0 23.8 41.7 76.0

Dogs 0 11.5 28.6 33.4 40.0

Braille 0 3.8 23.8 33.3 40.0

Other 0 15.4 42.9 33.3 40.0

Deafness

Sign language 27. 30.7 66.6 83.4 54.6

,Hearing aids 0 15.3 47.6 54.2 72.8

Other 11.5 52.4 87.5 81.8

Orthodpedic handicaps

Canes, walkers,
motorized wheel-
chairs

23.1 8.7 19.0 8.7 45.5

Other 8.7 23.8 73.9 72.7

Note. Percentages are baied on numbers 'of subjects in each group
expressing at least minimal awareness of each 'handicap notion total
numbers.Of subjects.
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junior highgroups in the percentages' of subjects who mentioned

"other" devices for cOping:with'handicaps. That is, by junior

high, students mentioned a variety of specialized; sometimes

esoteric devices for dealing with handicaps:' lights that allow

deaf parents to "see" the baby crying, and so forth.

Adults, overall, mentioned devices in all categories quite

frequently. The main difference observable between adults and,

the older groups of-students is that the "popularity" of sign '

language declines somewhat relative to other devices. That is,

adults mentioned sign lariqage less frequently than deid junior

high and high school students, but mentioned various:other

devices more often than did the students. In,particular, the

adult group emphasized hearing aids.

The tabulated data do not reflect an important quality of

discussions of coping de' Specifically, interviets were

impreSsed by the interest su_Jjects displ4ed in sign lahgyage,

Braille, -'special devices to facilitate locomotion for ortho-

pedica'lly

.

... .

handidapped people, and other coping devices. It seems

clear wfien one talks with Children, inparticular,'that interest

in and nthl4siasm about devices like these far exceeds childkerOs

access 'tp infOrmation about other potentially interesting de-"

es fol coping with hafidicaps.

Sensory and Psychological Adapation,

While some devices for coping with handicaps are concrete

gadgets, special systems of communications, and other highly
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visible mechanisms of adaptation, other coping devices are

sensory and psychological. Forqinstance, the adaptation to

blindness involves the development of one's abilitTto attend

to auditory and other sensory cues and also involves psycho-

logical adaptation.

interviews were coded for references to these kinds of

special sensory addptations and for. references to psychological

adaptation. For "discussions of blindne'ss and of deafness,

interviews were coded for references to the aevelopment or use

of senses other than the one involved in the handicap (e.g..,

blind people learn to attend to auditory cues, have to listen

for cars). Discussions of deafness were also coded, separately,

for references to the use of sensitivity to vibrations. Dis-

cussions of blindness, deafness, and orthopedic handicaps were

coded for ferences to psychological adaptation to the handicap.

Poi ing purposes, "psychological" adaptation was defined very

broadly. "Psychological" adaptation involved a reference to any

process of learning to live with a handicap other than a,con-

crete, physical adjustment a,prOsthetic device, sign

language).

Results: Sensory Adaptation. Table 9-2 shows the percent-

f subjects discussing ea handicap who mentioned the use

of other senses to(facilitate adaptation to blindnesi and to

deafness. This table also shows the percentage of- subjects in

each group who mentioned that deaf people can make use of sens

ivity to vibrations. ,

2140
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Table 9 -I

Percentages'of Subjects in Eact Group Mentioning

Sensory Adaptation to, the Handicap

Handicap

Age Group

Preschook Primary Junior High High School Adult

,.Blindness

Use of other senses 0 23.1 28.6 45.9 40.0

Deafness

Use of other senses

Sensitiv'ity to
vibrations

0 11.5 9.5 12.5 45.5

0 4.8 20.8 4 27.3

Note. Pei.centages are baded on numbers of subjects in each group

expressing at least minimal awareness of each haAdicap, not on total

numbers of subjects.

Table 9-3

Percentages of SUbjects in Each Group Mentioning

Psychological Adaptation to the'Handicap

Handicap

Age Group

Preschool Primary Junior High High Schcaol Adult

Blindness 0 9.5 54:2 90.0

Deafness 0 0 9.5 25.0 63.6

Orthopedic handicap 0 38.1 65.2 72.7

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects in each group

expressing at least minimal awareness of each handicaP, not on totato

numbers of subjects.
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This table shows that preschoolers'did not mention sensory

adaptations, although, as the data presented previously show,

preschoolers did mention concrete devices for adapting to handi-

caps. From the 'priltary grade upward, references to sensory,

adaptation show a general increase in frequency.

Results: Psychological Adaptation. Table 9-3 shows per-
t.

centages of subjects in each age group who mentioned any kind-of

psychological adaptation to blindness, deafness, and orthopedic:

handicaps (for subjects discussing each handicap at all). Even.

more than data concerning references to sensory adaptation, the;e

data present a picture of marked increase in frequency With age.

Preschoolers and primary-grade'children made no references to

psychological adaptation, even though "psychological" adaptation

was defined very broadly., 'In contrast, junior high students

sometimes-meritibned such adaptation, and did so considerably

_mike frequentry-wiaiegard to orthopedic handicaps than with

regard to blindness or deafness. A considerably higher percent-
-it.

age of h' sChool than junior high students referred., to psycho-

logical adaptati n to each "of these handilk

referred to such adaptation veryfrequently.

A clear statement of the idea of psychological adaptation

Plnally, ,adults

fappearsin the fok;]9wing: w.N..

What do you,think it would be like to have trouble-
-walkisng?

I think it. would be more psychologically disad-
vantaged,.because you can do everything everyone
else can but you might be.slower and you're
definitely different so it's more psychological.

Question:

Answer:
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Summary

And if you can get over that, it's hard, you
, might not be accepted as easily. So, if you

can swallow your pride, learn to accept yourself
how you are and then people will learn to accept
you, and so you'll be fine after that. It's
psychological.- I think. (age 17)

A clear developtental picture emerges from the data presented

concerning references to various coping and adaptational devices.

,When preschoolers discussed ways to cope with handicaps, they

discussed concrete, perceptually salient devices: ign.language,

canes, and such. Primary grade children mentioned those devices,

and other concrete devices as well. Some primary grade children

also entioned the use of other senses to compensate for a handi-
,

cap. They did dot, however, refers to psychological adaptation.,

Junior high school students mentioned not only a variety of

concrete devices and the use of other senses, but some referred

to psychological adaptation, too. High schAl students, as a

group, referred to concrete 4evices, sensory compensation, and

psychologiCal adaptation fJ'irly often. The development of an

understanding of adaptation to handitaaps, however, appears not

to reach, an endpoint,in the high schoOl years. Adults, like

high school students, mentioned concrete coping devices quite

often; mentioned sensory compensatiop even more than did high

school students; and mentioned psychological adaptation very

frequently.

In short, concepts of how one learns to live with a handicap

seem to show 'a general trend from an understanding of the

217
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concr to and external, to an understanding of the practical-use

of sen ory info vmation,*to an understanding of inner, psycho-

logica adaptation. The data suggest that an understanding of

adapta ion begins as concrete and prdgical, and with age, becomes

I

abstract and experiential.

Cure and Intervention/

DiScussions of cures and intervention focused on three basic

es of cure or intervention: (a) references to appropriate
A I '

med calintervention, (b) vague references to "just getting

. better," ,"becoming abler walk again," and such, and (c)-refer-

ences to imPossible cures and treatments, some of wh.;.± .!re

medical, some of which were not.

Coding. In accordance with the gen( co, Lny stem, used

in this study, reference's were claSsified as "impossible," "highly

unrealist ," and;such only when the subject described an out-

right impossibility or an extremely unlikely event. For instance,

the idea that if the noise of fie engines can make one deaf,

then listening to fire engines might restore hearing is classified
r.

as unrealistic. On the othershand, vague nonexplanations of

spontaneods recovery were coded and are reported as-such; the

statement that people can "just get better" is vague, but is

not treated as impossible.

Interrater reliability for the coding of some cure and inter-

vention variables for orthopedic handicaps was unacceptably low;.
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consequently, no data are reporld pertaining to,subjects'
111

°mention of Orthopedically 1.1ndicapped people "just getting better"

kor for references to impossible cures for or opedic handicaps.

Appropriate medical int- vention Table 9-4 shows percentages.

of 5,)jects each age group who mention appkopriate medical

intervention for blindness, deafness, and orthopedic handicaps.

These references were not necessarily sophisticated descriptiNis

of corneal transplants and such; rather, they were references to

;seeing doctors who might Wable to help, and other such refer

ences, as well as technical descriptions. Clearly, older subjects

referred to appropriate .cdical .ni-,qrventlon more often than

did youn,.: iilidecti- euLthermore, for junior high, high scho li.

)and adult groups, fewer subjects referred to medical intervention

for deafness than for blindhess or for orthopedic handicaps.

In interpreting this result, oie is reminded, once again, of

the apparent importance of television as a source of information

about handicaps? the recovery of sight and the recovery of the ,

ability to walk seem to be" events more commonly and dramatically

presented in-popular entertainment than is the acquisition of

hearing. It may be that the older, subjects' relative neglect

of the topic of medical intervention and cure in relation to

deafness reflects television's emphasis.

Just getting better. Table 9-5 shows the percentages of

subjects in each group who described blind people and 'deaf people

as "just gettinig over it," or otherwise as recovering spontaneously.

While not markedly common in any age group, this kind of vague

24
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Table'9-4

Percentages of Subjects Mentioning Appropriate Medical. Intervention

For Blindness, Deafness, And Orthopedic Ha dicaps1

Age Group

Handicap Preschool Primary Junior High High School Adult

Blindness 0 7.7 76.2 58.3 50.0

Deafness 10.5 19.2
44,

25.0 i 36.4

I

Orthopedic handicap 7.7 26.1 28.6 30.4 54.5

Note. Percentages' are based on numbers of subjects in each groUp

expressing at least minimal awareness of each handicap, not on total
numbers of subjects.

Table 9 -5

Percentages of Subjects Stating That People

ust Get Over" Blindness and,Deatness

Age Group
Handicdp a Preschool Primary Junior High High School Adult

.ndness: 0 3.8 19.0 29.2 ( 0

beafness, 3.8 4.8 16-7' 0

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects in each group
expressing at least minimal awareness of each handicap, not on total
numbers of subjects.'
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nonexplanation was given by primary-grade, junior high, and

high school students. Preschoolers and adults dick not offer

such vague descriptions,

ImpossiOle cures and intervention. Table 9-6 shows the

percentages of .,subjects in each group who mentioned impossible_

medical intervention for blindness,deafness, and orthopedic

handicaps; and the percentages of subjects who, mentioned other

impossible cures for blindness and, for deafness.

References to these impossible cures were not frequent,

/except in one instance: 31.3% of the preschoolers discussing

blindness at all mentioned some impossible nonmedical treatment

Or cure (e.g., eating carrots). The.important point'emerging

from these data is not that older subjects seldom referred to

iffipassibl cures; one would expect subjects to become more.

realistic;with.age. Rather, the interesting point emerging from

these data is that references to imPodsible cures were obderved,

,although rather infreqUently, even among junior high schobl'and

high school-age subjects. These results are'partitularly notable

when one recalls the Population studied: subjects were from

middle-glass suburbs,' and were, in general, a group of brighte

articulate people. .

Mental Retardation
t!'

Discussions of mental, retardation were examined f r reference

to a variety of topics related to thd treatment of mentally

retarded people and their adaptation to their handicap. Results
.

are p nted in,Table-9( 7.
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Table 9-6'

Percentages of Subjects Mentioning Impossible Medical Intervention"

'And CUres For Blindness, Deafness, and Orthopedic Handicaps ,

4 Preschool Primary

Impossible medical

6.3

5.3

7.7

0

intervention
,

Blindness

Deafness

OrthopedT6
handicap"

7.7 13.0

Other miscellaneous
impossible cure

Blindness 31.3 7.7

Deafness 15,13 11.5

Age Grotip

Junior High High School Adult

,
.

0

:

0

..

0 0

0 0

o 0

0' , 20.9,

9.5 4 2

.

. :.' .

-1 7- Note. Percentages are based.on numbers of subjects 11).each4group

expresSing at least minimal awareness of each"handicap,'not on total

numbers of subjects. .
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Table 9-7
/

Percentages.-of Subjects Mentioning Various Topics

Related, ito.' Adaptation to Mental Retardation

4

Institutions, resi-
dences, hquses

n4, Age Group

4.0

Appropriate medical
intervention

Impossible medical
Intervention

10.0

1
915

!Miraculous recovery 0 4.8

. Coping techniques,
adaptational efforts

38.1

Psychological
''adaptation

0 19.0

lj

Preschool Primary Junior High- School .Zult
F

"13.0

56.5

.o ,

36. 4.

8.7 27.34

72.7

17.4.. 72.7

III

Pe*'sentages are based onAnumbers of, subjects in each group
0

expressing at least minimal awareness of each handicap, not on total_ 0

numbers of subjects.

a.
,t

4# °
4
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Although the topic-.of institutions for the mentally retarded,

residdnce's, 41a1X-.way -hOuses, and
y -

_

gin Tiewapaperio televihion shows,.

such is nmentioned rather ofte..

etc. few sublects referred to

.these, institutions. While 36..4% of the adults did so, bnly i3%°

of .the high school

did__ so. Clearly, in disCuesing mental r*tardailkon subjects
;, .

did .not focus on mentally retarded people' in institutions. It

students and 4.8%:.of the junior
-

high students

`was clear in discussions,. that institutionalization was not a
salient feature of, concepts of mental retardation.

.
"Rather; in discussigig ways tto cope with mental retardation,

subjects noted a wide ilariety of coping effortstutoring, special

help, and other adaptational efforts that di; 'not involve special
institutions., There seems to be a great discrepancy bet;ren the

subjects' depiction of- coping. with mental retardation and the

4, reality of, inittrtionalization.
-.

Reterences to piychological adralkion to merital .retardation,

occurred occasionally in the junior high -school group (19.0%) and

high school group (17.4%) but were ccimmon among the adults .(72.°7%) .

References to appropriate medical intervention occurred

rather.' inirequently, and then, main2.y in older subjebtsi for

instance,. subjects referred to° PKU. Only one subject in the,

three ',youngest groups' referred to appropriate medical intervention..

This subject,:"in 'fact; did so in a rather itriking, way:

that mothe4. do

peration could

'

He said

not like their children .to be retarded; if an

cure retardation, mothers would. have

for their retarded children; the mothers of retarded

he knew had.. not; thtrefore,

procured it-

Caiildren

there is -no such operation.
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Interviws were codedifor.refekences,to-impOssible remedies

and mtradulous. recoveries,' as well as:for realistic: references
-

.
.,-

. to medical!dianterven ction. Such referenes occurred rarely, and
e

iir , : . .

then,-onW among students in-the junior high School-age group:

%--of those subjects mentioned impossible medical intervention,

b

miraculous_recovery.

Psychological Disturbances

Interviews were examined:for reverences to various ways to

,cope with psychological disturbances qnfor various descriptions

of how sucif.distUrbances may be treated or mired.' Table 98

shows .ehe perCentages gf,subjects in the junior high, high school,
t

and adult groups mentioning each of_thesefactors.

As,was .caseyith regard to mental retardation, few *

'subjects mentioned institutionaliiation, half -way houses, or other
4

residential-treattents. Only .a few adult's mentioned such insti-
,

,

tutions, and no- other subjects did so. So far as subjects ex.:t

pressed their concepts of.psychological disturbances:in these
. ..

i nt enri. ew s, institutionalization was not a prominent feature of,

*111Concepts of psychological disturbance.

4 In contrast, high percentages of subjects explicitly mentioned

pbychotherapy, whether by that. name.or not. Even in the junior

-high group, 27.3%-referred to therapy, while ,52.2% of the high

school students and'70%.of the adults did so. That is, when

discUssin* treatment for,psychological diStur1 bances,'subjects

were much More apt to discuss therapy than to discuss institutions.

.Interviews were examined for references ,to various factors

225
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e.

Table 9-8

Percentages of Subjects

Cures, Ada-ptations Related o P-y

nt

Age Oro

ventionb,

sturbancep

.Pieschool primary J9nibr Hi h High Scho61 Adult.

Institutions

PSychotherapy

Interpersonal milieu
cures

Concrete environ4
Mental chan0 cures

Insight cures

Surgery,, shock,
insulin coma

Drugs

4 "Just get better"

. Other_cures.

Psychological
adaptation

0 20.0

27.§' 52.2 70.0

.18.2 45.5 22s2

OEM 9.1 22.2

o 22.7 = 22.2

0 10.0

6.
50.0

11.1

22 2

7.7

Note.. .Percentages are based on

expressing at least minimal awareness

numbers of subjects.
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that may -mad to-ameliorotion or cure of p gical disturb-

antes: What,particular eventsNor intervention within therapy

rnot, did subjects mention?
- -.-fi

The only particular factois_mentioned with high frequency

by ,subjects in any group were as follows: Half of the adults

mentioned, psychoactive drug'. Nearly half of the high school

students mentioned factors in the interpersonal milieu (e.g.,

better communication with people, improving relationships with.

people). All other actors were mentioned by 22.7%. or fewer of

the subjects in a group.

o

The junior high school students seldom referred to these

interventions. The only ones mentioned by that group as a whole

were the interpersonal milieu ), °concrete environmental

changes (9..1 % drugs (9.1%) and vague medical intervention

[e.g., see atiloctor] , (9.1%).

High school stUdents mentioned interpersonal milieu 'factors
, .

frequentlir.:(.45'.5%). References to insight,as a mechanism of

cure also occurred in the high' school group (22.7%). Finally,

9.1% mentioned concAte environmental°changes.

Adults, in contrast, mentioned a wide variety of factors:

drugs (50.0%)'; the interpersonal milieu (212.2%)0,concrete en-

vironmental changes (22.2%); insight (22.2%); psychosurgery,
iV"

electroshock,÷insulin coma (10.0%); "just getting better" (11.1%);

and miscellaneous other interventions (22.2%).

Psychological Adaptations

As is the'case for discussions of other handicaps as well,
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1

%

references to psychoioglral adaptatiOn to psychological disturb=

ances were a characteristically adult feature of interviee.

Mbile'66.7% of the adult's referred to "learnin4 to live with
. I

or to some other_kinds of psychological adaptation; none of the

younger subjects aid so.

Summary

The results concerning discussions of cures, interventions,

and adaptations involving psychological disturbance should be

compared with results concerning.subjects' views of,the prognosis

',of psychological disturbances. Specifically, although high school

student's and adults were overwhelmingly realistic or optimistic

about the poltibilities of treating or curing, pSychological

disturbances, their descriptions of how such intervention or cured
e

might be accomplished were not partiddlarly detdiled. That is,

ata present

That

the a picture compatible with the intuitive im-

on one formed during interviewing: While subjects were

Confidentthat psychological disturbances were treatable, they

were vague about how psychological change might be, effected.

Although they referred to therapy, they did not often spell out

how therapy might be expected to work.

228
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CHAPTER 10. IMAGES OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE ANr AFFECT EXPRESSED
.

TOWARD THEM

In .discussing expressions of attitudes toward. handicapped

people, this report departs considerably from traditional ap- .

proache's to the topic. Specifically, these attitudes are not

treated as belonging on a positive-to-negative continuum. ,Rather,'

they are deicribed ty means of a number of nominal variables.

The reason a positive-to-negative continuum is avoided is

twofold. First, empiiicallk, the attitudes expressed-by subjects

toward handicapped p ople simply did not seem to fit on such a

.continuum. People expressed discrete stances, some of which were
4

not clearly'one or the'other.
/

1? r . 7

Second, it is not clear what a "positi;.4 attitude toward

handicapped people" is,, at least in the context of these interview

, ,data. "Negative attitudes" are easier to define and, to recognize

than are positive attitudes; a.sublect who expresses disgust.

0 about handicapped people or who speaks, in a patronizing way

expresses a negative attitude.' In contrast, comparable expres-

sions of positive sentiments are not necessarily agreeable to

handicapped people. or instance, to use an extreme and ficticious

sample, "All blind people are wonderful" is not to positive

attitudes, what "All blind people are horrible" is to negative'

attitudes.. Specifically, the categorization implicit in the

phrase "all blina people..." is offensive, even when the ideas

expressed about "all blind people" are pleasant ones.
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The #mpressidn One gains from the interviews themselves

is that, to some extent 'the most positive attitude one hears
lb" .

is no global attitude at alit 'A matter-of-fact, attitude-free
.. -

approach seems, to be more "positive" than any.glopal statement

of warm feelings. A second "positive" attitude might be called

"identification." That is, it seems, genuinely,positive to speak
t.

from the viewpoint of people who are hand appe

This repOrt, then, focuses an expressions of negative t,

attitudes'(e.g., disgust) and on expressions-of certain other

attitudes that are not " positive" in the traditional sense'of

the term. Rather, these are expressions of feelings of identi-

'fication with handicapped people,reflections on one's own leac-
,

Vohs, aid such:

,Disgust or Revulsion .

pie literature has sometimes repdrted expressions of dis-

gust or revulsion for handicapped people. FFor instance, Eng

11978) describes children's "ugh" reactiOns_to the Boston Chil-

dren's Museum's introductory Curriculum material on physical

disabilities.

Intervieigs were examined for any expressions of strong

"ugh" reactions, digglfst, or.revulsion toward people with any

kind of handicap. These results are not, of course, comparable

with those of Eilgel 0.978) orwith other reports of reactions

to face-to-face contact or pictures. Rather, they are based

on discussions taking place without handicapped people present.

and without concrete materials.
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Few cubjects di3played t ese strong negative reactions.

These were as follows: Two igh school students expressed such

reitions tow d orthopedi ally handicapped people.' One adult

expressed such a reaction t blind-people; one adult, toward_

mentally retarded people; and one adult, toward orthopedically,

handicapped and toward psychologically disturbed people.

.In short, strong negative feelings toward handicapped people

were rarely expressed, and never expteSsed bychildren ysunger

than high lophool age;

Expressions of Fear and Pity. ,

Unfortunately, interrater agreement was' unacceptably low'
,

1for, the coding of expressions of fear and of pity toward deaf

people and orthopedically handicapped people. The results pre-'
: -

sentedAin this section, then, peftain only to blind people,

mentally retarded people, and, psychologically disturbed people.

cl()
liable 10-1 shows the percentages of subjects in each group

at least minimally aware of these handicaps who expressed fear

of people with thesehandicaps and 10-2, those who expressed Pity.

Expressions of fear were not observed in interviews with
7

preschoolers and primary grade children. Only one junior high

_subject expressed fear (of taind people). Of the high school

students, 29-.2% expressed.fear of blind people, 17.4% of psycho-,

logically disturbed peolile, 4.3 (n=1) of mentally retarded:-

people. Adidts, in contrast, expressed fear-rather often: 55.5%,

of psychologicay disturbed people, 36.4%, of blind people,

and 18.2% ofentally retarded people.
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Table 10-1

Percentages of Subjects.Expressing Fear of Blind, Mentally Retarded,

and Psychologicallypisturbea,People 11,

Age Group
Handicapped
Group Preschool' Primary .Junior High High School Adult

V

Blind /people .

P. '0 4.8
tl

29.2 136.4

.

Mentally retarded 0

people
4.3 18.2

Psychologically
disturbed people A

0 17.4

c

5,.5

Note.' Percentages are based on numbers of subjects injeach au
group expressing at least minimal awareness of a handic p not on total

numbers of subjects.

Table 10-2

Percentages of Subjects.Expressing Ptty for Blind, MenItally Retarde4,
. P (

and Psychologically Di2g`turbedPeople

Handicapped
Group

Age Group

Preschool Prim Junior High High School 'Adult

Blind people 0' 3.8 23.8 25.0 54.6

Mentally rektardedt
people

10,0 14.3 8.7 18.2

Psychologically 0 22.2
disturb people

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects in each age

group exRressing at least minimal awareness of a handicap not on, total.'
numbers of subjects; P
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Expressions of pity were. somewhat more frequent among the
41,

younger children than were expressions of fear, although they

were still quite rare,,.. No preschoolers expressed'pity foi the

blind. One pfimary grade child expresged pity for blind people,

one for mentally retarded people. -Junior high and high school

subjects sometimes expressed pity for blind people, and less,

frequently for mentallyretarded people. They did not express

pity for.psychologically handicapped.people. Expresgions of

pity for blind people were fairly common among the adults. (54.6%),

while pity for the mentally retarded and the psychologically
I

disturbed was expressed less frequently.

Both fear and pity are evident in the following:

Question: What do other people think about blind: people?

Answer: Most people look at a- blind person and I think
they feel sorry for him...They don'thave some-f
thing we do--at leSst that's how I feel- -they
can't-see everything. People say, o'Oh, that's
green." If a.. persOn has been- blind all their life,
t el, don't know even what that is. I think I

e' or 'less feeLsorry for Other people
might just think they're a problem, in the way,
not as good as I am,.can't seer Especially born
blind and also if I turned blind that would be
very Ward because I'm so used to seeing my way
with my'eYesight so much.. If I was ever blind
Wight now- it would be yery,very difficult. I
would probably pity myself at first-and somehow
get through it. It'd )e tough. I'm really fear-
ful of people that are blind. (age 17.)

Condescension

Expressions of condescension are somewhat different from
. .

expressions of pity. Rather than feeling sorry for people with

a handicap, the subject who condescends orSpatrbnizes speaks of

2334.
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handicapped people almost as 'fthey were less than full human

\albeings. The subject 'stalks down" when he talks about these .people.

s.

.Interrater agreement'was sufficient to permit examtpation

of-thp.datavfor expressions of condescending attitudes toward

orthopedically handicapped, mentally retarded, and psychologically

`disturbed people. Table 10-3 shows the percerqages'of subjects

in each group discussing each handicap who spoke in a conde-
c---

scending or patronizing way., Such attikudes'were.uncommdn in

subjects younger than the.high school students. These attitudes

were fairly common only in' .one instance: adult discussions of

mental retardation. They were observed less frequently when

adults talked about orthopedically handicapped people and psycho--

logically disturbed people, and when high school students dis---;

cussed orthopedically handicapped people.

Awkward Discomfort

Anatrtude of "awkward discomfort," for the purpose of_othis

study, is one of unease, embarrassment% and uncertainty about

what to do. Mile at, first glance, one might term this attitude

"negative," it actually refers to expressions of the subject's

feelings about himself or herself, rather than to feelings about

=handicapped people,

Table 10-4 shows the pereentage of ubjects in each group -

0
who_eXpressed such awkward discomfort in relation to people With

each of the five handicaps. (Percentages throughout this report'

are based on subjects in a group who discussed a handicap at all,

not total numbers of subjects.)
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Table 10-3

Percentages of Subjects Expressing Condescending

OV.Patronizing Attitudes-
.

1-

'Handicap

sAge GroupS
_

khOreSchool Primary JUnior High High SchOol Adult.
v

' Orthopedic

Mental retardation

9.5 26.1 18.2

'a
0 4.8 4.3 45.5

Psychological
disturbance

0 ;8.7 22.2

lk -*

Note. Percentages ale based on'humbers:of sul?jects 4n each. age

. group expressing.at least-minimal awareness of a handicap, riot on fotAl

nUmbers of subjects. /-

4 v.,

Table 10-4

Percentages of Subjects Describing Awkward Discomfort in Relation,

To Handicapped People .;

Handicapped
Group

Age Group
a

Preschool Primary Junior High High School Adult

Blind
0

'14.3 16.7 54.5

Deaf 12.5 r .18.2

Orthopedically
handicapped 0 0 18.2A+'

Mentally, retarded 9.5 8.7 27.3

psychologically
disturbed 0 4.3 55.6

,Note. PercentagiLre based onJnumbers of 'subjccts in each age

group expressing at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not on total

numbers of subjects.
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_ .

-`These unce#tain feelings were first observed in the junior
r4A , .

high age group; 14.3% of those subjects expressed sildh-feelings

in relation to blind geoPle, 9.5t in lelation to Alerifaily. re=,

tarded pe

this

42.5
s;?..

disturbdd p

ple.- Iiighechool-ptudentsafso occasi6Al1y expressed:-
. # ..

in relation to-blind'pegple-(16:7%); deaf people. _ ;,-

1Vitrarded peOple (8.7%); and. psychologically
. -

ple (4-.3%).* Adults, in.contrait, expressed this

attitude frequently when discussing blind peorile ana psycho- .

.

.2!.

logically disturbed people; lesspfrequently when discussing
. ,

people with other-handidaps. '- i

-0
-

.

. In shert;14e der subjeCtswere more 00t than younger .SiibjOtti:
.

to describeJli express feelings of not,knowing what to do, un-

certainty, aWkWaidness, and such. In general, blind.people seem

somewhat more apt than other handicapped people tp,arousethese

feelings-,' although adults also-rep-orte this attitude in relation

to psychologically disturbed people. -

Cynicism '

A seance that.might be described aithe oPlipsite of pity

is cynicism. Specifically, a "cynical" attitude, for the pur-

ose of-.this report, refers to expressions pf the idea tjlat

handicapped people "use the handicap" to gain `special fOor,:

to manipulate Other people, and for other such purposes:

"-This attitude was observed in junior high subjects when

diScussing orthopedic handicaps (23.8%)' and mental retardation

(9.5%). It was expressed by high school-age subjects wilen dis -.
.. -,

cuaking psychological disturbances\(13.0%). It was expressed
...s.
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k.by: adultsaaulis discussmg-b14ndness (18.2%), (X8.2%) , and
O yam_

.

0@ychological'ilsturbances' (33.314. ' J
' 6

As these resulti show,'the PreschoOl ancLprimirp-glade ..
. c ,,..

children ;did not eiscuss hidden motives or goalivilatife behavior.

1.
, A

Thesql kinds. of psYchologlcal, interpre,tationt- of be nOtord emerged;

only in the junior high group, and then, mainly in reAtibn to.'

-.-tr orthopedic handicaps The high school students' and adults'

reierencestto "using, the haieicap" and such may be interpreted

not so.much as cynical attitudes per.se, as descriptions of

"secondary gain."

logical. behaviors

That, it, psychologias describe some patfia-
s

as mdtivated Or reinforced by their outcomes

or effects on other people. Consequently, this "cynigal" atti-

tude i71 regard to psychologicalldisturbanCes differs from the-
.

same kine t__;_ toward otherhandicips in that professionals

expiess the sameattitude.

The Handicapped as Harmful
.

f

of the many stereotyped images of handiCapped people prb-

rsented on television and in film, the depicti4on of villains as

in some way ,fiandicapped is perhaps the most obviously offensive.
6

This image'of handicapped pedple asharmful c pdtentially harm-
. 0 at

ful cannot beblamed upon ,the current entertainment industry,

since the stereotype is an age-old one. 'Furthermore, the theme .

is not specific to any handicap; it emerges in r4Ittifon to the
,

.five kinds of handicaps that,are the f of-this study, and

An relation to other handicaps (e.g., epilepsy)* as well.

lInterviews were examined for expressions of the idea that
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0,

t '
.

.

pet:Tie with any handicap (.$) are harmful or potentially ha ,rmful -NI,
..,

i..,

The results are shorn in Table'''.10 -5. No preschoolers or primary

grade children suggested that.any handicapped-people are harmful
,

or potentially so. In contrast, 28.6% of the junior high Students,
Yr '

30.4% of the higliSehd81 students, and 81.'9% of the,adults did so.

Roughly two-thirds of the subjects mentioning that- hadidapped.
4

people are harmful or potentially,so didiso in relatiobo psycho-

logical disturbances. (Several'of these subjects mentioned other
0. .

handicaps as well.) .Of the five-handicaps that are the focus of

this study, pgychological disturbance is. the only one that actu-
.,

A
ally does, in some cases, involve harmful behavior. Descriptions

of psychologically disturbed people as harmful or potentially

so may reflect reality; although, clearly, many kinds of psycho-

logical disturbance do not involve,any potential harm to other

'people. These resultg seem to reflect such a realistic perception,

rather than a stereotyping of all psychologically disturbed

people as dangerous.

Expressiong of the idea that people with other handicaps

are harmful or.potentially so, do, however, 'seem to indicate,

some stereotyping. The picture that emerges from results is one

in which this stereotyping emerges rather late in developmA,

not until after the primary grade years.

Among the junior high subjects, expressions of the idea

were related mainly to mental retardation: ,19.0% (n=4) of the

junior high subjects raised the theme that mentally retarded

people may be harmful to' others. "'4Amorig junior high and ciper-
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Table:10-5
%

Percentages of Subj,ects Who Said Or Suggested That

Handicapped People -Are' Harmful,or'PotentiallY Harmful

Handicapped
Group

Age Group.

Preschool Primary Junior High HighSchool Adult

Blind 0 0 0 0 9.1

Deaf 0 4.8 18.2

.Mentally retarded 19.0 0 0

Pschologically
disturbed 0 4.8 21.7° .45.5

Blind and psycho-
logically disturbed 0 0 8.7 0

Mentally retarded and
psychologically
disturbed

0 0, 9.1

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects in each age

gro*expressing. at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not on total

numbers of subjects.

'0
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,subjects,'' however, the theme 'was: not con4ned.to,discussions'Of

'psychologic41 'disturbance and mental retardation; it was raised,

although rarely, in relation to all.the handip\aps,excle.ortho

pedi6 handicaps.' That is,. subjects did not-convey the image of

villains as physically handibSpped that sometimes appears in

television shows and films.

In summary, the belief that'handicapped peop.Le are harmful

was stated by older subjects (junior high, high school, and

adult subjects), not by.younger subjects. It was raided mainly

in accurate fashion; acting out disorders may, inzfact, involve

danger to people. It was not, howeVer, confined Lt., kiqychological

disturbances. Few subjects raised.the theme in relation to

handicaps other than psychological disturbance, and none did so

in relation to orthopedic handicaps.

These results show that this theme is not a frequent one.

It is noteworthy, however, mhen Dne considers the nature of the

population of this study. In a, group'of bright, well-educated

subjects, it is surprising%to discover the emergence of this

theme at all.

The following excerpt illustrates the'idea that blind people

are harmful, although the subject clearly.rejects this idea.

The subject is responding to a 'question how her peers'igould react

to -a blind girl:

Answers She'd be looked at different, and even though
people would try to help her, a lot of people
mould be-afraid of her, you know that she was
gonna do something or hurt them in some way, event,
though she,wouldn't, they'd ' kind of keep away
from her.

O
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The Handicapped as. Dependent or Needing Help
,..

-0
'One ilhage of handic pped people.prevalent in television

.

shows and the media is an image of hanaiCapped 'people as highly

dependent. In general this theme of helplessness, dependency,

non-self-sufficiency is' part of. the depictionlof harylicapped

people as "nonpersons," which Leonard (1978) describes as char-

acterizin4 television portrayals.

Interviews were coded for two kinds of references to this

theme: (a) descriptions of handicapped people as needing a

great deal of help (not specialized help, such as needing to

learn Braille) and (b) descriptions of handicapped people as very

dependent.. For both variables, only references to interpersonal
.

help or dependency were coded. Descriptions of dependency of

objects were not included (e.g.,'not dependency on wheelchairs,

Braille). Interrater reliability was acceptable for discussions

of these issues regarding blindness, orthopedic handicaps,

mental retardation, and psychological' disturbances, but not,

deafness.

Tables 10-6 and 10-7,show percentages of subjects in each

) ..

age group raising helping and dependency themes in relation

to each'of these four handicaps. In most instances, these themes

were mentioned by considerably'higher proportions of adults than

of younger subjects. This difference is particularly striking

for dependency theMes.

The helping theme: .Further results. Subjects raised themes

of helping not only'in discussions of separate kinds of .handicaps,
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Table 10-6

Percentages Of Subjects Raising the Theme That

Handicapped People Need A Great Deal of Help

Handicap

Age, Group

Preschool - ,.Primary Juni* High. High School
,;;?*

,

Adult

Blindness 0 11.5, 23.8 37..5 60.0

Deafness
4.

1

Orthopedic handicap 15.4 13.0 .28.6 34.7 27.3

Mental retardation 0 l0t0 14.3 17.4 45.5

Psychological
disturbance

18.2 30.4- 44.4

Note. Percentages are based on numbersof subjects in each age

group expressing at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not on total

numbers of subjects.

Table 10-7

Percentages Of Subjects Raising The Theme That

Handicapped People Are Dependent

Handicap -

Age Group

Preschool Primary Junior High High School Adult

Blindness 3.8 19.1 16.6 40.0

Deafness

Orthopedic handicap. 7.7 8.6 14.3 8.6 45.5

Mental retardation 0 10.0 28.6 4.3 63.7

Psychological
disturbance

0 9.1 8.7 33.3

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects in each age

gro-up expiessing at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not on total:'

numbers of subjects.
2E; -\\N
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1

but irf discussing chakacter described in a brief story as well.

-.lig% story described two c ldren -who live next door to one an-

other. One chi4d is /blind, the other deaf. The subjects were

asked whether the children go to the same school
t
and play together.

They were prompted to discuss what the children might do together

',Pend what t might be hard fO'them to do. (Results pertaining

to some aspects'of responses to the story ere presented else-
, 4

where,in this rep9rt.)

In responding to thifs story,' rather high percen ages of

reitiark0 that the childrah could help or benefit one

another. Some of these responses were concrete and practical

(e.g., they could see and hear for each other). Others were

abstract (e.g., theymotild make one another .feel secure).- This

idea that the children would 'help or-benefit one another was

`mentioned by one preschooler; 15.4% of the primary-grade subjects;

'57.1% Of. the junior high subjects;, 36.4i of the high school
,

subjects; and 36.4% of,the adults.
44

These results seem ty/Confirm the impression created by

results concerning: discussions of specific handicaps. In this

story context, as_ well as in focused discuegi0x,,is of particular
0*.

handicaps, the helping theme was quite' popular..

The reader should note that in the story context, these

references to "helping" were made in a way that often overrides

the facts of the story. Specifically, it is, in fact, difficult

for c.7. blind and a,deaf child to help one another unless they

can communicate' in some-way. The "help" must be communicated'
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only by means of touching. The happy notion that one can see,

one can hear, so they can see and hear for ,each other is possible

only under.the special circumstance that the children share a

system of communication. Very few subjects noted the extreme ,

difficulty the children would have in communication.

Emotionality
a

Psychological disturbances may, of course, be defined partly

in terms of affective ch4acteristics of people (e.g.; flat

affect/ hyperemotionality, depression). To mention differences

between emotionally,disturbed people and other people in

emotionLty, then, is.realistic and appropriate.

Subjects also discussed the emotional characteristics of

4
people with other kinds Of'handicaps. 'In parti cular, subjects

sr

sometimes seemed to portray handicapped poeple as generally more

emotional than other people; more emotionally fragile; more

likely to have their feelings hurt; arid, in 4eneral,,more vul-

nerable to affective states than other people.

Since -this characterization seemed an important?one f om

subjects- ' viewpoint, interviews w5re coded for references o,

;
these,kinds of characteristics. Interrater reliability to

the cod''' of this variable was acceptablp for blindness, mental

retardation, and psychological disturbances:

Table 10-8 shows the percentage of subjects in each age

group disCussin5 each of theSe Wee handicaps who portrayed

"blind people,NJmentallx retarded people, and psycho4gically



disturbed. people as more emotional than others, more intuch

with 'feeling states,' and such.

Not surprisingly, high percentages of adults ana high school

students characterized psychologically distUrbed people in this
A

. 4 way, while about one-third of the junior high subjects did so.

r1/

The characterization of affective agpects of psychological dis-

turbances in this particular way'is somewhat appropriate. Sub-
.

el\ jects also made this kind of characterization of mentally retarded

/' people fairly often. (High school students seldom did so.),

While not.a perfectly appropriate characterization, these refer-

ences might be interpreted in some ways as references to problems

related to adaptive behavior in mentally retarded people.
t

"Results pertaining to characterizations of blind people,

however, seem to indicate a sterotype or inaccurate belief::
b.

Specifically, 81.8% of the adults, 41.7% of the high school group,
,

and of the junior high group expressed the that blind,

people are more emotional, more in touch with feelings, and so

forth, than'are other people. This description was even voiced '

by a few of the yOuler children.

In short, the image of blind eople as more emotional than

other people was a common idea iscussionswith-adults. It

was also quite common in discussions with junior high ax high

school subjects'. This popular theme seems to be Connected-to,

several' images of blindness described in the literature. One

uch 'theme is' the idea that blj.na people are more innerrdirected
,

4

and spiritual than.are,othg.r. people (Monbeck,.1973). There,
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Table 10-8
, -

Percentages Of Sultects Expressing The Idea That Handicapped

People Are More Emotional Than Are Other People

Age Group

Preschool Primary Junj.or High High School Adult

Blindness 4.8 7.7
a

33.3 41.7 81.6

Deafness'

Orthopedic handicap
WW1

Mental retardation 0 40.0 52.4 13.0 45.5

6Psy i1 ological
disturbance

36.4 8619 81.8

Note.. Percentages are based on numbers ofisubjects in .each group

expressing at least minimal awareness of each handicap, not.oh total

numbers of subjects.

%lb

a
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seems to be a belief that since blind people cannot look outward,

they look inward. Anoher related ideals the notion that blind

people tend to have a greatet ability to understand others than

do sighted people. For instance, in Lukoff-aod. Whiteman's

(1963) high school sample, high percentages of resporidents ex-

pred/greement with the statements that blind people: have

greater ability to understand other people's suffering (77%);

that blind people_tend to be more understanding than sighted

people (77%); and that blind,peopke/ -terid to- get a more accurate

first-impression of others than do most people (71%).

The results presented here suggest that the stereotype of

blind people may involve an image of blind people not only as

interpersonally sensitive, but more generally, as emotionally

sensitive.

The idea that blind people are srisitiNie in ty. might
- i hiS

,
way.

Nals6 be interpreted in relation to yet another stereotype: th
\e

-.,

image of handicapped people as.children or as child-like. As

Leonard (1 eports, televiSion pOrtrayals of handicapped

people sho disproportionately, high ercentages of handicapped

children; a handicapped character is apt to be a handicapped

4 child rather than an adult, and is also apt to be shown in some

state or role appropr te to children. The idea-of 'emotionality,

then, might be connected to an underlying image of the blind

person as a child or child-like person.

Strons, Negative. Attitudes

Until this point; the focuS of'the examination of att tudes

f 7'
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.

toward handicapped people has been on ditcrete stances, images,

and feelings rather than on "negative attitude ". as th8 term

is usua'ly used. As noted_previouSly, however, "negAilve atti-
.

tudes," unlike positive-attitIdeS, seem ep:have.a reality beyond

that created by means of attitude scales. In partidulare certain

variables used in this study seem to reflect%strong negative

attitudes: Expressions of feelings of disgust about handicapped

people, for instance, would be almost universally interpreted as

evidence. of negative attitudes,,as would statements to the effect

that mentilly retarded people are not fully human beings.a.

It is possible, then, to ask whether 'subjects expressed "or

did not express negat104( attitudes, like these. How frequent
1

were such attitudes? Did Males and fem lesdiffer in the fre-

OCquency with which they expressed such attitudes? Do the data

suggest the developmental course of such negative attitudes?
4

.

4

Interviews-swere coded for a variety of expressions of fairly

strong negative attitiudes toward handicapped people. Ihterrater

agreement was sufficiently high to allow the examinationtof .

only some variables reflecting these attitudes. The variables

reflecting the negative attitudes used in this,examination are

as follows: (a) expressions of acceptance or approvai of ridicule

or teasing of blind peAe, deaf peOple, mentally retarded, and

psycholdtcally diSturbed people;. (b) statements that mentall

retarded "people are not human beings; (c) expressions of negative
4

feelings about mentally retarded people, orthopedically handicapped

people,, and, psychologically disturbed people;and (d) expressions,,

4110
of,disgust'for peoPld with'a4 handicap.

271124s
1'
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These variables reflect 'a CalloUS attitude-It6wardthe feel-

ings of handidapped.people; the discussion of mentally retarded

people as it they were not people; and expressions of negative

feelin4s toward handicapped.,,people.. Not included in this exami-

nation ',ire variables related to mild or attenuated negative

attitudes pity,or condescension); and variables related

to stereotypes.

Results

Of the 103 subjects in this study, 29.1% expressed one or,

more of these negative attitudes.. Only one preschooler-did sof

4V..
and ,none of.the,primary grade children did so. In contrast, 47.6%

-t,

of the junior high subj- ects, 45.8% of the high 'school subjects,'

and 72.7% of the adults did so. _That is, only a sing14 child ilt.\ . .

singl4
. ...

in the two youngest groups expfessed.ariTof thesle hegative at-

titudes;about half arf thg adolescentS expressed one,or more;

while about three fourths of the adults expressed one ormore

' of these negative stptements.

The reader will note, of course, that the younger subjects

were considerably less likely than the older subjects to express

4awareness that some handicaps._ exist at all. Is the frequency,

of negative attitudes among older subjects,"then simply a

function- of awareness of mental retardation.and sychOlogicar
f.'

disturbances? This appears-not to be the case, since younger

subjects' did not express these attitude 5,14piitthose haridlcaps.

ofiwhich.they were clearly awere,, yet older subjeCts did express
*

negative .attitudes related to those handicdps.' FOr-instance,.-
I
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.

,13 preschoolers 23 primary. grade subjects exPressed awareness
, .

of orthopedid handicaps', 'yet_only'I of these subdeces.expreAed ''',

.;,

.
%

negative feelings aboutorthOpedically,h e:andicapped, peopl In
, . .7 .-

` 1 . . , . ,-

-contrast, 19$ of the. junior high.gubjects,.131-of the 'high school
., : , , .;

students, and,45.5% (pi' the. adults did' so. ,;-

46Ir Irl,t4 sample as a,Whole, almOst identical percentages -of'.
.,

.

males and feMales expressed one or more of these negative atti-

tudes: 29.8% of the males, 28-6i of the females: The only age

group Within which notable sex differences occurred in'the

expression of these negative attitudes was the junior,highgrOuP;
1.

junior high 'males were more apt than females to expreSthese'

attitudes (66.7% and'33.3%, resp&tively). Thesegpercentages,
1*.

however, are based on relatively small samples- Consequently,

this result is merely suggestive.

Besides examining data on whether or not subjects expressed
, .

any of these attitudes, one may also examine the number of these,

attitudes a subject expressed. How many of these negative
,

attitudes did subjects express? Of t116' 30 subjects.expresging.

4;)

any of the attitudesi.exactly half expresSed,only1one

those cOded;9'subjects'expressed 2;74 subjects;. 3= 'Subject,

5; and one subjetrt, 6. .The picture adrging from these'' results
,

is one of relatively isolated expressions of theSe attitudes,,

-not. Zioicttkre of general prejudice Furthermore, as is genet-

sally the'clase for-these data, rko sex differences were evident
/

.

iA expreSsions of more than one Of _these negative

similar proportions Q,f,males,and females.exhibited , 3, :and
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more of these strong negative attitudes.

Subjects, then, sometimes expressed strongly negative spnti-

mens about handicapPed people, exhibited callousness about the

ridicule of handicapped people,, or otherwise' showed clearly a

-
:,negative attitudeS, Overall,-male and female subjects.ere.

equally likely toexpiesS' such attitudes, although there is some

;Suggestion that junior, high males are more aptto express such
4

4attith todes thAn females. In ntrast to sex, age is clearly

related to''theexpression ofsuch attitudes: preschool and
\ ,

primary grade.9hildren practically never tone subjectl expresaed

suchattitudes, while older subjects did-so fairly often (roughly

half of.the adolescent's, three - fourths of the small adult sample).

Identification

,An.increasingly,-p,opular termOin political organizations

for handicapped
!

' ,s

"temporarily able-bodied," This-term indicates handicapped

people?s'awareneS's of the extent to, which the nonhandicapped
.

often.seem to'regard themselves as distinct and (permanently)

diffeent.from-handicappedpeople.:. In this report, "identifica-

tion"tion mig,t, be called the opposite attitude. That _is, subject6
. tra

might.4be said to identify themselves- With the ,handicapped if

they iddicate'asense ofIleing handicapped themselves, being on

'the-sidb of handicapped people, and such.
.

8evetfpl Variables, wereused- in thistudy thl.t are related
. ,

o this,. kind of identification. First, interviews were codd
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.:,..
.

for-references to expectations of'becoming handicapped, experi-
0 ,

ences handicnearly becomingnof apped, and such. Second, irit'ef=1

views were coded for
.

expressions of adVocacy: speaking for the

handicapped; arguing from the viewpoint of the handicapped;, ancrily,

such .

Only twcf-subjects in the high school group'or younger

deqpribed any expectation of becoming..handicapped or experience
<4,Z7

of nearly becoming ndicapped; One high school student had had

an experience relate , lindness, while .one junior-high student
.

, ...

had had a long hosPitalization fot a chronic illness. In contrast,

46 of the 11 ,dults described these s of experiencet. Adultd

inentioned every handIcap except men ta retardation. As noted

elsewhere, 8 of.the 11 adults 2 of the 23 high school students,

and no other subjects also expressed the belief that-in some

me are-all psychologicalli disturbed.

I is important not to interpret these results solelyas

cognitive-develop tal difference 'Two points should be. noted.

//---Fitdt, Peple 4-longs, they dc, in fact, have various
a

experiences of illneis, accidents, and such.": Reality is such

that an adult it mo'ke,likely than a child to have hhdi a closec,
A

brush with;somethandicapping'conditiohand tothave'had the ex-
, -

peCtatdion of"becominghanclicappedin some. way.

Second,:the handicapd:themselVes actually differ;in

that are relhted tb feJlings of identification. For instance
V

while 'it is, in soriteclaays; appropriate to, say ,tilat:We ire, all

psychologically 4dturbed., it is not true that we, ate all 1ind,
.

V



AN,

deaf orthoped cally handicapped,or mentally retarded:- One

may feel identiiied with those who have these.latteiandicaps.

'One may see metaphorical wayss,in which. we all have these handicapi.

Nevertheless, we do not all have the'se handicaps. 'In short, both

the fact that adults have lived longer'than,have chilgun, and

the realities of different handicaps, should be noted,-

Adults, then, have a higher probability than dochildren of

having had some personal experience related to a handicap. In

addition, some hdndicapS:are more-likely than others to be

within or related to people's-experiences; people are pore likely

to experience some kind of psycholbgical,probleth than._ ex-'

perience blindness. Ibis Unclear, however, whether these

alities accountfor the large diffserences,inqhe dath in the

extent to which adults e*wessed a sense oflpeing, in some way,

psyChologieally .distutbed, and in reports of experiences related

to n4ica0s. 1.40is not clear whether the di'fferences with age

in ort's of experiences aye a function of the adults' tendency°

to be 'aware of experienCes or to import expeeir es as related.

to handicap

..' . .

Advocacy.. .Unforttnately, interrater reliability for' the

coding of expression of advdcacy (speaking. as hn advocate for

handicapped people) was acCeptable' only for';3al related to
..

If
;,

mental retardation and psychologicalfdisturba4ces., For bOth 40-f

these handicwi, percentages'of subjeats who SpOke as adVocates

for the handicapped in-Creased with'itcreasep in gge. With'regard
1 . po . y.

to ment4retardatioq, 10.0%'of phesprimary;grade sub34Ots



10/9.0% of the junior high subjects, 34.8% of the high school sub-

jects, and ,63..6% of the.
..

adults= a6: advocates. With.regard-

to :psychological disturbances, 18.1% of the -junior' high.,subjects,

,26.1% of the higi school dubjeCtd, ,acid _77.8% of the adults spoke

s-

as advocates.

Discussion

To the extent that these variables reflect feelings of

identification with handicapped people, it is clear that such

identification is largely an adult phenomenon. Reports of personal

experiences of nearly becoming handicapped or expectations of

becomingthandicaiRed, statements/that we are all'psychologically

disturbed, and expressions of advocacy were all draMatically more

freciperit'in the adult group than in the younger groups.

It is interesting to compare this picture Of adults as in

some way identifying-with some groups of handicapped people, with

data on expressibns of awareness of handicaps. Specifically

preschool.childreh did not expres-s the idea that many groups ó
t- "-

handicapped people are, distinct groups of people.. They seemed 1.

to be utterly unaware that some handicaps exist. At times, they

conveyed the impression of having-only 4f1 tin4 grasp of the

reality o hosdlhandicaps,they discudspO, dhort,'theydid

not lepict peop1e as cladsifiable into distinct handicpped='

nonhahaicapped groups.
4

0101'41

In contrapt,'prima grade and junior high'student4: rt4pe,

r1

,. . ,
,-,,,,. .

, , . ,

Mudh:More apt, han,prescAoOlers to'redagnize handicapsandQ
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,6alk'unambiquously about groups of handicaPped people. They did,
.. .

..10 .

not, 419wever, to identify themtelves as members of.these . -

group 's and did not frequently seem to identify. with.the handi-
.

.,,.
capped.:., #Igh school Students° were clearlYalare of all the

handicaps of interest iA this hull, sometimes spo%0 as ffidvscatea
4

for handicapped'pec4Ae, but tikd'not'-frequent*y express the idea,

that "we are all psychologically idisturbed" and did. frequently.
a

repokt personal experiences of nearly - becoming handicapped pr

'expectingeto'becbme handicapped. FinalkyAdultanot only ex-4

pressed clear awareness of-handicaps,, but also, seemed to see \

themielves as not so totally separate from all:groups of handi-

capped people as-did the Younger subjects;

This-picture suggests that preschoolers show a lack of

differentiation between the handicapped and nonhandicapped. in
.

the sense that ofie,cannot see oneself as distinct from and,differ-
,

,.

ent fromba group of people 'unless:one recognizes, that group.
d 04, - .i4 °''., Once thd categorization of-pep 0-inta distinct groups. hppedk.s,

''.'.
that .categorization seems to.twing4ith'it a sense of-..perdbrial

separateness. Flnally; in adul4hdict.there seen to be
.

an inte
,

gration of thecategorizatiorro 9gpe. :'le into_hanigic$Vped Igroupp
,. ._

.
,... - DI ' , .

and the.reCOgnition7iphat this ,c tdfgokization 5.4flekitile.
z .

The following excerpts from adult A vnteriews illustrate the.- --...g
.

. .11ii

characteristically adult sense that categorlOation of people as''':1,..:
. . _ . .., .. : ', )

psychologdcally disturbed .is' repV,Ive and-:that is some way§,,'-. 4

. ,

, °

,wp are ,allhandicaieped:



A.

ti

Question: Do you know anyone who has emotional problems?

Answer: Yeah, everybody-has emotional problems. We all
havefriends whb at some time or Other needed-s
support.. A

Question: Do you know anyone with emotional problems?
, .

,

Answer: Yes,-indeed, .of. course. It depends on what you
4. 4 an by emotional problems. If you're talking .

oat:emotional problems,that are really disaOling'.-
. so,:it can'tlfunction, can't work, can't

a-eelatsonbhip with another human being, that's .:

one thing.- But if u're talking
we

the kind
r,e = =of geneaa fieurot* problems that we all have,'t

,but, all manages t t_, along with, that's another
% irfg:altogether. 401;tite- honestly, I don't really
w ocomMen on It. . It's just too broad...
I t!'yeatfirs4eel 'that to some degiee or other
everybody' ilAmotionol'prohlems. There's just-

11;eno way' on n- 'let thrbughq.life withdut them, and
therefore fb seems that these same kinds Of ques-
tions are to me ,meaningless. '-

,;

L
- .. .-

. ,

C. QuestIon: Do you know anyone liho has errilipnal probli,Ms.?

tern1
q .

Answer.: '4' .; Define "emotional peciblemsk-7. . I donq li theeterml
.t. ,c

k . .

,ov.-4.Does.a..kid 'who,'s atral&tog to school, -tc.,
have'emotional proitrems?

Question: 'BO .you're saying it too open-ended? .

Answet: Right...Everyone I know is neurotic.-

4
Icnow anybody with emotional problems?

er:, Laughs) It dep'epds.4on what you mean. ,I know
Ot df people Who:have emotional problems; I think'

1,eIterybody hisl4otional.pfoblems. There aro thyee
:Steps: ,emotional prOblems-likeeverybodli, has,
eMotiona,l.ptoblems like you Woriy-a.littleibitiandl
emotional problems like you know they'.re gonzo.

Quedtion.! Tic) you'34low nyone with emotional problems?
0

er: Yes;,remOrybo I know;had-emotiodaX,problemss
(Lang .seveko emotir*4 probieMS?' That

.e

A

:;.1

t7. 041'
' '2

.4
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CHAPTER 11. WHA1 WOhLD IT BE LIKE TO HAVE A HANDICAP?

41t.-2 . .

Subjects were asked what it would be like to handicap.

they discussed. Results presented inhis.chapter summariteboth

responses "to those questions and -impressions offered spontaneously,

These, results ,c40; 40-f-imat.ersiest 'related to ,sevetral dif ferent

aspects of Te-would be ',like to be handi----.

14,
capped.. "What it would :be like" is at hrase that conveys many

1d be like, emotionally;

Some of theipe results are of interest

subjects! imagesof "W

$
different

so'ci'ally, and so forth.

kinds ot-'Ineanings--what it-

mainly,:in. relation to a singe 'handicap.

type of blindness as a 'world of darkness
/

Others pertain to all handicapsopv Fpr instance, 'the idea,

would b ,hard or "no fun" inaY pertain to any

_ .

FOr Distance, the stAreo-

4handjcap-specific.

that it

I

For the sake of 61arity of ptesentdtion,

results dining to aW.rhandicaps,
,

specific 'handicaps. . UnhapPilly,
-,

61
. than .one,

satisfac

. When Kappa

handiOap.

we present the

then those pertaining to

the results' are less complete

was sometimes/
. ,

only for certain _handicaps.

'variables were dropped. :As a

tikrish; since interratei,'. r

fot some, variables

s' unaccetitably

result,' infoxmation spmetimes aYailable' only fpr material

a

-

relate )cer&ain ha 4icapr nd not others
,

, h

did not' reach and lab level ag'reerrienV4or "codi.4g; whether -

. , :.
.

or not subj-eos showed feAlf r;PPit,y 1-or 'deaf e or for

R

F , , 'r 7

t hppOd c y:, nd icapp 64 people Aid howe*ei; '010
.

.

adCeptaaet agreeMent 4ri'Voding thes0T, kinds of a frtitsides
7

Iar' . '
6

blind 'arid 'menta lly es rar0--".41:'eAilTicl..-136-rsOkis psycho,
or,

.441

.0

X' .

FoIinOtance, raters'

" I I` - :31.-`2.`
.4.11

-A41.- : e, - -_ -,-.. ',, *;:-.; , ,.. N 1 !;.,'
t41

41, 1-.., ' "; 4
. ""r.,16 ': ... 9 .'
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of

aiSitirbances.' That interrater agreement wds'sometimea,unacCeptably

low requites litt]e explanation; in a complex system for coding -.
. '

-. ,

...
- -.

open-ended interviews, coding involveS difficult' judgments about,

sometimes ambiguous Material: that coders fasted to agree about

some variables related to matters itatfect:and attitude is no

"-
surprise. It is:clear, howeVer, that,topresent-reSultsfor those

.,

.

,griables, e ed with caveats cobcerning low_interrater.agreement,

would be :46

meaningful.'-

resent results we'Wouldihave no reason to trust as - .

COriseque tly, thAreader must share the.. re-

]searcher's frustratio s with the lOss of the, variables &scarp.

breause of low-interrater agreement.' .

4'G: would be "hard," "-Po fun,m'"'strange.OP

Results presented here reflect state' nts to,(thaeffect .that'
, .

..,,

bk. _.

it wOuld_somehow be difficult orffnialeasant to have a handicap.' r
.

.

4 . .

.Table 11-1-shows the. percentages of subjects in,each-age group.
,4

who made such statements about each handicap. (Percentages .hte

percentages of subjects group= who expressed at lest Mihimai

.
4 4;-

alkarelp-S4.of, the .pandicap.) This table showslthat Miny,adultCmade

statement,s.like,thid and did .so aboutall.fiVe-handicaps.. Tfrese,

A .

statements- were also offered fratlet.frequentlyrhigh schoo4,0
F.

ristodents. ands: °junior Arigh students in. ;Felatibitto. bl'indness,,zdeW . .

. riess, aolpi orthopediC-handicipa, but'-zAth .iffreqtiently'dm relation':
°- 4 ,

A . °

: to meptaj,,r(tardatior,apg isturbands.:15i.irrY.041r1W.

ld gf Ovsiup114 se4eme nt p al56A iaides r oquently.14
. 'I, *;

di- U410

,

,:1 . . , .

411 tutren,t., p ewer 'primary 4tirsa'de".1%;14a.r#T124hak"-..
a , '

. , 6 k ,
, it e

: e

.JiiitioP,tag0 teC ve7sped40.40-str1. es 4boufr,c1 rip.ts,4..-ayik11:44', 11
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/
Tabl; 11-11 . ..i V t,Percentages Of. Subjects In Each Grodp Mentioning That It

Would Be Hard, No Fun, Or Strange To Have A-Handicap
411.

Handi,Cap
, Age. Group

Preschool Primary -Junior High High School ;,

Blindness 12.5 46.2 47.7 62:5 81.8
Dea ness 21.1 38.5 52.4 54.2 72#.2

. Orthopedic handicap 30.8 30.4 52.4 5;.1di 81.8
Mental retardation 164 19.1 13.0 72.2..
Fdychological
disturbance 0 60..0

.11

Note. Percentages afe based on-rieffoif subjects expressing, at'
reaAEIFlimal awareness °ea handicap; .not on total numbers of subjects,

°

;,.
* Table 11--2 -- s..

PerOentages Of Subjects Jn Each Group Mentioning -That *It ,°:
-, a,'Would -Be Frightening To Haye A. Handicap ,

Hiidicap
s .

Age Group

Preschool Primary. 'Junior °HigtIAEligp School Adult
Ialindness

'

Deafness

°Orthopedic handicap .

,,..Mental retardation

0 . 42.

5.3 3.8

0o 0

41.7 50.0'-.
16°.:12.5 184

8.6.\

Psychcllogic&X- %

"sturbance-.
.

Note Perountagt
,:'least awArenes

. -rn. '
.;

.

4

c
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. ,...., ,....". .4. .te e al, . a .- ... .
I 4; 4,.. " ' ebaZ ed -Olt numbers of s ett§oetcpressin4 at-
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'4.. i -

oethopediV handiCaps:' illally,' pyessLog s.expiessed thesei ideas
. . .

--- .-:..._-_,:r , -.

rather 'Seldoni AP comparison with older 4c041Rxt excePt when talkiiil

about orthopediCshandicaps: 30.8% of.preschOo/ers-and .30.4% of-

primary grade childrefissaid that it, would be'"hard-,"no fun"

"strAnge," or: something like this to have'trouble walking.

example: rt

Question:
Answer:,
Question:
Answer:-

QUestion:
Answer:

Question:
Answer:

Or

It Would Be Frightening'Or Scary

'Table 11-2 shows the percentages of subjects expressing at

For

What Would.it be like.tO be deaf?
*ley Would-have.A hard time.
A hard time doing what?
Hearing other people, like the,taChers. . (age 7)

What Would it be like.to.be blind?.
It wouldn't be very fun-YoU couldn't
thing. (agfa'7)

e :
see any.

s .

.0

What would it be like to be. deaf?
It would't be fun...and it would be just hard. (age

least minimal awareness of a'handicap who indicated a'feeling at

v

it tiould.be frightening-to have each' handicap.
i

*

The iesults',presented in Table-4.-2 show clearly that this-
-,

''idea was expressed main/yin xelatiOn to blindnvss- . Roughly half
.

. .

'the adults-, high school straaents, and junior ,high student's said
i 1..6t/

spmeth to the effect:that it would be frightening to be.1,4 ind.

6
.. . t .

t'ewer-oider 'subjects. eXpkessed this idea about other handicaps.

'. .

S ub j p c t. s...4,inl he two. youngest "f3.-. anfreguntly expresSed,

1

,

...t 1,. '1"idea,. \
- ... .. .,-. .-, -1:-. .

...
.

--...ifollowing'-d:phe eX, ce rp- t ,- a
-'s,

u. b pet/"expresses ehe

b. ntnesSwOuld.. ..befrightening
,

iAf"ee
,,$.

..7

4 t 4! 'ii , :. : '' *. "1

1

1

" t.**

. . tr-

.1

111
)r-1-

:AN 71,.. I "",
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'Question: .What would it 'be like to2be
Alswer: 'Z'olonq know,'/ think it wp d be a little scary

tO.nbtbe able, to_see- an Ing
be

see, yoti-
crossfng the. street anc cau4domt-r-ki;ew if a car as`
coming and jia'st, to me, it Would be very 'achy,
Imouldn't Wisl it on anyone. (age

You'd Be Sad
.

Statements_t apped,peoPle are chronic lly.',.unhappy

occupy a_borderline'-area ,between ideas of:wat it would be like to
. % .

.. ,

have ahandicaP and perceptions of what handicapped people are like.
! - :

r'

This:beliefAas r§ceivedattention in the literature mainly in.
, & J,

_ . . . ..:-
relabioq to blindness- The - notion that blind people are typically:

melanbholic 4as been dis-cUssed as a plIplAaZTheliAllOabout.blindness..
.

,

;-4...
' -1' 4

-and has been related to the image of blindness a5 a.world of.

I A,. . . . o

(depressing) darkness (see Monbeck, 1973).
.

.r, . . . . . ....

The results do not support the idea that peopte,believe'the

,;4,blind.to be especially sad; Of the -102. subjects on whim fulldata

-
were available, '20.'depicted some group or groups of handicapped_

people as notably unhag.p. Only-.240,dtheSe 20 mentioned-the blihd.

.

Furthermore, the subjects Whodesci.ibed'the blind Ss sad- (or said

var

that if blint-: one would be sad) were' all of,junior high .age or- . ..,
. ;

. , -. .

younger.

This belief was also ra )
1 expressed. in relation to deafness"

and mental retardation. It w slightly mdre common in relation..

to orthopedic haWd' f3s:.'five.subjcts expressed the idea that

orthopedical handipPed.peppie aT.eunhappy..,
11 J
n contrast, subj.eq07-exprs8'6d the :44a,rattierl.FreqUently.

°

about,psychologica,rAisturbances.:°Tweive' aubj cts said that
-
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.peyctiologicalVdastuAed'people.are;notably.unhappy. That' is,
when -, subjects portrayed any. group of handicapped pepple as unklappy,

.hey-were apt to do so irndi,scussing depretsion.. (Roughly One7

. /
fourth of.thehigh.school students and one'=fourth orf the adultg

. *

expressed this, idea about ptychologfcal disturbances.)

The view that? handicapped people are chronically.dhhappy occurs'
t;

in the lollowing:,
,..r

*hat doyOu suppote it would be like toApe-Orippled?
Answer: ...If I was injured for aife, I think I'd. reatflY ,t

be down in the dumps- and like I -know I couldn't .

have a, good time wandering around and stuff like 4

thatilVd have po-sit.in awheelchair and" watch
every. -one. elsel*ving a good_ timeg.so it'd be very
hurtful and you'd sit .thernd&Say "Why _me ?"
(age:15) .

Discussiori,z.
"

The results indicate that "with increasing age, subjects-become
-4

more apt to comment on the phenomenolOgical aspects of handicaps:
-

"What itould.be like" increasingly came to-bean, "how one would,

feel."

Many: adtats,said .that:it,would.be difficult or strange to
. , . . ,

;-..!

'''Vaoh haridicap.. uch comments- were made by other subjects about.- -,

sensory. and physical iianaricps rather frequently, but rarely about
.

... .

Mental retardation and ptychological-di,sturbances.
.

The only handicap many subjects seemed-to _regard as frightening
.

to hays
5,t07

as blindnest. Remarks that it-would15p frightening to Be

(blind were made by aboUthalf of the,adultsi-high schoOl ,students.

es,

4

accLjunior high students.

tThe:develqPment of conc6pta of andicpsf'then, involves the

development-of concept. of having a handica/14

1
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/ -

WtiOn preschoolers 49m tented on the phenomenology of handicaps,.

as they- seldat ,did, they-were apt to say -that it would be."n

.

fun

or ",hard." Pximary.grade"childrea were much Tore-apt than pre- .t-
-

schbblers to 'offer such a col, ent. -The-AdIkthati!t,wbuld be '43

frightening-t0 be handicapped first appears wjth notable frequency

in the junior high age group. ,These subjects seektedto,indicate_

a diffeentiation of the diffuSely,negatiiie feeiing' that

be "no.fun." Furthermore, from junior high uPward
% ",

clearly made different remarks abOilt the phenbmenblogy of

,ft would

,,ubjects%-

blindness
t 0 . _

and the phenomenology of other handicaps. Thatis, juniorhigh-
, . .

, .

age ands -older subjects aft#en said-that it would-be frightening to
..

:4r,ft
.

tie blind°,.'or_metioned depression in relation'. td psychological
.

.

disturbance, and seldom made slif comments atibut other-handicaps%

The development of concepts-Of the phepomenologyof handicaps;
. ,

then/ 'seems o-involve (a) the differentiation of specifib views-
,

, , fp

from diffuse ones ( e . g ,

. .

frightening aS.\opposed to "no' fun") and -.-
Vek...

-the ThifferentitiOn.of viewS of'different' handiaags (e.g. ,

4$N
blin ness is, frightening).

.;:f. 4 Q
.

-Speclal.-Topa.cS
.'.

,Doubts Of One's Own Understanding
/
/When asked .what it would be tike:tO have a handicap, some

a
lar-, .4 ,,

subjects, of course-, initia114, ?esponded WAY46g;'t don't ')t'ilbwi".'"
.. 4

- ,

. 'end then Went'..orto speculate':, 'Other subjects, however,imade° clear:
.,:

ol

. ,

staternen.to',)thOffrectthrt they,-probabl.*:siTiere..un4b1Atouader7...
ie..

,- f
,

'stand'Idliy whaX:;it'Wbutd.he 14pjtobe bandicapped-7thOt..a sfghted

\,,, 0 . .....
-.....

. p-
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Vperson -can. only speculate about- what it is like` to be
,so forth. These self-resfiective statements were made mainly by

-

older subjets, -as cognitive-clevel e.#opmnal -theorwduld SuAreSt,
As Elkihd-(1974)-_ for' instance ,.disfusses, Vdrrn",* 6Peratioilai
ing,,pektits a son to con .dr oa8 objectS of thought- bt5th his

Vror,

own_ psychological -process, an tpose of _oVrs.
- , .,'These statements, then, are of interest mainly in relatiorishik

cto older subject's' cbikeptions of the' different handicaps. Did :-
11

%., . - -. ..

subjects seem .to experience eind,s .of handicaps as easier qr...-
. -

. -

.
harder to understn, fully than '''hey did others?

a

A total of ten subjects rnadestatements expressing doubt
fully t} experience of,.having

',three' high school studghts, and .

four of these ten -people. mentioned

about their ab'itity' to under.stand,
handicap--one junibr high, stuent,
six adults. As Table 11-3 shows,

1mental retardation. At least two's -stib3ects mentioned teach GA the' -::.-..,
other haVicaps egcept orthopedic hait caps.. No one Merttioned..,

orthopedic 'handicaps., ,

.
These -results-ksUggest an interesting directio4:for further

;',.
:research.:..- Specifically; the sutifects'in this study...were hot asked.

. 2 directly whether they-. were able' toocomprehend Wh4t ito.woUl# be . c '.,..
, .

like.t.0 have a handicap.::.7Aiiy mention of this issues spontaneous:
.

,- .--.. .

, - ,

When subjects did'.rakse the Issue, the id n9i cici '.soNi*,,tlitelation
.to clic handic ,i ',One wohderS whether tilse s1rirjedt-s",feert .',.i..?0,_,...6 . It q ,')'.

bray ra- able to 4ri eipStOidtthe
. .

expetience": of beihg oxt4bp dicallat.'
-,,t, ," >r,..

handialpi5ed, wetter than the:: experieriCe of ,h,TVing''. other fkirldi
, .



qv, ,

Tabre-'11-3 e'

Numbe r's. Of Subjects Expressing Doubt Of Own. Ability To
Understand Fully. T4..Experience Of Being Handicapped

,

%

.
tL -

Blindness

a.

Age Gtoup
, _ .

Pre4chool nimary Junior High High School Adult-
(n=, 21) (n=23) (n=11)

1 - ..2

" DealineSS*
.

Prent,A1 reta,diation .
s . .

-Psychol-o9ical
criSturbance

, 1 0

13/indness and
meaif,a1 retardaticon

'14rita1 retardatidn.
area-; psyychoiogic,al
di.Sturbance

,

265;



Special Gifts

' The literature on popularjeliefs about handicapped people

describes various ellefs that handicapped peoPle have supernormal

,powersr-they are able to see the future, cure the sick, and perform

y various miradies.' A more attentated form of this popular belief

is that handicapped-people ard (sometimes divinely) compensated

for their handicaps by/gifts of special ability. For instance,
-..

--the,--blind are said to have naturalc-mtisica-1-.--ability-superiot- to .thZ

sighted. Another idea is that handicapped people somehow."

more interperson4:11/ than do other people. For instance,
Tar

and Whiteman (1963) found that a high,yroportibh of their hig

sc000l'age subjects agreed with a statement that blind pe ple

great powers of ,interpersonal sensitivity.

There seem to be two .somewhat separable components to these

beliefs. ;The first component is ap ability one: handicapped

people are believed to be able to.do things that,the rest of us

are unable to do. The second componentis one of source: the

origin of this ability is not a normal, routine one of.chance,

learning or adaptation; but'is mysterious or divine.

`..Interviews were examined for any statements td the effect

that-people with any handicaps have these spedial gifts. Inter-I:1'

views were also examined for any references to handicaps as aspo-
.

sciated with divine intervention, GodLs will; or any other religious

associations. This coding was performed very broadly; any such

reference was coded regardleSs of when the statements were made

in the interview.

'289
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The results of;, coding were
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tic form.'., The question

atively rare in well-

pre alent in other populations. That is,

a unction;of the population studied or

of historical change in cau

A World Of Darkness .-

A popular belief abou

(e.g., Monbeck, 1973) is t

Interviews were examined

al attributions?

blindness discussed in- the literature

at biindness is a "world of\darkness."

fTr explicit statements of this belief

and other explicit uses of,the image of blindness at darkness,

statements thatif ,7er e 17)4 : it would bE- ;411
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"darkness," and Such). As discussed elsewherb (Conant & Budoff,'

1979), young children's,notions of external objects covering the

eyes and various other such ideas may be interpreted-as sources

of this stereotype or as precursors to it. ese kinds of pre-

cursors (e.g., ideas of external-objects), ere not coded as
;

expressions of fie world of darkness idea:

Results. Explicit blindness-as-darkne s imagery was used

largely by adolescent girls (46.7% of the iunior high gitls, and

35.7% of the high school girls). It was unpommon among pre-
,-

ichookers, primary grade children' adults, and was used by

no adolescent males (one preschool girl, one,Rrimary grade boy,

and one adult male) the 15 subjecs using this image, 13 were-

:female; of these il, 12 were -in the junior, high or high school,'

groups. For junior high students, the correlation (Pearson's r)

beween Sex and the use of this imaN is 45 (E <.02); for high

school students, Pearson's r =

The -Speech-Hearing Relationship

.43 :(E <.021.
4

Interviews were coded for any references to the fact that deaf

'people have difficulty in producing speech (i..e.,,that deaf people
0

,/have productive as well as receptive, speech problems). About two-

thirds of 'the adults referred to speech problems of deaf people;

95.8% of the high school students-did: so; 7l.4, the junior highfr_
students; 38.5% of the primary grade subjects; ,and 21.2% of'the

preschoolers. That is, when discussing deafness,:subjects in the

high school group nearly 11.Jays mentioned Pr6ductive difficulties.

29i
260



To the extent that discussibns reflect concepts, the productive

speech difficulties of deaf people seem to be highly'salient

aspects of deafness for high school students.

From these data, it is not entirely clear whether or not

subjects underbtooA'that deafness involves produCtive speech

difficulties. Did tibjects not mention'these difficulties because.-
g.

the existence of these difficulties goes withbut saying ?' Were

these difficulties re14tively, unimportant in the views of subjects?

In order to explore these and other questions related to deaf-

ness, subjects were asked the following question at tihe end ofy
, -

the interview: "Supliose that a person was deaf all of his life

and then became able to hear. What would that be like?" Subjects

were then prompted to diScuss the person's understanding of speech

and the production of speech.

Unfortunately, a consistent prompting was not used across all

groups: Adults were not prompted to focus on speech, but were

encouraged to discuss psychological reactions to the acquiSition

of hearing. .Consequently, tesults are presented only for the pre-

school, primary, junior high, and high school group's.

Results. any of the high school age subjects responded to

.the question about the acquisition of hearing by stating that

speech would in some way be meaningless noise to the previously

deaf person, and that the.aCquisition of hearing would affect the

person's own speech (79.0% and 100.0 %, respectively).. the

junior high agegroup;:half of the subjects sad that speech Would'
4

be noise, and 65.0% that the person's speech would,be affected.

269 292 .
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Only one primary grade subject said that speech would be incompre-

hensible,` bUt.265)% said that the acquisitionof hea'ring would

affect speech. Finally, none Of the, preschoolers said that speech'
(

would be meaningless, and only two said that speech would,be

affected.

A detailed understanding of thespeech-hearing relationship
. .

involves a recognition that producti oVe speeCh is related to hearing one's

own speech. Consequently, interviews were examined for references to
. ,

-hearing one's own voiceThs a factor in speech production. While

about half of the high school students mentiohed hearing one's

own voice, only one junior high student did so, and.none-of the

primary grade or preschool subjects did so.

This result is in conflict with. results concerning references

to--hearing one's `awn voice reported by Horowitz. and Rees (1962).

In summary; these results show that while high school students

often showed a detailed, / understanding of the speech-bearing relation-
,

ship; such underdtanding.was displayed infrequently by younger

subjects. In particular, references to hearing one's own voiCe

in relationship to producing; speech were made almost exclu
;

bilthe high school subjects. TheAclinidalimpression on

from listening:to the interviews is that understanding of the

speech-hearing relationship is initially an empirical observation.

Young subjectq sometimes observed, for instance, that Linda, the

'Sesame $t4eat character, who is deaf, does not s e

people 19,1'41n a way th'f'is probably diffi,_ for many adults

to --mprehend,. however, this observation of an empOfical

le, other

270



correspondence.did not necessarily entail a sear ,h for a causal

relationship. That is preschoolers seemed to ex ess no need

to find a logical link between the observation (a) that a perion

cannot hear and (b), that the peron does not speak.

.Primary grade children sometimes noted the empirical corre-

-.spondence; but sought separate causal explanations, as in the

following', example:.

"Question: Why doesd't Linda talk'
Answer:" "'Cause She's daf: I don't know. :Maybe some-

thing in her throat-..a frog in her throat. (age 7)
.

Other children, pavticulaAy older ones, sometimes referred

to'the fact that deaf people do hot hear speech and therefore have,

in.effecto, no model for production. "'rimy stressed not hearin

others rather than-not hearing oneself.

271
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CHAPTER 12. "EVALUATIONS OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

The literature on attitudes toward handicaps and handicapped

. people conveys the sometimes implicit assumption that'it is
.

valid to desdribe these attitudes on a continuum running from
,

f

positive to negative.' Neither in reading that literature nor in
- I,

att'endingto interview material collected during this study has

this appeared to be a valid assumption. Rather, the attitudes

expressed abouthandicapl and 'handicapped people 'appear to consist
, ,

of a wide variety of ego syntonic'and dystonic emotions, presented

in conjUnction with a variety Of beliefs and images. Depending

upon one's theoretical orientation, one may consider many or few

of the variables used in this study to besmeasures of attitudes.

To give just one example, results concerning expectations about

whether or hot handicapped people may marry and have children

might be taken as a measure of 4attitude. In this study, results
,

concerning these expectations are not interpreted as

of attitude: We believe they do At reflect feelings or evalu-

ations regarding handicapped people in the. way that "attjt4.7.den

measures are intended to do, 'gut- 'represent beliefs All coAgeptions

about the effects of the handicapping condition on the handicapped

people.

We have included, however, a number of variables specificallY,

intended to reflect various components, f attitudes toward handi-
1

caps and handicapped poeple. Following Luk ff and WOiteman (1963),

we have drawn a distinction between emot ons and eval.ltions
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concerrjng.handitaps and t.hOSe direCted toward handicapped people.

As Lukoff and Whiteman point Out,' these two sets of

are somewhat separate. To take an extreme instance would
7 e

clearly be p6ssible for a ,person to/hdore his or her blind cthild,

yet feel very negative about the condition of blindnebs. On the

iother hand, making.inferencgs about a particular person's atti-

tude is very difficult? it is simply_difficult to tell Whether

people are expressing negative attitudes powavd people or toward

handicaps.
; -

In short, this study preserves the distinction t;etween

attittips sward handicaps and those toward handicapped people.

In other respects,'however,' it departs sharply from the traditions

of attitude research. Rather "han presenting results concerning
ik

attitudes on a positive-to-negativd scale, then, we present re-

sults 'concerning a numbe qulitatively different kinds of

attitudes subjects expressed, and present responseS'to a number

. of different of questions related to attitudes. In Cha pter

10, results concerning images of handicapped people and affect

related to handicapped people. were discussed. This chapter con-

cernscerns subjects' evaluations of handicapping conditions:

The Hardest and Easiest Handicaps
.

In order to proyide an overview of subjects' evaluations

of various handicapping conditions, interviewers asked subjects,

at the end of each interview, which handicaps would be thehardeit

and the easiest to have. Many subjects, of course, found these

questions difficult to answer, And manr_gave complex responses
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.that are difficult to present in succinct forth. Some subjects

reached no decisions. Others'set aside a handicap,-then/se ed-

to evaluate the remaining ones- ,In ranking-handicaps on a har

easy continuum, subjects sometimes,excldded some handiCaps from

the continuum, sometimes lumped `sane handicaps together, and
. A

otherwise dealt with the, task in complicated ways. ,

In short, in interpreting these results con cerning decision

about the hardest and. easiest handicaps,.it is important to

remember that any ranking of allrfivehandicaps is a, product of

1 k

interpretation, not a smooth and spontaneous-ranking by .the. subjects.

Coding

ID coding resp&ses to qrptions about the hardest an d easiiest

handicap, coders recor'ded (a). the .handicap a subject decidedupon

or emphadized if a subjeCt namedimdre than one handicap, or (b)

if no emphasis was evident., the two the subject named. For in-

stance, -ifstance,.if the subject mentioned one handicap very briefly, teen

dismissed it to discuss another in detail, the one discussed was

coded. If, however, the-subject,liVply.said; "Well, Blindness

or deafness.," then.the subject was coded'as naming both% :0

Results
I

A total of 81 subjects provided codable responses to the

question about which handicap would be hardest to hake. (Because.,

this question was asked the end of the interview, it was some-

times omitted because of time pressure. Also; some subjectsdid.:

not respond to the quesion.) Of these 81 subjects, 36 named -

blindness as the hardest handicap, amd an additional -.4° named
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Ar blindnest in- conjunction with either deafness or mental retarda-

tion. That' is, about half of the subjects ,included 'blindness in

. their res4ri se.tO this question.
1

. ;-=

Blindness was the-mbst frequently named handicap.not only
-A. ,7 -%

'

Yfor the subjects, oveFall; bdt also was the most frequently named

by subjects in each separate age group. (or tied with.others as

=

the 1110S/ t frequent).

Least frequently named was psychological disturbances. Only

one adult and two high school students chose psychological dis-

tu4ances as the hardest handicap. Deafness was also mentioned

relatively seldom as the hardest handicap; no adults, one high

school,student,.orkp junior high student, and six younger subjects.

rImed deafness.

Finally, orthopedic handicaps and mental-retardation _were

sometimes mentioned; adults were evenly divided among blindness,

orthopedic handicaps, and mental retardation. High school students

named mental retardation more often than orthopedic handicaps; as
_ -

did jdnior highstudents. That is, among'grows expre aware-

.

ness of mental retardation, mental retardation was- mentioneih quite

often.,
1

Results concerning resptinses tot the question concerning the

t

-easiest handicap are pimilaK. in some ways, but make an- additional
4 ; .

Point about the way in which subjects, discussed the hard-eady
; .decision. Specifically, judt as very few subjects mentiorie0

C 7

psychological disturbtmces as the hardest,handiaap, this was also

a rare response to the question about the,easiest handicap. Only
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one subject, a, high scho01 student,I.mentiorted this as .the easiest

handicap.

Deafness and orthopedic handicaps were most frequently.named

as the easiest handicap (by 24 and 22 subjects, respectively'):

Eleven .subjects mentioned blindness, six mental retardation, and

one psychological disturbance. In all age groups, deafnesi and

orthopedic handicaps were frequently chosen responses.

Not reflected ie,these.results, the question, !Which handicap

would be easiest?" often evoked a puzzled look, and a reply that`"

none would.be easy.

Summary

In naming a handicap as the hardest/or the easiest, very few

subjects named psychological disturbances. This was the case. in"
age groups clea4y aware of p6ychological disturbances, 1p the

result is not a by-product of patterns of awareness of handicaps.
,

One had the clinical impression that Albects did notsthink'of

psychological disturbances as hard,or easy in the same way they

thought of otherthamdicaps as hard or easy.
f-

The single most obvious result concerning decisions about

which handicaps would be herd and easy ccvcerhs blindness. Blind-7-:
,

ness was mentioned as the hardest-handicap by about'half the.)

subjects, although it wa'occasionallk chosen as the easiest.

- Furthermore,' it was ehosen as the hardest or one of the hardest

handicaps by all-age groups. The high frequency naming blindness

is not simply a function of the large number of subjects aware,

of blindness.
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A Fate Morse Than Death

These resdlts,- taken in conjunction-with the literature
-

concernxig attitudes toward blindness, provides some support for

,specalation that. blindness is thought of as the hardest handicap,

.7 'but there is far from universal agreement on this point.
.gt.

These results lead "to further questions based on speculation

about how people feel about.blindness. Namely, did subjects

discuss blindness as a fate worse than death, as,the literature

(e.g., Braverman, 1951) suggests mig1ht be the case?

Subjects were coded,as discussing a handicap as a "fate

, worse than or aslbad as death" if they used such phrases, or

said, "I'm not sure I'd want to go on living if...," or otherwise

expressed very strong statements ofthis kind.

In-fact, subjects rarely expressed such opinions, and only

older-subjects-did soy The one subject to express this view

about blindness was a high school student. In addition, one high

school student expreibed this view of orthopedic handicaps; and

one, of mental- retardation. Finally, one adult expressed this.',

view of orthopedic handicaps and mental retardation.

Iii. summary, then, subiects often chose- blindness as the

hardest. handicap; quite seldom as the easiest; but they did not

express the idea that blindness- "is a fate worse than death."

_-1g, Avoidance of Topics and Discomfort During Interviews

In COnsidecin4 subjects!' evaluation of handicaps,. of must

consider a variety of -ways-in which people may convey theSe



evaluations. The results concerning responses to queptions about-A

the hardeqt aneeasiett handicaps describetheir evaluatioriS

one way. Another way:peolDle express such feelings, besides ing

dir4Ct, expliCit Statements, is by means of indirect behav ors
. -during interviews? 4"'

k

Examining evident emotional cifSComfOt and avoidance,of topics
1 ' I

during interviews are of potential interest for other reasons as

welly For instance, some teachers and other educators we talked

with during the course of conducting this study expressedthe

idea'that young children might become upset during interviews;

teachers/seeffid to feafthat talking about handicapsryould be

frightenin4'to children.

All interviews were coded for expressions of emotional'upset

* during interviews or for outright,avoidance of topics. These

;events were rare. One primary grade subject seemed to be. un-.

comfortable when , discussi -4 orthopedic handicaps. One junior high

school-age subject becam upset toward the end of the interview;

this subject's feelin /Jas not specific to" any handicap. Rather,

the student felt moved by the thought of how difficult it would

be to be handicapped.. 'Finally, 3 of the 11 adults clearly and

explicitly cut off discussions of psychological disturbances.-
L4

These adplts made it clear that the interview topics had become

'intensely pergonal and they did not want to talk about those

.topics further..

These results are consonant with, other results concerning

psychological disturbances Subjects did not seem to thi9,k of
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psychological disturbances in the same w y they thought of other
.,t:

...

handicaps:- They seemed .to get this kindof handicapeside as
,

special-- In reachingdecigions about hardest and, easiest handl--
4

caps, they seldom mentioned psychological disturbances. Ftirther7

more, the adults often explicitly mentioned thinking,everyone

ispsychologically disturbed in some way. The avoidance of the

topic, then, seemed tpibe another way adults might say, in effect,

that psychological disturbances are close to home, personal, not

,topic8 to be discussed even with friendly strangers.

Positive and "Negative Feelings About Handicaps

For ech handicap, subjects were coded (a) as indicating or

not,indicating any positive aspects or benefits.of a handicap, and

4b) as expressing or not expressing-any negative feelings about

the handicapping condition. Interrater reliability for the coding

of these'v%riables was acceptable only for some handicaps.- Con-

Seglently, the results pesened in this section pertain only to

those handicaps for which reliability was acceptable.

Benefits

As Table 12-1 shows very few subjects mentioned anything

beneficial or positive about being blind, mentally retarded, or

) psychologically disturbed. That is, while same subjects certainly

expressed positive feelings about handicapped-individuals and

about hand*Rpped people collectively, expressions of positive

feeling about the, handicap were rare for the handicaps coded

with acceptable levels of reliability. Furthermore, only the
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Table 12 -1

Percentages of Subjects in Each Group Mentioning

Any Benefits of allandicap

Age Group,

Handicap Preschool Primary -Junior High Vigh School Adult

Blindness 0 3.8 4.8 12.5

Mental, retardation 0 0 0 9.1

Psychologal
disturbance

Note. Percentages are based On numbers of subjects expressing

at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not on total.nuMbers of

subjects.

Table 12-2

Percentages of Subjects in Each Group Expressing

Negative Feelings About.Handicapping Conditions

Handicap

,Age Group

Preschool Primary JuniorHigh High School Adult

Blindness 19.0 69.2 76.2' 91.7 90.9

Orthopedic handicap 38.5 43.5 66.7 78 3 90.0

Psychological
disturbance

9.1 60.039.1.

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects expressing

at least minimal awareness of a handicap, not on total numbers of

subjects.
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older subjects mentioned benefits with any notable freguency:

27.,3% of the' adults mentioned somethi, ng positive about blindness.

Negative Feelings About Conditions

As Table 12-2 shows, any adults and high school students

expressed negative feeling about niftiness, ;Orthopedic handicaps,

and, to a lesser extent, 'psKhologi 1 turbances. From the

preschool years upward, the percerrOge of,subjects mentioning

negative feeling; about blindness andV6but orthopedic handicaps

steadily increases.

Summary
s

Although interrater agreement for the coding of both-positive

and negative feelings about handicapping conditions was a problem,

the results for handicaps Coded with acceptable 1e4eils of.agree-

.ment are clear. While fairly low percentages of subjects mentioned'

any,benefits for the handicaps examlned, fairly high percentages

of subjects mentioned negative feelings about the handicaps for.
,

.

which agreement was acceptable., Even fairlyiligh percentages of

. children in the two youngest groups mentioned something to the

effect that would be negative aspecis.of blindness and Of.
.

orthopedic:handicaps. In general, however, these negativb

ations were not so extreme as previoUs research has suggested-

might be the,case-, Whilesubjects seldom mentioned any potential

benefits'ofbeing-handicapped,they, seldom talked about any

handicap a a fateworse than or as bad as death.
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CHAPTER 13.
. CONCEPTS OF-MENTAL RETARDATION

In this chapter we discus's the subjects' conceptions pf

mental retardation. As a first concern we wondered what :defining

characteristics would be mentioned as typical of mentally retarded

-'paple. We adopted as a point Of departure the classic definition

offered by Heber. (1961), translated into the lay terms our subject

Might se.0 Specifically, subjects were coded as mentioning in

any way (a) cognitive characteristics .of mentally*retarded people,

or (b) impairment to adaptive '"behavior, or (c) both.

Tal3i13-1 shows the percentages-of suSjects in each age

4
.1 group0dic40ing mental retardation who mentioned these charfter-

i,

istics Ot subjects generally mentioned at least one of these

charabteristics. All of the. adult subjects characterized mental

r9tardation as involving both cognitive characteristics and im-

,pairment to adaptive behavior, as did half or more of the primary

grad junior high, and high school students who discussed mental

,

'1.;',V7rdzardation. Very few subjects who discussed mental retardation

e red ,to neither of these defining characteristics-2(A of the'

--:1!ade subjects (n=2), and even smaller percentages of the
4.f.4

'§11 and-high school-age students.

The Characterization of jMentally Retarded People

Our informants did not ,restrict their characterizations of

.°. Mentally retarded persons to the lay versions of Heber's (1961)

classic definition of mental retardation as involving both

cognitive difficulties and an impairment to adaptive behavior.
4
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Table/ 13-1

Percentages of Subjects Describing Cognitive Characteristics
And Impairment To Adaptive Behavior in the Mentally Retarded

Age Group

Presch9o1

(n=li

Primary
(n=10)

Junior High

(n=21)

High School

(n=23)

Adult

(n=11)

Neither (is) 20.°0 9.5 8.7

Cognitive Character-
istics

10.0 14.3 26.1 0

Impairment to adap-
tive behavior

20.0 14.3 8.7 0

Both Weber's defini-
tion)

50:0 61.9 56.5 100

Note. Percentages are based on numbers of subjects expressing at
least minimal awareness ofilpntal retardation.
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Interviews were examined for a variety of other descripti,ons of

what mentally retarded people, are like. Some of these descriptions

are accurate characterizations Of peopleWith specific types of

mental retardation For instance, some retarded people do look differ-

ent from other people, and have language difficulties of some kind.

Some descriptions are simply inaccurate; for :,stance, the idea

that mentally retarded people are notably more cheerful than

others is such a description.

Results

Table 13-2 shows the per9centages of subjects in each age group
.

Who showed at least minimal awareness of mental retardation mention-

ing various characterizations that emerged in the interviews.

Physical Characteristics
-

(

References to two physical. ,arcterl_cics were coded: looking
i

dits...ent from ther people and being clumsy. Thes are character-

istics which accurately escribe only a limited number of mentally
.

retarded people. None of the primary grade subjects who discussed

mental retardatio'n eferred to these characteristics. References

to looking differen were occaliOnally observed in the junior high

group, and were observed more frequently 'in the older groups.

References to clumsiness were made by 38'.1% of the junior high

group, 30.4% of the high school group, and 18.2% of the hdults.

The point emerging from theae results is that the youngest

groUp of subjects4dscussing' Mental retardation, the primary grade'

group, did not pro ide descripti6na of physical difference in

appearance or coordination. Attributions of,these characteristics
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Table 13-2

Percentiges of Subjects Offering Various Characterizations
Of Mentally Retarded People.

Age Group

-Characterization Preschool

(n=1)

Primary

(n=10)

Junior High

(n=21)

High School

(n=23)

Adult

(n=11)

.Look ifferent 0 14.3 34.7 2t.3

Are clumsy 0 38.1 30.4 18.2

Are more emotional 40.0 52.4' J 13.0 45.5

Are all very cheerful. 0 4.8 4.8 36.4

Act different 50.0 61.9 65.2 36.4 ,

Have speech problems 30.0 66..7 34.8 27.3

'Are physicallyiVulner-
'able--apt pp hurt
themselves

0 _ 14.3 0

Are vulnerable to
physical_abuse

9.5 4.3 0

Are vulnerable fo
social abuse

0 4.3 36.4

Are dependent 10.0 28.6 4.3 63.7

t.( Need7heliPa lot 10.0 14.3: 17.4 45.5

Note._ Percentages are based on 'numbers of subjftctt6 expressing at
Xeast-minimal awareness of mental retardation.

Q
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were voiced by older subjects. For example:.

Questicn: Could you tell me wIlat mentally retarded 'means?

Answer: Maybe part 9f their brain ksn't as gooduas the
other part. They don't function as well as other
pebple.

Question: In what kind of ways'

Answer: Their voice, will probably be different in some way,
deeper or-high... Initially, I notice most retarded °

people all look the same...They hal,- the same look- -
really small, meek... Usuall' I air ys imagine
them-with,glassr ,(*1.1: a' on,as I ever saw
have 41assts. (age 12)

Emotional Characteristics

References to two types of emotional difference were coded:

descriptions of greater emotionality (eg., iMore n touch with

'feelings, apt to cry easily, emotionally fragile) ,And descriptions

of mentally retarded people as cheerful,ialways happy, and such:

While one might argue that the former characterizatioll has-some.

validity,-the idea that mentally retarded people are` particularly

happy is clearly a stereotype.

The characterization of mentally retarded people as'generally'

more emotional than other people occurred quite frequentlIr among

primary-grade (40.0%), junior -high (52.4%), and adult (45.5%)

Subjects, It was comparatively rare in the high school group

(13.0%). In contrast, the idea that mentally retarded people are

all cheerful, particularly happy, and such, was mainly voided by
A

the adults: 36.4% of the adults expressed this notion, a few

junior high and high school students did so, and no primary grade

children did.
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Behavioral axed 'Social Characteristics

References to mentally retarded poeple as acting 'different

prom others (acting ,"weird," odd, strange, doihg specific Add

things) Were frequelit in all groups., Half of the primary grade

sublects, 61.9%lof'the junior high subjects, 65.2% of the high

sChool students., and 36.4% of the adults expressed this idea. This

4ehavioral difference, then, was clearly'a salient characteristic
4

of mentally retarded people among. the ,youngest children-discussing

Mental retardation;and remained salient, especially for the

adol6scent subjects. 4b-

References to the mentally retarded as hailing trouble talking,

-'talking*"funny," 'and otherwise eXperiencing speech diffiquatihs,

were .als6 rather common, partiCularly among junior high students:

0%° of he primary ,grade subjects, 66.7% of t4e junior high
V , A

1 ,gtudents, 34.8% of the high school students, and 27.3i of the

aduits.referredto speech problems.
-

The reader shold note that the high percentages of subjects

ve,

referring to speech prcholems may he an example 9! what Campbell

and Stariley. (1963) call "history" as a threat to validity. Specif=-

a'teievi'sioh program portraying mentally retarded people

as hiving stereotyped articulation dis rders was mentioned rather

frequently by junior high and highsch ol,subjects. The frequentier-

mention of speech problems, then, may reflect'the hi °91 ical

accident of the,airinq'of-this program ,just previous to the inter-

views.

References to two kinds of *physical vlunerability were coded:



gentral physical:VulneMbility (e.g., they hurt themsell.;esa.lot)

and references to vulnerability to physical abuse by other people

apt to be attacked plcsically). Only the adolescent\
,

subjects referred to these characteri4tics, and then, rather i

'frequently,

In contrast, references to social abuse (exploitation,vulner-

ability to being cheated) were made by about one-third of the adults,

. Aby one high school student, and by no . otheVr subjects.
e

Rinally, interviews were examined 'for 'references to the idea

that mentally retarded pedple (a) are generally dependent (-e.g.,

statements thatihth4 are dependent, portrayals of mentally retarded

people in dependent si,tuations)Aand.(b) are in need-of more help

than other peqple. BQ\th of these ideas were expressed by, rather

large percentages of 'adults and smaller percentages of.yoUnger
4 'A

subjects.

The don't'RnOw Tlpy're Retarded
1

'

ne sterecityped idea about the experience of mentally retarded

,P le isthat of obliviousness to the handicap. This belief is

that mental retardation differs from other handicaps in that it

protects one from the knowledge that one is handicapped.

While no primary grade subjects discussing mental retardation

raised this idea, 9.% (two) of the junior high subjects, 13.0%
I '

. /P.

of the high school group, and 45.5% of the adults expressed the

belief that mentally retarded people are unaware of being retarded.

These percentages are surprisingly highwhen.one Considers

the nature of the population used in this study, suggesting this

is a widespread conception-in the population.
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The Personhood of Mentally Retarded People ,

In dramatic instances, one sometimes hears expressions of

'doubt_about the personhood of mentally retarded people. That is;

people occasionally question the extent to which mentally retarded

People are' as much a part,of the human race as is everyone else.

tfreAperon who asserts that mentally retarded people are

not pecple expresses° form og this sentiment.' One
/

occasionally hears the,idsye raised, however.\
7

issue was raised subjects in this study, two,.

junior high students, and three adults. Of these five subjects,
4

'four raised the issue and decided that mentally retarded people

tr.

are people ',Only one subject, an adult, asserted that mentally

.retarded°Peoplerare not fully human.

Cultural-Familial Retardation

As noted in Chapter.7, subjects seemed to overemphasize

organic causes'of mental retardation and to underemphasize cultural-
,

faTilial causes. Because our impressions durthg interviewing,

together with impressions formed in informal obServations, suggested

that .even older subjects might view mental retardation as mainly

organic in origin, coding pertaining to the organic and /or cultural-
. I

familial naturof mental retardation was performed in two separate

ways.

First, interviews were coded in a very broad fashion for any

mention of anything related to a cultural-familial picture of mental

retardation.' That is,a subject was Boded as mentioning such a

cause if he or she even hinted at one.

Second subjects were coded as presenting an overall organic,

cultural-familial, or both organic and cultural-familial picture'

of mental retardation.
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The results for .both ,variables are similar and dramatic. Only

nine subject's even hinted at cuIrral-familial ,cause of,pentai"

reta(rdation,two junior high school students, the high school'

students, _and four adults. Both of those junior high subjedts

disused mental retardation as both organic and cultural-familial,

as did three of the high, school students, and vtwo of the adults. ,,..-'

A-single adult discussed mentaletardation ash cultural:-

familial. The prevailing view presented was that mental-retardation

is organic in origin,

The Down's Syndrome Image -

People with D4wn'ssyndrome are commonly portrayed in .the

media as typical of mentally retarded-people. The image of men-

tally retarded people as people with Down's'syndrome sometimes

occurred in interviews, as in the following:

Quite often, I'm not sure Wiry this is, they [mentally retarded
people], have slanted eyes. And their faces look like they're
retarded. '(age 15). (--

Interviews were coded for statentents that all or most mentally

retarded people look alike, -share Down's syndrome features, and
.0. N

such, as in the above example.
.

..
.

Results show that' descriptions of mentally retarded people
..,

in terms of a DIwn's syndrome image were not common. Only four

subjects (one junior high student, two high school students, and

one adult) seemed to depict mentally retarded People in this way:

The heavily organic view of mental retards ion, thep, seemed-not

to be restricted to or molded by the image of the person. with

Down's syndrome. Rather, the organic view seemed to be less

specific than'the Down's syndrome image.
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..
Confusions .in 'Understanding

o.
As discussed eiseuThere his report, 14.3% of the junior

high .subjects and 30.4% of t e high school -age subjects'seemedto.

cong-use conce mental re ardationoand of psychd/ogital dis-
4

? turbarices.- Specifidally, these subjects attributed the defining.:'

characteristics of one,of these handicaps to people with'the other.
k g
Other areas of vagueness or confusion were also evident

.12'J
diScusdions of#MbA petaidation. Specifically, 9.5% of the

.

junior hig&Apbje and 17.3% of th high school subjects seemed

to confustrAextta ardation with leafing disabilities.
° \s,

In rep t'ih(0,7,0r4ese resultst, is .important to stress that
01'

theSe,addent' jects-seemed'not'to make a sharp distinction

bG
between. .mentagretttdation and these other handicaps. The results

do nestp

but th'OU

retardaUo

) f
Jo Os,,conveyedva sharp image of mental retardation,

rning disabilities co-occurred with mental

Ra'Omr, the impression created during many of 'these

intervieW's.was,of considerable diffuseness. Concepts sometimes

seeme&t.6.be diffuse ones of something wrong mentally, rather

than specific ghes involving distihctions among learning disabilities,

; mehtal retadati44t-and psychological disturbance.
4

One *Ee,.41-k.f Confusion or m ddiness in some adolescents' con-

Cepts. of mental retardation w s related to the word slow. This

.term was used fairly,often in reference to mental retardation.

Its meaning seemsbe,misleading to some adolescents. Specifically,
aNK

/,

some adolescent subjects interpreted the term quite concretely

to mean, insffect, that people who are "slow" take longer than



AO.fh . their, peers. These subjects sometimes seemed to make a
,

.

.

ratAertshAi.p distinction between -"slownege and dental retardation \
.

in away that profes§ionals do not. For instance,4 one. subject

described'a girl who is in a special class:

She's in that clats 'cause she can't learn as fast as I
can, so sh4 goes in special class do she won't be 'retarded.
(age 11)

4

Another subject discussed the idea of`,"slowness" t some length:.

He was slow...He didn't learn things as fast as other
people. He was just-learning how to-take the bus home
himself...Their minds just don't learn as much as they
want to learn. ,,,

The same subject was-.then asked whether she had ever heard the

words
4,

'mentally retarded." She replied:
t

They can't talk right. They can't ivalk well. And they
can't learn, have to go to, special clasSes. (age 12)'

That is, some adolescents'seemed.to have quite separate concepts
t.=

of 'slOwneSe_and of,"mental retardation..-"' Rather than discussing

mental retardation in terms Of,different degrees, these subjects

seemed to think of "sloWnessn'and,'"Mental retarclatii:41\44s separate,

different, and unrelated. 'In effect, adolescents sometimes seemed
, ' 4

r
.

"'to use nominal *rather than ordinal, scales* in discussing the two
.

A .

conCeptS(
..°

The popularity of the termsrow andgthe confusion it sometimes

creates are important mainly because.of,th greatinterest in the

issue of labelipg mentally. retarded people, - onsidprable research

effort has been &ire d tovia,d the impact a labelinT'children

as mentally retarded; much4less toword the. impact of inforMal



labels. The term sir seems to be aminf9rmal but nonderogatory

label, and one with considerable popularity among Children. There

has-been little effort to identify and to understand the informal

labels children use to c racterize and to account for the behavior

of the mentally retarde peers. Research directed a#-this topic

might well investigate the effects of the label.slow on nonhandi-

capped children's reactions to peers..

Summary

To the extent that the interviews accurately reflect subjects'

concepts; the levelopment of concepts of mentally retarded people

appears not to be one of clearly increasing realism. Character-

izations of mentally,retarded peOple that have general accuracy

(e.g., the idea that mentally'retarded people have speech diffi-

culties), do not show a simp increase in frequency with increasing

ijf;

.age of subjects; References'to Speech problems were made by about

two-thirds of the juniorhiqh students, but\ohly. about one -third

of the subjects in each of the older groups.. Inaccurate, stereo-
.

.:,typed' portrayals , (e.g the idea that mentally retarded people,

are very cheerful).do not seem to decline with increasing age;

about onethird of the adults offered this,, stereotyped characteri-'

nation, while ',few of the younger subjects did sd. Two of the

. 4sCharacteristics discussed show a marked drOp in frequency among
, ..

. .-
. - .

.
.

'high schools students,, and anincreabe,athong adults.: 'depictions

of mentally retarded people as particularly emotional and-as

particularly dependent.
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These rather complex results suggest one major point about

the development of concepts of mentallyretarded people: Adult

. d4scussions mid those of olde studeni.s. seem not to serve as'a

standard for ''mature" concepts. The general picture emerging

from the data is'not one in which references to appropriate

characterizations increase; ndr one in which'references to in-

appropriate chatacteriiations decrease with increasing age.

Rather, some generally correct characterizations were mentioned

by higher proportions of young subjects than of older subjects;

and"some inaccurate stereotypes wete Mentioned by4adults notably.

more than by children.
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CHAPTER 14. RESPONSES TO LA STORY DILEMMA ABOUT MAINSTREAMING,

Subjects were not questioned Speciically-about mainstream.4

ing. .Rathersil they were told a brief story, presented below, and

asked (a) where the child in ttalkstory should go to school, and
IF

(b) What it would be like if he were sent to a regular school.

The purpose of using this story was not only to elicit, opinions

about' mainstreaming, but also to elicit reactions to a behavior-

ally-described character-with problems like thoie of many main-

streamed children.

The story and questions used are as follows:

Story:

Question :

.

Question:

Mr. and Mrs.,Lihcoln have a child, Joe, who acts.
like a really 'little kid, even though he isn't.
He'has a hard time talking.. He acts kind of
strange. His parents have to,decide whether to
send him to a regular school, (like the one you
go to), or .whether to send hiM to °a special
school for childrentiith problemS.

Which do you think they should send him to? Why?

What would it be.like if they sent hii to the,
regular school? Why?'

There were two clarifications subjects sometimes requested

.about the story. First, children sometimes asked how'old the

child is. When this question was asked, they were told, "bout

your age.," Second, subjects sometimes asked about the cllaracter's

diagnosis: "Is he normal?" and such. When questions like this

arose, the subject was told, in effect, totuse his or her own

judgment in deciding (e.g., ."We're just told that.'..").

Results

Before presenting specific results, we would like 'to note
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that this-story was very effective in eliciting discussion from

Subjepips in all age groups. Subjects seemed to become involved

in the.:story. They voiced,cleai opinions. They discussed

numerous issues rdlatedto the story. In short, the story was

& very effective stimulus for generating discussions of many'

topics relevant to this study.

Table 14-1 shows the percentages of subjeCtS in each age,

group offering various decisions about whete the story character,

Joe, should go to school. As the table shoWs, subjects did;not

always simply decide in favor' of the special school or the Agular

school. ,Rather, some subjects described special ways in which

one school or the other might be made appropriate for Joe, or

arrived at no single judgment about where he should go to'school.

In examining Table 14'1, consider first the percentage of

subjects in each group 'who said that Joe should go toa "special"

school. The deciian in faVor of the special school was made

by 33:3% of the preschoolers, 80.8% of the primary grade sub-

jects,, 33.3% of the junior high subjects, 28,6% of the high

school subjects, and 20.0% Of the adults. That is, the decision

was very popular among primary grade children. In addition,

some subjects in all groups except the preschool group stipulated

that Joe should Attend,a special school first, then a regular

school.

In interpreting these ,results, it is important to note the

exa t wording of the story. Namely, the subjects were presented

with t phrase special school. It was our impression that

41
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Table 14:4

Perdentages of Subjects Making Various Decisions

Abolit the Story Character's School Attendance

Age Group -

Decision -Preschool Primary Junior High High School. Adult

Special school 80.8 33.3 28.6 20.0

Regular school 23.,8 11.5 38.1 14.3 30.0

.Maybe one, maybe
the other 4.8 33.3 30.0

Regular school with
special provisions
(tutors, etc.)

,o 0 4.8 9.5 ' 0-

Special school first.,
then regular 7.7 19.0 14.3 20,.0

Don't know, no
response

42.9 0

st
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subjects sometimes responded positively to the word'special;

the word seemed to have happy connotations' for some children, as

if there are special treats, special surprises,_and-special 1

schools. Some subjects, in fact, verbalized ideas about the way

in which the special school would be special,

of the phrase special school are notable.:

First, some subjects gave a naively optimistic picture of

wti,t a special school would be like.' For example:

Two interpretations

A different' school, like a private school...There would
be one teacher, and he would understand her. ...Thete
would be no other children, only two or three children...
and the boy would be all right, and it would be good. (age 7)

[The special scipol] would help him, and he'd knowtwhat to
do. And he'd gek lots more attention than if he came to
a public school, 'cause [at public school] there wouldn't
be a teacher for every person. (age 13)

This kind of overly optimistic vision of the special school

as a lirace -bf-f-er-3.--ngonetea-cherforevely pupal, special a-rid

effective ways of tutoring beyond the powersipf the plic school,

and such was offered by 11.0% of subjects, 4.8% (n=1) of the pre-

schoolers, 192% of the primary grade subjects, 14.3%of the

junior high subjects, 4.8% (n=1) of the high school subjects,

and 9.1% (n=1) of.the aduts. One often had the'sense, in hear-

ing about these naive images of the special schOol, that the

word special was not taken as a euphemism, but was taken to

mean "specially wonderful."

A second specific interpretation of the idea of a special

school isinotable not because it was frequent--it was not--but
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because it reflects vividly perceptions oublic schools and
#

of the role okf "special" schools. This interpretation is that
,

the, special
4
school explicitly trains children like the story

4

character to manage teasing, ridicule, and Other such hostile

reactions of nonhandicapped peers. One primary-grade subject,

two junior high subjects and three high school subjects explicitly

said that such. preparation for the hostility of the nonhandi-

capped world would be part of the faction of the special school.

Consider next the percentages of subjects in each group

deciding in favor of the regular school. This decision was
--r

reached by 1/.8% of theepreschoolers, 11.6% of the primary-grade

subjects, 38.1% of the junior high subjects, 14.3% of the high

school subjects, and 10.0% of the adults. Clearly, neither the

..'group as a whole nor any particular group was strongly in favor
4

of mainstreaming for the story chiracter, at least witAout

further-- information =- about- hi-14qm- special provisions for his

welfare.

Finally,. note that in Table 14-1 there is no decision that

shows a clear pattern of increasing frequency with age, except

the equivocal "maybe one, maybe the other" response, which was

. lgiven by about one-third of the high school students and adl.klti,

and by only one subject in the younger groups. It did not seem

to be the case that young children readily espoused the idea

of mainstreaming Joe, and that ideas of segregation occurred

with )increasing.frequency-in older groups. It did not seem to

be the case that young children favored sepaate schools for

ad
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Joe, while older subjects favored mainstreaming. Indeed, the

only patterns thatstandout in the table are (a) theme tendency.,

of older subjects to give complicated responses, with yopng chil-

dren making yes-no decisions, and (b) the clear prefOrence of

the primary-graders fbr the "special School.'" decision.

Bases for Decisions' '
P

While one would not necessarily expect to find clear develop-

, Mental trends in the particular decisions subjects reached about
4*.

Joe, one would expect,-bh the basis of research related to moral

development (e.g.1sKohIberg, 1969; Selman, Damon, Gordon, &

LieYi 1973) to find developments., patterns in_the reasoning

about-the decisions. In general,oni wou d expect that from the

preschool years to.pdulthood, the justification used in reaching

the decision would move from the concrete to the abstract, from

practicalto Idealistic or ethical; frog concern with the way
110

things are now to the way things ought to be;' from individual

to social; and so forth.

Responses to the story were coded for a variety of issues

raised in relation to the story. These issues Were coded whether

or not a subject explicitly said that an issue was a justification

for a decision. Subjects sometimes made it clear that they were

justifying the decision.' Often, however," they simply mentioned

various concerns about the character and his school attendance.

The "issues' coded, then, were coded whether or not the subject

explicitly said the issue wap a justification for the decision.
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the particular issues coded were derived both from work

on moral development (e.g., Selman, et al., 1973) and from

responses that seemed to be important to subjects hut, were not

parttcularly stressed in theiterature. For example, the coding

of references to the way things are now (e.g., the idea that

children like this do go to-one kind of school or the other) was

based on Selman, Damon, Gordon, and Lieberman's (1973) descrip7

tion of Stage lA reasoning in the development of role-taking.

In coAtrast, the specific idea that in one situation or the other,

Joe would be with "kids like him," his own kind, and so forth

seemed to be im ortant to subjects, and hence seemed to be an

important featfireof responses to, record in the coding.

Results. Table 14-2 shows the percentage of subjects in

each group-raising each of the issuee, shown in the table.

As Selman, et al'. (1973) would predict,_the-preschoolers

seldom offered any"justification for theolecision, seldom raised

any particular,issues. A few preschoolers justified by rsertion

(e.g., "He just should") and a few mentioned the character's

school-related'or special needs. Preschoolers thethe whole,

however, tended simply to state the decfsion.

The remainder of the table, however,,fails to show the

patterns of response that onr would expect from work on moral

deyelopment. For example, the idea that the decision should

be referred to a higher authority is related to Stage lA of

Selman, et al.(1973). This is a stage in which "the child does
'L'
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Table 14-12

Peicentages of Subjects in Each Group Raising Various

Concerns Related to Mainstreaming

Justification by
assertion:
"He just should..."

The way things are now:
"Kids like this do..."

Refer to a higher
authority

As a bad thing:

Consider his social-
emotional well-being

Consider his academic,
special needs

As a good and
bad thing:

Effect on teacher

Positive

Negative

Academic or moral lean
ing of other children

Raise 'moral issue or
general principle.

0

0

0

Age Group

Preschool Primary 'Junior High- High School Adult
(n=21) (n=26) (n=21) ...(n=21) (n=11)

9..5 53.8

0 0

9.5 3.8 0 0 0'

3.8 9.5

53.8 61.9

11.5 , 4.8

0

0 0 9.5 23.8

76.2

81.0 76.2

4.8 4.8 0

0

54.5

63.6

63.60

Consider his-ability
topcope: "If he can 0 318 14.3 ,14.3 45.5

fimake t..."

Being with 'his own
kind" .

.

As a good thing: 0 . 0 28.6 19.0 9.1

0 0 4.8 - 0 J

14.3 18.2

0 0 0 9.1

11.5 4.8 14.3 27.3

f040,

0 4'4-4' 4.8
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k

not challenge the rightness of'tfle reality which he 'perceives.'"

In responses to the story, however, refepnces tar higher authority

(e.g., suggestions that a dottar, school principal, of such make

the decisidn) were not voiced by the yolillg children to whom

Selman, et al. refer. Rather, references to authorities were

popular among adults and mettioned by some ladolescents (23.8% of

the high school students, 9.5% of the'junior high group). To

take another example, very.few subjects made any reference to

a- moral issue or general principle in discussing the, story. Only

few adolescents and'adults. did so.

In contrast, many subjects from the primary group Upward

focused heavily on the needs and well-being of the protagonist.

Subjects discussed where he would be happy; where he would learn

best; where he would get along well with others; and so forth.

These kinds of concerns for the protagonist's well-being were

expressed by about half of the primary-grade subjects and by

somewhat,:higher proportions of subjects in the older groups.

References to other issues occurred much Jess. frequently inn all
/

groups than did these 'references to the protagonist's'velfare,

except in the adult group. The adults also referred fairlyN

frequently to higher authorities and to the protagonist'' s'

-ability to cope with one school or the other. -

Few subjects in any group seemed to consider the relation?

ship of the protagonist tb peers or teachers. Few subjects'

referred to.how.a teacher would react to having Joe in'a

how his presence would. af'ect the .other children's learning,-

.
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and so forth. The only expres d concern related to people

other than the protagonist_Occurring with notable. frequency Was

a reference to whether or not Joe would be with people like him-
ay 4

self. About one-third of the junior high students mentioned,

this issue; most of`those who did expressed the view that this

would be beneficial to Joe. Mainly,' however, this concern with

the protagonist being with similar children remained centered

on the protagonist: It would.be good or .bad for him to realize

that he is not different from others, and so forth.

Discussion. There is a clear lack of correspondence between

the results reported here andsthe results reported in the liter-

atute abotit the development of role-taking and moral reasoning.

p.
Regardless of age, subjects centered og the s cial and emotional

well-bdingof-ihe protagonist and,on his academic or special

needs., When older subjects, raised other kinds of concerns,

these Were apt to be related to referring the issue to a.,higher

authority Or assessing the protagonist's,ability to cope with

4situations,,rather than related to.teacher or peer group well-

being, or to moral issues. Particularly striking is the in-

frequency of reference to any general principle or moral issue

in relation to the story.

This infrequent reference to moral issues or principles

even, among older subjects, helps to explain the lack of corre-

spondonce between:these results And descriptions of reactions
7

to moral dilemmas. Subjects evidently did not construe the

dilemma presented in the story as a moral dilemma. Rather,
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thorliperceived t Prbblem to be an indi%idual problem about

the' well -being of the protagonist. AccOrdingly; they answered

in terms *of the protagonist's well-being, and did not use the

kiriff of moral ,Feesoning that has been described extenat'vely,in

the literature.
E

Other interpretations of these results are, of course,

oossible. El* instance, one might try to argue that this partic-

ular sample repretents'a population at a_rather uniformly low
-1

level of moral reasoning% This i t rpretation seems to be

.1lighllrimprobable, since this is a group of well-educated, bright
t, .

people who are, in fact) similar to the groups used in most

,studies of moral reasoning. It is our impression that this

group would have given normative reactions to the standard moral ,

40

d*mmas:\ If anything, one would expect this bright, verbal

group kePappear somewhat advanced in levels- of roletaking or

moral.developme t.

Another pos e interpretation is that these subjects,
.

, .

.
wile assumed

Ilk
'tine capacity for relatively high level

moral reasonin plied only low level moral reasoning to this
04,

particular dilemaia. One, might argue that this particular story

elicited responses at lower levels than those the subjects

would use in response to other kinds pf problems. The data

suggest that this interpretation merits consideration. Specif-

ically, while one might expect the primary-grade subjects to

refer the' problem to'benign authorities, one finds that this

suggestion appeared amohg junior high students, then increased
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isiC-frequericy among 'older subjects.

e
While this interpretati,on.of the results as showing that

sub6.fects rea'soned at lower levels than those they potentially

could have commanded d 'a possible one it seems more likely
41- A

that 'they seldom reasoned,abbut the dilemma, as A moral dilemma:

It is our.strong impression that this was the case.

In summary, responses to-the story .sugg4st that the problem
,

of,whether or .not to mainstream a child with fairly common

behavioral problems was seldorti construed asa moral ethical

problem. Rather, it was interpreted as a question invol

only -the ,protagonist in the story, a-problem related po'effectiVe

or ineffective ways to help the protagonist, not a; problem of ,

-right or ,wrong.. Thid consrual tfle story may reflect its

ineffectiveness as a stimuluI; this particular dilemha about

mainstreaming may not be-perceived as amoral dilemma.. Itis

also passible that the issiles raised by the story donot evoke

the kinds of moral. reasoning that the dilemmas-used in studied

of moral'reasoning are designed to.,evoke.

-Since public reaction to mainstreaming is animportarit

/
topic, further research might explore this question. In such

-
research, a number of factors should be explored and controlled.°

For instance, one might contra]. systematic Illy the wording of I

the dilehma presented to subjects (e.g., fJhat is the morally

right thing to.dd?" versus "What should eledo'?"). One might

simply ask subjects whether or not the story involved a moral I

isgub-. From the results reported here:, ieviouid*be premature

to conclude tthat decisions abodt mainstreaming are not construed
A

as moral or ethical.decisions. The story's failure to evoke



the kind of reasoning usually applied to moral dilemmas might

be attributable to ,the context of the interviews: Preceding

sections of the interviews may have primed subjects to focus

on questions of the individual well-being of handicapped people
4

The results might have been different had this story been pre-
,

sented in the context of a series of -moral dilemmas, and flad

interviewers prompte'd`ror moral reasoning rather than for more

general kinds of reactions to the story.

Special Reactions To "Joe"

Besides eliciting discussions about where the protagonist

Should go to school,. the story about "Joe" elicited discussions

that highlight.several themeA expressed elsewhere in the inter-
,

views which are important in understanding reactions to main-

streamed children with the kinds of behavioral problems attributed

to the story character.

Normal4ation or Denial. In a study of children''s under-

standing of "disordered behaviqr," Cdie and Penningto (1976)

describe first-grade subjects as normalizing stories 'about

behaviorally deviant characters. Fourtg- and seventh-grader's

in that study made normative comparisons about the observable

behaviors of characters, attending .td concrete violations of

rules and codes. Eleventh-graders showed a social definition

of deviance.

In respdnding to the story ,about "Joe," some subjects

"normalized" the character's behavior', but did s',6- a later
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age than did Coie and Pennington's subjects. ,Furthermore, these

adolesCent subjects seemed to deny the behavioral difficulties

of the character; rather than to explain these as norWal. That

is, they talked as if the characten's behavior did fit their.

, AO
ideas of socialkUlea.

Many adolescents, at Various Polts inthe interview, used

the phrase "just like everyone else."- In context, this phrase

itself does not 'always mean a denial of problems. Rather, being

"just/like everyoneelse," often seems to mean, roughly, being

a socially acceptable' human being. In. What appeared to be efforts

to. react positively to the protagonist, some subjects seemd to

apply this "just like everyone else" concept in a way that dis7

torted the facts of the story: In the story, Joe is definitely

not "just like everyone else" since he clearly has problems.

Given the presentation of Joe as experiencing problems (e.g.,

"he has ,a hard time talking; heacts kind of strange, ") it

was striking to hear him described, as follows:

He can get to know everyone...and show them that he's
just like everyone else.r., (age,,11)

Some kids"...might think that he's different from them. (age 11)

One had the impression, in short, that efforts to accept

Joe socially, to see him as."just like everyone else" socially,

sometimes resulted in a distorted perception of the facts of the

case. That is, his behavoral problems seemed to be normalized

or denied in. the service of expressing the idea that he might

,be socially accepted. This nd,,ef normalization of Joe's

problems, while not frequent-in anysagel3roup,.was an exchisively
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adolescent phenomenon: 14.3% of-the,juriior high and 19.0% of

the high school students normalized Joe in this way, while no

older or younger subjects did so.

The importance of this normalization lies not in its frequency,

since it did not occur very frequently. Rather, the importance

of the normalization seems to be that it represents an extreme

version of a more common notion among adolescent subjects: To

be socially acceptable-is to beg in some way, like everyone else.

For many adolescent subjects, one sensed that it was hard to

conceive of anyone as beingq/ferent from othr people iitn sudh

a way that the difference was accepted. It was evidently diffi-_

cult to integrate ideas of someone as different ri any way, but.

"just like everyone else" socially.

The normalization of the story character was not the only

e*ample in interviews of th of difference in the service

of making,handicapped people "just'like everyone else." Mao:,

extreme exaffiples occurred that show, in an unusually dramatic way,

a theme thAt was evident in subdued form in many interviews

with adolescents.

The first.exAmple comes from an interview with a 15-year-old

subject.' When asked about blind people, this subject described

another 15-5,ear-old as deaf and partially'blind. The subject

went on to discuss this girl. as follows:

She,can see a little. Like'if you'te real close to her
and if you write on a piece of paper dark, 'then she can .

see it. She's- just like. a regular personcause, you
know -', she can talk with her. handt. Well, she can't talk
with her hands. You have to talk in her hands.' She's
just regular.
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At this point, early in the interview, one assumes that

"regular" has social meaning: The,girl is a socially pleasant

person. Lat.er in the interview; however, the subject described

taking a friend to visit the girl:

And she the friend]didn'treally notice [the girl's
handicaps] 'cause she just acted regular and stuff like
that.- So, she [the friend] didn'tskriow.'until..eomeone

-°,told'her. I mean', she acted a little different, ''cause
she couldn't talk. But she didn't say anything...so,
she just acted regular. There'S keally nothing different
abput her. I mean, she's deaf, I mean, but nothing
different about her.

One has the, sense that this subject uses the concepts'of

being "regulat" and having "nothing different" in a way that

blurs-the distinction between social difference, (i.e.,un-

acceptability,)and the differences involved, in handicaps.

The second example is of interest because it'does not in-
.

0

volve the cor pt of "just like everyone elSe," "regular," or

such. r, it involves being "smart":

Mentally retarded people, they can be.just as smar as
everyone else. It may take them longer .to learn, but
they're just as smart. (age 11)

Although this statement is an extreme example of the denial

of facts of handicaps, it is.not completely discontinuous with
[

statements of oth r adolescent subjects'. ksimilar distortion

occursin the following description vi someonethe subject-nowb

fa5 all. the subject has described this boy as,"older. than

me," that is, older than age 11, but in the fourth grade:

He's snert, but he's just a slovilearner.. (age 11)

The denial of difference or normalization, .then, seems to
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occur not only when subjects apply concepts like "just likeevery-
. '

one else," but alaoAwhen they apply other concepts with.socially.

positive connotations. One has the sense that for some adolescent

subjects;1'eo say outright that someone is "different,"'"not

smart," not exactly "like everyone else," is to damn the person

to social unacceptability. Unless one denies diffeiences, one

cannot describe someone as "an ok kid."

Discussion. These observtions clarify . previous research

in two specific ways. Firdt, it is clear that Gottlieb and

Gottlieb's (1977),report that children rated descriptions'of a,

mentally retarded child as "smart"'ds not an isolated finding.'

The same kind of description appeared in these data collected

with different subjects in a different context, namely, in spon-
,;,

taneous descriptions in interviews rather than.in .responses to ,

a forced-chOlce task.

Second, more generally, these observations call into question

the validity of equating positive attitudes toward handicapped

people with the perception of handicapped people as of different

from other people (Yuker, et. al., 1966). Specif. ally, does the

"15bitiVe" quality solved in denying difference represent ,

_____Inaturity?- Normalization or denial may represent a transitional

phase in the development of mature concepts of haidicaps, a.phase.

that would seem to precede concepts in which the differences are

recognized and accepted. It may be, then, that measures which

equate positive attitudes with denial of difference place ah

implicit high value on, this apparently transitional phase,
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without reflecting the positive quality tht may be involved in:

acceptance of differences.

Teasing and Ridicule. With regard to the story
t
about the

character Joe, subjects were asked, "What would it be like if

they sent'him to the regular school?" oIn response to this question,

as well as in general discussions of the story, some subjects'

stated outright that Joe would be ridiculed, teasea, or rejected:

Interviews were Coded for stat ments6that such teasing, ridicule,

or rejection would definitely happen; that behavior life this

does occur in schools; and so north. Subjects were not coded

as saying this if thy merely mentioned social problems, but

only if they made specific behavioral statements.

None of the preschoolers, 15.4%-of the primary grade subjects,

23.8% of the junior high subjects, 52.4% of the high school

subjects; and a6-.4% of the adults expressed the idea that this

,kind of teasing., ridicule, or rejection would definitely occur.

Indeed, as discussed above, some subjects envisioned the "special

school" as a place where Joe would be trained to steel himself

against these, negative teaCtions: Clearly,
. ALimage of Joe

as the certain victim of overt hostility was rather frequent

among the older groups of subjects.

As discussed elsewhete rh. this report, there is a prev4enf

bdlief among educator's, ,with some empirical support, that boys

are more likely than girls to express negative feelings about

handicapped people, particularly, amout mentally retarded peers.

Consequently, it seemed important to examine responses to the
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story for-sex differences. As is generally the case in,results

from this entire study, neither chi square tests, Correlation

coeffi 'ents (Pearson's r) nor inspection of the data showed

any indiction of a relationship between sex and story responses

in the sample as a whole or in any age, group, with some exceptions.

One concerns responses to the effect that the story character

would be teased, ridiculed, or, rejected in a "regurar" school.

Specifically, in the junior high group only, a difference between

bays' and girls' responSes was evident. While46.7t pf.the junior

high girls replied that Joe would certainly ,be tease or ridiculed,

only 16.7% of the junior high boys said this.

A second finding of sex differences in responses, to this

story maj help in the interpretation of this result. Females_

were more apt than males to raise the issue of Joe's social and

emotional well-being (r = 0.20,p. <.025). Differences in responses (

occurred in the junior high group, with 80% of the females. and

only 16.7% of the males raising this issue, a _I in the adult

group, with 80% of the female! end 50% of the males raising the

issue.

Junior high giils more than boys expressed concerns related

Ito Joe's social acceptance, well-being, and_vulnerability to

teasing. These girls were more apt than boys to say that Joe

would certainly be teased or ridiculed'and that his social-
.

emotional wellbeing should be considered. This finding is not,

of course, evidence that these girls were more positive in atti-

tude than were-the boys. Rather, the picture that emerges 'is
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in accord with traditional sex roles in which females are con-
-

cerned wittCemotiowl and social needs.

These results concerning sex differences should not be

heavily emphasized. There are a number Arbasons to limit.
4

generalizations from. these results. First, given the number of

tests of statistical significance performed in analyses for sek

differences, it is, if anything, remarkable that go few statis-

tically significant results appeared. Strictly on the basis of

chance some significance' would be expected. 9

Second, if the males and females in this sample actually

differ in important ways ill;their reactions to handicapped people,
.

one would expect important differences to appear r'onsisien

As discussed elsewhere , results concerning sex differences in
t.

this sample show a remarkably consistent piety - of , _erence,

with a'few scattered except...1. Indeed,-the only hint of any

important difference occurs in the results discussed above, That

is, the data suggest that in the junior highigroup, subjects

tended to conform to traditional sex,roles,_in that girls more

frequently than boys mentioned Joe's so 1-emotional welI-being

and declared that he would be teased or_ridiculed.

In interpreting results concerning teasing and ridicule,

as well as the sex differences, it is difficult to find an appro-

priate standard of comparison to use in evaluating the meaning

bfethe results. Specifically, in order to evaluate the resuats

Meaningfully, one would need some objective measure of the'
a

genuine likelihood that Joe would/foe teased or ridiculed. That

337314
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is, are the girls more accurate than the boys? Are the girls

accurate about looys like Joe? 'Areilthe high school students more

realistic than other subjects in frequently stat'ng'that Joe

would be teased?, Without some further behavioral measures,

these"question, FI:e unanswerable.

,The54 sex and age differences in'responses related to teasing

and.ridicule may occur for a number of different'reasons. First,

one may assume that subjects are realistic in their reports and

estimated of the likelihood of teasing. Under this assumpti
wr

age"and sex differences are intProreted as reflecting a-behavibral

reality. For Instance, using, this assumption, one would inter-

pret results mean mat s ea. children.like Joe reaches

a pe =k during she high school years; and that junior high girls

'are exposed to more instances of teasing than are junior high boys.

Second, ohe may assume thatsubje,ts differ in their per-

ceptions awareness, and recOgnitiQn of'the occurrence of teasing

behavior, that is, their psychological Senstivity. For example,

under this assumption, the results are interpreted to mean that

high school students are particularly sensitive to the issue of

° teasing; and that junior high girls are more sensitive than

junior high boys to this issue.

Third, one may assume- that responses related to teasing

are responses to the demand characteristics of the interview,

situation. That is, responses are context=dependent. In this

case, high school Student's respond to the interview situation

,,by reporting teasing more thanedo other subjects. Junior high
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girls are more apt than junior high boys to admit that'teasing

is likely.
q

Clearly, when one considers that all(three.p ssibilitieg

may hold true, no single interpretation is possible without

further investigation. The behavioral realities may differ by

age group, as seems likely; psychological sensitivity may differ;

as seems likely; and responses to the interview situation may

also differ, as seems likely.

ci>

4/4
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CHAPTER 15. SEX DIFFERENCES IN DISCUSSIONS OF HANDICAPS

There seems to be a strong folk belief that females' atti-,

tudes toward handicapped people are more positive than are males'

attitudes. When research has found sex differences, these

differences have usually supported the folk belief.- That is,

females seem to be more amenable to change in a poditive direction

or'otherwise to express more poSitive attitudes than males (Yuker,

H4k, & Younng, 1966; Goodman, Gottlieb, & Harrison, 1972)...

The examination of these interview data for sex differences,

presents some obvious difficulties. Specifically, the repeated

use of'tests of statistical significance may guarantee finding

"significant" resultS simply by chance. ConsecDently, although

tests of statistical significaribe,were performed in order,to

locate potential areas of difference between males and females

in discussions of handicaps, nb emphasis is placed on the

o "significance" of isolated findings. (the significant differ-
.

ences reported here, then, are not used as a substitute for

common sense (see Hays, 1973) or for decisions about general

V

importance. Rather the statistical tests are used,'-in effect,- It/

' as a device for screening those areas that show clear, meaningful
7

patterns of difference between males
0
and .females.

#

In examining the data for, sex diffekences, attention was

directed at those variables that one might have reason to believe

x'

,would show, male-female differences. Specifically, attention
. ,

( J6
%,
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, focused mainly on variables related to attitudes and judgmebts:

whether or not handicapped people are belieVed.likelx to 'ferry.

and have children; were described as dependent; whether or not'

,subjects-said it would be hard or scary to have a handicap; and

` so'forth.
4 For each kind of handicap, variables like these were'examined

for sex differences within each' age group,.as appropriate. For

example,. male-female difAerences'.in expressions of awkward i

discomfort related to deaf people were examined separately for

each age group. Furthermore,. these comparisons were performed

only on dad for subjects showing at least minimal aWareness-
J:

of the handicap. Eicamination included, for instance, boys' and

girls' expressions of awkward discdinfort about deaf people, for

'preschoolers showing at'least minimal awareness of deafness;'

for.primary grade subjects showing at least'minimal awareness '

of aeafness, and so forth. Clearly, some combinations of.ag.

--fgrOup and variable were irrelevant to exaMination:'

. preschooler's showed even mirnimal away ness of,psychologicalo.

disturbances, so no sex differences were possible. Similarly,

when all subjects in an age group gave the:Same response, no

sex differences were possible. Examination was confined,4 then,

to cells in which sex differenceS might have occurred.

Finally, certainkinds of rare 'responses were examined 'for

sex differen.tes int.he sample as a whole: expressions of the`-

idea that handicapped peoplb-are unaware of being handicapped;

expressions of disgust; and so forth.
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1 The statistIce..compated 'to screen for areas of impdrtant

differende betweeil ,males and females were (a),chi square or

when appropriate, Fither's exact test, and (b) Pearson's r.

The alpha level used was .05 for all tests.

a

Results,

Ovekall,'there was very little indication of any male-female

differences in discussions of handicaps. Particularly given the

fact that repeated teg,of statistical significance virtually

i.guarantee.finding some significance purely by chance, surprisingly

few sex differences appeared. Specific results are summarized
-

below.

Blindness. For subj,gcts showing at leagt minimal awareness

of blindness, no statistically significant association (12 <.05)

was evident for any age group between sex and thefollowing:
! .

°.'-', 'prdia.ctioils-about'whether blind people marry dr have children;
.

expressions of the belief that blindness is strange, hard, no ,

. .. .

. ,

fun, and such; references to psychological adjustment to blindness;
,

0
.

t

expressions of the belief that plind pediqle are dependent or heed

lhelp; references to sports;,expressions of fear or pity; ex-
7

presSions of awkward discomfort; expressions of negative feel -k

ids about blindness (as acondition).

The only ,variable related to blindness for which male-female

differences were evident is a variablIe specific to blindnessr

thd use of "wor14 of darkness" imagery. .The-use,of the image

of blindness as a world of darkness was confined mainly to

adolescent girls.
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Deafness. For'subjects showing at least, minimal awarehets
a 44'

of dsplpess no°statisticaly signif cantassociation (2'<05)

e .

wasobserved forAany age gr.dup betyeen sex and\the following:-

beliefs,about the prognosis of deafness*(i.e, pessimism,.Tealism,6

optimist about whether deaf people remainsleaf); beliefs 'about

whether.deaf people marry and have childre refeAnce to stigma

other. %,than teasing; references tosports'; or expvedsions of aWk-

Ward discomfort in relationto deaf people.

Orthopedic Handicaps." -For subjectS showins.at-leadt minimal
14'

awareness of ,orthopedic ha dicaps,,no statistically significant

association (2 <..05) was bserved for...any age group between, sex

and'the -f011owing: beliefs,about't4e proghosid of orthOpedic

handicaps; beliefs about whether orthopedically handicapped

people marry or have.children; expressions of-the idea that it

would be'sttan4614hard, or nofuri, and such to have this handl-
. ,

cap; beliefs that it would be-frightentpto have this handicapr
=

references to .stigma other than .teasing; referenced to sports;

expressions of a condescendinZ3 attitude;' expressions of awkward

,discomforn.relation to orthopedically handicapped people;
,

.-
expressions of.negative feelings:aboutorthoiedic handicaps

1 .

(as,a condition). The single statistically significant (E <.05,)
.. .

. ,.

association observed in'relation to brthopedic handicaps concerns
.

c

`expressions of the idea that orthopedically handicapped people
,

izdependentOr.need a lot of help frOmother -people. In
,

the primary grade group, four,girls but na boysexpressed this

idea (r .41.12 <.03) . In the adult group, males were more



a.

;apt to express ?this idea than /females (r = -02). (The

negativeigarrelattron coefficient simply:shows that males-rather
,

than femileagxprbObed-the belief.)4

Mental - Retardation. For siibjects expressing at least miniirtal

,

retie sa of mental retardation, no statistically significant
4,

association ,,(g. <.0- was observed, for any age gioup between selcf-
.

, 4. ,

and the following:. providing any description of anything
,

41Atgd°,..,

'to cultural-familial-retardation; beliefs about whether mentally
.-A 4.: .retarded people marry or have children; expressions-of the ide4 ., ,.

thilt it would,be strange, hard, CA. frightening to be retarded;

descriptions of,mentally retarded people as needing lots of help

or as dependent;' references to sports; descriptions of mentally

retarded peopl as partitularly cheerful, aiways happy, and such
#

speaking as an dvotate for mentally retarded Reople; expressions

of fear 'pity, 4ma condescension; and expressions, of negative.

feelings about Mentally retarded people.

The one'variable related to mental retardation examined here
e

thatshowed:any evidenCe of male-female difference in anp age
,

group Wasthe eXpression of awkward discomfo in relation, to

mentally retarded people. Specifically, in the adult group,

-three of the six{males but none of the five females described

such awkward discomfort. 4

Psychological Disturbance 'or subjects expressing at

,-least minimal awareness of psychological distur nces, no

statistically significant association (a <.05) s observed for

any age group betweep sex and the following: beliefs about

(%1
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whether psychologically disturbed.p o
- .

expressions'of the idea.that.it be

1.1.,:Ar

-have iXdreni.

d,"Inb fun,

and such to have this handicap; descripti

disturbed people as needing lots Of help'

,ences to sports expressions 'of the idea
,

psychologically distdrbed; Speaking as an

chologically

or as depe dent; refer-
I

that we ar _all somehow

adVOcat fok Psycho-7

logically disturbed people; expressions of condesc- sign; expres7

sions of awkward °discomfort in relation to people with this

handicap; and expressions of negative feelings about people with:

this handicap.

The following associations were observed: In'the high school

group, 2 of 1.he 10 males, but none of the- 13 females expressed

the idea it would te'scary or fright6ningi to.have this handicap.:

In the adult group,3 of the 6 males expteSsed some fear of

people with this handicap While none eici;ressed pity; in con-
..

'trast, of the 3 female adults discussing the handicap, '1 expressed

fear, 1 pity, and:1 both fea'r of and pity fOr people with this

1110,

`' handicap.

Summary ,\

As indicated, fez statistically significant (la <.05) apoOk

'ciations were observed between sex and any variable for any age

group.. The results show' the kind of occasional statistical

si ificance' one would expect. onthe basis of chance; no particular

pattern emerges,, and ad hoc interpretations of these few "sig-

nificant"' results would be inapprOptiate. The overall pattern

eftkging is clearly one of o male,7female dif&rences for the
8

variabled-examined.
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"Rare" Variaolp

I
N

a

Four rareli, occurring but potentiallyvimportant variables

xAmined.for sex differences: exptessions of the belief

hat people with any handicap are harmful; are oblivious to

being handicapped; or are aisgusting; and expressions of the

ebelief that Any handicap is a fate 4s- bad as or gorse than

The only one of these to show any evidence of male-female differ=

ences is the final one. Specifically, of the five subjects

expressingthe idea that any handicap is a fate as bad as or.

worse than.=death, four were male. (One referred to blindness,

oneto orthopedic handicaps, one to mental retardation;.and one

to both orthopedic handicaps and mentalloretardation.)

Sex Differencep in Other Variable's

A&discussekn some detail elsewhere in this report, °`a few,
o

othbr sex differences were observed. ,Specifically, junior high

k. males p stronglyoften than females expressed some rongly negative
-

.
,

attitudes about handicapped people. In response to a story
.4 .

-dilemma, junior high females more than males raised issues re-
.

,.. lated to the character's social-emotional well-being and stated
%I

that such a character would certainly be teased or ridiculed

in the regular school.

4.

Discussion.

Mainly because of the interest in sex difference's in atti-
.

tudes,toward handicapped people evident in the literature,
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-
,

oscussi

f
s of handicaps.were examined for many areas on 'which

male an female discussions !Fight have differed. 'Very ffw differ-
.

ences were observed. The onl.yngtable ones pertain ko la) the

use of world of darkness imagery about blindness, (b) the expres-

sion of the idea that'any handicap is a fate as bad as or worse

than death (a Very rare idea in these interviews, mentioned,by

-feur males and one female)`, (c) the expression of certain strongly,

negative attitudes, and (d) certain responses to a story dilemma.

These. generally negative statistical findings are consonant

with impressions. obtained during the interviews. In interviewing,

and in listening to tape recordings of interviews, one does not

have the impression that males and females differed ink 9leir

discussions ofilandicaps and handicapped. people. Contrary to

r the impressions one might gain from theaiterature,, boys did not

often-gem to express negative attitudes; they did not seem fear-
,.

did not seem to discuss handicaps in a' way that differed

4from tshat of f males. In short, one does not.have the impression

the,negative re ults may have arisen beCauSe crucial'variables

were not included in the coding scheme. Rather, the few Male-

female differences e ident in the examination of statistical

/'results were the onl -evidence, clinical'6zotfierwise of sex

differences. .
OV..

''.
-It is- notable, however,- that when sex differences were evident,

--,
,.

the gr'oteet.lOwing differences was generally
off
the,iunior high school'

group. It may be-that traditional sex roles typing was more com-

mon in this grOup than in other groups, or it may be that the

particular junior high schoOl students studied showed, these

differences, while other subjects did-not.
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Chapter 16.
°

CONCLUSIONS.AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

In this final chapter, we discuss some educational im--

plicatiohs of this study. Some of these itplications canaern-the

-kinds-of 'expectati'ons that it isrealistic and unrealis'tic to

'hold about children's understanding of handicaps and handicapped

people. Others concer the kinds of educational interventions the
.

results of this, study suggest.'
44,

Talking With Children Ab6ut Handicaps

A result of this tudy not giesented 'formally as.such con-

cerns the interview, method used in the study. Data were'collected

by means of individual interviews with subjects gafiging in age
.

from twotwo years to adulthood. .The use of the interview technique
:4

merits mention with regard to the implications of the study

since our experience was that the young subjects discussed.hqndi-

,19i
,caps without apparent fear or discomfgrt.

0 The readiness of the children`-to talk about handicas and

handicApped people is noteworthy because educators sometimes
_

appear, concerned that discussions like the Ones used in our

data collection may frighten or upset nonhandicapped children-,
.# .

especially preschodiers.- This was not the case. Indeed, the

only group of subjects to display notable-avoidance of topics

was the adult group; some adults cut off discussions of psycho-

logical disturbances. The young children seemed not only willing

to discuss handicaps, but also seemed to be interested in these

discussioris.
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This ipservation is important because parents and teachers

may avoid discussing handicaps with children because the adults
0-

believe that'phildren are upset by such discussions. Adults

mayobelieve that children are not capabli-of such-discussions,

or may otherWise hold unrealistic beliefs -about the possibilities

simply of talking with'children,about these topics. Hence, the

straightforward educational practice of talking with n andi-

capped children-about handicaps may be avoided In both the corxaf

educational setting of the schooland the inforMal educational

setting of the home. An avoi4lance of the i.opie of handicaps'has

`broad implication. Avoidance may contribute toNthe mystification'

of-handicaps and handicapped people.- That Mystification may A-
:

sult in the unrealistic conceptions of handicaps offeAd by solve

of the older subjects'N'in this stucly. and described in the liter-
. .

- .

ature ori.populer-beriefs about handicaps, and it may broaden the

.4 p between handicapped and nonhandicapped people in,our society,

That children can and will talk withadults about handicaps

in a'relaxed and interested manner is not in itself grounds for

recommending adult-initiated discussions as a general educational.

intervention. Two particular points should be addressed with re-

gard to advocating such. practices. First, the interviews in this
1

study were condUcted with donsiderable sensitivity and skill.

Perhaps of equal importance, the.-interviewersfelt competent

about conducting the interviews. It may be that many parents

and teachers who are sensitive to children and Skillful in the

art of talking with young children lack a sense of competence when
co

faced with the task of talking with children about handicaps.
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These adults may, 'not know .what to ask, what to explairl, . Or how

to explain it. They may wonder whether they should discuss the

topic4ht all. They maybe-fearful of conveying their own anxieties

, to the children, or may have ,other kinds of_concerns that Apter,.

fere with their usual abilities to'engage in relaxed talk with

children. In other words, the adultmay encounter difficulties

similar to those faMiliar from situations of talking with children

about sex. ,Even when one believes.,that.\thb topic,
.should be disl

cussed, one doffs not necessarily feel relaxed and competent ,about

dealing with the subject matter.

-Second, the issue-of talking-with nonhandicapped children

abmit handicaps involves adult values and beliefs, Adults Some,

.times place a positive value on young children's obliviousness

to Wandicaps. We have frequent15;Nbeen'told thaedilscussing

handicaps would inset the children or would give rise to fearful

thoughts and fan asies. We have been told that nonhandi/apped

-children's heightened awareness of handicap4 weuld-disrupt the
1

,easy, comfortable, relaxed relationships these children have

with handicapped people. ,Adults sometimes imply that young

children's ignorance will.shield the children from some pre-

sumably unpleasant reality.

While we have no data on the effects of the interviews

on the children'subsequent behavior with handicapped people,

we saw no evidepice of negatiVe,effects. We received no negative

feedback. from teachers or parents regkding lears-, bad dreams,

or such. Sather-twe observed the children's eagernesS'to talk

about theseknteresting topic. Consequently, wequestion pro-

fessionals' and parents' reluctance to talk with children openly
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about handicaps. We suggest that such conversations would 'in-
. i (

crease children's awareness. We Elsosuggest they might prepare
. ,

children for -a' realistic concern about the problems handicapped

people face. Such awareness and concern might contribute to the

knowleTablg acceptance of -handicapped people, to a realistic
0 ,\,,

understanding of the strengths andtlimitations involved in handi--,

caps, and to an understanding of the similarities and differences

among handicapped and-nonhandicapped people. Most iTportant it

may-heighten the sense of similarity,of shared humanity, Which

serves.as the basis for the acceptance of handicapped person,

rather than the usual focus on the differenceq, their separate-

. ness as people. We question strongly the high valuesometimes

placed on unawareness, arguing that to make handipps a topic.

Idiscussed with children "only when they-ask" is to convey-the

impkiccit message that handicaps are a topic to'avoid.

The general point,- then, is, that c i±ldren seem opentto
,

discussing handicaps with adults. Whether or notadults,are
,

willing to participate _s,uch discussion,-whether or not: they_

feel competent and comfortable doing so, are matters not id=

vestigated in'this study.

,Expressed Awareness of Handicaps

The r@sultsiof this study show that expressed awareness of

the five handicaps,studied (blindness; deafness, orthoped

handicaps, mental retardation, and psychological'disturba ces)

was higScy scalable, whether "expressed awareness ", was defined

very leniently or somewhat more stringently. Analysis of the
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data showed that aWareness patitens could be described by means
r'

of Guttman scales, with handicaps,ordered from least to most

'difficult, in this speciA-sente.- In the scalogram ahalyses,

Psychological distUrbange was the' !'mast difficult" handicap of

'which to befaware,'then mental retardation, .then orthopedic

handicaps, then either blindness or deafness, depending upon

haw one 'defined "expkessed awareness. Some preschoolers'

expressed.awareness of sensory ilandicaps-and/ororthopedic handi-

x
caps. Awareness of mental retardation began to appear in

.

the

primary-grade group, and awareness of psychological disturbances

in the junior high schsol group. Only the high school and'adult

groups dependably expressed an awareness of all five of the handi7

caps.

It is clear that the "easy" handicaps:of which to be aware

are those involVing highly noticeable,.perceptually salient

characteristips. Some of thdde salient 'ch aracteristits are in-

herent in the handic While-others are characteristics handi-

capped people display because' of the coping devices they use to

"deal with their handitapsfle.g.,,canes, dark glasses, sign'language).

Mental retardation and psychological disturbandes,in contrast,

are recognizable because of absract cognitiVe and emotional

features that must be inferred from behavior, and do not involve

the readily visible coping devices that seem to draw children's

attention.

Furthermore, the "easy" handicatis are those to which'child-

ren can relate their own experienpe. The senslry and.physical

handicaps are close to children's experience in the sense that

.2-

c.
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- .

children exherience "not being ab ,to see" when rooms are dark,
)i ' . 4

when night falls,.when they close heir eyes. They experience;. i;

"not being able to hear" when :they are far away from soUrde-s*.of

sound: to a lever extent they experience "trouble walking"

when walking through snow or_sand, and experience difficulty in ,

perfbrming actions that are beyond.their Olysical ,capabilities.

Mental retardation and psychological disturbances, in con-
.

c____

trast, are further removed f om e daily ekperiences On which -

.
, ' .

ile,children certainly encounter cog-- .the child may reflect.

tr

itiv material that-is.beyond their abilities and experience the

disorganizing effects of powerful emotions on their own!and
,M6

others'-behavior, the ability to reflect upon thebe psychological

experiences, to take their owy thoughts and feelings as cognitive

objects,'aevelops rel4tively late,. with the transition to formal

oelerutional reasoning (see Elkind;*1974).

A eonstructivist interiretation of t se results (Infielder,

1968) is that tIlese patterns ar se from an interactioawareness n
,

between the'charecteristibs of the handicaps and the charecteristas

of the child's thought. The sensory handicaps are easiest be-
.\

cause they involve characteristics comprehensible by the young

child, characteristicewithin the range of the child's experience

and ability to reflect. Orthopedip handiclp , although more

.,visible than sensory handicaps,. tend to be grasped somewhat later
.

since.these handicaps are not' within the child's immediate.exper-,

ience in the direct way that filifidness and deafness are. Tcrim-
..

:agine.chronic difficulty in wallOng, for instance, requires con-,
.

,.4

.

siderably'more extrapolation from one's o n immediate'experience

?

. .
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than to imagine blindness in terms of having one's eyes shut.

Finally, bOth mentaliVietardation and psychologicaldisturbanCe

involve An understanding of proper ties of thought Cand feeling;
- .

these. handicaps'seeF not to-be grasped until about the: age at

Ak A
which children beconwcapable of,*eflecting upon their own

inner processet-of thinking and'feeling,,,that is, until children

begin to take Ihese psychological processes as objects of thought.

The identification of these patterns & expressed aware-
, . -,. ;

.

ness may provide a framework for understandi4 the difficulty
. %

curriculum designers se\m to encounter in presenting material'
,

about mental retardation-and psychological ldistubances to young
i

.

children. For example, die Meeting Street School curriculum
4

(Bookbinder, 197&) omits material on emotional disturbances

because, as Bookbinder states frankly,- thp curriculum desitiners

-. were unable to find a satisfactdry way to explain .emotiQa1

disturbances 'to young children. The Boston Childrell's Museum
a

exhibit on handicaps (Boston Children's Museum, 1979-1980) does

include material on both mental retardation and emotional dis7

turbance, as well'as on, sensory handicaps,,orthopedic handicaps,

and learning disabilities. OA h4"ttie impression in viewing

this exhibit, howeverv.that the units on mental retardation 'and

on emotional disturbance are considerably less successful than

are the other units. While the units on sensory and orthopedic

haridicaPs,and on learning disabilities use vivid experiences

with perdeptual events related to the handicapp (e.g.,,simulations'

4'of blindness, a reading Machine, a wheelchair in 'which to ride),
B

the units on mental r4ardation and emotional disturbance are

removed from the experiende of the handicap (e.g., reading a
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book about

handicaps

-,-
having-$retardda

It. -

(e.g., puppets and

about emotion's) . r

sibling) or not clearly about.
. --

a script to be used in talkluhg .

The evident.d,ifficIalty, encountered by. these skilled and

gina

mental

when one"

- .
.

ators in prepar, ing effective -m4teorial
.

about
.

e .
ka 4,

ar n ,Al.d2.eilro-tional. -disturbances' is' unaersiandable
..,/-

rleC4nizes the evident difficulty young children have-
1

in understanding these hanalcaps. The experience-Oriented,
. , .*,

practical quality of. the young child: thought make.s it very ,

diffiCult to deekgn.effective 14teriar about the abstract 'nature

f thse handigaps* _t .

I. .

It is pAtticularly important to recognize that effoktS, to

make mental rettardation and psychological disturbance' compre:-,,'

hensible to young children might 'well 'involve distorted pre-
-

.sentations of.thesechandicaps'in.curiicula. For instance,

certain physical characteristics of s mentally retarded people(

seem to be well within the potential grasp'of many young children.

,Just as some preschoolers understand that, there are people whd----

*

cannot see, who cannot hear, or who have trouble vialking, it

seems likely that the preschoolers could also understandthat -

there are pdropre called "mentally retarded"'who look different

from other peopleand whO have 'trouble walling. It might also

be possible to convey the idea of-some behavioral differenceS

between retarded people and other people. The problem wit1i

. a

tailoring the content about handicaps to the child's thought itt

this fashion. is the danger of conveying to the young child':

/

\ .

11stereotypes that are already a problem among older children and

adults. We would hesitate to recommend that metal retardation
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b presented to youpgephildgn as if-it were teii.ned by,v readily
. ,

. ,
. ...,

. ,

i

L,
voisi.W.e differencei:. The issue of how to keiseli. matef4at'.

. f_.about mental` retardation. and psychological dIstUrbance to ; .s-.:
,

. ,
, -

A

young 'children is in 4some ways a secOndaiy °issue,. since the
,

main issue may be wheth'er Xoitpre,sent:- this .rridteris.1 all*,
,

_

issue may itself be subdivided into two rather separate lArts:
2

-;,4411P the issue of how the, identified pternsof awareness .might

be altered `in. sequence -and timitIg-and-T55 the:isSue to whether

such alter4tion ip sequence and/or timing is desirable.' '/n other

words, jt,iis possible to intervene in sucra way that children : 4

At
seem aWaie ofhandicaps at:eatier ages than those of our sub-,
jeCtS? "Is it possible to.intbrvene

J

in such a way thae the general
,,.

.sequences-Apfal4ariness,are.radica 1/ altered?' And, if either

\l,-or both.inteentions are Potentia ly effective, are' they to

be desired?

This Study, which,is-diiected. at the understandings observed

-in exildren with relatively little contact with,handicap&d

ipeople,:a4c5es not provide answers to these ques\tjons. One way
.

to.begin addressing these questions would be to study.mainstreamed

children. Fort instance, do preschoolers Who are mainstreamed

with 'ffientally retarded ohildfen but-not With the%lind,,deat,

and orthopedically handicapped show different patr.,rns of ex-,

pressSd awareness from the ones that occurred in these data?
..41

In generai,.does the experience of mainstre ng seem to be.
,-

as odiatedwith,patterns of awareness that fer from the

"pattern? i'dentified for the nonmainStreamed subjects in this

.-.study?
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The Understanding of Causes of Handicaps

°

Children's under anding of causes of handicaps proceeds

from an initial lack of interest in causes to an-increased in

terest and nderstanding wAth increasing" age. Younger subjeCts

tended to give vague A'ftdigeneral causes (e.g., someth,ilig went

wrong with..."). Older subjects give specific causes (e.g.,
a.

"diabees"). While totally unrealistic and 'highly improbable

explanations of causes tended to decrease in Ireguency with in-
.

creasing age, such explanations were.occasionally mentioned by

older subjects. As stressed throughout this report, these results

must be interpreted in terms of the socioeconomic characteristics

of the sample. It ig considerably more surprising to find even

an occasional reference to an improbable cause in this bright,

affluent group than it would be to find such explanations in

data from a sample'representative of the general public.

These results have two specific implications for education.

First, there seems to hve a folk-belief among educators that

children, especially very young children, are greatly interested.

in the topic of causes of handicaps. Adults, indeed, sometimes

seem envision the preschooler's concept of handicaps as con-

sisting, largely of two elements: "How did it'happen?" .and "Will

it happen to me?" In this study, there' was no evidence whatso-'

ever to support this notion about young children's concepts of

handiC.tips. When young children discussed causds, they did not

P
do so in a way that suggested any overt or covert fantasy that

they themselves were vulnerable to becoming handicapped.
0

II
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The results of this study suggest that educators designing

' material° for young'childrenLkike the sUbjedits in this study.

,need not overemphasize the topic of causes. It is our impression

.that. a curriculum aimed 'at disabusing these children of beliefS

'.in contagion( for° instance, would, in fact, have introduced the

idea of contagion to many children;,

Second, the results suggest that junior high and high

school students have much less factual information about-the

causes of handicaps than they could potentially understand.

The kinds of specific explanations of the causes of handicaps

-offered by adults seem to be well within the cognitive grasp Of

these adolescents. One has the distinct sense that these.adoleS-

cents' reliance on vague explanation derives from lack of

factual information rather-than from an inability to understand

or from psychological defensiveness.

In short, efforts to provide nonhandicapped children with

explanations of'the causes of handicaps might well be directed

at providing adolescerits.with specific facts rather than at

disabusing young children of fantasies they appear n6t to harbor.

Fantasies and Negative Reactions

The development of concepts of handicaps includes the

development of fantasies, stereotypes, and negative reactions.

While young children clearly understand little about the reality

of handicaps, they also express few prejudices, aversions, or

negative reactions. ,While adolescents and adults have a con-

siderable capacity to understandthe reality of handicaps, they

'0
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a.

express partial understandings, ,fantasie8, sterotypes, and

negative" reactjqns rather 'frequently: O

Clearly, educational efforts 'should not be 1imited to

preschoolers and to children of elementary tchool 'age, a often

seems to be the case in curricula,aboilt haOicaps now available.

Adolscents and adults are in parti6lar need of corrective ed-

ucational Interventions. Especially.when the contenkof educa-
,

tional materials pertains to fantasies, stereotypes, a and negative

reactions, ,the content is more appropriate for' adults and,adoles-

cents than for the very young. For example, if one were con-

cerned with the belief that handicapped people-are harmful or

potentially harmful, one might do well to direct 'programming

about the erroneous nature of this idea toward adolescents and
A

adults. Messages of the form, "Handicapped people,are not..."

seem more appropriate for adolescents and adults than for the

young children towe.d whom they are sometimes directed.

Terms for Handicaps and Handicapped People

' The results of this study'suggest that many subjects were

in need of simple information about the social meaning of terms-

for talking about handicaps. Adolescent and adult subjects

sometimes used, without apparent intention cif giving offense,

terms that handicapped people find'offensive. In particular,
-

outdated phrases and nouns like deaf-mute and a cripple were

used withOut any apparent realization that these terms were not

currently acceptable.

359
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s
-The use of terms was particularly striking among'

4

adolescent subjedts because iese subjects stressed so *trongly.,

their condern'with='sOdial horMs. It was clear that these sub-

jects cared deeply about behaVing. in socially acceptable ways,

yet lacked the basid information necessary to avola givi9g .in-

intentional offense to handicapped people they might encounter.

While Vome.aspects of subjects' coReepts of handicaps are

complex and may be difficult to change in educational interventions,

the terminology that is and is not socially acceptable seems to

be an area to which educational intervention could be quickly and

effectively applied.

Informal Labels for the Handicapped
-

Research related to the labeling of mentally retarded people

has been almost universally concerned with the attitudes children

and adults express in reaction to people given formal diagnostic

labels. In presenting stimuli, professionals have prevented sub-
-'

jects with-professional definitions and conceptions of various

handicapping conditions. They have, 1 in effect, asked the public

to respond in professionals! terms without investigating the

meanings these terms have for respondents. To a large extent,

research has ignored the informal labels, that Children and

adults use toecharacterize people as different.

In the interviews conducted for this study, it was clear

that subjects' and professionals' understanding of various terms

related to mental retardation did not coincide. In particular,

the informal label of slow seemed sometimes to be used as a
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benign label indicating that, the "slate person should be /
/

judged according to standards different ,from those applied

other peers. That is, the subjects' in this study seemed tillfus4e

the label slow in the same way that Siperstein & Buddff (1980)

have suggested people might use the formal label mentally re-

tarded. Specifically, Siperstein and Budoff suggest that the

formal label mentally retarded may serve-a protective function-
3

for the labeled child, helping peers to account for behavior that

would otherwise be evaluated negatively. In this study, subjects

spontaneously used the word slow in such A manner.

Subjects: use of -the word slow differed, from professionals'

,use of the term as a euphemism for mild mental retardation...

Specifically, subjects sometimes seemed to take the term slow

literally; they seemed to imply sharp differentiation between-
-

the slow, Who take longer, and the mentally retarded, who are,

oftem understood'to be organically damaged and irreversibly.

handicapped. The main difference between/sUbjects' and pro-

fessionals! understanding of "slowness," then is-that,While pro-

fessionals"view "slowness" as mild mental retardation, subjects

discussed theSe two conditions as distinct and unrelated.

Subjects' use of the informal label slow suggests that

further research might be_directed toward, uses of this and other

informal labels. Such research would, first indicate how deviant

peers are viewed in the culture of subjects rather than in that

of professionals, and, second, would indicate potential inter-

vention strategies for improving the social position of mildly
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mentally 'retarded children. eCifically, the subjec.:-,:s in this

seemed to use the term, low in order to serve the kinds of

protectiye,functi4ls the formal label mentally retarded Sometimes

may serve. The term slow seemed to provide a benign explanation,

of the slow person's behavior, to invoke special standards for

-,elialuating that behavior; and tcy'do so without connoting a rele-

gation-to the role oflsocial.outcast or.deviant.
4

The Idea That A Cure - ill Be Found.

When adults and older subjects. exptesSed'unrealistic views

of the curability of handicaps, such views were more often overl

optimistic than overly pessimistic. This overoptiMism about the

curability of handicaps sometimes was expressed directly 'as an

assertion that handicaps are frequently or"reactily cured. °A

somewhat similar-theme also appeared in interviews: the idea.

that a cure:will befound for a handicap.,
.., \

This th'eme 1.S .-an interesting. on'e because expressing t tis

theme involves several, presuppositions about handicaps. One is'

the presupposition that a 'cl34 is a reasonable thing to discuss.

-

-For instance, to hope that "a cure will be founcr for mental

retardation is to presuppose that "a cure" is somehow a reason-
04,

_able thing to discuss. ITo speakof "a cure" is''ta suggest that

a handicap is a unitary entity, am' entity rather_aike a specific

disease, and consequently SoMething,potentially amenable to
--.

"a cure."

The theme is also interesting bedause the idea thaf4"a cure'
-

will be found" highlights the value systems people use in thinking

about handicaps. To talk about finding a Cure is often. to talk

as if' andicaip is an ,entity one wishes abolished.
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1

Subjects were coded as raising the "cure will be found"

theme-only if they raised this theme quite,explicitly: They were

coded as mentioning it whether or not they raised the hope that

a cure will be found. For instance, they were coded as melltion-

ing this theme df they said that a handicap is permanent, "at

least until a cure is found."

Table 16=1 shows that results pertaining to the idea that
a

"a cure will be found" are dramatic. This theme was occasionally

raised in relation to blindness, deafness, and orthopedic'handi-

caps;
MA

older 'groups raised it with regard to blindness, younger

groups with regard to deafness. It was also mentioned occasion-

ably in'rel4tion to orthopedic handicaps (by junior high school

and by adult tubjects).-.NO subjects mentioned the idea in

reation to psychologicaldistgrbancteS. In contrast, for all

groups in which subjects discussed mental, retardation; this was

a very common theme. about mental retardation. Even among primary

grade children; the theme was raised frequently ,.(by 77.8% of the

subjects discussing mental retardation); and among older sub-
4

jects, it was raised evert more often.

In this study, the idea that
_

"a cure will be found" see

to serve as d'succinct encoding fdr,several underlying ideas'a

,
values related to handicaps, especialry to mental: retardation.

For example, the theme may express. ideas abbut.a_handfcap.az

a disease entity; it may express a person's positive valuing of

the eradicatipn of a handicap; it may reflect an attention to

"curingji.e., ,erslicating) a handicap rather than attention to
%

realistic goals of learning to live withhandicaps; it may

r
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Table 16-1

Percentages Of Subjects Raising, The Idea-That
.2

"A Cure Will Be Found" ' A

Handicap
*.Age Group'

Preschool mary Junior High High School

Blindness 0 0 9.5 20.8

De'afns 10.5 7.7 4.8 8.3

Orthopedic hanpicap 0 0 . 9.5 / '. 0,

,

Mental retardation 77.8 85.7 91.7.

Adult

-30%0

0

18:2

90.0

--p ychological
disturbance 0 0 0

Note. Percentages are based on numbers o aubjects expressing at
least t-riimal awareness of a handicap.

CI

L
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reflect the power of telethonS and other fuhd-raising efforts.

In short, the idea-tit a cure will be found Would seem to have

considerable potential as a stimulus for discussing many themes

related to handicaps.%In this study, we have simply observed

the occurrence of the theme in interviews. Further research

related to conceptions of hndicaps might use this observation

in generating stimuli to elicit discussions about manAspeCts
a

of conceptions of handicaps.

Sources of Concepts

In this report, the focus has been heavily on developmental

differences in concepts of handicaps. It is'important to note:,

that concepts of handicaps do/not simply emerge during develop-

meht. Rather': they are, (to a large extent: what IlygOtsky (1962)

called "scientific concepts", concepts taught deliberately in

educational efforts, of the school and home. Nbt 'only schools

and,homes, but television and books clearly contribute to

children's and adults' beliefs about handicaps and handicapped

people. In particular, *in interviewingittacluiescentr subjects for

this study, it was clear that tefevision.was a powerfdl 'sburce

of images of handicapped people. Junior 14gh..and high school

subjects frequently cited episodes in television dramas and)in

made- for - television movies as ceferences for beliefs.about handi-

caps. f:Particularly striking mas'the readiness of subjects to'

accept television!s, portrayal as accurate, although,,: as Leonard

.(1978) documents, such portrayalfis frequently inaccurate.
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One'point we wbuld like to raise about adolescents' refer-

ences to television' 9.s a surce Of information concerns the potential

use of television in educational; intervention. Television has,

of course, been used widely in forts to Change images of

handicapped people. For example', the'sevies.Feeling Free was de-
.

signed to promote positive attitudes toward the-handicapped:
0

Other public television programS like Sesame Street and Mister'

Rogers'Neighborhood have incli4ded material about handicapped.
/
,

People aimed at promoting
L
positive attitudes among child viewers.

Among our adolescent subjects, however, the television
.

portrayals that seemed to have been effective in creating. strong.

tmpressions were major network dramas. Horror movies, dramatic'

love stories involving blind people, vivid tales about deaf

people hiding their hearingiimpairment, and other exciting ad-

wentdrei clearly were'moreiengaging than Were programs designed
N . ;

to teach facts. The singie most striking thing about subjects' 1/4

descriptions of the e.dralmas Was the subjects' uncritical accept-,,
9,

_ .

ante of these as portrayals of, the facts about handicapped

people. While( some adodl.'escents shoWed .1vsophisticated.scorh at

some devices used in the Showshappy ending, -miraculous re-
,

seemcoveries---theythey seemed h t to question the basic accuracy of

the images:

In short, adolescents' interest in these dramatic depictions

of handicapped peOple presents an opportunity for educational

1 interveht1b4 that may_eXceedle opportunity provided by public
. .

teleVisiC% "Specifically., skillful teachers andparettS could
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:use the dramatid portrayals given in network- -shows as material

to be evaluated critically. Rather than,leying to encourage

rA
adolescentg 6).watch educational television, it would seem to be

more,- realistic to accept the. fact, thab'adolescenEs are going

to watch major network misrepresentation of handicapped people
0

and to direct educational effort.at helping adolescents to

understand that misrepresentation. as such.

A socond, more general 'point about the origins.,of concepts
)

of handicaps concerns the input provided by patents and teachers.

While consiArable research had been directed at. children's 46

attitudes toward the handicapped, no research seems to have

examined anything about tie way in whic significant addlts in-

fludnce children's attitudes. From the results of this study,

it
is clearthat many adolescent and adult subjecs were far from

accurate pOtent41 sources of information about handicapsand

handitapped people,.
.

although these subjects were a very bright;
.

. ..i.
well-educated group of people. It seems likely, given the re-

sults of this study and,those concerned with the general public

(e.g., Gottwald, 1970), that children may receive considerable

0
misinformation,about,whandicaps even'from wellFedupated parents

and teachers, In the absewe of empirical evidence, however, we

do not know whether this is the case. -Specifically, we
At

do not "know.anything about the informal proseves of education

about handicaps that tike.pllace between parents and children.
4

It may be that parents are, ito some extent, sources of nfor-
.

)

mation that is more' accurate than that presented. in television
.

dramaS. It may be that p4rents,Ton the whale, do not dsually.

. 344 r
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discuss= handicaps with their chilOten, and hence that-tele-
. ,

. (

vision Serves as a 'source of information not provided by
..,

. .

parents. It-seems likely that. there is considerable variation

from'family to family,in,the extent to which the family serves

as a source ofinformation about handicaps. The extent to which

families, major network television, and other informal educational

resources contribute to concepts of handicaps seems to be an

important topic that has been greatly neglected by research.

N
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r

'AL

29 WARE STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138 TELEPHONE 1617) 868-0360-2

riep

Dear Parents,

We are conducting a study-Of how people develop an
'understanding of blindness, deafness, and other kinds of
handicaps. We would appreciate permission to interview
your 9A41d-about these topics: The attached copy of the
interview schedule lists the specific questions we would
like:to ask. All information about particular children is
confidential.;

.

If you have any questions about the study as a whole
or about the interviews, please feel free to call me at
home or at work.

If you agree to have your child participate, please,
sign one of the permission forms and return it to the
Children!s Center.

PermisSion Form

Sincerely,.
m

Susan Conant, Ed.D.
Research Associate

I give permission for my child
to be interviewed concerning his(het) beliefs and feelingly
about handicaps and the handicapped. I understand 'hat nis
(her) name will be deleted from the interview !s record of
the interview and that the results will be used only as a
part of a description of the types of responses given by
different age groups.

Signature
11'

Date
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'Appendix 13

ooncepts of Handicaps Interview Schedule

111.
Note. This interview schedule was designed to serve as a
iwrae for trained interviewers condugting clinical inter0ews.
It'-is not a questionnaire to be filled in by -libje o-

read to subjects. *
I



Name

School

Age

Class.

Interviewer Date

INTRODUCTION

1. What's yc$ur name? ,

(Children only)

TodayCl'We're going to talk-about people who have a hard time doing things,
..f

like people who can't see or can't hear, ancithings like that. . (Anekids who

don't actjiketther kids.) (I'm interested in what' ordinary kids like you
4V '

think about that.) (Elaborate if

LABEL ELICITATION .

(Children only)
1. ' 'What words do people

(You say a pCrson w

(Children only)
2. What words do peopleuse

:

3. To talk about,having trouble (difficulty in) walking?

A

tamt about not being able to see?
Sea is ?)

to talk about not being able-to hear?

4. What about having trouble taking? Are there any special words for that? 4'

5. Are there any special words for people who don't act like other people?
(Kids who don't act like'other kids? For acting strange?)

Are there any special words for having-ad time (difficulty' in) les.-inii4IL

7. Are there any other words You can think of (like .and
for.people-who are different from other people

in special ways?

.`
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IDENTIFICATION arEalmass

Do you know anyone who ii blind, who can't see at ill?

(If no) a . .
-2. Have you ever.seen a blind person, like on TV, or in a store,. or

on the street?-
\ c

I

I

3. What do you think it would be like to be blind?

\\.

1

# '

4. How do people become (get to be) blind? Any other ways?

4

5. If a pars° is blind, Fan he ever-stop being blind?
(Wh y? Ho w?

1,
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L

ow

a. Nell me about
t does he/she

/

b. .How do you think.

,

(What is he /she like?

r; 1 .

got to be that way?

t

(If\a. Child is identified)

1 c
c. What will

A

(An adult?) Why?

be like when hS/she is grown up?

(If a child is. identified)

4
' d. Will he /she get married or not? Why? Have children -or not? Why?

1".

(If an p..,11.6 is identified)

e." Will he/she always ?Ds thiq.way or not? Why?

a

(If an -adult is identified)

f. Is.he/she merri4d or not? Does he/she have children or not?

Mould he/she gets have children or not?). Why?

g-

5

7

I

What do. other people/thihkabout
t;SaSe_him/her or not? Why? Why not ,C.

3 9 4

0

Does anyone

%N.



Si

y

-
1

IDENTIFICATION OF DEAFNESS

1. oDo you know anyone who is deaf, who can't heap at all?

(tf no)

-2. Have you ever seen a deaf person on TV or somewhere else?
. n

3. What do you suppose it's -like to be completely deaf? (Not, to be

able to hear,-at air?)

4. 'How do people become (get to be) deaf?1 Any other ways?

5. If a person is deaf, can he ever stop being. leaf?

1Why? How ?)'

:74
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- .

a.- Tell me about.
What does he/she'd*?

Whit is he /she like?

. How do. you think got to be that way?

.

(If a child is identified)

c. What will
(An adult?) Why?

be like when be/she is grown up?

(If as child is identified)

Will he/she get married or not? Why? Have children or not? Why?

(If an AAIO.t is identified)

e. W4.11 be/she always be this way or not? Why?

'4

(If an adult is identified)

f. he/she. married or not? ,Does he/Ohe have children or not?

-(Could he/she get married, have children or not?) Why?

g: What do other peopld ithink.about'-
?tease Om/her.rot,not? Ohy?'Why not?

2 4 396
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(Introduce as appropriate)

°

Story No.1

_

Two children live'next..door to-one another,. They're the,saMe,,..

age. they're both (Sex of..child). (Sally, Jim) is blind,.and.the other

one (Ann, Charlie) is deg. One can't see at ail, and.one can't hear

at all.,

1. Do.dyou think they i-houId go to the same schOol together, or not? Wh

2., Do you think they play together,* not? Why?

3. (Optional: What uld they do? What would it be hird for

them to do?)

4. Could itieiter happen that the blind child could get to be or not

Why,? How?
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IDENTIFICATION OF'PHySICAL DISABILITY

1. Do you know anyone,who can't walk or has trouble walking or

anything at all like thag? (Who uses a wheelchair? Crutches?)

(If no) .

2E. Have you ever seen anyone on TV, or in a' store, or on the street,

or rywhere who had trouble walking?)

3. ,What do you suppose it would be like to have trouble walking-- .

not just ta hurt yourself a'little, but to have trouble walking all

the time?_

0

4. If a person has really serious trouble walking (ispseriously disabled):

can: he ever get better or not? (Why? How?)

-1$

S. What causes,(physical,disabilitAes, troUble'walking,-or subject's

own-wor4s)? Anythjng else?



a. T¢11 me about
t does he/she do?

(What is he/she -like?

. b. How do you think got to be that way?

g
(If a child is identified)

What will be like when he/she is grown up?

(An adult?) Why?.

(If a child is identified)

d. Will he/she get married or not? Why? Have children or not? Why?

(If an mutt is identified)

Will he/she always be this way or not? Why?

(If an adult is identified)

f. Is he/she married or not? Does he /she have children or not?"

(Could he /she get married, have children or not?) Why?

g: What do other people think about'
tease him/her or not? Why? Why not?

DOes anyone



COGNITIVE- TIOiAL PROBLEMS

1, s there anyone you know who doesn't act like other:people?

Who acts odd? Who acts like a baby ?).

, . Could you tell. me what "mentally retarded" Means?

(If yes) . .

2b. Have you ever known or seen anyone'y4u thought was mentally retarded?

1

\

(If no)

2c. What's it like to be smart? Do you know anyone who isn't at all smart? ,

4

3. Have you ever met anyone who had trouble.taiking, who doidnit talk or didn't,

talk like other people? (Who fgas hard to understand? Who had trouble '

PronounOing words ?)

.(If MR is understood .at all)
q.

X. What, causes mental retardation? (Or subject's word) Anything elie?

5. Do retardedpeople ever stop being retarded or not? Why?

.

. .

6, Whattkirids of things can cause people to act different from other. people?

(Clarifyto elicit etiological information) Any other things? .,.

7. If a, person (iits different from other people, has an emotional disturbance,

or'stbjects-4AWn words) can lie ever (start acting like other people, get

over it). 90.0t?. Why? How?



a. Tell me about
What does he/she do?

(What is he/sheilike?

b. How do you think' got to be that way?

(If a cHild is identified

WhStWill
,

:,4A*sdult?) Why?

If a chY ld is identified)

'd. Will he/she get married or not? Wily? Have children or not? Why?

be like when he/she is grown up?,

If an adult is identified)

Will he/she always be this way or not? Why?

adultadult is identified)
4 ,

1
f. s he/dhe married or not? Does he/she have children or. not?

Could he/she get married, have children or not?) Why?

g. What.do other people think about e ? Does anyone
tease him/her or not? Why? Why not?



, (Introduce as appropriate)

Story No. 2

'Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln have a child, Joe, who acts like a really

little kid, even though he isn't. He has a hard time talking. He acts

kind of strange. His parent have ,o decide whether to send him toa

reghlai school, (like the one you go to) or whether to send him to'a
.( ,

special school for children with probl

-ve

1. Which do you think they should and him to? Why?

)

7
(3.

2.. What would it be like if they sent him-to the regular school? Why?

402
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. (We've talked about people who can't see or. hear and about

people with other kinds of problems.) Can you think of any

kinds of problems we haven't talked about yet?

A

2. Of all that things we've talked about, which would be the hardest to

liVe with (Would it be harder to be bltnd or deaf, or to have

trouble walking, or something else?) 'Why?

Which would be easiest? Why?

3. Suppose a per n was completely deaf all his life

I

and ,then became

able to hear. What would that be like?
I.

C Have you,everheard anyone use the word "retard" or "a retard"?

0- (What does that mean?)

403
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ABSTRACT

Handicapped and nonhandicA7ed.children were .systematically

observedin two mainstreamed preschools over .a 21/2 year perlod. The

Ssocial and nonsocial, appropriate ana Aappropriate behaviors of

these two groups of ghildi-en Were compared; within and across the

tma,schpols over time,. The purpose of the siudy was to iTehtify
. .

consistent differences between the behaviors of handicapped and )

nonhandicapped children. A teacher interview and diagnoStic infor-
, C:

,
. .

.
.4,

rmation about thethandidapped children were used to interpret the
, ( . --

.
.

observed differences between the groupS of children and within the
,111,.. )\

. . .

, 4

handicapped group. .' ,

.

, .

Thirtr-twO. children in presichool (16.handicapped,'16 nonhandi-
- t ,,

!,

-capped). were observed i the, Winter of 1977/and'again in .the followincinn
... .

spring. Fifty-four.childrenin Preschool.B (31 handicapped, 23 non-
.

handicapped) were.observed twice during the 197.7-7Vsdhool year.

Twenty-eightof the 54 children whp had been observed in Preschool B

in then 19 °77 -7$ school year were observed twice' more during the 1978-7!

School yeaT>,

The instrument used to observe these children, called the

Analysis of Behaviors in the Classroom-NurseryKindergarten Form

(ABC-NK) recorded the occurrence of both adaptive and maladtptive

behaviors. This instrument was designed to,foous on the potential

differendes between the behaviors of handicapped and nonhandicapped

preschool children, The Observational instrument was supplemented

61, a teacher interview .(Preschool B only) and by information on the

disabd1 y of each handicapped subject obtained when he/she entered

thep e ch ol.
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. -,

A series of multivariate discriminant function analyses were
,

.

Rerformed in .order to determine which Combinations Of the observed

behaviors were best able td distinguisivthe,:tWo groups` of subjects.
,

Sepatate analise'swere donefor each pte.4chOcil.saMple-at each obser-
.,'$

vation reriod. 'Finallk,/the results of these analysed were compared
\

to determine wilich,,behaviorl consistently -differentiatedia icapped

fibm rionhandicapped subjeCts.

/ IX' was found that very few behaviors were.d nsistehtly asso-
'

ciatedWith o y one group of subjects across Dot reschools,and

all,observation peribds. Handicapped children were uniformly,;hi9her

in the production of strange sounds and noipes while alone. jlo,

handiCapped students tended to have more interactions with teachers

than their ,nonhandicapped classmates, However, Preschool A

r

these _interactions involved spending more time alone with the teacher
a.

''while in PresChool B they involved more%teacher.=child conversations..

ConverSely, nonhandicapped children in both presChools consistently

spent longer amounts of time enga.ged in verbal interaction with peers,,.

Other observed,differences between the two preschbols-in the

_behaviors exh4bi*ted by handicapped And nonhandicapped students were

alSo discussed as. were, differences between the two:preschool B samples.

Teacher interviewdata and disability. jnformation on the-ohandicapped.

children were used to cross-validate the findings from the discriminant

function analyses. In general, handicapped students with fewer and

more mild disabilities tended to behave more like their nonhandicapped

eclasiMates than did severely disabled children. 'Repeated measures
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iii

, multiple analyses.of variance )4,pachNibf'the behaViors over
.

.

the four observation periods. indicated the positiN/6 effects of,.
e

_4

the socializing experience for handicapped and nonhandicapped

childr In a suggestive manner, the ill effec ts of the summer,

break oh the socializing 'behaviors,` of the handicapped children is 01

also' indicated.

The strengths and weaknesses of the instruments used and

analyses performed for isolating differences between the behaviors:

0-f handicapped and nonhandicapped children wererdiscussed.- It:

was suggested that a finer-grained analySis of children's adaptive,

social and nonsocial,interactiOns might provide useful information
.

,
,

.
about the behaviors of children in mainstreamed preschools: In

addition, the importance of interview.data fillor.suPplementin,5,0b-

servationS was discussed.

By repeatedly observing children freely interacting dn their

own-preschool classrooms, it was shown that both handicapped and

nonhandicapped children exhibit many behaviors that adults judge

as inappropriate. Also, neither group of children was found to

be systematicaTly excluded from the social life of the classloom.

fd

It appeared th i the preschool children we observed had successfully

adapted to mainstreaming and were busy engaging in the kinds of

social and nonsocial interactions that are crucial to development

during the preschool years.
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Chapter 1 Background to the Study' ,

-":14SSO4e the lack of data indicating clear-cut superi ity

J'
fi5r`;reclufg---;or special- classes tie. present legalry mandated

dirtetion in 'special-education, is away from segregated, classes
1

d.toward the reintegration of these students within e main-
:

stream-Of the school .(Dtinn, 1968; Chrigtoplos'ind Rehz., 1969;
2 .

Lilly, 1971; Budoff, 1972). The reasons for this trend are'Clear;
,

1, Minority group children 14emk over-represented in the

special classes. Thus,'the special classes are increasingly,

leWed as racist, a means by which minority group children are
. , .

nder7educated, and :by which a self- fulfilling prophecy of 1-ow

-ability is realized educationally. The discriminatory features

of the-IQ test, which is the,primary diagnostic ,tool have been

detaind abundantly elsewhere.

2. :The special class curriculum is often a watered, down

version of-the genetel eduCationcurriculum. The, special class

'teacher does rift have accessto the schools' remedial support
..

4

system as do r,egulai class teachers but -must ministet\Xo her
I,

children with her 'own resources. The special Class children were
) . :

froften excludedby law or local practice from receivIng remedial

readin speech correction, and lea6Ling disability assistance.

Finally; academic instruction,in the special class is often

given aleiser premium mstWan in the regular rades. The special,
4 4

class teacher often viewsher'role as a prdma er of social ad-

".,justmerit rather thanlsVa facilitato; of aca emic competence.
-4FE

.,

3. Special classes are viewed as stigmatizing to many'
':. ". f

children, especially th9se labeled mentally retarded. If has

beema common observation that labels4lave a deleterious effect

411



upon children. Some
C

support for this observation is available
-

,

. in the literature regarding teacher expectancies, specifically

as they apply to retarded children (Beez, 1968), although the

empirical evidence is eq 'vocal (MacMillan, Jones, and Aloia, 1974).

411The logic dicta 4 application of the pk:incilliae of

least restrictive placement,r mainstreaming; may have its

parallel-in the logic decrYing segregation. Racial desegregation

assumes that segregated children-(e.g., the handicapped) are

subject to adverse labelling; lowered self-esteem; lOwered
f

teacher efpectations with.resultant infeilority, of training;

stigmatization;(social isoletion,.,and lack of exposure to appro-

priate.role models who can help them "normalize" their behaVior

to-fit cultural expedtaions. All these presumed effects of-

segregation are hypothesize(Lto result in a lower quality of

life for the segregated chil

'° and when they reach adulthood.
1

both. during their school years

The shortcomings,of the special class,'coupled with the

lbng list of "effiCaay" studies which failedto demonstrate the

%Superiority'of the special class mode1:41ed to the search for

other educational arrangements for handicapped children.

At this.time o the agitation against special classes

(the 60's) regillar edudation had been experimenting with a

variety of new practices whiCh allowed for greater individuali-1
2 .

zationof ed.iication And' had dramatiCally.reduced° class sizes

and with loweredteacher-student ratios. Open classrooms;with

a variety of activity-centers flowed children to pursue various

activities that reflected eith r particular children's ecial

41:2



needs or interests, or both,.a flexibility in programming that

had not been usual in public schools heretofore. Loidet-student-
.

teacher ratios allowed teachers to program for individual -children.

Dunn (1969) argued that regular education, because of these

practi19es, was able to cater to a wide diversity of ability levels

within a class. Thus, the surmise was that abroad range of
1 ,

handicapped children can also be educated in these settings.

Experience has shoWn regular clasS.teachers can accomplish

this feat with considerable effort and planning. Successfully ed--

ucating handicapped children in regular classes is a more formiat,

able task, frequently,than simply providing them with an inaividnek4-

ized curriculum. These children are often deficient in cognitive

skills, a broad range of motivational attributes, and have poor, ir

socializing skills which may sepatate them from the other childreno-
.

Taken together one might hypothesize the experience in regular. "-

O

classes may decrease his pleasure in school, and probably, his , .'4

willingness to work effectively on acadeinic tasks. After one

year in a controlled study, children placed from special into

regular classes showed an exhilarating effect of the placement,

more positive feelings about school, and excellent behavior-in ithe

classrooms by contrast both with children retained in Special

classes, or their.reviar classmates (tudoff.and Gottlieb, 1976; Gampel,

Dell., Gottlieb, J. & Harrison, R.; Gottlieb, J., Gampel, D.H.,&.BUdoff, M.)

The consequences of mainstreaming are poorly understood.

One must utilize a range of criteria to, understand its impact--t

child's actual adjustment, as defined by his observed behaviors

And his achievements, his/her perceptions of satisfaction and ,acceot-
r

ance in the mainstreamed classroom, his Teers' acceptance of him,



his teacherdl perceptions of hiS adjusttment and their- sense of

comfort working, with him, and his:- parents' sense of comfort, and

satisfaction4imith.Chis pladement. For example, many. parents and

teachersihave considerable diff' lty considering mainAreaming

a--physically handicapped child ina.mheelchair, who can otherwise

do the work in the classroom.

The goals of-a mainstreamed program are not clearly under-
'.

A
stood- 'Underlying the principle of mainstreaming is/the policy

of normalization, which, has been defined as assuring the develop-

mental growth of each handicapped child Is maintained in the

most normal setting possible using the most normal teaching

methods poss ble (Galloway and Chandler, 1978). The goals of

/
this practice have been stated for preschool handicapped young

children as:

1. ;Stigma reduction removal. To-the-extent that teachers,

peers, IlrofessiOnals'can not easily spot developmental deviations

among the members of a preschool group, to that extent, many

handicapped children may escape the notice of most visitors,, and

many peers who are not aware of handicaps per se (Budoff and

Conant, 1980). While visibly apparent problems, whether physical

or'behavioral, mill make the handicapped child stand out in the

class, these children's deviations within a segregated program

will be easily noticed by the casual classroom visitor. The

set for seeing handicaps in ,children in the segregated class

works to implicitly stigmatize him, while the same handicapped
4.

child immersed in a group of nonhandicapped children may not be

identifiabld.
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2. 'Contact should reduce negative attitudes,. There is

a' presipposition in the philosophy Of mainstreaming that physical

integration of the handicapped'and nonhandicapped will lead to

social' interaction between members of the two groups andthat''

this social. interaction will be constructive rather than de-
,.

,

structive, thus reducing stereotypes which nonhandicapped

C

children or teachers may hold against the handicapp d.

Some evidence does seem t4 exist that handica ped children
, -

are less well accepted by "normals" than are their nonhandicapped

peers (Cavallo and Porter, 1980; Centers and Centers,. 1963; Clark,

1964; Cooke, Apolloni and'Cooke, 1977; Force, 1956; Gottlieb

and Budoff, 1973; Guralnick, 1980; Johnson, 1950; Lapp, 1957;

Petdrson and Haralick; 1977; Richardson, Ronald, and Cleck,

1974; and research reviews'by Gardner, 1966; and Levitt and

Cohen, 1976). Some researchers (e.g., Jones and Sisk, 1967;

aneKennedy and Bruininks, 1974) indicate that acceptance Of

handicaps may be related to age, e.g., younger, children being more

accepting than older ones.

Since teachers are critical to mainstreaming, it is surprising

there is so little research on teacher experiences and attitudes

and behavior toward mainstreamed children. Shotel, Lano, and

McGettigan (1972) queried 121.:1 teachers in six Philadelphia

schools, three of which, were in the first year of mainstreaming

with esoUrce rooms and three of which-had self contained, special

clasp ooms, to serve as controls.. After this first year, teachers

did 'not 'dicate more positive feelings toward the emotionally

disturbed child n and expressed less favorable attitudes toward
r

4.



the retarded children: The more positive attitudes were ex-

pressed towa-rd the learriing disabled children. The findings

(

from this early literature with this practice j.s that regular

classroom teachers do,not favor the integration of even mildly

handicapped children (Guerin and Szatfocky, 1974; Gickling and

Theobold, 1975), and those school personnel who were most

affected by mainstreaming were the least accepting of it, even

for the mildly handicepped (Barngover, 1971).
ti

3. Mainstreamed programs should. provide nonhandiCapped

models to enhance the-behavior and social and academic of the

preschool handicapped child. "Normal peers deem to constitute

enonthreatening models from which the handicapped...can ern

more than they typically do from their impaired peers'
,--

(Wolfensbergei, 1972, p.51). This modelling will preSumably

reduce the frequency of inappropriate behavior. However, modelling

generally-depends on interaction between the model and the person

who is imitating the model's behaviors. The little empirical

data does not support the assumption that the physical inte-

gration of a stigmatized group into a classroom assures spontan-

eous social integration for the mentally retarded (Ray,- 1974),

behaviorally disordered (Allen, Benning, and Drummond, 1972),

or disadvantaged students (Feitelson, Weintraub, and Michaeli,

1972; Karnes, Tesja, and Hodgins, 1970).

Similarly, Gampel, Harrison, and Budoff, (1972), repoAed

the school age EMR child in the int6grated- cless_interacted less

frequently with his/her peers and with a teacher than in a

special class. Grosenick (1969) also found the hand-raising

41



behavior of handicapped= children decrease4 after integration.

Reviewing this literature, Snyder,.Apolloni, and Cooke(1977)

7

concluded that integrated settings do hot necessarily. result

in increased cross-group imitation and social interaction be-
,

tween handicapped and nonhandicapped "classmates. Gouldner's

finding (1978) of low teacher-child interactio among.nonhandi-_

capped children characterized by teacher as "n bodies" suggests

handicapped children may suffer the fate of low socially valued

children.

Peterson and Haralick (1977), studying preschool children,

found more ,spontaneous interaction among the handicapped and non-:

handicapped than did some of other researchers, particularly those

working with school aged children. However, they also found,a ten-

dency for nonhandicapped preschoolers to prefer other nonhandi-

capped children as playmates andito prefer isolate play to cooper-

ative or parallel play when handicapped children were the only

available playmates in a given play area. Haralick (1 78) noted

that handicapped preschoolers seemed to have a teacher or aide,

present in a play area while engaging in ,cooperative play with

nonhandicapped far more frequently than did the nonhandicapped

children when playing with each other. The adult presence may
1,\

add prestige to play the area containing handicapped children that

may serve as an impetus foK cooperative interaction.
4

There is some evidence that teacher intervention can in-

crease both the qilality and quantity of interaction among members

of the two groups. Devoney, Guralnick, and Rubin (1974) found

that the introduction of handicapped children into a,presch000l

playsetting had no effect on the quality.of play evidenced by

handicapped children until the teacher structured the situation

to encourage interaction (see also Fredericks, e%. al. (19701.
41'7,



To examine he longitudinal effects o 'Mainstreaming on
,

the handicaped preschoolers, between' January 1977 and June
:

1979, systematic observationswere made'of hAndicapped and non-

handicapped children in two mainstreamed preschools. These ob-
.'

servation were c6111cted to assess the nature of the social

interactions of hafidicapped and nonhandicapped children and to

examine the changes that occurred in these interactions over

time. In addition, teachers in one of the preschools were

Asked to rate each, child's level of participation in classroom

activities, his or her communication skills, physical appear--
°.t

ance, etc. These ratings were then compared with the behavior'

observations of both gioups of childreriand with diagnostic in-
.

,

formation obtained from the school folders of-the handicapped

children.

The aims of this study were:
_

1. To de'Scribe the similarities and differences that
characterize the behaviors of handicapped and
nonhandicapped preschoolers across both preschools
and all observation periods;

2. To describe how the differences between the behaviors
of handicapped and nonhandicapped children changed
over time;

3. To discuss systematic differences between the two
preschools in how both groups of children behaved;

. To determine the degree to which past }behaviors,
teachers impiessions of a child's functioning and
ap2earancev and diagnostic information (handicapped
chTTSren only) are able to predict a child's recent
classroom behavior.

At one school, which we will call Prescool A, observations

were made during the winter and spring of 1977. Preliminary analyses'

of these data have been reported previously (Budoff, Conant, 1

Peyton, 1979) and the final analysis of these data is reported below.
ss
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Observations were collected at the other school, Pre,phool fl,auring

the fall of 1977, the spring and fall of 1978 and,thie §pring of 1979.

The final analysis of these data is reported here. The observatiaal

data from Preschool B. were supplemented by a teacher interview

instrument administered in June, 1979. In addition, diagno ic

information describing the presenting disability of each handicapped

.child was obtained from the school files.

The ABC-NK and NK Observation.Instruments

The .inArument used to systematically observe and record

s social interactions is known as The Analyiis of Behaviors

in.the,Iplassroom (ABC) which wass-oriWinal developed to record the

behaviors of school-aged childben and was later modified in the
7

ABC-NK and NK versions or use in prescho4 mainstreamed classrooms.
-

The ABC is described in detail in Appendix 3-1 and will be

briefly outlined below.

Unlike many observation instruments, the ABC was developed

after a prolonged period of observation of the behaviors of handi-'

capped children wh had been integrated into re4ular classes
\

while still attending a special education learning center. The

observer (B. Whit) watched these children in the regular classes

and'the special education settixg; wrote vignettes of the e avior

they exhibited in social interactions with their peers, whether

handicapped pr nonhandicapped, and with their -ac era. We

sought to develop an ins rument that would a low the richness_of

Barker's (1963 ) runnin' behavioral descrip ions of the single

cases he observed, reco nizing tha ou --sire to compare be-

haviors exhibited by different children would compel a more

I
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structured coding method to identify particular variables for

analysis. In this early phase, the obse-rver (B. White) sat in

classrooms over a period of six months watching the'target

chilren in: the two types of educational settings, and observing

the kihds of behaviors-the handicapped' childTpn displayed while

they were With their peers and their teacheri. The task for
oft

teh school was to feed back informat4n.relevant to their social

competence;3for the instrument, development process, to identify

the'variables that characterized the children's behavior so an

4-initial ok.trial form of the instrument could emerge. Piloting

and the structure of the ,instrument took shape during the following

four months., A second six months was spent designing and piloting

observation techniques that would tap these behaviors. It is

characteristic of the clinical approach that there is no fixed

commitment to one particular way of looking at a child. As one

observes in a classroom, one might notice critical incidents. At

another Moment, one might focus of the quality of verbal inter-
.

actions or on a child's proximity to or distance.from others. At

other times, the observer's attention might be l rayfin to nervous,

or annoying habits of a child. The instrement that evolved was ,

1

a multi-perspective one rather than a single-strategy instrement,

Approximately one year ,-after the development of the ABC

weextended it for use in nursery and kindergarten schools -- the

ABC-NK, during the first year this project was,funded. Some

categories of behavior wer changed; a few were added. -

4°



The ABC-NK and NK instruments provide a mUltifaceted.approach

to the .analysis of behavior in, mainstreamed preschools. They assess

behaviors one would expect to find

interaction with peers, as well as

in any preschool, e.g., verbal

waladaptive or inappropriate

behaviors one might associate with severely handicapp children,

e.g., strange noises and gestures. The inclusion of-'these ma adaptive

behaviors makes the ABC-NK.and.NK different from observation instru-

meir.s used in nonintegrated preschools. One 3f the goals of this

stucy is to determine whether the ABC-NK and.NK are seesitive indi-

cht-crs of the differences'between handicapped and nonhandicapped

children.
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A

Suring each data'collection periodually the fall or spring

of a school year), each child is systematically observed fopr to

six times. Most observations last twenty minutes, although afew

had to be ended, earlier due to the usual constraints imposed upon
1

naturalistic observation in cla6Srooms. NO observation' lasting less
t
than fifteen minutes was included in the data analysis. In addition,

each child's four to six observations per data collection period

-were equally divided between structured and unstructured settings.

In structured settings a child's behavior is closely guided by the

' teacher and his/her mobi4ty is somewhat restricted. Uns,tructured

settings roughly correspond to free-play per:iods where the child can

move about the room if he/she wishes, talk to peers, and be involved

in choosing his/her activity.

The ABC-NK and NK.are,:both divided into four major sections.

j, The first gectiion is used to keep track of the child's physical

placement on the classrooM. Each second a child spends isolated

from others, with other children (the teach9r May be present es
a

well), and alone with the teacher is recorded. 'Mese counts have

been analyzed only fOr those activities which have not been determined

''by tfiejoSysical setting or the'teacher--but may have been determined

by the target child and/or other students. 'Thus,"time spent in

isolation with the teachese the child initiated the contact

will be analyzed, but time spent alone with the teacher because the'

teacher required it, will not be 'examined. The total number of
\

seconds spent isolated, with] others, and with,ithe-teacher is then

4 2.2`
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divided by the length of the ofiservation period to yield percehtagesh

1.of observed time spent
%

in these three different settings.
, - V

The second section of the ABC-NK and NK_is used to note the

s 4i

occurrence of selected, mostly Maladaptive or inappropriate behaviors.

behaviors include distraction, aimless wandering, nonCommunica-

tive sOunds and noises, nonfunctional gestures and movements,

inappropriate materials use and teacher-initiated interventions-

into the activity of the target child. Phether the child° was isolated

or with others when these' behaviors occurred was also noted.

The-third section of the observation instrument assesses the

percentage ?f time the target child spends during the observation

period engging in verbal interactions with peers or with the teacher.

These Interactions must be neutral-or positive in tone and involve

the target child as either a conversational initiator or respondent.

Instances-in which the teacher instructs the child in a lesson are

not recorded here.

The final section of the instrumentis used to note unusually

positive or,negativeinteractions between children. Due to the

relative- rarity of these' interactions, fine-grained statistical

analysis of their nature is impossible. However, the ocdurrence or

nonoccurrence of a negative interaction was observed reliably (see

Table 2) and has been included in some statistical analyses.

As yet, the ultimate value of this final section of the AB

Sit

and NK. has n t beep adequately awessed due to'the rare Occurrence.

'of these even s in a relatively small sample of subjects (e.g., under

100). It is quite likely, however, that'single occurrences of an

423
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unusually positive-or negative interaction do exert a significant

infldence on the social'structure of the classroom. Further reSearch

with the instrument will-try to use the observer's or teacher's

clinical judgements conce'vning the impact of these rare events to

more adequately assess heir importance.

Nc?"
TWo intlf-rater reliability studies were conducted, one for

,

each .ofithe
.
instruments,used (the-ABC-NKj. and the NK) after the

4

44

observers were trained and before th data collection began, The

first reliability study, done with the,ABC, employed three observerk

who worked in pairs. A total of 106 paired observations were

Collected to assess inter-rater reliability on the ABC. Intraclass

correlations (Winer,°1971) were used to agtess inter-rater agreement

lifach of\the variables (see Table 1) .

1.14to the'infrequent occurrence of certain variables, their

intraclass correlations were low (i.e., below .70). Some of these

rare variables were recoded as*dichotomous variables (0-nonoccurrence,.

yr

,1 currete). and.kappa'(Cohen, 1960) used to assess their level of

inter-rater reliability (see Table 2). All,variables which were

reboaed to dithotomous variables for the computation of reliability

were used.as dichotomous variables in all further data analyses. As

yotl,can see,from Table 1, most of the ABC-NK variables had intraclass

correlations. of .70 or above. A few variables which had low -intraclass

correlation received relatively high kappas (.70.or'above) after they

Were recoded.

1The reliabilitytudy for the ABC-NK was done using the original
ABC .instrument. Since the two instruments are basically similar,
no new reliability data were collected on the ABC-11K.
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- AnLidentical,procedure for computing inter-rater reliability

was.used for the NK instrumet,-The intraclass correlatiohm tOr

each NK variable included in the reliability study tre iistea in.

Table. 3. Kappas for recodeloNK variables with low intraclass cor-

relations were also calculated. However, the kappad for all these

recodea variables were very:low. Therefore', only the variables,

receiving intraclass correlations of .70 or above were included
N°

in 'further analyses

It should be noted at this point that'it.is.'yer iffiCult to

-conduct a comprehensive reliability study,of'as diverse an Tnstrwnent
, .

as the ABC-NK'or the NK. Some variables (e.g, percent of time spent

isolated) can be observed with high inter-rater reliability'on .a

small set'.of subjects'while others (e.g., unusually positive or

negative behaviors), due. to their relatively rare occurrence, may

require. an enormous -sample size We found that even,as many as 106

paired; 20-minute Obsetvttions provided insufficient opportunity to

reliably observe. dome important but infrequent beha iors, Unfor-

*tunately, rigorous measurement procedures require tliat instruments

demons,trate their reliability before they .cenrbe used'to guide our.

understanding of 'b'ehavioral events. .Thus, the possible value of

some rare but potentially important .interactions can not be assessed

in'-a study of 'this size and scope.

The Teacher Rating Interview (Use iePreschool B Only)

In June 1979, teachers in Preschool.B were a familiar

interviewer to describe the. appearance and behavfors of'each subject.

4



The interview followed a pre-set format whicivincluded open-ended

questions and rating scale items. See Appendix A. for acopy of the

interview instrument. In additican, the interviewer, was asked to

4 fill out an interviewform herself on each child before she talked

to his/her teacher.1 Inter-rater-reliabilities were calculated

for each of the rating scale 'questions and are reported in-Table 4:

The purpose'of the teacher interview was to get an independent

assessment of each child's classroom behavior and appearance to

compare with the other data we collected. In particular, we wanted

to see how well the teacher's impressions correlated with the

behavior observationsand the diagnostic information obtained from

the school'files of the handiqepped children.

I

"'The interviewer was the same person who perforthed-most Of the
behavior obServations in these same Classrooms. Thereforehe
knew the children 'very well. Her ratings were used-to estimate
inter - 'rater reliability on the interview instrument.



Chapter 2

Subjects

STUDY 1 - PRESCHOOL A

Method

.t
17.

Thirty-two children were observed in Preschool,,A (16 handi-

capped and 16 nonhandicapped children; 12 females and 20 males.)

The sixteen handicapped subjects made up' the entire Preichool A

population of handicapped:children receiving parental permission

to participate. Tae handicapped subjects were then matched with

same-sex nonhandicapped classmates to form the sample of 32 children.

Agte, Sex and Integrated Experience of: Subjects

As of June 30, 1977, the handicapped subjects ranged in age

from-three years, one month to seven years, two months (mean age go

five ,years, five months) and the nonhandicapped subjects ranged in

age from two years, six months to six years, two months (mean age

foUr Years, seven months). Therefore, on the average, the. handicapped

subjects tended to be one year older than the nonhandicapped Subjects.

The handicapped children had spent frolvone,to three school

years in Preschool 'A (mean 'amount of integrated preschool experience mi

one year, seven months), while the nonhandicapped children had attended

Preschool A from one to four school years (mean amount of integrated

preschool experience.= one year,four months). Both handicappedand

nonhandicapped subjects seemed to have had similar amounts of exper-

ience with this mainstreamed preschool.

Diagnostic. Information on the Handicapped Children

We found the diagdostic information available to us from the

handicapped children's files difficultAo interpret because of its

427
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variability across children': For some children, specific, readily

interpretable, diagnostic data were availablerin their files e.g,,

trauma induced paraplegia (no motor control or sensitivity below*

the waist). However, many other children had received vague and

difficult to interpret diagnoses: "delayed, ". "slow speech and language

development," "emotional problems. Vague, confusing and perhaps ,

misleading diagnostic, terminology was found in the school records

of the handicapped children in both preschools. It was obvious that

/ personnel iith a wide range of diagnostic expertise had evaluated

these children. In addition, many of the childten seemecill'to have

exhibited a variety of ill - defined -and poorlyunderstOoddifficulties

when they were evaluated as toddlers, infants, or young preschoolers.

Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain,supplementary. diagnostic

information. for subjects in Preschool A.
2 Therefore, a procedure was

devised to categorize this al gnostic information taken' from the

records of'both- preschools so that some kind of analysis could be

performed using it.
...

I.
, . .

A preliminary survey of-the range of diagnostic information

indicated that a set of 11 coding Categories would be sufficiently
t I

broad t6 c.itego'rize the range of presenting diagnoses of the handi-
l'

,

capped preschoolers in both schools. The A coding categorieS are
i 1

\

1
Note: The diagnostic information iised,throughout represents infor-

)mation.noted in the child's recordiwhen.she/he entered the preschool.
In some cases, these presenting diffiCulties changed or improVed while
.,that child was in the preschool, by the time the child was observed. .

. ,

. ,
.

2The diagnostic information for those subjects in Preschool B: which .

proVed to.'4e'the most vague and confUsing was supplemented informaill
by interviewing the director of Preschool H. . .

423
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6

Ja

presented in Table 5: As,you can see, an attempt was made to indicate

both the nature of the disorder and the degree. of severity. However.

in some cases the degree of severity was difficult to determine due

to inadequate or vague information, e.g., "speech problems." Degree
4

of impairment was.particularly difficult to determine in the area of

behavioral- or social-emotional problems; thds, severity was not coded

for this disability area.

Aifter the codes were devised, two coders independently read

the diagnostic information available for each handicapped subject

in both preschools and assigned one or two disability codes to each

child. When. a subject's records listed more 'than two diagnoses, the

. two disabilities with the greatest degree of salience were selected.

Salience was, de 'ermined by the: 1) severity; 2) "amount of Phformation

available 'in the records; 3) order in which the disabilities were

listed in tht ecords; and 4) eliminatinn of redundant information.

afore, moderate or severe disabilities were always coded

,-before mild ones. If a Child wasidiagnosed as having severe cerebral

palsy, the fact that she/he was also described as being clumsy was
1

not coded in addition to 'the cerebral palsy. If several speech or

language disorders were described, then some coding for speech or

language'disabil ty was done. Each handicapped child received two

disabilit codes (those children w;th-only one diagnosed disability

'rec_. c one code for their disability and the missing data code).

Disregarding the, order in which the disabilities were coded,

the two coders agreed el% of the time (26 agreements/32 agreements

disagreements; kappa = .79) onthe coding of,Oisabilities for children

6
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in .Preschool A 'and' 85% of the, 'time, (68 agreements/80 agreements )1=. 411
.

disagreements; kappa =82) on the coding of disabilitiei for children

in Preschool B.

The few disagreements that did occur tended to involve judge-

ments of severity rather than disagreements concerning the nature of

a child's diagnosed handicap. Disagreements also involved redundiint

disabilities and judgements concerning the most salient of multiple

mild anapoorly defined diagnoses. Serious disagreements concerning

the Preschool B data were resolved by asking the director of Preschool'
-

4

B to assess the predominant presenting difficulty of a small subset )

of handicapped children.

The presenting diagnoses of the handicapped children in

Presalool A varied consfderably. When the disabilities of these

children were classified according to the system displayed £n Table PI

and a cross-classification table constructed to describe the two

major disability groupings for each subject, no cell was found to

contain more than two subjects. (See Table 6.), Some disability

classifications are missing from Table 6 because no child in

preschool A was coded as belonging to those classification groupi.
4

When Table 6 was reduced in size by ignoring degrees of

impairment within one .particular classification (e.g., mild cerebral

palsy was combined with moderate and severe cerebral pafsy), the

resulting table contained seven rows and five columns. This reduced

table still showed no more than two subjects per cell. Therefore,

it Was decided to reduce the number of diagnostic categories repre-

sented by these data by recoding according to severity judgements 0

and numbers of handicaps described.
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The following categories, were devised to create a severity

of impairment scale.based on the original disability codes:

0 Missing disability information
1 One mild disability
2 Two mild disabilities
3 One severe disability with or without any mild disabilities
4 Two severe disabilities

Children who were coded as exhibiting behavioral or social problems

or invisible/other handicaps were recOded as beldnging to a mild'

disability category. Table 7 shows the distribution of this severity,

of impairment scale across the sixteen handicapped proeschoolers in

Preschool A. Because the disabilities of these handicapped childien

were so diesimilare we were forced to use he more global coding of

severity of impairment in the statistical analysis of the data from

Preschool A.

Procedure

Data Collection. Observational data were collected -at Zre7

school A in the- wintei and again in the spring of 1077. Each subject

was observed for approximately 2.0 minutes five or six times during.the

winter data. collection period and for the same amoulii of time in the
ak,

spling. The observers'were instructed to obse, each subject in both

structured (e.g,, story' telling) and unstructured (e.g., free play)

classroom settings. The NK observation form was.used to record
a

behaviors,as they occurred hring the 20-minute observation period.

I
The observations were then transferred, onto coding sheets and

keypunched. Each,subject's winter scores' were computed by averaging

across five or six observation periods. The same procedure was

.followed for thespring data. In addition, all scores were multiplied

by a proration factor to adjust for minor variations in the length
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of obseryation periods and .to equate tle number of observations

22

done in structured'and unstructured settings. 'These two data sets,

(winteria d spring) of prorated mean scores for each subject formed

the data base for the analysis of observed behaviors reported below.

Data Analysis. The analysis of behavior observations presents

a number of methodological problems regardless of the instrument

used or the population studied. Counts Of the occurrences of certain

pre-seleCted behaviors or of seconds spent in a particular activity

(the kinds of measures used by the ABC-NK and NK) have the advantage

of being discrete, continuous, quantifiable entities. However, the
..

population distudbutions of these sorts of variables are not known--

for either nonhandicapped or handicapped presdhoolers. Some of the

%
behaviors counted may occur so infrequently in a sample siZe'of'unde

,100 to be virtually unmeasurable! (
In addition, the meaning of the relative sizes of variables

such as these 'is not immediately obvious. For ample, it is not

clear whether spending' an avera0 of 40% o observed time inisolation
f

is twice as isolated as spending an average of of the time in a/
similar situation. In othgr words, tile'e'inte ersonal meaning of an(

Oct may foilow.a completely different metric than the simple counting

of seconds or occurrences. A child may be ignored if she/he hits

'another child once every two weeks but'a child who hits another once

a week or twice a week may be avoided by others. (Obviously, the

context in which the behaNior occurs contributes a good deal'to the

meaning of the act as well.) Because the meaning of these,variables-

teand their'distribution in larger samples of subjects are unknown,- Ill
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a good deal of caution must be exercised in analyzing data generated

in a study.such as this an interpretating its fimdings.

Finally, because the population distributions of these variables_

are unlikely to be normal and because ti observations_ themselves are

not independent (e%g., each child is observed in a classroom inter-

actingiwith other children who are subjects in this study) the

statistical analyses used.in this study are intended for descriptive

not inferential purposes. Any findings reported here should.be

understood as results that describe a small. set of classrooms in two

mainstreamed preschools in the Boston Metropolitan area. These results

may not generalize to other integrated preschools in Boston or elsewhere.
r

It was - decided that the most parsimonious approa';t the
'

analysis of the behavior .observations and teacher ratin-, data ias to

perform a small .set of multivariate analyses In ar, is-7^

criminant function analy...3 .6 used to . seduce the large variety of

behavioral variables to a'smaller set which maximize the observed

differences between handicapped and nonhandkcapped children. The.

advantage of a multivariate technique like discriminant function

analysis is that variables which overl4p with other variables.can

be eliminated, that multiple significance tests can be avolded,'etc.

The disadvantage of multivariate analysis are,that the results can

be hard to interpret, are often dependent upon the order in which

variables are entered, and are easily distorted by.poorlY distributed

variables.

To guard against some of the more obvious sources of.error in

multivariate analysis, the frequency distributions of all irariables.

across all the.subjgcts but within one data collection perifd were
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examined. All variable's which were'observed too infrequently (well

over 50% of thesubjects never exhibited this betavior) had to be .

eliminated. If.the distribution oif a variable was bimodal, grossly

skewed, etc.,, it was recoded tr these distortions. In

general, most bi-odal variables were recoded nto-median splits

(above and below the mdian) to create a dichotomous variable. Most

of the recoding done consisted of simple dichotomous splits or arilph-

metic transformations. Time.consUraints did not permit us.,to try

other permissible but more cowlicated transformations (e.g., loga-

rithmic, eta.) although these ma kbe useful techniques to try in

the future..

The ft. variat:lus tram N that were used to compar e

the beaviors of handicapped and nonhandicapped subjects in Presc ol A

are listed in Table °8." These variables were selected because they 41,

were observed with high inter-rater reliability (intraclass correla-

. , i

.

tions or kappas greater than or equal to .70), occurred frequently

enough to be measured, exhibited roughly normal distributions and ,

did not overlap to any:signifant degree with other variables-on
4

-the list (biyariate pearson correlation coefficients less than .80) .

All variables used in the analysirS of Preschool A data represent

average frequencies (or percentages) of occurrence across the five

or six observation sessions that occurred within one data collection

of `period. In addition, these variables were prorated to adjust for

minor. differences in th7 length of the observation periods and for

slight differences/in the number of structured vs. unstructured

settings observed.,
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The discriminant analysis enables one to reduce a relatively

large number of variables to a smaller number of iscriminant
,

functions that will maximally differentiate twa or more existing

groups of subjects. In the case of tvo.groups of subjects such as

-we have in our data (handicapped and nonhandicapped), the discriminant

analysis Produces one function which is a linear combinatiOn of the

original variables.

The discriminant analysis provides several kinds of information.

It computes a set of standardized coefficients which identify the

relative contributions of, the original variables to the discriminant

function. For example, a variable with 4 coefficient of .8 contributes

twice as much to the function as does a variable with a coefficient of
to'

.4. The sigh of the coefficient shows the direction of the variable.

Thus, if the nonhandicapped children are gi;iiii positive Aiscriminantt

4.-. funct4.On s,1 , variables with positive signs characterize the

lir
behaviors of nhandicapped children while variables with negative

signs are more typical of the behaviors of handicapped children. 2

The discrimiant analysis alsci computes function scores for

sOlkp

achsubject which enable it to predict the group membership of ti4t

's. Jsipg each subject's function scofe, one could rate
,- F. i,

1
The direct method wasr.used in all the discriminant analyses performed..
This method produces coefficients Abr all the variables used in each
analysis. Variables receiving coefficients that are close,to zero-are
not. important contributors to the function. The direct' method enablits.
one to follow the position of any single'variable

2
The sign of,the discriminant function coefficient of any one: variable
should not be .confused with the social value of that variable. Thus,
negative coefficients do not mean negative behaviors.' Sometimes the-
handicapped children hia negative coefficients attached to their
behaviors and sometimes they had positive coefficients. The coefficient
sign :(negative or positive) is ,statistical artifact of the discrim-
inant function procedure;
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subject as being more or less like members of the other group

(e.g., a handicapped child may act more qr 12ss like his/hernon-

handicapped classmates). The number of correctly, predicted group

members is. an indication of how well the discriminant function is

able to differentiate the two groups.
\

Results

The behaviors of both handicapped and nonhandicapped subjActs

were compared at the two different data collection times (winter

and spring of 1977). The means and standard devtiations on the

fodilteen variables froM the NBC observation form felr the two groups

of subjects are presented in Tables 9 and 10. This same set of

fourteen variables was input to the disciiminant function program

twice:once for the winter and once for the spring.

(Winter Data Collection

-1

The reSults'of the discriminant analysis for the winter data

collection period are displayed in Table 11. The variables scith ttre

largest negative/coefficients are.most'indicative of the handicapped
.r.

end of the continuum of discriminating behaviors while the variables

with the largest positive coefficients zre most like'the behaviors of
..

the. nonhandicapped $tudent'.
1 Table 11 shows that in the winter-of 1977,

handicapped students were mdre likely to spend time alone with the

teacher, to be itvolvedin unusualli,negative interactions w#h others,

to be seen aimlessly,wandering around the classroom, to be producing

inappropriate sounds-or noises, and to be covertly watching others.

4
1See foot ote 2 on page 16.
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Also, the teacher is more likely to intervene in and redirect the

behavior of handicapped students.' ,0

Notice that while handicapped children are more likely to'

exhibit-inappropriate body and'faCial gestuyes and movements when

alone and.with other people, nonhandicapped children a3po exhibit
4 \

, inappropriate gestures and movements while, with others. Therefore,

these kinds of seemingly inappropriate behaviors weke'characteristic

9f both group's (although' they may occur in slightly different context's)

and so may not be as important in differentiating the behaviors of

handicapped from nonhandicapped children. Facial gestures, which

was ranked low:in the handicapped end of the behivioral contYneUM

because it received such a low negative coefeicient is not a major

differentiator of the behaviors of the two groups of subjects.

the nonhandicapped subjects were more likely to use materials -'

inappropriately while with ether children (they. may also use-materials

appropriately, but we have no measure of that behavior) 0o engage ,in

verbal.` interaction of a positive or neutral ,nature with both the

teacher and their peers, and -are somewhat more likely to'spend time

alone. Tlme spent with others received such a low positive coefficient

that.it.is not:an important discriminator of the differences in

behavior-between the two groups.

The first interesting finding to note from these results,is some

of the-strange, inapprb late behaviors were exhibited as frequently
A

or more frequently by nonhandicapped preschoolers as by their handi-1,.,

capped classmates. Using.materials inappropriately is something}

nonhandicapped children were more likely to do-in Preschool A during

.,437
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the winter of 1977, although this finding may be due to heir greater.

use' cif -material both appropriately and nappropria especially
r ,

in the presence Of other children:' Also, both handicapped and non -

handicapped children exhibited gestures and movements whch adult

0 observers felt'were nonfunctional br unusual.

The handicapped children seemed to differ from thejionhandicapped

classmates in the amountof time they spent alone with the teacher'

and-in the somewhat greater frequency with which she/he was seen as

,-.directing their behaviors. Interestingly enough', however, the non-

handicapped children were more likely to talk to the teacher.

.Perhaps the generally superior language skills of the nonhandicapped

_group enabled them to communicate more easily with the teacher over

greater,distances, thus resulting in the'r spending lees time in

close and exclusive physical proximity h him/her. Conversely,

the teacher m4y have been able to communicate her/his desires more
, 1,

°easily to the nonhandicapped children through verb channels,

thereby reducing need for her/him to appear to directly,intrude 1.1pOn

4

and redirect their activities. ,°

The handicapped children appeared to exhibit more behaviors

,

typical of social isolation or exclusion than nonhandicapped

.
wandering aimlessly around the room, covertly watching the activities :

,

Of their peers, making .strange noises and sounds, and engaging in more
, ,

'fights or 'other negative'interactions. However, these aCtIvities
,

were less important' differentiators of their behaviors than the
.0.

amount of time:they spent alone with the teacher. .
. . ...,

In contrast, 'the.nanhandicapped chi-l-d-feri-vpre more likely to

spend greater amounts of time lking:to their classmates, and the

...' I

4 4 , :)--.)



teacher ',Although percentages of,,he time slientaldne Was a Variable
.m

Iist4s falling an thesnonhandicapped'end of the continuum, ii-)was

'a relatively minor contributor to:the discriminantsfunctiOn.-

When discriminant -function.- scores were computed for each
. 2

-,

ubject observed during the winter of 1977, an their probable

goup membership estimated'from their scores, 91% of ,the subjects
. ,

. . 4..

Were correctly classified into handicapped or nonhandicapped groups.
. .

The-three,suhjects who were-mi,sclassified on the basis of their

discriminarit function scoieWere all in the handicapped group.

The one handicapped/child whose behavior overlapped considerably
t

with thatof the nonhandipapped group had been diagnoied as "speech

impaired; language delayed with' emotional overlay and cognitive
I.

,

slowness`"when-she entered ,the preschool Unfortunately,vehave
. i -..

_ .___________________,......_-____

-Voindependent-essesSment:-of,-het fUfrctioffingat -the time'the behavior
.

observations were made. In order to correct for this lack ot ,.

..
.

corroborating evidence in Preschool A.4 decidedito, 'administera-

teachenterview-in Preschool B. However, we were unable' 'to 'collect

similar.data in-Preschool A.'

a

The other two handicapped' children -whose group was incorrectly---'
. '

-prediatea by the discriminant function were diagnosed as having le )

.

.

.

"501 bil#eral hearing loss, ,(he) s4earsA :aidshearing.ids at-all
i 1

-

times" and as "paraplegia tra-uma.(induced)`:"-Yithout9more informatAlim '

,
.

about the courses of development of.th6se three children or aboUt

tagQozsible compensating personality treits, itis.risky-to guess why

-they. did not appear as distinct from .their nonha ndicapped peers as did

other handicapped children..However, while visible and apparent to

other children, these handicaps can be easily managed without evident

damage to interpersonal relations.
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Spring Data Coalection f

30,

The'aieSuIts'of the,disCriminant analysid for the spring data

collection pe;Tod fdlcireschool A are displayed in Table 12.' Again,

the Variables with the` largest negative coefficients are most indi-

cat`$ve of the handicapped end of the continuum ok behaviors.. As you

cantsee,%thejandicapped subje cts. tended to mak&more sttangii4
-.."' '4'..:,......_,

and noises 'to.engage in more. negative inte4ctionswitb oth0s44cor.
..

spend more time alone with the teacher, .Ind to spend more tiMb in

close.physical,proximity with other children. Variables which- are less
\

important in dkfferentiating the behavibrs of thi 'handicapped Subjects
- ..r."1 \

r
from those of their nonhancipicapped classmates are percent of time

\
. .

spent alone and the total number of gestures and movements while7in(

pr
0 , \.

the Osence of ers. Covert watching and, distraction .while a orle

. 1

-and verbal inter ations with the teacher are on'the handicapped end
.

^

of the continuum but are not important in detining the ;function.

Conversely,'the ponhandicapped.subjects spend'more.time in

`-verbal interaction .with peers. 111 the .spring,_ the teacher seems. to
(

interVenl in and redirect the behavior of the nonhandicapped subjects
,more-n the handitapped subjects.. The nonh*dicapped subjects

exhibit more facial gestures and ude: materials inappropriately.
a.,

Aimress wandering plays a very small role in differentiating them

from the 'handicapped subjects
$2-2,

The spring data Collection.predTts a, slightly different picture

theniture*of the behaviors which differ between the two groups.

The handicapped children Are still making inappropriate sounds and

noises which tend to make them look different frOm the pordiandicappe.

children. They are also more likely.to be involved in fights and

4 4.0



other negative interactions.°.T
'P

the' teacher but they ilso,spend time,w

extent, are angre

31_

ime-alone-wit40010,
. .

nor to a lesser'-
. ..

Ohce again, one measure of the number.* str nge:gestures.

4.1e another

dicapped end of

--appears on the-bandicapped.end the. continuum w

measure Of strange geSturps appears on the nonha

the function. Thus, the tendency to-exhibit strange or inapprdpriate
p.

gestures and movements-is typical. of both handicapped.and nenhandi-

capped subjects.

Summarx of Findings for 'Both Winter and Spring

In 'summary, .the handicapped subjects are involved in more

unusually negative°interactions thai are 'their nonharidicapped peers in

both the winter and the spring. Howeverby the spring, the handi-

capped children are no longer wandering.or doing_as much covert 4

watching. The teather is still heavily involved in-their activities--

through 11,hysitaT*proximi,tytbut is .doing mark` active intervention in-

the activities of their nonhandicapped classmates. ,The handicaiped_

children are spending more time' with

winter, although this close, physical
. .

increase appreciably the amount of verbal interaction with peers.

other Children than in the
4
proximity does not seem

1
Since the'it percentages are averages across five or six observation
sessions, the averages do not add up to' 100%. The fact that 'these
three tiine-percentage variables all define the handicapped end of,

,

the continuum makes it more difficult to describe this function.
However, it should be kept,in mind that spending time alone with the
teacher-is more than twice as important in determining the.discrimi-
rwt,function as the percent' of time spent alone.
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4

Finally, iris tea of talking, the handicapped 'chil re are. making
r

more inappropriate sounds and noises.- The Limited language -facility

of 4f the .handicapped children may.be the cause of the paucity

f verbal interaction despite' their physical proximity- This

proximity
J

increase in the physical of handicOPed children with

otheehandicaPped children and'he teacher may be an indication

that the handicapped children are making more nonverbal social

overtures in the apring.4Whether or not this increase in physical
A

proximity marks thebeginnings of-more mature peer interaction can

onky be hypOthesiked..

° The nonhandicapped, children appear., to exhibit verbal skills

which are superior' tp the handicapped c340smate-sin.thegspring as
r

.

well as the winter. Verbal_interaceTbflsof a positive or neural

character with-peers 'figure prominantly in their behavior. The

:teacher,appears to,bemore directive.: in' his/her interactions with

the nonhandicapped, children in the spring. Finally, the nonhandi-
.

capped ..children are still somewhat more likely'to.use materials

inappropriately while, it Company of others than are' handicapped

children.

When discrimination function scores are citinputedt foreach subject
'

and their group membership predicted frbm their score, 100% of'thtr"
Jk°

cases vere correctly classified. This indidates that the spring

discriminant function is a perfect predictor of group membership --
°

for the'sample of subjects used to generate it. Of the three handi1

capped children who were mis'classified on the winter discrithinan

function, only one received a spring-discriminant function score flea.
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A.he nonhandicapped range--this subject was the girl diagnosed"as

33.

paraplegic. The relative stability of this child's score with

respect to the rest okher handicapped peers seems to indicate

that her severe physical handicap did not jprevent her from- engaging

in the kinds of verbal interactions of-a positive or neutra1/6har-

acter'with peers that were more, typical of nonhandicapped'dhildren.

'ff.the ability to engage in positive, verbal interactions with peers

proves to be an importantidifferentiatorsof handicapped and "nonhandi=

capped children in other preschool settings, then one might expect

that other children whose handicap does not hamper their ability 'to

carry on age-appropriate conversations (such as children with mild

or severe orthopedic handicaps) may also be hard:to distinguish

from their nonhandicapped peers on the ABC-NK or

Finally, we weee,ineerested in hoW7well the discriminant

funct ns related to each 'other. The, correlation between these

ures'for.th'eritire PreAchool A sample was .74. Therefore,
4

the-two scores share about 55% common variance.,

1

O
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Subjects

thod

34

Between September 1977 and June 1979, 81 children (47-mares,

34 femalesY.were obierved for at least one entire observatioirperiod.

rty-one.pf these 81 children had been designated as handicapped.

These children ranged'i age 1
from.three years to eight years, eight

Imonths (mean agei= five years, eleven months). They had spent from

eight months to five years, eleven months a's students at Preschool B.

(mean amount of ma .nstrelmed preschool experience = two years, eight

months).

Of these 81 children, a smaller group of .1:1)4
7

(31 males, 23
. .0 ,

A.

females-) was observed twice during .the first school year (September,
,

1977 t June 19781 and 28 Children (13 males, 15' femalet) were ob-

served four times during both the first and second-school years
.

(Septerriber 1977 June 1979) . Only three children were obse'rved

during the second school year only. 'Because we were interested in

comparing the behaViors of children over, time, we decided to limit--o, r '

our data analyses to those subjects observedtwice during the "first

year Sn=54) or four times during both the first and second years

(n=28).
2 -Henceforth, we shall refer to the first sample seen'during

year one as the.first-year sample and 'to the second sample as the

two -year temple,

1
Age and preschool experience were calculated by subtracting each
child's date of birth and date of entry into Preschool B from
June 30, 1979.

2
Note: These samples overlap since all the subjects Observed for
two years are.erso'included in the sample Observed for only one year.
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Age-, Stx and Integrated Experience of Subjects. The age,
. -

sex and amount of preschool experience for both ndicapped and

.nonhandicappesUbjects an the total sample (n=81),' the first-
.-

year sample and,AAe two -year sample are presented iri 'Table 13.

In the entire observed Sample, the handicapped subjects were, on

the average, about seven months older than their'nonhandicapped

classmates. In bcith the first-year and th&twayear samples, the
. a

handicapped,subjects were,at least year older, on the average',

than the rnhandicapped subjecis.
. o

The sex ratios in the handicapped and nonhandicapped groups
1

.

in all three samples'were also unbaranced. In all the samples,
ii

males outnumbered females in the handicapped groups an9 females
,

outnumbered
i males in the nonhandiCapped groups. The ratio'bf the

, .

males.to,females in the entire haAicapped-sample and in the first-

year handicapped sample was. greater than,' 2':1. This.' ratio was

-reduced in the two-year handicapped group.

In general, both handicapped and nonhandiCapped groups had

spent a; similar amount of time on the 1.Terage in PreschoolB.

However, the handicapped children in the two-year sample had spent

an average of one -half year longer in that mainstreamed setting

than their nonhandicapped comparison group.

In summary, the differences that were found between the

handicapped and nonhandicapped groups in terme,of age, sex ratios

and preschool experience tended to he similar across the three

samples. The, handicapped children were LquAd to be' from seven

months to a year and three months older, on the average, than

their nonhandicapped peers. Boys outnumbered girls in all the

445
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i handicapped groups and girls outnumbered boys in all the nonhandi-

.capped groups. Except for the two-year:sample where the handicapped
00

subjects had :a siX)I 'onthadvantage in
.

average experience, both
.. - . . .

i

groups of Subjects tended to.have had roughly equivalent amounts'

of integrated-preschool experience:

IF
Diagnostic Information on the Handicapped Children

The presenting diagnoses of all 41..khandicapped children whp

were observed Preschool B were code using a procedure identical

to that used to code this information from Preschool A. .Cross-

tabulations of each s*bject's disability codes were made for the

firsf t-year and two=Year samples (see 'Tables 14 and,15). These data
.

. ,,,. .

were-xeduced in Preschool A by recoding them by over-all impair-,
,,,

ment,,-Tab 16 shows the distribUtion of Preschtioll,B handicapped

lOubjects by severity of impairmeht. When Table 16 'is compared with

Table 7, it appea s that the total sample of handicapped subjects

'Observed in PresChool'B=(n=41) wadslightly lesi impaired than the

comparable set df subjects in Preschool A.

For example, 13% ofyreschool A handicapped children were

coded as exhibiting one mild handicap while 2.9% of all the Preschool B

handicapped children weresimillarily designated. Conversely, 40%

of'Preschool A handicapped subjects were described as havinTone or.

'two moderate to severe handicapS a,s compared to only 27% of all

Preschool A handigapped subjects. The firstL-year sample in Preschool B

also appears to exhibit less severe handicaps ,than Preschool A

subjects with 3244 PresChool B handicapped.subjects in this sample

'being descritkd as having onlyrone mild handicap. 'The'Preschool B III
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two-year sample contains-a group if subjects were described
o

. as the least impaired of all the other sets of handicapped subjects

from both preSchools. Fifty percent of the handicapped subjects-in

the two-year sample from PresChool B were coded as having only one
V

mild 11,ndi9ap.

'Therefore, it seems that*the'handicapped children who were

obierved in PreschoOl B were, on the average, less severely'.

impaired thari.those in' Preschool A: However, this dkparent'dif-
.

V

ference between the two groups of handicapped preschoolers should

not be'taken-too seriously. 'If yoU recall, this severity of<impair-.

ment code was originally derived from diagnostic infyrmation provided N
:

when the children enterecOthese two.preschools. The difficulties

encountered in trying to use these-data have been described pre-

l'viously. The severity of impairment code is based on a heteroge*,

-neo4 set,of descriptive information of unknown vailidity. Also,

it sl-tould be kept in mind that the data upon which this code is'

based werefgathered on young:children before they entered school.

It can not reflect any changes that might have occurred ,in a child's

health or family status' or classroom gf nctioning since he/she began

schoOl.

Procedures

Obserations were made at Presbhool B at four. different times:

the fall of 1 77, the sprig .of 1478, the fall of 1978, 4'nd the

_spring cy,'1.979. Each subject in the first -year sample was observed

using the ABC-NY instrument for approximately 20 minutes four times

in the fall_ of 1977 and four times in the spring of 19-78. The mean 110,
4
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length of observation session for the subjefts in the first -yep

sample was 19.7 minutes .(range = 18-20 minutes). 50.25% of.the

samplefor this sample were made in structured settings.
-

Each subjeat in the two -year sample was observed using the

same instrument for an average of 19.7 minutes (range 17.5-20

minutes) four times in the fall of 1977 and-fol. the .same number of

times in-the spring ofl978,v the fdll of 1978 and the spring of 19/9.

50% of the observations for the two -year sample were made in

structured settings. Because these figures show very little varia-

.tioh in length of observed time and in observational context, it

was decided that prorAion factors would not be used to adjust the

observational data from Preschool B.

The behavior observations weretransferred to coding'strets

and keyptinched. The data on each subject were aggregated across

the. four observation periods per data collection period. Only the

data from variables&hibiting sufficiently high levels of inter-

rater reliability were examined. (See Table 1.) Variables were

aggregated by averaging each subject's scores across the four

okservations and also by extracting the Maximum and minimum values

and, for some variables, the sum. The distributions of these aggre.-.

gated variables across subjects were examined and all « riables

with sufficient variance (at least 50% nonzero scores) and with

roughly normal distributions were included id,further statistical

analyses. In addition, variables which exhibited bimodal or skewed

- distributions were recoded to dichotomous vailabl9s by splitting

them at the median. These recoded variables were also included in

later analyses.
I 0
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The aggregated variables whi h`exhibited either normal dis-

tributions across-subjects or which could be recoded into dichoto-

mous variables' were then intertorrelated. .When two variables were.

.
found to Clorrelate highly with each other (r >.80), one ofIthese

two variables was dropped-from furthen statistical analyses.

Decisions as to which variable to' eliminate were made on pragmatic.

and logical grounds. For example, variables which are more generally

reported in the litethture, such,as averages, were kept more often
1 7.

. than variables which are rarely examined, such 'as maximum values. -

This procedure which reduces the degree to which any two variables

intercorrelate is necessary if one is.to analyze dati using a Ab.

multivariate technique such as discriminant function. This insures

that each variable input into the, analysis 'supplies a unique piece

of information about a'ehildA
.,.

The behavior observations were.supplemented with a,teacher
.

. f
.

.

interview deserted in a'pre.ious section of this This

interview was administered in June,.1979.
,

Results k

The variables input to the discriminant function analyses

for Preschool B are listed in Table 17. Separate analyses were

performed on this same'set of variables for,e ch data collection

S

period and for the two samples of subjects (f' (rst-year and two-year).

Thus, sii-separ'ate discriminant analyses were performed, two for

the fall of 1977 and the spring of 1978, and one each for the fall

of 1978 and the spring of 1979.-

.The meanS and.standard deviations. of the thirteen yafiakles.,, III
. ;

from the "-NI( obsetvation form for the two sampleg of:Sugj'ects
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:
at each data collection period are presented in,Tables 18 through

23. The results of each of the six discriminant function'analyses

are displayed in Tables 24'through 29; The-analySsperformed;lon

these data are ident"Ical to thosd'used on the observational data

from Preschool A. You will noticeet the discriminant functiorl

coe fficients change in sign from -one 'analysis to next: ;Thus,

sometimes the handicapped subjects received negative scores. and

-sometimes they received positive scores. This change ill sign is.

a statistical artifacb f the procedure and d3es-not alter the
.)

1
4

,interpretatibn of the re ults

.

Beherior Observations of the First -year Simple (Fall 1977) :
1.;

The results of the discriminant,function analysis fer the.data

collected in the fall of 1977 on the'54 subjects in this sample

are presented in Table 24. Six yariables contributed_to the handi-7
.

capped side of the function. The most important vartables for the
4

handicapped subject, were unusually negative interactions, the

maximum amount of distraction end watching behaVior,,the total

amount of strange sounds and noises while alone and spending more
11.

0

time alone.with the teacher. The lest two variables, -thee maximuM

observed time spent with peers and with both peers andthe teacher,

were not important diffeientiators of the behaviors of handicapped.

and nonhandicapped children.

The nonhandicapped children in this sample were, on the other

hand, more likely to talk to peers, to exhibit strange gestures

ile alone, to talk to the teacher and, to spend longer average

1Please see footnote 2 on page If.
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amounts of time alone. The last three variables on the atinhand1-
,

4

d of the function -were not impoVtant disCrithin'atcirs.
,

.
refore, in the all of,1977, .the handicapped,cbildren

semed

watching

.

capped en

The
- .

r-
voled in more fishts,>,to;spend'mdre time covert_ly

. *.
to' eking more unusual noises and 'to spend.
co-J °

411Z% ,7'`'or

more t. i.ea4.oneewith the teacher than their nonhandicapped peers.

Conversely, the nonhandidapped children were spending,more- time
. - . .. o

talking to peers and, to a lesser event, the teacher than the
_ .

.

handidapped children. In'additl.on,-the nonhandicapped_children

ended to makeA ",Strenge .igestUres-and to spendinore,time alone.-

In summ4ry, the handicapped subjectei.n this sampli are
.-

showing some signs of maladaptive'or inappropriate behavior in

-....

the fall: of 1977. They are fighting, watching and making strange

noises to a_greater degree than are 'thei onhandicapped classmates.

110i1
.

Perhaps because of these behaviors', t are also, spending more

time with the teacher. HoWever, it is their nonhandicapped peers

Who do More talking with the teacher. Although the nonhandicapped.0
children are spending more time by themselves and are more likely

`to .exhibit strange gestures in this situation, their suEerior Verbal,.

skills 'enab1 i6 them to carry on Peer as well 'as teacher- child, cOnver-

sations. The variables which assess, the a '6erage orsmaximum.observed

time spent with peers- (MAXWCHILDREN, WCHILDRtN,', MAXWOTHERS) are not

important contribu to this function. Thus, it may be assumed

,thatioOth handicapped an nonhandicapped childrenspend.roughly

equivalent amount's of time with othe'r
\
children.

handicapped children do more talking with their peers.

However, the nOri-

45 1
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1 , ..--. 7.,
. -v.

. 9. , f ..
.

. c. The diScrimixent function discdssed abovcw s.able'to. ..4

i: - ..! ,.., ..., :

.correctly_cssify, may '6'6.7% of they subjects -in" the fiist-21ei-A,
i . -,-... . . .

-' .,.

o 't saSiple Ten_handicapped and: eight honhandicapped chaldren Would -'
. ,

.4 .: * .. ,.
have been incorrectly classified on the .basis ol.61eii'discriminont .-.1

k

functiOn scores, The fact that.:One7tkird of the subje.cfslin'thiic,

.p
,

sample didnof: conform to the picture of classroom behavior defined

by this. discriminant lunation will beNiosc!Ased at greater length
.

i _

I

in the conclusion.

Beh Vior Observations of the First-year Simple-(Sprin9.197t)

T'abfe.25.tummarizes-the reault1 of the discriminant function analysis

derived-frOm the spring 1978 data.`' two moat important definers

of-the behavior f the handicappedIchildren were making strange

.sounds and nel'ises and spending longer' amounts of tiiite .

in close ptiYsical proximity to other children. The next.most

tacit variables for handicapped children were: spending longer maxi-

-mum amounts of time with others: and spending more time watching

others.; Two -more variables" which were less important .than the

previous four but Whilh still made some contribution to the handi-

capped side of the f.unction were engaging indinegative interactions -

-

and talking to the-eecher.
.

..r

The nonhandicapped end of the function was defined by verbal

interactions with peers, spending large maximum 'amounts of time
.41' 13.

with peer*, spending .longer average amounts f time' alone and

mAing strange gestures while with others.



o

Summary of Findings for the Fist-year Sample. At the end

of the 1977-78 school ear, the handicapped children in this.

sample\were still making more strange sounds and noises, as*Chey
,wer,4 in the fall-, and engaging ih more fights, 'althoughoto a-lesser

exte t, than their 'nonhandicapped cilassmates. They" were also ;still

covertly watching other children.. However,,by the spring the handri-°

capped`children were no longer spending more time alone with the

teacher and were, instead,spending longermaximum amounts of time

with anthers and longer.average amounts of time with peerS: The

4tendency for the nonhandicapped children to do more talking to

peers continues from the fall into the spring. However, the handi-

cap d children are now doing somewhat more talking to the teacher.

_,The marlhandicapped children seem to be more variable in how they

spend their time: sometimes they spend long amounts of time with

peers; sometimes they spend time alone.

Thus, some behaviorS which discriminated the two groups in

the fall continue to do so in-the spring: sounds and noises,

negative interactions, and covert watching for handicapped students;

verbal interactions with peers and isolation for nonhandicapped

students. Some behavioral changes were observed as well. In the

sprihg the handicapped children were more likely to be seen with
";

other peopleeither their teacher or peers--andto talk to-the

teacher than they had been in the fall. The nonhandicapped children
O

were more likely to vary their degree of social proximity in the
P

sprihg than in the fall.,
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All of these. chariges may.nOt'refleCt,-76110.norease or

decrease in absolute terms Of any behavior for thetwo groups

but, instead, reflect changes in .behaviors that differentiate

4;1'

:the two groups. TI;us, if handibapped c4p.dren did' more talking

with theteacher an the spring than in the fall but this change

was accompanie'd by a similar increase in teacher-child conversa-

tions for the nonhandicapped group of children, the relative

position of this variable of teacher verbal interaction Would

remain constant over time. Shifts in position for certain'

variables over time on the discriminant function indicate changes

in behavior of .one group relative to the changes that occur for

the other.

Eighty percent of the subjects were correctly assigned to
P

either handicapped or nonhandicapped groups by the discriminant

function outlined im.Table 25 and discussed immediately abl\ me.

All of :the subjects misclassified by this function werp1.4n the

handicapped group.

Behavior Observations of the Two-year Sample (Fall 1977).

The results of the discriminant function analysis for the data

collected i the fall of 1977are displayed in Table 26. Six

variables fell owthe handicapped end of the function. They are,

in decreasirig order of importance: the average percentage of time-
b

spent in verhal""interaction with the teacher; the amount of strange

sounds and noises produced while alone; the average percentage of

time spent with children as a central group meMber; the maximum

observed time spent with others; the maximum amount of"aimless

'0
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wandering; and.the total number of strange gestures and movements

while alone..6f thesesix variables, the 'first three are the most

important.indicators of how the-handicapped.children 6ehOled

ferently from the nonhandideppe4 children during this time period.

Thus, handicapped children-were more.likely to talk to the teacher,

make strange sounds and noises,,and to spend longer average amounts

f time with other children:

The remaining seven variables by default fell on the nonhandi-

capped side of the function. The most important differentiator of

nonhandicapped behavior was the average percentage otime they

'spent engaged in positive or neutral verbal interactions with.

peers. The next three variables, were also- imporeant definers of

the nonhandic%pped function: the maximum observed timespent as

a central peer group participant; participation in usually negative

interactions; .and the maximum time spent covertly watching others.-

Spending time isolated from others and alone with the teacher

were also -characteristic of nonhandicapped children but to a much

leSser 'extent. The final variable, strange gestureS in the company

of others, was not an'important discriminator between the two groups.

On the basis of,these results, it appears that both handicapped

and nonhandicapped children in'.this sample ere actively. involved in

the social' structure of their'classrooms. The handicapped children

are spending, on the average,_mgre_time in physical proximity with

other children although the nonhandicapped children are above the
°

median in the maximum time they °spent in the same social situation..
4

Thu's, it appears that the nonhandicapped children may be more
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variable in the way they-spe d their time.,Sometimei they spend a 110
-6 I

lot o time With peers, som times, althdugh to a lesser extent, they

are alone-or'with the teacher. The handicapped children are talking
. ,

with the teacher more while* the-nonhandicapped children are Tore

talkative with peers. Bo"th groups exhibit some.kinds oh strange or

antisocial behaviors. The'handicapped children are more likely than

their nonliandicapped.classmates to make strange sounds and noises.

Nonhandicapped Children, on the other hand, show a greater tendency

to engage in fights and to covertly watch others.

Behavior Observations of the Two-year Sample '(Spring 1978).

When the same children vere observed the following spring'(see

Table 27), some changes in their behaviors were seen. The handi-

capped children were most unlike their nonhandicapped peers in the

maximum time they...spent covertly watching others, their production

of strange sounds- and noises, the average amount of time they spent

in physical proximity with other children and in their tendency to

engage in negative interactions. Two;of these variables, strange

sounds and longer average amounts of time spent with peers, had

been important definers of the,handicapped end of the function in

the fall of 19'77. However, the two other variables, watching and

negative interactions, had ,been important components of the nonhandi-

capped side of the fall function.

The above finding may ihdicate that the handicapped children

show some behaviors, like making strange sounds, which differentiatie
t.

them from their nonhandicapped peers throughout the school year.,

HOweVer, the handicapped children may learn some behaviors during

45,6
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the school year, 'such as negative*interactions and watchirkothers, III

from theienonhandicapped claSMates. The fcX that:covert watching

increases dramatically in importance for these handicapped.c ildren

over the course of the school:year lends support to the hypothesis:
. I

e ,

'that-some of their behavior change may be due to their imitation of

peers. Notice that this covert watching occurs even though the

handicapped children spend more tine, on the average, in the presence

of other children and the teacher.':14Thus, the watching of others is

not due to Social isolation. This behavioral change appears

to be accompanied by, the increase in negative interactions.

Whether prosocial interactions (comforting, helping, etc.-.) increase'

as well was not assessed by these data. 1
A finer-grained analysis

of positive interactions (play behavior, etc.) might'show that covers

watching accompanies these behaviors as well.

The nonhandicapped children in the spring of 1918 tended'to

be above the median.in the maximum amount (if time they were observed

in hyAcal proximity with peers. They also spent a greater amount

of time in'isolation and in verbal, interaction with peers than the

handicapped subjects. Therefore, again -in the spring, the nonhandi-

-.capped children .tended'to show more variability thall their handicapped

peers.in how they spent their time: either for long periods with

peers and, sometimes, the teacher or alone. Also, the greater amount

of peer verbal interaction involving nonhandicapped subjects was

true in the spring as well as in the fall.

1
Unusually positive interactions occurred too infrequently for an
adequate assessment of inter -rater reliability to be made.
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Behavior Observations

By the fall of'1.978 (see T

spendiqg more timdr-on th

nonhandicflapped classmates.

48

of he qUo-year Sample {Fall 1.978).

28) , the, handicapped children were

average with'other children than their

In addition, the handicapped children

tended to, exhibit strange movements and gestures while alone. These

,'twq variables were the major ;definers of the handicapped end of the

function. However, the handicapped subjects also tended to make
ok

more strange sounds and noises while alone and to engage "

frequently in verbal interactions with the teacher.

re

The remaining nine Variables show relatively strong loading

in the nonhandicapped end of the continuum.

ss these were: the average percentage 'of tithe spent isolated, the

amount: of verbal interactions with peers, being above

The most important of

theMedian

in the maximum amount of time spent in the company of peers and

being above the medtgn

and the teacher.'
4

in- the- maximum time,spent'with both peerS

Once, again it appears that both handicapped and'nonhandicIpped

children are actdvely inVolviri some aspects of the social life

Of the classroom. Hendicapped children, thoughstill low on verb41

interaction with peers, show higher average ALtIounts,'Of time with

other children. The nonhandicapped children on the other hand', are

-more Variable in how they divide up their tine:' :*Dffietimes spending

large amounts of time in social,. groups; sometimes spending time

alone. Despite the variability physical proxiMity that nonhendi-

capped children,exhibit, they seem to keep.in contact with their,

peers through verbal channels.
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In the fall of 1978,'both groups of children show some signs

of inappropriate, maladaptivepr antisocial behaviors. The handi-

.capped'children are more likely to make strange sounds, noftes,

movements and, gestures when alone while the nonhandicapped childgbn

occasionally watch others covertly, wander, aimlessly around the

classroom and engage in-fights or arguments.

It is interesting lib note that the previous fall these same

children showed a somewhat similar pattern of maladaptive behaviors.

In the fall pf 1977,- the norillikpdicapped children did more covert

observing. of others and engaged in more-negative interactions than

their handicfpped peers; These two behaviors became more typical

of the handicapped childrenbY the foliowing,spring (1978). The

tehdency of handicapped children to display strange sounds and
r ,

noises While alone is :a constant factor in their behavior from the
* '

'fall of 1977 arough the fall of 1970.

.'Behavior Observations of the TWo-lear Sample (Spring 1979).

Finally, the behaviOrs that :differentiate these two groups during
c

. 4.the, spring of 1979 are shdwn in Table 29. The three most imporjtant

contributors,to the handicapped end of the discriminant functi n-are:

the amount of Strange gestures andSmovements exh,ibited both'ol

,and with ()the s and the percentage Of time spent talking to the

teacher. Two variables which make Additional, althougfi-smaller,

cNtributions to-the handicapped function are: being aboVe the

median on thellaximum amount of time spent with others and sometimes.
' .

engaging 'in unusually.liegative,interaCtions.
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The nonhandiCapped children are, more likely than theiLhandi-
, , 2

capped peers to spend'large amounts of time alone with the teacher,

to make strange sounds and noises when alone, to sometimes spend a

large amaunt of time aimles4y wandering around the classroom, to'

spend more time, on the average, in the'company of peers and to talk

Twq variableS which had been repeatedlylassOciated with the
. ,

handicapped students %ince the first observation period, strange

sounds and noises and spending, on the average, larger amounts of

time with peers, suddenly appear on the nonhandicapped end of the

continuum. However, since the maximum amount of time spent with

others (MAXOTHERS) now appears on the handicapped end of the function,

it seems t...14-at'-both groups are still,sdtially,engaged, as they have

seemed' to be all valong. The fact that erbal-interactdon with peers

has dropped in ,importance for defining the behaviors. of nonhandicapped

children may mean that the handiCapped children are showing an

'increasing ability to engage in verbal interaction with their.peers.

Summary of Find4gs for the Two -year Sample. Wheneone looks

at these four discriminant functions fOr this 'sample, sdfie general

patterns of variable loadings *emergO: One finding is-clear: neither

group as a whole showed evidence of social isolation at any. -of the

times they were observed. However, the kinds of social interactions.

P

_in which they.,,were.engaged,appear to differ somewhat. .

-.Thelhandicapp'd children had a greater tendency to spend
4 ) \

,

;
=, i

larger average amounts elf-tilp in close physical" proximity with

other; children. `-that is, lhey were never found tpending more-iime/

. )
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than the nonhandicapped children in the exClusive company f the

teacher and were unAkely to spend more, time alone than the non-

handicapped children. Despite their physical proximity to other
,

children, the hantipaiTed'children.still do most of their talking

with the teacher. Verbal interaction with the teacher discriminAes

between the two groupS especially well in the fall of 3a77 and the

spring of 197
a

00 the o er hand" the nonhandicapped children nd to be

more variable in' h they spend their time. ThreeV ables,
"

spending time alone with the teacher, spending time in isolation

and spending long periods of time with other children, tend to

appear with varying degrees of importance on their end of the

continuum until the spriritg of 1979. 'At that time, spending ,time

alone with the teacher remains important for nonhandicapped children.

However, spending very long time periods with beers becomes important

for handicapped children'mhile spending- longer average amountsThf

time with peers appears on the .nonhandicapped end of the function.

'Isolation loses its discriminating poWetrthe,spring of 1979.
.

ThIs. pattern of _results seems to indicate that soMetithes the .

nonhandicapped children spend a lot of tithe with peers, somet es

they are alone,'sometimes they,spenda lot.of time with th;iteacher.

Spending time alone decreases iji importance'as a discriminating

variable over-the course of the two school years.. Spending time

alone with the teacher only emerges,as an important discriminator

of nonhandicapped behavior.in'theispring of 1979. During the other-,
A ..

time periods,4spending time with the teacher by-itseif:is not an
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important contributor to the discriminant funCtion. Despite the

varying ways/they spend th'ir day, the nonhandicapped,children

consistently engage in more verbal interaction with peers through-

out 'the two school .years'.

Thpredominant inappropriate behavjors eXhibited.bY the

handicapped children throughout the two school rears are: strange

sounds and noises while alone (except in the spring of 1979) and-.

strange gestures and movements while alone. The/second set. of
A

behaviors increases in importance with time. One variable, aimlesth

wandering, does not appear to be an important discriminator until

the Second year of observa Aons when it exhibits a moderdte amount

,of influence on, the nonhandicapped end of thefunction.

The likelihood of engaging in fights or arguments is sometimes

C

greater for theChandicapped children and ,Sometimes for the nonhandi-
111

taved children. Interestingly enough, the nonhandicapped children

show a greater tendency for negative interactions during the falk

of the school year while the handicapped children appear to be

morq likely to q rel during the spring,. Whether or not the shift
,

..

-

is'duetoadcreaseirl'inhibitions-onl,e part of the handicapped

students over the course o f each school'year accompanied by a

corresponding increase in prosocialloehavior pi inhibition of nega-
.

tive behavior in their nonhandicapped peers can not,be determined

by 'these data. Perhaps the handicapped Children are modelingthe

'negative behaviors of their 5onhandicapped peers which, in turn;

'affects-414 behaviors of tilos nonhandicapped children. Unfortunately,

the recilocal effects of integrated preschool exper4Tence on childrell

social behavior Can onlybe Suggested, no! expfdined, by these data.
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Another variable, covertly watching-others, show's a, similar

pattern of flipping from one side of the Anction to the, Ather over

time. This may indicate that oba,ervational l'earniqg of many
. .

behaviots including some antisocial oneS 'may be occurring.

Unfortunately, no reiiaiple measure of Prbsocial behavior was

used in this study so th,e effect of exposure to an integrated

preschool on prosocial behavior 'dam not be explored.

The,odiscriminant function analyses were also used to compute

function scores for-each subject in the two -year sample at each of

the four time periods. FrOm,these scores, the, most likely group,

membership of each subject s obtained. Using this technique,

82% of the subjects would,b$ correctly a gsVned td'their group..

(elhex handicapped br nonhandicapped) in the fail of -1977; 89% in.

the spring. of. 1978; 9.6% in the fall of- 1978; and the spring

of 1979.

A total of five handicapped children would have been,.Misclas--

sified on the basis of their diScriminant function scores at least

once between the falL,of°1977 and t1ie Spring of 1979. ,Four of these

five children would have been misclassified at only one observation
* . ,.

. 4
period and one child would have been,misclassified'twice. The

teacher and- observer intervws of these five children were then
: ..
examined to ve if.any commonalitieS across th0-e- children could

,2

be identified. In addition, their presenting diagnoses' were identi
.

Twd'of4heseTfiyekimi'sclassifided handicapped. children exhibited

only minor speech difficulties when they ehtered,the preSchool.
,,11

, .

'Both of them continue to have 'some ditficulties communicating
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. .

verbally because of articulation problems or:a:limited expressive

vocabulary. However, these two children seem to show few'other

behaVioral,problems and were rated by the teacher and observer as

somewhat more likable, and attractive and much less, aggressive

than other ,children. 4

One of the five misclassfied handicapped children was

described as exhibiting a delay in .speech and language skills and'

as showing -signs of possible retardation before-entering Preschool B.

She is still seen by both the teacher and obserVer as showing some'

signs of-retardation and experiencing some difficulties communicating

verbally- due tp'a. Limited expressive vocabulary.. However, she is

also described by.hem as-being much less aggressive than other

children and an active participantin all classroOm

In addition,-she receives a good deal of help and companionship
I I

from one of her classmates.

The remaining two misclassified handicapped children, one

Hof whom was incorrectly assigned twice, do not look handicapped,

according to the teacher and observer. These final two children,

are able to.participate in ail classroom activities and communicate.
_

Well-botAh 'verbally and nonverbail-y, One pfetheie two: children

was diagnosed as exhibiting episodes of-unpsualb h iors.(screaming,

spitting, et-c.) before he entered the preschool but neither the

teacher;nor the observer felt that these behaviorg--.have continued.

The 'final misclassifiett child had been diaglicilhd as hyperactive

but now on 'Medication and apppas, to the teacher, to exhibit

amore control over.his behavior.
1 "rk

4
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, The misclassified subjects in the.PresChdol B'twO-yearsample

all appear'to exhibit mild handicaps (or none at all) and Seem 6
. 8

compensate for their difficulties by'-being unaggressive and/or

attractive' or likeable. These five subjects which make up almost:.

half 10 the total sample of twelve handicapped` children in the

two -year sample were all codedas'exhibiting either one or_tWo mild

`' handicaps when enrolled in Preschool B. Thus; they appearo be
.

. ,

less handicapped than most of the other.handicapped

their sample.

A Comparison of the Behavior Observations andTeachef Ratinp.
.

.

As a further check on the validity pf the results frora the discrimi-.
;, z.

nant function Onalyses, we decided to compare the discriminant
a

function scores with information obtained from interviewing teachers110

about the children's behavior and appearance. The teacher interview,

.described previously; was only, administered once, in June,*1979.

Time limitations did not perMit us to pilot test this instrument

before it was used As you can see frbm Table 4, some,questiOns

were Answered infrequently by both the teacher interviewed and a

second, rater who was used to 'get an estimate of reliability. Other

questians'did not evoke similar ref2onse'sn the; two raters -Despite
....

these' limitations, we decided-to do a kew statistical' comparison's,
.

between sogle of th ratings_ ce teacher rtins.and the disriminant function
.

scores for four groups, of Preschool B children ,'These.analys'es.,
. -

1-/ These our groups..were: entire first-yerksAmOle; the handicapaid
.children.in the first, -year sample; the entireltmo-yeae.,saMpl-et_thec 71111

'hhndicapped children in .the tWo-year. qampre.
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shoUld, hOwever, be,.i4epreted with Caution due -'to the, fact that

-this,,intervieW form Was riOt adequately tested before it was used

'kMultipleregressin'analysis was used.tO.,predict the spring

197W-discriminant function 'store of each child.in'the first-year

sample. from:his/her:fall 1977 discriminant function score ind.four

*question's froM,the:teacher interview. The four questi-ons. examined

a were ratings of eaCh',.thildtsde ree of-attractiveness, aggressiye-
,,.

likeability and verbal co4imunication skills. The results of
. I

the regresSidn Analysis are displayed'in Table 30., As yOu can see,

38% of the viriarice: (multiple p2)° in the spring 1978 discriminant

.function'score cduld be predicted from the fall 1977 discriminant

,function score and the four teaChe interview questiims.

'1the beSt predictors of a high and positive spring 1978 dis-

scorecriminaht fdrictidn Awhch wasthe nonhandicapped end of the
, !

f4nctionr were in"decreaSing order of importance: being seen as
. . . ,

. , .

more attactive: than 'other children; exhibiting some degree of

S haggressivene ; aving no 'trouble communicating verbally;, receiving
1'

a nonhandicapped sdore on the fall 1977 discriminant function; and

being IeSs likeable than other children'. The lash variable, being
.

less likeable.tAan. others, was notia very good predictor of.,spring

10% .

1978--behavioreince it'Sbeta.Weight is'very'SMall (-.09) and it
.

:contribUted'ess'-than.4.% of the total explained_vart'Ince.
1 4 '

It s interesting that teaChers'4udgements of a child's

at:traCtiyen aggreSsivenes"s.and )o communicate verbally7

were bet4ter''gredictorS'dfhisher spring ehavibr.-thah his/her,

standing '-on hd faIl..0iscriminant function. This finding is even

,

f..
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'''Jmore striking-when'one cox siders the fact that the teacher ratingS
.

were all Made in 3une of 1979--one year after the spring 1978 .

obserational data were collected. Thus, it seems .that certaig,

fairly stable appearance and personality characteridticsf such-as

N 'attractiveness or aggressiveness, and verbal ability exert a rela7
.

tively constant influence on a child's-classroom standing as estiMated

by his/her. discriminasit function score-.

A second multipl cession analysis was performed, using only

the handicapped subjectSinihe first-year Sample., This analysis

examined the extent to which teacher ratings, diagnostic informati9n,

and a child'd discriminant function sc, the fall of 1971' could

predict his/her discrimlnant, function score _in the spring of 1978.'.

The results of thit analysiS are Fr-eSented in' Table 31. Theseven

pr
1 All
edictive Variablesinput to the regression analysis were able to

. .

i . explain 2 %, of the total:, variance in the spring discriminant lunation.

scores forthe handicaPped group (multiple R2 = .29).
.

The variable he highest beta,weigh't and, th4s, the most

i
.-

mportant predictor of- 's spring 18' behavior was physical
. .

,
child's

attracV.veness. Children judged to be low'in Physical attractiveness
, ,,

were most 'likelykto receive:Swing discriminant fUnction scores Ili

- .

were
- . ,,

A .
'

the handicapped vaege, The remaining predictiVe variables were
. ,. ..

:.

Alisted 4,n decreasing order: of importnce): exhibiting much less
, ..

aggresdiveness than other taldien; being.able to participate fully

e. -
in'most,%laSsroom activities; receiving a

. .-
.

. ..,4
,

la. ll*dIScriminent.funcfunction
, ,

-score inthe:hanteicaPpOd:end Of thontinuum4, eih4bit04 a handicappedped'

appearanCev:beingdagpdsed:as mildly but 'not.,moderately or severe1



handicapped; and being lebs likeable than most. _children ;47These
. '

-

variables were all-' associated with receiving a handicapped discrimi-
.,

nant'function score in the spring of 1978%

Some of these_predictive variables makeintuitiVe tense, others

do not. For example, it is not clear why handicapped chi/ en who

have little or ho trouble participating in classroom activities
.

(fine motor, gross motor, fanta'sy play, or group meetings) should

be more" likely to receive discriminant function scores most unlike

those of ncapped children. This assessment. of a child vs

ability function in the'clasSroom was obtained from summing up

a teacher's judgements of a child's- ability to participate4n a
. ,

varity of activities .and thbn recoding the high scores to 1 and

the 14/ scores to 0. This classroom participation variable corre-

lated negatiyely ( r = -.11) with the spring discriminant function

score` by itsel.f,bq received a positive beta weight when combined

with t then independent varicbles . I would'' caution the treader

'not to focus on one -variable in any mU4ltivariatelii)ellsis,.espbciallyA*
one derived, from pilot instrument as "the,tea4 Interview, but

1p look at pett s of resultS across variables, and across analyses.

Therefore, it appears that a number of variables ferived from a
. ..

teacher's judgements of a child's appearance,/ functioning and person-
.. ,..,

ality; his/her previous behavior; and some knovil-_.gb f heilbi's

_

dksability.help. one predict his/her behavior .at. #nother perlod in '--.

,

the e 4time. , Nowever, the predictive power 1,s only -Aloderat 'explaining ,.

.

:_--'
k

,, ,0-

about 30-..'401t of the:-variance in the pr6vious 6io analyse -O.)) .

..(''
. ,
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The regression:analyses reported above'do show that teachers'
ratings of their .ktudents haVe some ability tp,)prOdict a child's

<11classrbom behavior systematically -observed by another adult.
However, the teachers were interviewed in June' of 1979, one year
after the behaviors Contributing to spring 1978 discriteingint
function, were observed. Some of these "ch4dren remained in tqe
school for 'an additional year These children who remained formed
the two-year sample-. Some of themmay tia/Abehaved differently

duringthe second year of this study', and?' thus, the teachers'
ratings of their Sehavior should reflect this change-. Unfortunately,.
we did not interview the teachers in the spring of WM. Therefore,

.

it is not surprisinq that teachers f. judgementsof children in 19/9
relatei, but'only to a moderate degree, to, the' behavior of these
children in 1978. The ability of teacifers judgements in 1979 to
predict children's behavior in 1975' is examined below for *the

two-year sample. 0

\.)A multiple regression" analysis -was used to, predict the ,spring
1979 discriminant.function score of each child.in ithg. two-year .

sample from his/her three previous discriminant function. scores and
three questions from the teacher interview. .Th ,three teacher

4
,-interview qUestionsoconcerneCi a child's 'attract* ness, likeability

and degree of;a-tggreqSiveness.- The results of thib analysis ares
displayed in Table 12. Only four of the independen variables, input

to this.ana.lysis were includea, in the 'Summary' table since tbe'
41`1.-

40
Terri' ining *two, bo vof whiclt.rwere discriminant function scores,

, I.

froM ,the 1977-7.8 S.,chi,41. yea;',.., did not :contritivt&- enoueoh additicAal,, ilk
4 - V r.

explanatory, power tItt 'be -ipOluded. ) ...,..-
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The-Aux variables that were included were able to explain
'-''

55% of
-

the -varian in the spring, discriminant function scores of

this sample:lmultiple Ri
2

= .551.! These eod variable'sariable's in
,

order of deCteasin4 importance: th'e Aliscriminant function score

from the previous fall; -ettractikteness.r aggressiyeness; and'
1'-

likeabili:iy; 'Thus, childreN Who looked most unlike the nonhandt-
a

-

capped children in the spring of19 e
8

lso looked most unlike the

.nonhandicappe* children AD the fall of 19 79., ir ese handicappgd

children were judged to be less'. attractive, than otherL Children,

somewhat more aggressive and more./ikeable. The most important.

predictor of a child's spring discriminant funCtion score was hie

her fall disbriminant function score. The simple correlation b'etween
4 .

these;.two function scores was ',64.

Finally, a fOurth multiple regression analysis was performed
C.

.

using only Vie handicapped subjects in the two-year ,hample. The

results,,of 'this.. analysis are .-preseitteciin .Table 33. The six -

independent variables used in thl,s an .Ysis were able to account.
.

. .

.

. .

.

for 77% (multiple. R2 = .1
.

e.,7) of thItoNal- variance it,Pehe gpriAg 19'79

discriminant function scores fork -t e i r g l endicapped kub c s.

..'
.

If one wanted ,to 'predict tha aic ilei/ viould'kook rdost unlike

his nonhandicapped classmates in the spring of X9 79, the `variables. , ,,

. ,

to look, at, in -decreasing order of importance f gm9uldbe: looking J;r

-somewhat handicapped; acting: more liiCe the nonhallicapped children
,

-.
.'.

. ..

Iri".the sprins2,of 19 784...acting mot:61',1 Cie the nonh4bgic"apped- children
.

- - '.; , ,,,i, ° ,i, -..-',

i the fall of 1977; ating, more :lpce. the fiendicepped -children in

' the .fall of.I08; . definitely' IocikVIg 'paroithippecti, aii-d:VcperienCtfig --'-'
.

.

,
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difficulties* participating in Fthssroom activities. Unfortunatelyk
this collection oC-ariables is difficult to interpret. Even' thoegh

ota

the sig variables listed above account for a high degree o4 the
variance in thespring 1.9'79 discriminant function scores for the

.
AO

handic pped 4roup, is cleait, that the 'interrelationships,between
these variables is porritilex,-

.

. _

Itr?pears that children who loo most unlike their
;cape peers :ini.:th:es,p.rirrg of 19'79e. d t reichibit such extreme

-1' . .

nonhandi4

-behavior during -the. prlekelu Vis yeA6440 e: simple correlatiion between, -psathe cal all 19,77 aild this sprini #111-19. lascrirtilnant, f unct iont'sFor es
*j ,. 14°,1

handicapped subjects was low and negative (r = -..20) even thoughfor
the handiCaPped'nd of the function was Positive in sign -for bcpt-h
of these, time 'periods . The simple .cOrt:elatiop betiolbn --the Stir
, ...

;:-19 78 and the spriv.,.1979. discrim4nant f,UnC,tiorf sores was vir ualry 's

)

_zero for the handicapped .children (r = %.013) . Thus, the ha icapped,': -

subjects in the !two-yJfar iample seem t thold relatively unstable.
-positions on -tile discraminant function from the first year -to. 'the

E.,

7.S. e;
_

°

1,1114111'
-.A

;complete_

r a tIS. of

mcist,dat

' it.he re`st

ein 'with otZ1is egression 'analysis is that only el'even
sib,5:46.tvs,- (out o'f. a Lott, twelve in the sample)-

data om. all ,the iudependent variables Therefore, -thy
&Variables to subjects may.be .toso high to achieve very

et
*results Uri f rt ubiR*1r,

4 41t:

w in nuMber :and
&,

'cif the. Osbae d

r5.. "'

; .

the sUbjec.ts on whom We have th
v , - . .. .- !

e :probablyi.,nOt representative of
-;; : .' ° 4,,

Sc,,,'
&,.;_°' ^,,, .,--*et tht; erit ire* l).9§1 pe-l&PUi-at,9?*;;

:, ,1

"!. ;itIt;

,

-;
Ai t

2
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The Children's Adaptation to School.
-4.

A second series Of analyses was coicerned with examining

the adaPtation of the children in.bdth grciuPs. to _the nursery

school during -tha two.lreV r tiFii5lir:'.7-Z,="cd,. the behaviorq.

variables was analyzed'in4 ipeatedturesanalysis of

I

variance for the handicapped and nonharNgapped children

SeparatelY '

Independent Variables.
. . .

The same -dependent variablesused an 'the discriminant
. ,

,

.-
'',1'.

analyses for this sample:were. useieh -the' present' analyses. ..'

,

, 4t
-

' 6 ,

Becatse we Wished to detebt change's its ,behaviors --across time,,'
,

,

Liar'ables'r ded as dichotomous. in the dtscriminant function
-

:were left 4 nliinuous. ,Ithile this resulted in ,unequal.

.varianCespklie arialysiS Of =variance is robust to the violation -, !

,i.

of this . .

,tan
,l.

t_, Data Ana ysis .4

ti

0bsservedibeheir,iorsAwete ized together in multivariate

repeateiPmeasurts en ,l vof inance (MAillOVAY.en4sPaiately
,

in Linivariate rePecatectoiteas analyses of Li,aviance '(ANOVA) ;:i... ,

. ., 1° -'

In. both.aseg ',the. tietUreensuloit ts ,eff-ect: °(GROI.JP) . , two.: '',' '.,.
^

,

.-- . . .I , : ,..* 1

10:iie I a b. (4,6itnaiCaPped and ni.;ti'l 'ndicapPeid);c4antA:.was4, testrAgi2)3y2 '111'- r -'1^'i' i;
byfc11.1.14ren.W4. thiji...'"grqtmg ,....whiie ..e' ....F,:-.

0 ' .. .J ,
to ',

c

... t . . ...,
the within dUbject, effects 1- 01:hitt'.°Thiail fout, iev9ip .(fall,.17 I imir -

. ' .-' --. il- , ::',, ' -` 1 t ''' ." .. --'' '14' l' ; '

r::. .,. r, , .. ,'; .,. 4, 14 ,, - .

..-
,

4-'.0 , 74.t ' r-W '. . t ''.' . i . ' * e 4..4
t,4**44' , ' .4.I. n ( ' . 6.,' i .,- ,* ri

4; 4i.4,, ID :' .i 0 : %i24"P'.' " * '' h 41:
A.
-. . '-'-'-fj,*--.."-,-.7..".,'.. ':'' ".,..: , .4 7.2,1 4.s., .,. 41 i
...

.1

the:4grianOefaccounte



spring 1978, fill 1978 'and:spring. 1979) and (TIME by GROUP)
-were tested -D* the variance accounted for by.time across

children within'. groupg (Winer, 1971) . Effects were calculated
using thA-GLM ,procedure of the'''Statistical Analysis System;

.V'ersion 1979. (SAS Institutes; 1979) Iti:fferen4s between

obsIrvations :were_ assessed by. Duncan 's' Multiple Range Test

with alpha S'ettat 'the .05 level: _.Means: of each variable by
'group and t -me were graphed to -al* interpretation

4 ..
.

I,

, _Results .

, .
.40h--. The 'repeated measures MANOVA for all variabl0es icated
f . : - as& ' ,
4 .,

tatit handicapped 'and nonhandicapped children. ere 'not e4gni fi-
e . .

''

A-
'dantly different in. their observed VaV.ior or-all Obiser-r

svation periods, F (13,14): = 1. 33, E 0.3028 . -sgehaviors' for
s

all chiidren were different,at. different observatiOn. peri.ods,
t!..

(34 (39;194) p 6.19, E" 0.0001y supporting the findings of tie . "
disCriminant a;;Ilyiss 'Furtli'er,, handicapped and nonhandicapped

Children, di'd not chabge their behaviOrs differeritly °vett tisne.; a.

'(interaqiOn effect-Vnonsirificant F (3§.,144) (1-:,10, E. 0.91 .

4
'These' resultss'suggest that children 's4 behavior,. does.

it

..,,lchange, but 'that: acrbss time the patterns' of the e-ianges .60)7 '
. ,

' it enp,'.fo`r hadicappediand nonhandiO pped.b dren do not ,differ-. 4.."' ...

, i n .-- - ) r
`'''.othese r.eilii4A',Can -pe ftirV,Of'.,uncle siop'- lay eliqpi,nkngl the ..re4tts1

.,. . "..'-'6 ' A, #;,..,. :, .4 -..:,;;g:
, -.., r a 4.

- t - ,.. , . -, . ,,

::if the* '4's ealcilate,1,`Eor each bertavieal Variatalki .r.... . - -. . s
:v..

,.. -.. .,-,.,_,

,..
"., ..--1 vk tr. . P A , ,' t ,' , : . -1 j, ".: ,011:. ri.- 'vie; ' . ' s , 4, ,, .

',
.. 11 cr, -

, , s. ,s,.0> 141.. ,,, :.. -'
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,
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1. The repeated Measures ANOVA-for the mean amount-0f
,

. A/time.childrenApent with other children revealed the incidence

941/ this behavior changed over time Ft(3,71)-= 3.32, pH(.0247,

and that the behariot of the children in the handicapped and....
,

nonhandicapped:groups differed F (1,26) = 4:02,'E4(.0056.

Figure 1 indicates that over the _four observation periods 401
. _

the children spent more,. time oft;.the,average with other children.
-

Nonhandicapped children spent more time, with their pe rs o
A

. . .
. .

average, than handicapped, dhildren.--1134p4.ms4p amdunt of time
4 1 li , .-,,i . .-, . Y eb ' '
the handicapped chiidrdn'spent with their pberS increased over"'

... ,

the period of two :years, but the di.-fferencegiidere not sigtificant

'because here* was considerable variation among the handicapped

'studentg in' this behavior. These children ppowed a- decremegt,,'
-11P,

Q.in time spent with peets aftei the interviewing summer break

d considerable, increments from fall to' spring Vt ach year.

,

The maximum..amouht of time children spent with,other

children changed' over time, (F:(3,7b)=1.3.55, p< 0.0001 )jand: the
.

gtdups significantly Atii.ffeted,on,this: behavior -F41,26i=6,.81,.

4-.2< 0.0.149. _Inspectixin of 'Fiute 2"illustr'ates.thit non-bandi7

capped childrgs: Spent2lOnger .amounts ti4 wlp1/hOr peets

than-4 handiCapped (hen. litindic*pp6Wand,,noilhanctielapped

. .

. '8
-, ; .



children Spent significantly less tale 404Mtheir -goers in the
r

,Ank.

- ,-first observation period (Fall, 1977) than ANC,: of ,they.other"
.

'periods, Which.do signifiCantly differ frOm.each .bther.
The major increment appears to occur within the first year,

and t'is increase ii maintained during 'ehe second year. iiotice,. -

4:however, a slight decrease was apparent foi both groups of

children' in the observation ppiiod following the summer break.
"..p!!

This change is not significant bUt again is'consistnt with. the -

Change over -the same period noted above:

3. The-maximum amount of time children spent with alt Others

(children and adults) also changed over time (F (3,78)=13.13,

2 0 . 00.0 1), and differed 'for the two groups of children, (F.--(1 2.6)=

.5.26, .2 < 0.0301)--. InSpection,of Figure 3 indicates that non-
,

handicapped children spent a liinger proportion of each Observation
t- I ' . .

period with other persons than do ,handicapped children, .and that
A ,

; both goupts spent proportionalLy less time with others in fall, 1977
s-

(Time 1) than in the suhsdquent observation periods, which do

not .significantly differ frOftieach

4, The percent of -time-0hildren verbally ',interacted with

°the; dh'il differed over -time' (F _(3,78) =5.33, z.:;-6
P .

and .6or the #wo 'groups F .(1,.26)=.110,9-4, -.2 4.6 .0020 .
. ...

..

FigUre 4 indicates that '.r.iOnfl: ndiQ p hildren:
.t . g.

.

spent a ..higher : peiceiltage: of',theIrs.t.1- erballIk- iiter*ctigg,
.

. .. ,-- -
. .r. . . .

with!.other oltildren and this 'percentage dds,:not.,4-langeove4

,time
, 7*it

r this 'gr9u4v. , HandiCapped Children spentif
.45 -;;* 'al Ii *41.. 4 6' a , 4 .1F

smairdr..tpicentage of their- #iMe Vetb!bll'y .:interaCtiWg
.41

' o
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in -fall 1977 than they did in spring. 1978 or s
difference between fail 1.177. and 'fall -19784.

. ,

ing 157
.

not s ig-nef

.different 'suggesting the time away frorii peers during
.

.
break negatively affec ed handicapped children's pro livity "to
verbally' interact' th their peers, w jah not -evi t for

.

nonhandicappec ;child

the summer

tr\
5. -The mean, amount of time handicapped. and non - handicapped

children sPent with-their .teacher did' not differ for the two
'groups F (1,16)=0.91, E, 043443, There was a trend for both;,

groups td spend less tithe with their teacher- over the two years
4..

and this ''decrea's'e was more dramatic foither:han;;Ii. isPed. children

..(see Figure 5) F (3,78)=2:19-,
.

6. The percent of time children. verbally interacted with
their teacher waS sig,nificantly.different over time, "F '0,784=

E<0.0001, but was not significantly different foi* the
two .groups. Figure 6 indicates that,. handicapped and. noglandi-

- cappe.d children spent .a perc&acje of time verbally Inter-
.

acting with their ;teacher in fall 1977 t1i4n any ;other txme. . The.

mean 'amount of time both- groups of. children spent with their "-
,teacher decreased steadily ove'i/ the two years, as d-id the-per.-

cent age of time children- spenttrally, inteacting with their
teacher.

4. y d

7. The moon. a of time children spent isolated from
others 6hAged Over 0.00139, and was not

td-fini.fiaahtly differen.t fdni ihandica Piped' and non ndicapped
. .

children, 1.- (1.-2E).=0 p< 0.44.61;. LigU 7 catesthe

=



chil,-dren in both grciplaS ii5nt_ significantly less time iselsa'td

during, their'two years in the mainstreme eschool, ,with the

'handicapped children exhibiting "someWh mckre isolated behavior

during the firt. year'.

6. The maximuM numbei. of distractable.and covertly observkng

67

behaviors children 'exhibited while 'alone skgriificantly- lessened

-lover time, (E. (3,78)=4.41', a<0..0066, for both handicapped and
A (

nonhandicapped children,. ( F (1.26) = .27,'p ( 0:6093), n.S, Figure

8, indicates t- he' maximum observed.freauency of these behaviors
. '.

signiticantly declines after the first school yea, when the
. .

handitapped- children exhibited more(such behaviors.

9.. The maximum observed wandering, behaviors while alone
40,

decreased lover time, U. (3,78)= 2,0.92, p <0.0001) , and in a

parallel fashion for both groups, .(F 11,26)=-0.48,:,. p < 0.4943) , .

throughout 1111 e two school years (see Figure 9) .

ao, The mean number of unusual gesture's and movements

exhibited in4the prepense. of others descgeased over time (F (3,78)=

1,A a< 0.0001) ,:Or both ''grouPs.' - Figure 10 indfcatet these

-?.'behaviors decreased dramatidally during Year l-fdr, both groups

but handicapped-c hildren showed an ,increased incedence after the

summer break during the fall observation in Year 2, Which,

diminished by spring.,

11. The unusual gestures and movements that children exhibit

while alone also decreased over time (F ( 3; 78) -43.81; 2_< 0'4,132) ,

A

4,and tn, .4. parallel asiiion' for the two .groups: I. Unlike gestures
.

and movements'' exhibited when with othe , howe0r, Figure 11:
. P. et, .

indicates these, behaviors .decteased' more slowly; 'arid Particularly

''s15'fo the ,hancitcdpped,',students.

v411:
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12. The. eifound'and bises clitildren make while alone

decreasedOver time,, IOF G3,78)=4:33-, E..<9.0072) , and in
`

parallel fashin'fOr both grtittlOs- (see Figure 12), with the.
_ -

;4.68

handicapped st4ents- displaying' a slightly hi i-- mean incidence

of -these .beha.vibrs.
7"

13. , The mean number -of. unusually .,negative behaviors "--
" -

exhibited did not differ actoss "observation tires, .(F (3,78) -. =

1.74 <, . 016.49, Or for, handicagpedend "nOnhandicapped -Atldien
- - -

(F (1,26) 0.02, Er (0.8985). While the nonhandicpped Children

exhibited -a fewer such behaviors in. Year 1, they produced ,a -

..
..04-'t

, :
.

slightly higher number of au,ch.behaviore during ear .2t However,

these were very low .incidence behaii.ors. Notice the small

increase in these-behaviors among` andicapped children in the

obseryatioh period 'followihg the_ summer beak suggetting again
: -.4,

. -
the negative effect af. summer 'vacation on'handicappea. children''

111



Chapter- :1

b.iscus;-ion

Despite the negative attitudes towatOs handicapped -children
. 10-# *C-**-`-i -1that repeatedly appearL :in -the rese,a'r'Ch literature (se Volume 1.

of this report) , stematic ,observat4ons donp -I o Mainste:eemed- :'.?
,.J ,.. -.,, ,;

preschools over - period of one to two years revealed many 'con-

-

. sistent behavioral differencs between the ha4dicapped and non-
-handicapped children"during the initial period of schooling. These

c.

diminish during a period of two years . Differences in '..,1--"ehavior..,

4, i4

reflected organizational features -of-cl-assiooms and othe-. ,0 "'. 'A , -
,, ,, school !to some extent. , Although varicids of unusual and- types.

, -antisocial behavicrs, were retorded in this study, only one such,0
' , ..-,

behavior making; strange so.und'S nd nolses . wake ,alone., was,:can-
6. Thli . . 12 . . ,:.` .. '. 41%'- ,.-sisiently associhandicapped children. Eien this be-.

4 . 1
0

'havior contributed markedly, .lesW'variance by, -the third °loser-
1 -. - -,,

cation (Fall, Year 2) : and did not appear as a.. idiscrimnaticng ..

i. .
..., .

,variable byhe forth obserVation (Spr. ,... Year '2) .; ,. ,.,.

The- examination of the. Observed. beha:viors :oker time 5evealed

that considerable socialization was occurring among t)e handicapped
.

-;. .
-. _. ., . 't 4 . -. ' -,

ppeschciol: -chidren..,,- 3,he ,frequency,occurrence'of of thelDetiavioxth ., , '
(hypothesized to be In,a'ppropriate dimirPidhed drAmatioak.ly4laythe ,

Ty-WN
,. .. ,close of the first year,,,, anc1.14 many:: inst 'ckte, ''approxitated the , 'N- 1 , ,

, , . I. ,... 5' P ... . .
. ..k ' ' ' ; 'i 4frequency. of:these behaviors- expressed Apv tthe nOtAitanclicapte

-,a ; ..
-.:

peers Tizedpt.exCep 4 'Were thp behMriocs, ass*tatiaeviiVi
the e sbokal and v &rbal 1 intekacti:AwitiOa:qerFtittes-. _The nonh.4044.

,, .0 ,
d -.-.'dapped..chiadrerfeacialized ,m0,r47.readilYblit '9,1fr the broacies

sense ot the terrn.'- That is; :theY's-pen t more 0.mer, on: toe- ave:r.
!' '

d - '<, .
4." ;Jr5 '
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'.';iith- classmates but CS' more time by themselves and more time with

tachers by .k1;te Close bf the - two year
- ,

.j
f.:.r .,°,
coAsiderable tense of independence .in

..
period. One could impute a

how these children chose to

, r.allocate time to thei different interett's.
le ,

The :finding' Hof . fewer dift4renped in the behaviors exhibited

y andic..apfDed and nonkfandicapped children by the close of the two
, .-

-4.`Ye6at -period' of -obServation dicates the h-andicapped children are
. .ri-laktlin socially irriapProPriate -behaviors . They may Still.)e

......-
. . .... -a .,

stru gling to -interjrate this new sthnce into, a mare - comfortable., . . --
Coniro,f. over -their social behkviors.. This., is suggested by theControl . - - ,:Ai..

ie . 9
V

.,--

(trarna.ic decrease in the adverse beh-hviois selected for observation .° .
- . ..

IC . ' V-
SL this study 'without an equally dramatic .increase in the .few

41.

.beteviors we ex'aminec:r. '4-lecwever.,: thie,process nay be expected
K . ' 's ' > , .

° ,

If, --learning hole.; to interact constr/riVe-ly ..ancl, comf-ortably with peers
,, .

.. It q

and tes.6hers:f ig'IcOmpl,ek%, and requisr.ds some considerable period of
it d i '....Or .

. .
prosocial-
since

91 :Urite to intgra.te.A...hto- one."' s behavior .
,° ,. i' . .. ,

, .. ,.
.

' - It is important to .pclint but tha many of the- 'inappilopriate"Je- - ,
.

,.,

.behsviors selected, t.c3 typit"CY.:.ttie handicappFe5 chf-i81ignAds bithcatior- ... , 41111 -

. 4,

._.werq. as 1,ikele to bp e.xhibiteeT by 4:.'the..1cfnhandicapped pies

tstrange gestures',;f.ightlitg, 4-napproKkate use. 4.ce:materi
. . ..

. .t. ,_.he' -4 A ratter. 'stages -of this b31.servati . study: While the
, _ d 0 , J ..

iC 1 .5 :' 0

., 01 S 9 i?ell siftots may:_ be jilt,erpret:ed-Withi?-1- 4- cif,teent context for
.R - . . ''., ' : . 4, - - ''. . ".. '1... - s

the two groltps of children;',thelir:wery Orbui-kence lEfuggests that
r -

riFrilirofe.,st... 's ;Must ekci,Se..c.p.).ti:on., in rendering v.&.lue
,-;°,;.. -:' !...., . . .. N. '' "!,c1'., . ' :

ch'ool'ers

als)- by

Ude of

: 3.--t;.ti

943. .49nie 1;34'e.1141idiAg;Chij.dren:',4s, Soci`64.°"' ( ililtoirtpeteri.ce when -viewing.
tT ;

° ' ..1A7.75.::40.t
. - !fl ' 4 1 lifrb

` - 5' ;. % ' ''''9 ''' '.',4: . ''.t ' ;a - t

V.' '1.) ' 'A ." ,, :r-'_.° : a ,. 1

PS83i 'eha:V16,OrS;, .3251 s ,po ',pertri. obsegvations.. 5,

'.',, ,' ' 4 .e'Vidence 'fiort,.;tile t.00.34ear lohqi,t dingy tudy suggests
. 1,.-,.. $ ,,e, , 0 ... . , -45: - , .' -

; - -! .-T, , , .-?,, , .
,,-. 'strong ,,t1`4:0 rtiainstreaming .classrodm does help handicaPpeig. ha.3.dren O.
rk,, ..., , s
, ,,' 1. , . .., t; 7-xio. . , q , 0 ,,,, A

7 , N

sl in A'q 4 r:*9 a r e a P,l .14 Sieni 6 ri tS ,night clari-fy.6.2rther, t'he'-. eitect.S' on- 1. .
!lie

A C.

N
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social behavior of theimainstregmed claisroom.

Consistent Differences Between. Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Childre

t
.

(When one reviews iv discriminant function analyses from
the two presc ols, a limited set of ,variables consistently. differ-
'. /7-
entiate the bah of handicapped and nonhandicapped children.

Only one behavior, unusual sounds and noises while aione, regularly

falls on the handicapped side of the function and diminishes
/

in importance, and is found on the nonhandicapped end di the dis-
_

criminant function-in the Preschool B1. Only one behavi r,,the
.

. .

percentage of time spent in verbal interaction -with p rs4Olways/, ,,

4.

falls on the nonhandicapped side of the function.- /47Yoithei.

consistent difference between the two groups had to :do 14,
A

teacher invoivemen't. Teachers spent more time .alo with h

capped-students in Preschool,A and more time talking to ban

students'in Preschool B. Handicapped students then, spent more

time with teachersin both preschools but in Preschool A the:in-

teractions involved higher physical ProximiIY with the teacher
I

while in Preschool B they involved more teacher-child conversatio9g,

Consistent Behavioral Patterns

Two pairs oftbehaviors did not uniformly fall on either.

side ,of the handicapped to nophandicapped continuum but were always

found together on the, same sid of the function were covert

1The,only exception tothis finding was for_the first-ye,- Tle of
Preschool "B in the fall of 1517.when the:handicapped st-i- its spent .!
more timewith the ,teacher and.leSs time talking to her/him than
the.nonhandicappes students.

481



watching. and'ne4

time with other

interacts

In o
4

overtichildren spdnt

gaged in more n terac

the group of chi

themselves were,-

. amounts of tim
A

coincidental

inthe.same way

in these clasS -1-

/time between so
#'
solitary

children were be acized,

' other children.

be isolated, maladaptive-behAvior o
k I

mil.

taged group of children. Inteadir

pendin
a.

This

1)
(fights

rger,ave

ongerT.T

and spendiing

grOup of

, they.also en-

sing, etc.). Also,

amount of time by

or maximum

ings might be

rs which oper4tb

ding time alone
A

e division of

d of a sign that

s relatingrto

others may not

some disadvan-

cicate

roups o

indica

useful'behavior

for,children who are texhpdrarily exp i. ncing an increase in-class-,

room conflicts, i.e.', a kind of social inhibition imposed by the

child. Concurrently, it may be a presurpor to more active Social

involvement with other children but it may be the child does not

have the behavioral. controls aridthe resulting behavio

the negatiVe features.

One final consistent behavioral pattern was found in both

ibits

1

preschools. Handicapped,children did mot display more strange

gestures than nonhandicapged children. Various types of unusual

facial and bddy gestures were systematically observed in both

lools. During ear -iod, at lea- tape of

gesture would apy sides of the discrio,Lnant function.
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Therefore, strange gestures and movements do not appear to

differentiate the behavior of_handicapped and.nonhandicapped

'children in these two schools.

Is

Consist elp Differences Between,HandicapPed and Nonhandicapped Childr4

in Preschool A

If one looks for uniform gpatternsiof ,behaviors within Prpschoo]

A, one finds that the handicapped children spend moxe time albne wit1

the teacher, engage in more negative interactions and produce more

strange sounds and noises than their nonhandicapped classmates.

Conversely, the nonhandicapped children spe5d more time talking to

peers and'using'materials inappropriately.(zThese behavioral tenden.

were found at `both obserVation periods in Preschool A. The changes

that seem tO occur in the behaviors,of children,in both groups have

been discussed previously but will. be reviewed here.

There is o e evidence that the handicapped children move from

a positionf relative isolation from peers whith is characterized

by fighting; aimless wandering, 4eatching and spending time alone wit]

the teacher in the winter to a less isolateslposition in the spring.

\ .

By the spring, th handicapped children are spending their time in

more varied sways: sometimes with the teacher, sometimes..with peers, .

sometimes alone. They are 4111 fightingand making strange noises

when alone but are not doing as much watering or wandering. The

nonhandicapped children talk to peers more during both the winter

and spring and more often use materials%inappropriately at both times

By th -tpring, however, the norhandicapped,children are experiencing

teacher in.r-rver 1011- irection Of their-wortk-
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Consistent Differences Between Handicapped and Nodhandicapped

In Preschool B

When one turns to the findings from Preschool B, one finds tA

following consistent patterns across time and both,:samples (the-first;
.

year and two-Year samples). The handicapped end of the discriminant.

fUnctions tends to show a high level of verbal_ interaction With, the

teacher, more strange sounds and noises,'Hand large average proportions

- 7 of time in close physical proximity with other children. The nophandit:

Capped end of the continuum usually contains: verbal interaction with

peers and both higher average proportions of time spent alone....n4

higher maximum*amountS.of time spent with other children and/or. the

teacher- Thus, the handicapped children are.consistently found in the

,company of peers but they do their talking with the teacher.

The nonhandicapped children show more variability in how they spend 410

their time: occasionally alone, occasionally alone with the teacher

and sometimes with other. children. However, once again, the handi-

capped children repeatedly. make more estrange sounds and noises while

alone and the nonhandicapped children engage in greater amounts of

verbal interaction with peers.

When one compares the findings from the two. Preschool B

samples, 'a troublesome, inconsistency appears in the data from the

fall of 1977 (see Tables 24- and 26)- The variables which define

the handicapped end of the continuum for the function deriVed

from the first-year and the second-year sample are very different.

This difference is particularly striking since 50% of the first-

year sample subjects make up the'two-year sample. Only two
4



vaeiables are common to the handicapped end of both functions:.
75

making strange sounds and noises and spending large average amounts

of-time wiVother children. The fall 1977 dispriminant function

for the first-year sample correctly classified only 6.7% of the

subjects.in the sample, while the fall 1977 discriminant function

for the two-year sample correctly classified 82% o subjects.

These discrepant

change dramatically if the subject pool changes.

findings illustrate that these functioris'can

When the two sprilig 1978 discrihinant functions are compared
- _

(see Tables- 25 and 27); the variables which fall on the handicapped

side of the -continuum are quite similar although they appear in a

slightly different order. In fact, the two variables which were

not important contributors to the functions provide the only in-

consistent loadings in the two functions. This consistency,in

findingq between these two analyses done on overlapping sets of

data collected at the same time makes one more Confident of the

stability of this set of results.

Systematic and Unsystematic Changes in Behaviors in the Two-year-Sample

from Peeschool B

Some variablesappeaTed on different ends of the o uum in

regular or Irregular patterns over the foi4 time per

two-year sample. Making strange gestures while in the company of

others was sometimes on the handicapped end and sometimes on the

nonhandicapped end. Spending time aimlessly wandering around the
i

class:room begins on the handicapped side of the runctio the fall

of1/97V_ And gradually moves to the nonha ped Al k In the second,._ L_

. '4--1'

l'ear (78-79) . Covert watLliing Flicl negatl ipOractions seem mo

switchsides of the function together from one time period to the

nex .1Watching andAlegative interactions appear on the nonhandicapped

side of t'!he function, in the fall of 'both years and on the handicapped

end of;the.function in the sprineo both years. 485



Summary.of Consistent Findings

In summary, the ABC, -NK and NK obsetvation instruments were

able to detect differences between the behaviors of handicapped and.

nonhandicapped subjects. SOme'of these behavioral differences

remained over reicated observations andacross preschools. The

most consistently reliable differences between the behaviors of

handicapped and nonhandicapped chjldren were the production of

strange saunas and noises whiPe alone bythelkandicapped subjects

arytthe higher amount of verbal interaction with peers by the nom-
,

handicapped subjects. In addition, the handicapped children tended

to,show consistently greater amount of interaction with the teacher.

which took different forms in thq two preschools. In Preschool A,

the handicapped,childrens tended to spend more time in the exclusive

company of the teacher while in Preschool.B, the handicapped childre

were more likely to do a lot of talking with the teacher.

It is alPo interesting to note that many behaviors usually

associated with social isolation or beha"v

did not consistently characterize the interactions of either pup.

ip Thehandicapped children did not seem to s d more ime alone than

their nonhandicapped peersi In fact, spending time alone was usually

associated with spending long., amounts of time with other children.

.Thus, it appears _that no group of cfrildrett in "lese schools found

rs identified ap bizarre

401

,itself invariably excluded from the society ut others.. Likewise,

covert watching of others seemed to be associated with a greater

tendency to engage in ights.or other negative interactions.

However, neither of these disturbing behaviors was consistently



#,

associated with handicapped children.. Aimless wandering around the

.classroomiand, the production of various sorts of strange gestures

and movements were as likelt, to be associated with nonhandicapped

children as they were to be seen" among the handicapped group.

Impliqations for Future Research

The ABC-NE and NE instruments were specifically designed to

highlight as many potential differences between_ the behaviors,Of

handicapped and nonhandicapped children as-could be obserVed. There-

fore, they.focused on the'systematic'recording of bizarre and anti-
,

,.

. social behaviors as well as socially appropriate interactions: The

discriminant,, function analysis is.a multivriate statistical tool.°
.

)for maximizing differences between-groups of subjects. The fact

that few consistent differences could be found between the behaviors
c

of handiCapped and nonhandicapped preschoolers is especially suzr

prising given the instruments and analysesidsed,,in this study

ohly distinguishing unusual behavior that_ hand eh

repeatedly displayed was strange sounds and noises while alone.

Haridicapped children tended to'receive more t

I"

her 'tention through

either Verbal or norverLA. channels, while nonhandicapped children

were consistently higher in verbal interaction with 'Peers.

This study was1 able to demonstrate some of the strengths

And weaknesses of the instruments used and observational research

in general. The ABC-NK and NK oh4ervational forms were able to

*provide a good deal of informatiom n children"s strange and

anti-social behaviors.' Unfortunajiely, inforr,tion could not be

gathered on all variables of interest due to their relatively rare
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78'

occurrence- Observational techniques have diffictl .reliably

4 -
measuring important but rare events given the6q6Ua constraints on

e
time kid money. Low incidenc0' and/A. subtle events-may be more

adequately assessedby other means such as teacher reports. Some

of the information gatheied from the teacher interviews suggests

that an- "instrument of this type may be an important supplement to

systematio.observations.

Some of the multiple regression ,analyses performed on

teacher interview data indicated that teaches' assessments of
6

chilAren's appearance and personality were spmetimes more predictivei

of their behavior than. wiere. previous behavioral assessments.

Unfortunately, the teacher interview that was used here needs to

d 4efore its value can be adequatelS, judged.",be improved and ex a

'For example, many sti(dhs were too infrequently. answered to.be

used. Why th9fy were not answered was not in4iestigated. Repeated

administrations of the teacher interview to correspond vlith the

repeated observations of the children would have helped identify,

and explain changes that seemed to occur in the behavior of one

child or of an entire group.

In addition, the. ABC-NK and 1116 in their present form, di&

not provide epough information on children's adaptive social and

nonsocial behaviors. For+ example, these instruments did not assess

children's approRriate.use of materials or a broad range of their

prosocial intetactions.2 A finer-grained analysiS'of the content

2 0nLy information' on Untisually-pqsitive interactions (hugs,

comforts, etc.). was ,gathered.' Unfortunately, these interactions
were'too infrequeneto include in the data analySis. A broader
defini, ion of. positive interaction's :might have yielded more useful

inform

483
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, and sequence of bhildren's interactions with both peopl and

m aterials is needed in order to underwtand some of .5he ehavioral 410-

patterns that appeared in these data.

One apparently patadoxical butuntestable finding' t thee

present time is the fact that handicapped children spend longer

4

average amounts of time with other children but consistently do

less talking to,peers thando nonhandicapped children. One-would

like to know, whether thebe handicapped children were able to inter-

act on a nonverbal level which could not be recorded in our-obser-
---"

vations. The,variable of verbal. interaction with peers, as 4 is

presently defined for the ABC, includes nonverbal responses. A

verbally initiated interaction which is responded to in a non -

verbal_way is included the,definitionlef verbal interacioft.*
V

1

Also, the observed child can either be the interactional initiator

:--c-r-Lrespondent. Thus,. children with 'immature verbal skills but

who interact regular1j with a partner '(such as'a nonhandicapped

peer) possessing, greater verbal ability mould score highr in.
-

verbal interaction than would two children who ComMunicate prima'rily
s k

through nonverbal channels. ,xf a-variable Which. measured appro-

priate nonverbal interactioh.were added.to the,ABC, dhe, could
Or

more adequately assess whether physical proximity is associated
.

with'some degree of'.peer interaction for handic#pped children.
A

.

. 3.Note: Verbal interaction with the teacher. was defined in the
same way as peer verbal interaction. However, handicajaped students
were more;likely to engage in verbal interaction with the teacher
than in-verbal interaction with peecrs. This finding lend; fnrther
support to the hypcithesis that ,4 child with some languagle_disability
or delay but who interacts with a partftermith superior language.
skills can receive a high,,score in verbal interaction. \ 111

..
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"Another interesting finding which.' merits further invedtig

ticfn is the ass ociation between covert watching and unusually

negative behaviors. One would like tp know whether covdrt watching

'is a4Ociated with positive social behaviors" such as social./over-

tures as welS),....tilez fights. Observational, data which.permit
- ,1

sequential analysis could show whether watching,tends to precede or .

follow fights orother social acts. Unfortunately; neither the
. -

Alt-NK nor the NK was constructed to te,at hypotheses such as these.

Finally, the attemat to/supplement the behavior observations

with additional diagnostic data was instructive even if it did not

yield a clear-cut set of results. Knowing something about the pre-
.

senting diagnosis of each handicapped child enabled me to make some

sen'se,out.of.,,the data on subjects who were. misclassified by the

discriminant function analyses. The'fatt that children whO had

been described as exhi14ting feWer and more mild disabilities

tended to be misclassified by the discriminant function is not

surprising but does lend face validity to the results. Ip addition,
. r

the diagnostic information enabled me to see how heterogeneous

'the handicapped samplcsin:the two P'resqhools weik,Ifortunately,

the available diagnosti) information was too' often, vague and con-

LusinT. Future studies such as this'should :attempt to get more

consistent, complete and reliable diagnostic information on the.

handicapped subjects so that firmer cbnclusions about the relation-
4 '

ship betw een a.child's disability and his/her behavior could be

drawn.
Q

/ .

Obviouslyi additional observational studies of children's

social and nonsocial behaviors are needed to replicate and augment
)

our findings from two Metropblitan BO*ton'integrated Preschools.
, i

''i.
, .. .1,1.1.. ,

Future, observational studies should address some of the Snowing

research Que§tions:
490



1., gow can rage put poteritially important be havioral events. 4111
be recorded? N-How can their impact be assessed? How
reliable and, valid are teacher reporp of these rare

'but critical classroom events?
.

2. To yhat extent can a child's physical appearahte and
lierson9lity compensate for some of the difficulties he.
or she' may experienbe with social relations due to his

fr. or her disability?

3. Can teachers' and parents'. assessments of a child's

'used to predict his or her ytesent and future classroom
appearance, personality and classroom functioning be

behaviors?

4. To what extent do attitudes towards, conceptions of- and
information about handicapping'conditions affect teachers'
and children's behaviors towards handicapped children?
(See Volume I of this report.),

o
5. 'Can reciprocal influences be identified between the

behaViois of handicapped and nonhandicapped children
in mainstreamed schools?

64 Does physical proximity to peers enhance nonverbal peer
- interaction? Is physical proximityto peers a precursor
of verbal interaction with peers?

7. is covert watching associated with prosocial as well as,
. antisocial behaviors? Dyes .covert watching precede the

modeling of a variety of classroom behaviors. or is it
merely a sign of 'wariness?

. Is there a relationship between a child's handicapping
.coneition and his or her ability,, to participate. in age-
.apptopriate peer'interactions?- Do disabilities that
verbal communication skills (e.g., significant hearing
loss, seVere,articulatioW.problems, etc.) appear to--hamper
normal peer relations more than do disabilities that affect
other areas of functipning (e.g., orthopedic haricaps)?
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-Tabl

Inter-rater Reliability 9n.th ABC (and ABC-NK) Instrument:

Intraclass C lations

Varidble description:
.

Amount of verbal interaction
with teacher

N of-paired Range
observations of r's

,..-

Percent tithe 'isolated 106 .87-:98

Percent time with others--central 106 .76-.99

Percenttithe with others--peripheral 106 .2 -.81
.

Percent time with teacher . 106 .05-.90

Percent timeeith others total 106 .86-.98 -

Sounds & oisesisolated 106 .65-.93

33
i..Sounds & noises--with others .51

Movements & gestures--isolated 106 .45-.89

Movements.& gestUreswith others 106 .84-.91

'Distractedisolited 106 .85=.88

a
..Distracted -- with", others 76 .14-.73

, --

Wandering-- isolated 6 106 .78-.93 .

Amount of verbal interaction
with peers 106 .93-.97 .94

106 .89-.95

Weighted -

mean of r's

.94

.86

.4 6

1

b
.36

.92

.10

. 51
b

.67
b

. 85

46
b

.83

'.91

aThese behaviors were too infrequent for reliability figures to be
calculated using all of the paired observations.

These ,variables were recoded into dichotomous variables and kappa
was Computed fo41 the recoded variables. See Table 2 for the kappa
levels.
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, ...Table 2

83

a,
a

tnter-rater reliability on the'ABC (and ABC-NK)'Instkum nt:

Kappa Levels f r Dichotomous Variables

Variable description

1°

.. "N .of paired Range ,Weighted,

Oservation's of 'r's mean of r's

A

Phcent time With othersperipheral 106 .39-.71 .54

Percent time with'teacher. 106 .29-.89 .67

Sounds and noiSes-with others 106 .00-.42 .34

DistrdCted with others 106 .21-.57 .41

Movement6 and gesturesisolated 106 .70 -.73 .71
,

Unusually positive behaviors . 106 .20-.62 .28'

Unusually negative behaviors 106 .67-.81 .76

n

/11

4

1'

7
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Table 3

Inter-rater Reliability on the NK Instrument: rntraclass'qorrefations

Variable descrilition4 . N of paired
, observations

/ -

--' Range
of'r's

Percent time isolated .

PerCent time with others central
7 d '

.

Percent time' with-teacher

.

59'

59

59

a

.91-.92

.82-.97
.

.84-.99

Watching-& aistractiion-total 59 .59 -.62

Watching & distraction-- isolated 20
a

:65
,. .

Watching & distractionwith others '59 .70-.77
4

.

.Teacher),ntervenes-7total 59 :91-.92
_ -: .

.,.. .Teacher intervenes--with others
n '

59
,

,.92-.95

,
Teacher intervenesisolated -4

Wanderingtotal,

20

59

.50

.87-,98,
0

Wandering -- isolated: 59 .89-.92

Wandering7-with others. 59 .88-.93.
I

Inappropriate material use--total 59 .94-.95

Inappropriate material Use--isolated.

Inappropriate material'use--

20a

p

.§2

Weighted
mean of'r!s

,

-.91

.92

.93

,.61
.

.65

.72

.91

;:94

.58

.91

.90

.90

.95

-92

with others . 59 ,,947.95 .95

Sounds & noises--total - 59 .861-.97 .90

Sounds & noises--isolated 20' .23 .23

Sounds & noiseswith others 59 .59-.74 .69

Gestures Lmovements7=total ,: 59 .94-.96 .95

Gestures & movements-7iSolated 59 .28 -.87. .48

Gestures"& movements--with others 59 .94 -.95 .94

. -continued-
.
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r Table 3 (cont.)

Inter-rater reliability on the NK instrument:

85

Intraclass correlations

Variqble descriptiOn°
N of paired " Rante Weighted
obtervations of r's mean of r's

Amount of verbal interaction
with peers .

Amount of verbal interaction
with teacher

S 59

59

.95-.97 .96

.95-.67 .96

Unusually positive interactions 59 ' -.77-.78" .77

Unusually negative interactions

Facial gestures & movement's- -total

Facial gestures & movements--isolated
ti

Facial gestures. & movements--
ith otherg

& facial gestuees & movements
otal

Body & facial getures & movements
--isolated

Body & facial gestures &movements
--with others

I

59 ..:68-.94 .85
_, .4

.

59 .87-."98 .94

.96 °.96

59. .88-.97 .94

20a

59. .9 2-.9 6 .93

59 .237.64 .37'

59 4

aThese behaviors were too infrequent for reliability figures to be
calculated using all of the paired observations.
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Table 4

Inter7rater Reliability .on the Teacher Interview gnstrument:

Intraclass Correlations.
) . .

86

Interview question . N oftpaired.
ratings

. Could. you tell* this child was handicapped'
by just lboking at him/her?.

2. Does this child's handicap prevent him/her
from participating in active, groths-motok'
activities?

3. Does this child's handicap prevent him/her
from participating in fine-motor activities?

4. Does thib child's handicap prevent iiim/hgr
from participating in group activiti.es?

5. Does this child's handicap prevent him/her
from participadtng in fanf-a-gy play?;'

6. Does thit:child have any trouble communica7
ting neinVerbally?

7. Does .this child have any trouble'communica-
ting,verbally?

8. aas this child's ability to participate. in
-any Classroom activities changed markedly
while you.haVe know hiM/her? If so, how has
his/her participation changed?

36. .83

36

r.

f3 6

9: Is this_child fully toilet trained? IT not,
, doeg frequent soiling'tend to make this child

unattractive"to others?

10.Does this child have an unplilasant odor for
some other reason? If so, how does this
affect hip/her attractiveness?

11.Does this child 'periodically exh,ibit any
unusual iiehaviyrs?

12.Does this child frequently exhibit any unusual
facial Characteristics or expressions?

13.How wqul you rate tlY1/.s child on physical
attractiv es's? 64 .82

,

.

14.Is this chi Ai,more or less likeable than
.

his/her classmates?
\.

, 64 '.77

15.1s this child, more. or less aggressit
. '.

4 ' 1

than his/hecr' Classmates? 64 f A3

36

35

62

12

12

64

'.75

.42 =-;2

. 87,

. 33

- ;3

.79

63 .63

r '

0'
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Table 5

Codes Used to Categorize (the Presenting Diagnosis

lf

of the Handicapped-Children in Preschools A: ErfB

87

Cole er .Diagnosis Examples of diagnoses fitting
this 'category

01 :Moderate to.seVere
cognitive deficit

02 Mild cognitve
deficit

03 Moderate to severe
cerebral "palsy

Mild cerebral palsy

Moderate to severe'
communicative deficit

Mild communicp-five
deficit.

I

, Moderate to severe
orthopedic deficit

Mild orthopedic
deficit

Behavioral., social-
emotional problems

10 Other disabiliti4s
(especially physi-
cally or socially
invisible ones)

00 'Not applicable or
I missing

4

1

Moderate or severe mental retarda-
tion; Down's:syndrome; severe .

brain damage

Mild mental retardatibn; learni;g
disability; developmental delayi
possible retardation or brain damaie

Cerebral palsy unless mild specified
or unless other information seems
to indicate mild

Little or no expressive language;
significant, bilateral hearing loss;
aphasia7 disordered language

Some articulation difficulties;'
deaf in one ear; immature,
depressed or delayed speech

Paraplegia; amputatign; deformed
limb development; moderate to
severe muscular disorder

Some motoric difficufties; clumsy;
poor fine or gross .,motor coordina-,
tion; delayed motor development

Emotionally disturbed; behavior
problem; hyperactive; severely_
withdrawn; bizarre behavior episodes;
self-:destructive

Some vision problems; internal tumors;
heart defects, lead paint poisbning;
surgically repaired cleft palate;
hydrocephalic with shunt
11,

r .
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Table 6

A Cross'ClasSification of Diagnostic Information

from the. Handicapped Subjects in Presc ool A

813

Primary'
Usability
code

Secondary disability-code.

Missing
information
or not
applicable,

Mild Moderate. Mild
cogni- to severe communi-
tive communi- cative
deficit cative deficit

deficit

Mild
ortho-
pedic
deficit

Behavioral
social-
emotional
problems

Row
total

Missing

Moderate
to severe
cognitive
deficit

p

Aoderate
to severe
cerebral
palsy

Aild'
cerebral
palsy

Werate
severe

communica-
tive.deficit

,

Aild
communica-
tive deficit

Aoderate
to severe
prthopedic
ieficit

Aild
)rthopedic
ieficit

3ehavioral,
social-
,motional
?roblems

Envisible
iandicaps
aother
dicaps

la

0

1

ti

0 0

0

0

rr

0

.2"ft

-Nrk,

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o 0

0

' 0

0

0

0

%:olumn total 6 1

0

0

0

5

1

3

2.

:2 .

1.

16

LThe numbers in the cells represent the numbers of ha icapped hildren receivinc
zach combination of primary and secondary disability codes. 4 8



Table 7,

Frequency Distribution of Sdverity of Impairment

Information froM the;Bandicapped Subjects-in PKeschoOl A

89

Severity of impirment code Number Percentage
of subjects of total .

1 - One mild handicap, 2 13%

2 - Two mild handicaps 7 47%

3 One moderate to severe handicap
(with or .without one mild ,handicap) 5 33%

IF- Two severe handicaps 1 r 7%

Total. isa 100%

aDisability data for one handicapped subject was missing.
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Table 8

Variables Included in the Discriminant Function Analysis for Preschool

Variabqe'description Variable name.

Percent time Spent. isolated

2. Percent time spent with others
(with children and sometimes,
the teacher)

. Percent time spent alone
with the teacher

4. Amount of verbal ,interaction
with peers

Amount of verbal
with the teacher

o

interaction

6. Watching & distraction
while alone

7. Teacher intervenes- -
in the company' of others

8. Wanderingwhile alone

9. Inappropriate use of materials- -
in the company of others

10. Sounds and noises--
in all contexts

11.,Facial geSturs .6, movements .

--in the company of others

12. Body & facial gestures 6,-,
movements--in all contexts

13. Total gestures & movements- -
in the company of others

14. Unusually negative interactions.

ISOLATED'

WCHILDREN

WTE4CHER

VERBPEERS

VERgTEACHER

WATCHING

TEACHERINTVENES

WANDERING

INAPPMATERIALS

SOUNDS?=-4,

FACEGESTURE

)BODy&FACEGESTURE

TOTALGESTURES

NEGATIVEINTERACTS

O
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Table 9

Means And Standard Deviations for Handicapped and Nonhandicapped

Subjebts on'the NK Variabled.(Winter'1977) - Preschool A

Variable name Handicapped (N=16) Nonhandicapped (N=M

Mean SD Mean SD

1., ISOLATED , . 11.2 7.7 6.1 4.1
r

2. WCHILDAEN 41.3' 12.9 ". 5 13.8

3. WTEACHER 1 2 _ 2 4.5

4. VERBPEERS, 8.0, 4.6 13.1 4.5

5. VERBTEACHER 12,.̀ 6 4..7 9.8 4.0
.1-

6. WATCHING 4.4 2.3 3.1 1.2

. .

7.
i

TEACHERINTVENES 1.8 1.1 1.2 .8

8, WANDERING 2.8' 1.1 2.2 , 1.0
t 19

9. INAPPMATERIALS k 1.6 1.2 2.3 e 1.0-

10. SOUNDS 1.9 1.6 1.8 1.4'

11. FACEGESTURE , ,2.9 .9 4.3 2.6

12. BOD&FACEGESTURE 5'.7- 3.7, 4.0 1.9

13. TOTALGESTURES
-,.

8.0 4.2 8.0 '3.1,

14. NEGATIVEINTERACTS .8, .4 .4 .5

K

a
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,'Table 10

Means 'and Standard Deviations for Handicapped and Nonha

Subjects on the NK Variables (Spring 1977) '-.Preschoo

e 92

Vaiiable naime,c Handicapped (N=16)' Nonhandicapped (N=16),

)

ISOLATED

2.- WCHILDREN ,

3.- WTEACHER

4. VERBPEERS.

5. VERBTEACHER
.

6. WATCHING

7. ITACHERINTVENES

.8. WANDERING

'9. INAPPMATERI

10. SOUNDS,
4 ,

)" 11. FACEGESTURE

12. BODY&FACEGESTURE

13. TOTALGESTURES

14. NEGATIVEINTERACTS

Mean SD Mean

12.7, 7.5 7.3

45.6 13.2 47.9

9.1 6..3 3.0

7.7 /3.6 13.8

12.8 4.3 9.6

4.4 2.6 3.3
. .6.,

1.7 1.4 , 1.,6 ,'

2.8 1.3 2.8

2.0 1.2 2.5

1.4 0.8 1.4

2.7 3.2
C

3.0

5.6 3.4 4.7

Pi
7.6 4.9

:
7.4

0.7 0.5 0.3

SD

'6.8

11.8

2.1

3.5

2.7

2.1

1.0

2.0

2.5

3.3

0.5
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,Tabie 11

Ranked Variables.for.Each Group and Standardized Discriminant

Function Coefficien(Winter 1977) Preschool A ' '

Rank of' Variably
variable name

Coefficieht
size & sign

Variables which tend to rbe associated with .handica students

1. WTEACHER -.72

2. BODX&FACEGESTURE. -.55

3. NEGATIVEINTERACTS -.36

4. .WkNDERING -.25

5. SOUNDS -.23

6.' -,WATCHING ti -.20\
0,

7. TEACHE4INTVENES -.20 '

8 .FACEGESTURE -.07

O r

93

Variables which tend to.be associated with nonhandicapped students

3.

4.

5.

6.

INAPPMATERI .68

TOTALGESTURE .60

VERBTEACHER 55

VERBPEERS .40

ISOLATED .17

WCHILDREN
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Table ,12

Ranked Variables for Each Group and Standardized Discriminant
Function .Focfficients (Spring 1977) 7 Preschool A

) Rank of , Variable Coefficient
variable name a -size & sign

`°Variables which ticind to be associated' with handicapped subjects,

2..

6.

7.

8-

SOUNDS A'
k

NEGATIVEINTERACTS'

WTEACHU

4. WCHILDREN

l'SOLATED

TOTALGESZURES

WATCHING

VERBTEACHER

(

-1.23

-1 .08

-0.79,

-0.56:

0.34s

-0.32

-0.12

-0 11

Variables which tend to.be associated with nohandidapped subjects

1, VERBPEERS

2. TEACHERINTVENES
4

3. FACEGESTURE

4. INAPPMATERIALS

5. WANDERING

o.

.0.81

0.7F

0.32.

0.17

a
The Variable, BODY&FACEGESTURES, received a coefficient of 0.00
which means that it was not used to derive the discriminant
function.
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Table 14

A Cross ClasSification of Diagnosticinformation from the Hapdicapped,Subje5ps inlheTirti4ar sample

in Preschool B

Primary

disability,

code

SeLodar disatdlity code

Note Mild 1 Moderate Mild , , Mild Behaqoral, Other Row

. applicable cognitive to severe communi- 'Idrtho- Tota

deficit cbmmuni- cative pedicd emotional sties

cative deficit deficit problems

50:)

'Moderate to severe

cognitive deficit

Mild cognitive

deficit

Moderatetto severe ,

cerebral palsy

Mild cerebral palsy

Moderate, to severe

communicative

deficit

Mild communicative

deficit

Moderate tb severe

orthopedic deficit

Mild orthopedic

deficit .

Behaviorll, social

emotional problems

Other disabilities

0

0

7'

6 1 0

0

0

3 2

h.

0

I.
0

0 0

Column Totals 16



TAble IA.

A Cross Classification of Diagnostic.Information from the+

).

I,

Handibapped Subjects in the Two-yeai- Sample in Preschool e

Pfiltaiy.

dgsability

Moderate
to-severe,
'cognitive
deficit

Moderate
to, severe
cerebral
palsYs- -

.Mild
cerebral
patsy

4

Moderate.
to severe
communica-
tive deficit

Sedbndary di'sapility code

Missing
infomation
or not
applicable

.,

Mild
cognitive
deficit

Moderate
to severe
communicative,
deficit'

,.

.Behavioral,
social-
emotional
problem(

Mild -.
communica-
tive de4ecit

Moderate
to severe
orthopedic
deficit

Behayioral,

emotional
.problems

0.

0

Column total'

C
Row
total

1

e 12
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Tabl=e -16
.. .

-Frequency DistribUtion
,

of Severiiy of Impairment Information

from-the iandibapped Subjects in the Total Sample, t.

) the First+year, Sample,and the-Two-year Sample - PreSchoo113

Severity of
impairment
code

Sample

Total
N (% of total)

First=yearl
N (% of total)

Twa-year
N (% of total)

1 - One mild
handicap

12 (29%) 10 i32%) 6 (50%)

2 Two mild
handicaps

18 1(44%) 11 (36%) 2 (17%)

3 - One moderate
to severe
hapdicap,(with
or one

9 (22%) r 8 (26%) 3 (25%-)

Mild ha dicap

- Two, moderate
to severe
handicaps

2 -(5%) 2 (6%) (8%)

Total N of
handicapped
subjects

31 12

S

0



Table 17

Variables IT1Cluded in the Discriminant Function

Variable description

98:

Analysis for Preschool B

Variable name

1.

j

Average percentage of time '

spent isolated

2. Average percentage of tine
spent with other children
as a central group figure
(the teacher may or may not
be pre'sent)

Total.time spent alone with
the teacher

4 Maximum observed time spent
as a central peer group
participant

5. Maximuin observed time spent
with the teacher and with
other children

6. Average percent time spent'
in 1Yerbal interaction _

with peers

7. Average percent time spent
in verbal interaction with
the teacher'

Total amount of sounds and
noises - -while alone

9. Total amount of- facial and
body gestures and movements--
,in the company of others"-

10. Total amount of facial and
body gestures ind'movements--
while alone,

1L. Maximum amount of distraction
and watching.behavior
while one

'12. Maximum amount of wanderling.
--while alone

13. Unusually negatie interactions

L

ISOLATEb,-

MCHILDREN

a
WTEACHER

MAXWCHILDREN
%a

MAXWOTHERS
a

VERBPEERS

VERBTEACHER

SOUNDS
a

3

GESTURESWOTHERS

GESTURESALONEa
Ne;

MAXWATCHING
a

MAXWANDERING
a

NEGATIVEINTERACTSa

a These variables are all dichotomous. (0 = below 'the median;" 1 =' above
the median.)
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Table 18

First-year Sample - Means and Standard Deviations for Handicapped'

and NonhandicaPped Subjects on the ABC-NK Variables (Fall 1977),'

- Preschool B

Variable

Handicapped (N=31) -Noilhandicapped (N=23)

an SD- Mean SD

1. ISOLATED. 11.5 6.0 11.5 7.5

2. '.WCHILDREN . 31.0 14.0, 32.0 12.0

3. WTEACHER .5 .5 .5 .5

4. MAXWCHILDREN .5 .5 .5 .5

5. MAXWOTHERS .5 .5 .6 .5

6. VERBPEERS 15.5 10.0 17.0 11.0

7. VERBTEACHER 20.0 8.0 16.0 7.0

8. SOUNDS .5 .5 .3 .5

9. GESTURESWOTHERS 43.2 14.6 43.8 16.3

10. GESTURESALONE .6 .5 , .8 .4

11." MAXWATCHING
,

d

.5 .5 .4 .5

12. MAXV-7ANDERING .6 .5 .6 .5

13. NEGATIVEINTERACTS .6 .5 .3 .5



a

Table 19

Firs year Sample - Means and Standard Deviations for Handipped

,anal nhandicapped Subjects on.the'ABC-NX Variables (Spring- I978)

-Preschool B.-

Variable

_Handicapped (N=31) Konhandicapped (N=23)

Mean sp Mean :SD

I. 'ISOLATED

2. WCHILDREN

9.7

34.6

' 5.9

9.8

10.4

33.2

7,6
zi-
,

L0.9

3. WTEACHER .8 .4
(

.6 .5

4. MAiCWCHILDREN .5 .5 .6 .5

5. MAXWOTHERS .5 .5 .5 .5

VERBPEERS 23.2 12.0' 25.4 14.2

7. VERBTEACHER 12.3 7.2 10.3 5.5

8. SOUNDS .6 .5 .3 .5

9. GESTURESWOTHERS 33.5 15:3 38.1 18.5

10. GESTURESALONE .6 .5 .5 .5

11. MAXWATCHING .5 .5 .3 .5.

12. MAXWANDERfNG .4 .5 3 .5

13. NEGATIVEINTERACTS .7 .5 a .4 .5
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Table 20

Twp-year Sample Means and Standard Deviations for Handicapped

and Nonhandicapped Subjects on the ABC-NK Variables Wall 1977)

--- Preschool -

Variable

Handicapped (N=I2) Nonhandicagped (N=16)

Mean

1. ISOLATED

2. WCHILDREN

3. WTEACHER

4. MAXWCHILDREN

5. MAXWOTHERS

-6. VERBPEERS

7. VERBTEACHER

8. SOUNDS

9. GESTURESWOTHERS

10. GESTURESALONE

11. MAXWATCHING

12. MAXWANDERING

13. NEGATIVEINTERACTS

13.1

26.0

. 6

. 4

. 4

9.5

19.7

. 6

50.3

.3

.5

. 6

.5

, SD Mean SD

5.6 10.1 5.9

14.5 32.3 11.9

.5 .4 .5

.5 .6 .5

.5 .6 .5

5.9 23.0 11.6

8.6 15.5 6.8

.5 .2 .4
4

13.3 43.1 17.7

.5 .2 .4

.5 .4 .5

.5 .6 .5

.5 .4 .5
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Table 21

Twq -year Sample - Means and Standard Deviations for Handicapped

and Nonhandicapped Subjectsonthe ABC-N14 Variables (Spring 1978)

Variable

,l. ISOLATED

2. WCHILDREN 410

3. WTEACHER

4. MAXWCHILDREN

5. MAXWOTHERS

6. VERBPEERS I/

t

7. VERBTEACHER

8. SOUNDS

9. GESTURESWOTHERS

10. GESTURESALONE

11. MAWATCUING

12. MAXWANDERING

13. NEGATIVEINTERACTS

Preschool B

Handicapped (N=12) Nonhandica2ped (NW16)-

Mean SD Mean SD

11.5 5,5 10.0 6:5

32.0 11.0 35.0 9.0

.4 .5 \.2 .4

.2 .4 .7. .5

.4 .5 .6 -1.5

1,9.5 9.5 28.5 15.0

14.5 9.0 11..5 5.5

%7 .5 .2 .4

31.3 17.0 33.2 11.2
41

.7 .5 .4 .5

.8 .4 .3 .5

.5 .5 41.4 .5

.6 .5 .3 .5

5,

4
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Table 22

Itizo-yeart,*5 ample - Means and Standard\eviatioris for Handicapped

and Nonhandicapped Subjects on the ABC-NK Variables (Fall 1978)

kir Preschool B

Variable

Handicapped (N=12) Nonhandicapped (N=16)

Mean -SD Mean SD

1. ISOLATED 7.0 '4.5 9.0 9.0.

2. WCHILDREN 30.0 10.5 36.5 9.0

3.. WTEACHER' .8 .4 .7 .5

4. MAXWCHILDREN .3 .5 .7 .5

5. .MAXWOTHERS. .3 ..5 .6 .5

6. VERBPEE RS 15.0 7.5 29.5 1,2-0

7. VERBTEACHER
4

10.0 7' .5 7.5 4.5

8. SOUNDS , .5
,

.5' .2 .4

9. GESTURESWOTHEry 38.0 15.7 29.0 15.3
1

10. GESTURESALOND .4 .5 .3 .5

11. MAXWATCHING .4 .5 .4 .5,
.

12. MAXWANDERING .5 .5 .4 .5

13. NEGATIVEINTERACTS .4 .5 .7 .5
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Table 23

Two-year Sample .- Means and Standard Deviations for Handicapped
. -

and Nonhandicapped Subjects on the ABC-NK Variab?"es (Spring 1979)
v--

- Preschool B

Variable

1. ISOLATED

2. WCHILDREN.

3. WTEACHER

4. MAXWCHILDREN u.

5; MAXWOTHERS

6. VERBPEERS

RBTEACHE?

. SOUNDS
.

r.

411 ,9. GESTURESWOTHERS
. -

10. GESTURESALONE

11. MAXWATCHING

12. MAXWANDERING

13. AGATIVi1NTERACTS

Handicapped (1112) Nonhandicappeei(N=16)'

Mean SD Mean

8.0 -5.5- 6.0

33.0 12.0 40.0

.6 .5 .6

.4 ,.5 .6

.5 .5 i .6

18.0 ' '8.0 .25.0

9.0 5.0 7.5

- 3 \ -
.3

33.7 11.6 29.6
45.

.6 V .3

.7
(
.5 . .5

.2 .5.
a.2

.8 .4 .5

SD

4.5

7.0

.5

.5

.5

10.5

4.5.

.5

11.8

.5

.5'

- .4

.5'
a



Table 24

Ranked Variables for Each Group and Standardized

Discriminant Function` Coefficients (Fall 1977)

For First-year Sample Preschool Ba

105

Rank of Variable
variable name,

Coefficient
size & sign

t
Variableswhich tend to be associated with handicapped students

NEGATIVEINTERACTS -.62

2. MAXWATCHING -.44

3. SOUNDS -.38

'4. WTEACHER -.31

5. MAXWCHILDREN -.12

6. WCHILDREN o ) -.08

Variables which tend to be associated with nonhandicapped students

1.

2.

VERBPEERS

,GESTURESALONE

3. VERBTEACHER

4. ISOLATED

5. GESTURESWOTHERS

MAXWOTHERS
0

7. MAXWANDERING

a N=54

.78'

.47
s)

.24

.22

.15

1 .11

.10

51t
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Table 25

Ranked Variables for Each Group and Standardized

% Discriminant Function-Coefficients (Spring 1978)

For First -year Sample Preschr Ba.

(' I6

Rank of Variable
variable name''

wft.

Coefficient
size- & sign

Variables which tend to be associated with 6andicapped,students

1;

1. SOUNDS -.65

2. WCHILDREN -.63

3. MAXWOTHERS -.47

4. MAXWATCHING -.46

5. NEGATIVEINTERACTS -.30

6. VERBTEACHER -.23

7. GESTURESALONE -.12

'8. t , MAXWANDERING -:06

9. WTEACHER '-:04

,

( 6,........
s

Variables which tend,to,be associated witknonhanIcapped students

1. VERBPEERS .46

2. MAXWCHILDREN
,

..44
.

3. ISOLATED .40

4. GESTURESWOTHERS .30

a
N=54



Table 26

V .Ranked Variablesfdr Each Gro4 and Standardized

Discriminant Funttion Coefficients (Fall 4977)

For Two-year Sample Dreschool Ba 1

.107.

Ra
va

k of Variable
able -name t

Coefficient
size & sign

riables which tend to be associated-with handicapped students

1. VERBTEACHER
-

1.00

2., SOUNDS .99

3. WCHILDREN . .
4

.88.

4. MAXWOTHERS .28

5. MAXWANDERING .12

6. GESTURESALONE .05

Variables which tend to be associated with nonhandicapped students-

1. VERBPEERS -1.10

2. mAxwauLpftgv - ,69

3. NEGATIVEINTERACTS - .65

,4. MAXWATCHING .51 ,

5. ISOLATED - .34
rNs

6. WTEACHER .31

7. GESTURESWOTpERS -.U8

01 N=28

516
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,fable 27

Ranked Variables. for Each Group and Standardized.

D4scriminantFiinCtion Coefficients (Spring 1978)

Fpr Two-year Sample Preschool Ba
ay

108

o

V'

Rank of Variable Coefficient
variable name size & sign.

°Variables which tend to be associated with handicapped studeiit,

1. MAXWATCHING -.67

2. SOUNDS -.66

3. WCHILDREN -.65

NEGATIVEINTERACTS -.56

5. GESTURESALONE

6. VERBTEACHER -.12

7. MAXWANDERENG

8. MAXWOTHERS -.02

9. GESTURESWOTHERS -.01

Variables which'tend to be associated with nonhandicapped students

1. MAXWCHILDREN.
Aor,

2. ISOLATED '

3. VERBPEERS'

4, WTEACHER
Sr

.46

.42

.40

.14

a
N=2.8

519
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Tabie 28

Ranked Variables for Each Group, and Standardized

Discrimipant Function Coefficients (Fall 1978)

For Two-year Sample Preschool B a

Rank of. Variable
variable name

Coefficient
size & sign,

Varilbies°W,hich tend to tie associated with handicapped students

1: WCHILDRE
,-,

.1.07

. GESTURESALONE .79

3. SOUNDS .28
z

4. VERBTEACHER .22
. ....

VariableS which tend to'be associated with nonhandicapped students 41,

914,

1.

27*

3.

A.

ISOLATED

VERBPEERS

MAXWCHIL13REN
.-

. MAXWOTHERS

-1.36

-1.21

-1.20

.87

5. MAXWATCHING - .43

6.. MAXWANDERING - .41'

7. NEGATIVEINTERACTS - .40

8. GESTURESWOTHERS - .36

9. WTEACHER .23

a N=28 4.

520



Ranked' A tariable's ,f

Discriminant Funct on' Coefficients Spring 1979)-

For Two-year Sample Presch ol BP

Table 29

Each Group.and 'Standardized

4

110

4°- 7

Rank of Variable ,

-
Coefficient

_.variable name , size fit. sign

Variables which tend to be'aSsociated irith hn4leapped students

1. GESTURESALONE

2. ,VERBTEACHER

3. GESTURESWOTHERS

4, -,MAXWOtHERS

5. NEGATIVEINTERACT8 46 T..

ISOLATED

7. MAXI/CHILDREN 1

8. MAXWATCHING

.85

.7s

.61

.31

.17

.16

19

Variables. whiCh tend to' be associated with no andicapped students

.

2.

P

WTEACHER -166

SOUNDS -.45.

MAXWANDERING -.39

4. LWCHILDREN
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Table 30

,MUltiple R ression for First-year Sample Preschool B:
a

Prediction of Spring 1978Discriminant FunctionScore

°Independent variables :MurtiPle R R2 Simpler ''Beta-

I. Attractiveness 48 .24 :48 ti .38

2. Aggressiveness .30 .30 .30

,3. Verbal ability .59 ,.34 .36 .23

Fall1977
discriminant
function

.61 .38 .3440

Likeable .62 .37 -.09

a, N=54

522
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Table -31

Multiple Regression for First-year Sample Preschool Ba

(Handicapped Children):

Prediction of Spring 1978 Discriminant Function Score.

Independent variables Multiple R R
2

SiMple r Beta

1. Fail 1977
discriminant

tr,

function .15 .02 .15 .149
1444,

2. Ability eb
participate in
classroom actiidtieS

.17 .03 -.11 .19

3j/ Severity of
impairment 1

.19 .04 .02 .14

4. Handicapped hr

appearance,

5. Attractiveness

.22

.50

.05

.25

-.13

.42

-.14

.51-'

6. Aggressiveness .53 . .28 .13 .21

-7. Likeable .54 .29, .27 .10

9

a
N 30
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Table 32

Multiple Regression for Two-year Sample Preschool B:a

Prediction_of Spring 1979 1Discriminant'Function Score

IndePendent Variables Multiple R R2 Simple. r Beta

1. Fall 1978
discriminant
-function .64 .40 .6.4 .55

2. Aggressiveness .69 .49
o

.32 .31

3. Attractiveness .71 .51 -.37 -.38
at,

4. Likeable .74 :55 -.15 .29

a
N=28,

.7

,524

k
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Table 33

Multiple Regression fpr Two-year Sample Preschool Ba.

(Handicapped Children):,

Prediction of Spring 1979 Discriminant Function Score

Independent variables Multiple Simple r Beta

1. Fall 1978
discriminant
functidn .65 .42 .40

2. Ability to
participate in
classroom activities .71 .50 .42 .30

3. Spring 1978
discriminant
function .73 .53 .08 .52

4. Iooks.somewhat
,handicapped .80 .23

5. F, 1977
di riMinant
Zunction' .84 .70 -.20 -.46.

6. Definitely looks
handicapped .88 .77 .15 F .38

N=11

525,
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General Meaning of codes

Unless otherwise indicated, the fol/dwing 'Codes have the
following meanings:

0 = subject does not express awareness of the,handicap

no

= ,oyes

9 = missing data

s t

RP

558
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BL1

1 v6. 3

If s sayS evdkyone'can see,,but goes

on to, discuss not seeing, Code 3.

% 90,'

K = .71,

Awareness: Does s

0,= blank on topic, have nothing to say,

provide only total irrelevancies

1 = actively assert that everyone can see

and say nothingdmore

2 = discuss topic in terms of distorting idea,

1 ' make condition for something else, . *

(e..g,, long hair, not eating carrots,

masks, blindfolds, no eyes)
0 0

3 = enttrtain the idea, pro ide some content,

agree there mightbe st people4altbough,

not sure there really

4.= show awareness that thus really .ar'e such

people, (e.g., use word blind, or mention

information showing correct identifiCation) ,1/4

(When in doubt asto whether not to

,code "4", do so)

9 = missing data

BL3

Those\born .blind differ from those who

'became blind later.

% = 82

.61 2

Does s'distinguish betweT1 different degrees

of impairment?

OR. ,

Does s distinguish between congenital and adven-

titious blindness?

0 = BL1'(0 or 1)

r = no

2 = es, degrees

3 = yes, congenital, adventitous

4 = yes, both 2 & 3

= miss* data,

56J
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K =

Does s mention child wit this handicapsnow

attepding his/her,school' Unless, classes)?

.. no ,0

2. yes, blina'oh

class (es)

3, yes, partiall

same. cless '7-

4; yes, blind thild* same class(es)

5, yes, partially sighted,, Same classes

6, yes;' other: cotbination of 2,3
4

41 & 5

tame school, not same

PA,

hted; same school, not

96

,84

Does s mention blind relative?

"
1. no

2. 'yes

3, -partially sighted

BLB.

,Code for.partial impairment

% 93

K = .88 ,

Does 's refer to T.V. drama and/or book about

blindness,,blind,peoplf
,

1 = no (neither)

2 = yes, bdok
,

3 = yes, 1.17, Dramk.

= yes, both

Does s mention looking at the sun,as possible.

cause of blindness?

1 = ,mo

2' = yes ,

k , ,

6 t yes, understamds this plareunusual

and improbable



BL63

% = 100

A -1

.1

14 1

,

Does s mention injury to optic nerve, cornea,

or other specific part of eye' as cause of

blAdness

1' no

2 = yes

3 = yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

.

BL81

= 100

N =

BL11

Broad -tanything psychologica

= 100

= lY

6

Does s me ion,watching teltv2sion as.Agpossl.ble '

cause of blindness? (orbiher'suChletiOities

as reading Oitstudying) 0,

1N= no

2 yes

6 = yes, but in a gualified,i4hisfkpatepay.

°

Does s
4

mention psychological factors,as, cause

of blindness?

= no

2 = yes (unrealisti6)

6 = yeS (pFssible

BL12

Broad

563 % 100

K l'

4 Does s mention volition effort as a :le

cause of blindness? *

2 = yes

4

6 = yes, but possible, ;realistic'

564



1r

BL13

Broad

%:96

K ;61

{

rr

Does nention pot-natal phOical neglect .as

cause of blindness

= no

2 ='yeC eog,, inadequate medical cep

7 = yes, but in iMpossible, peculiat Way

Brda06,!trlythiiig,in this 4rea not

godabovelseWhere

. ,'117.'7'.74`,.'

96
,

K :92
,.. .

04,

BL15
I

A,

Specific . ;

0

Coes s mention birth defect/congeni,ial as

cause of blindnesi?

1 = no ';

2 = yes,,e,g use pfdrtigi.by moti'leet, heredity,

malformation: stchAs:missing.specifio:part'

9f eye, maternal diSeaierdr,borp,withObt

'eyes .

7 = yes impossible,pecuiiar' way

9.

4.

6.

,I
r , 1 )

S'says:, "bOrn'that gay"

"born ,

lat'birth"'

"bdrn A being able to se

t. %' = ,82° .4,-
,.Q.,

,
,

,,,, c : , 4-
,,,,k,':4:':',",,:', ',1,... , ',

t.,(..., ,,,,

r 7' h

5
6,P

1

,,: 0

' ',i '.'. .. .1,;t,
1.,,, . 40,,..4 ?:',.."

v, t

: zt 4 .

'r t : :. 5 *4 4', t ' ' ' .''' ''., , . v !, v'' , ;' , vd, / .. i V. . v
i :'. k

-

r*.

,

:Does s mpntio "born that w0"*a.pbssile

tape of bli dnes's?, .1

',6

') '

, r
4 41

r

I .,

.44 ,

9:4 9

,

..

1

4 9.

r t '14
a I



I

'us

.fr

r ,

.02

Broad dnything4n this.area.not aoOdable. Does s mention natal factor as possible'
.

elFewhere., cause of blindnesi?

= 3.00 1 = no

A'' 2. = yes, e.., oxygen deprivatidn, silver
,

nitrate not given

7 = yes, but in impossible, peculiit way

417

2 = vagulleneral,end broad'

3 = spec jfic

If both 2 & 3, code 3

% = 96

Does s' mention illness
*

as possible cause of-

,blindneis?

1 = no

2 =-.-yes ,(vague)

'3,= spedifically, (glaucoma, Neurological

diseaselli deterioration).

impossible illness (e.g., a told) .

1/4

t a '
.

Does s'say cause of blindness is "just happenecl"

.or qtit/t go,t that war and/or '" oinethin happened

"to/ .wrong'with eye? ''.. ,

. ,

VI
;

. .
v

.

1 =.41b Ineither)',
,

.2,= yes',(justAlapPened7g9t that way),

3 =, yes (something happened/wrongwitll eyes
,

tithing

4 = yers' (both,

.Interpret broadly

,2= catch all for vague responses

3 ="something happened te,,sometiling

some,ob'ecti

8g

.1



°

e BL19

Specific:

= 100 ,

f.

.4

. r t

,.,
,

Does. s mention tratima.to eyes
.. 'ca4e of ;blindnesi? tatiOlucles Aettin
4,14;,object., in eye) , . ,, A
r, v,.

.

0
I. =. no
,2 ,=. yes (atil, in eye; poke4ipilte egg)

7, = yes, but in= impossible) pectiliar ';way

BL20

% = 96

K = 92

ib

Does s' Mentionjhysical,trauilla as Possible ,caple

of blindness, ndt spedfic to the eye?

Ftt

= ho
, ,4

2 = yes, .war ihjury, cal accident or other
type of accident

7.= yes, but inliMpostibler peculiar way

a

;
U

, MI
Intreet broadly

tl

4;

0

Does s mention' they' causes as cause for blindness?
)

1= no'

2 = yes (e:ge, possible tumor)'

3 = yet (unreal etic; no eyes)

CV 4

u.
,

I

4 r

.4:74 e.



a r.

.01 ,

view of prognosis/forkoriig for blindiess4

X. .blind Slay blind

2. realsitic - usually stay ,blind

3. overly optomistic (e.5.1 YarK

4, says do: not know/ no answer

a

BL23

a

Brodd

"yes" 7 becom able to see vs.

learn t6 copekth it, use braille

you can seldoi be cured, blit'you can

develop ways't live'witM blindnesS

K

. i.

'% .

Does s explicitly aistinguish bgtween cube

and amelioration, adaptation wit t regard to...

blindness? .

.

1 -no

2 '= yes at lcast,vaiiion can be augmented

411

, 4
4

4 t.

,

572.4



e

0

BL 65:

Spada

4

41.4

.

,

Does s mention tke tyke

aidAr 'Seeing- ye. dogs
,n6t)?

' . ...

.''
-P:

:,

1

t4 ; '' `.. et

'.141.

: .'H.,,;\ .-1....

!, .' .. -

..-. 4 ' ;

.40
.t 'PA. .-:

Tis.'.;1 ':'
.4,... 1

.-/

. . :

4'::-

ai

of canesipi,"itiitki"' 4

(wheihet.f.t1,,tilatite :.
),o'

I no itigitierl
=yes. (cane) ,
= (guid4;4191'

(bothi-

V

BL82

Specific

Does s refer to bra41.1e whit

or not.,(e.g., reading by. feeli

(

0; .4

1 = no I'

2 yes

7 = yes; bvt, thinks the deaf or othetwige(

totally misunderitankit

:

' "

1

BL25

0

Specific' - e.V;1 gadgeis.,that beep 41

,,:
)1o.`

.4i I

Does s 'mention any,'other copirig.ideyicke' or

tecilniclue:besid6s btaiLlt44ney: IlOg?
P1

1, ,



BL27

Specific

entions doctois, hospitals, etc.

=100

K, = 1

In discussing cure fot blindness does s mention

medical, intervention?

1= no'

2 = yes, operations (e.g., the,doctor fixes it)

3 = yes, completely unrealiitic (pills)

BL26

/
Broad anything in this area not codable

elsewhere

% =- 93

K = .80
I

BL24

Specific

% .= 93

K = .88'

In discussing cute for blindness does s, mention

other totally unrealistic cares?'

1 = no

2 T yhOpontaneous recovery - miracle)

3 1r/ 'iracle)

4 oth,2

1'

In d4dUS's cure for blindness does's

identify .th a Cure will be found?

1
)

2 = yes,

B128

.when'in doubt code yes

yes, if report only is available

and is "yes"

= 96

K = :93

What is' s's prediction about marriage?

1 = no, I don't think sorgobably not

2 = yes, often do, can if they want to', maybe

5 = don't know

576
BL1 = 0 pr 1



6 1

BL29

% = '86

K .79

What is s's actual prediction about

1 = no,' probably not, I don't think

2 = yes, probably, often, maybe, if

5 = do not know

1

children?

so

they want to

BL 6q iF

% = 100

K = 1

It Does s regard blindness as haying a physical

'object over the eyes and/or the absence of.eyes?

1 = no (neither)

2 = yes (absencetof eyes)

3 = yes (physical object),

BL61 r

% =100

K = 1

Does s. regard blindness as mainly conditiOn-

of the aged and/or assimilatgs the idea to

the very 'early stages of life?

1 = no (neither)

2 = yes (aged)

3 = yes (early stages)

4 = yes (both)

M

BL30

Interpret broadly

% = 82

K = ,65
4

Does s say that it would bg strange, wierd, odd

to be blind,: or it would be hard, no fun?

1 = no

2 = yes

BL31

Spelfic

% = 89

K = .65

Does.s say that it would be scary and/or

frustrating /anger provoking to be blind?
4

1 = no (neither).

2 = yes IscaryY

3' = yes (frustration/anger)

4 7 yes (bbth)

573



3

Specific not abstractions

% = 89

K = .75 r ,

Does s describe blindness in terms of compensation

,via other senses (e.g., "you'd have to feel your

way around; rely on hearingu)

1 = no, neither

2 = yes, compensation via senses,

.804

ecific

=96'

4

1

'Does s refer to triumphing over o
J
r transcending

blindness and/or suggest that blindness puts

one in touch with the essential things/values

in life?

1 = no, neither

2 = yes, triumph/transcension)

8L35

% = 86

K =.72

1'

In discussing blindness, does,s mention the

process of learning to live with blindness,

,psychological adjustment (not concrete pradtical)?

c
1 = no

2 = yes

3 = psychological adjustment of the perents of

a blind child

4 = both 2 & 3

I

;

BL 38 /

Does s refdr to dependency or helping

relationships regarding blindness? .

Do not 'ode on basis of story

Interpersonal only'.! not dependent 4

on objects

573 %, 86

K = .67

1 = no

2 = dependency

3 = helping,

4 .4 hAtil.-2 .1 3

0



BLO

Teasingspecific

% 86

K =1.61

, 5 With regard to teasing of blind people, does s:

1. deplore teasing,-ridicule, say it ,

shouldn't happen,.is lean, reject it outright

2. say it is natural, may not .be nice but

will happen, people are like"tbat, tjiey ,

tolerate it or approve

not =able

I

BL44

Specific tO'sports

% = 106

.K I

Does s mention 'playing, not being able to play'.

sports in relation to blindness?

1 = no, doesn't mention.

2 = says could not

3 = says. could with rey admIration/enthusiasm

for handicappedlthreteS,

4 = dauldn't

.4

13L46

Broad - very general

% =93,

K = .81

pus s portray the blind as emotionally fragile, '

very vanetable, or more emotionally sensitive

.than other people, more likely too havb their

feeiings.burt, etc?

1 = no

- 2 = yes

/B1,64

Specific

Does s e w ess imagery, believe

ks lack to people who'.

are nd CLUE



583

BL4 8

broad

$ =101

K =.1

BL50

, Specific.

% = 93

K- .59

9

I

1 4

Does s se to be* afraid of blind people and/or

show pi for blind people?

1 =no neither

' 2 =. ye fear

3 = yes pity

.4 = yes, bothi k

#

3

4

:r
Does s describe, sug est feelings of awkwardness,

uncertainty about wh t to do, such discomfott

in relation. to blind people? (felt nervous,

uneasy, embaftassmen )

1 = no

2 = yes

BL51

= 9 6

K, = ..60 .

'Does s seem cynical when he/she talks about

blind people? (i.e., does, re say they .ought to

shapeup, try harder than they do, etc.)

1 = no

2 =: yes

BL54

goad anything good at all

Has anything good td say about'it,

can make you more sensitive, musical,

or artistic

%.= 89

It .61

Does s express any positive beneflits about blindnesE

1 = no-

,
2 = yes, curious, might be ihteres ingI enjoy

something more )

3 = env;ious, transcendent state, etc. ,

r

r 0

584



5

BL55

Bload1
anything to the effect that they

would not like thii handicap

Does s express any,pegaiive feeling about,
blindness?

1 = no
2 =Test fairly mild. I wouldn't,

not/fun,hard; kind of scary, wierdi ;td.,

yet, ttionlly negative -fate worse *an
d4ath, horrible, terrible

.0

L

t

(

r 1

s

s'



DEAF

DF1

note

.1 rto

,nod a wale
,

when in doubt whether to code

"4", code "4"

% =

:73

A

Awaranees: Does t

0 = blan

prod

1.: active

say

2

mi

on 'topic, have pothing to say;

onlitotal irillevancies

assert that, everyone can. hears;

othing more ,

uss topic in terms of dittorting idea

take condition for bomethingelst

e ertain the idea, provide some content,

agree there might be such people although

not sure.there really are

= show awareness that there really are such

people, (e, g, use word deaf v1 mention'

'informationthowing correct. identification)

9'= missing data

I ti

r.

Does °s distinguishbetween different degrees

of impairment? Does a distinguish betWeen

congenital and adventitious?

1 = no

2 = yes, degrees

3 = yes, congenital and adventitious

4.= yes,,both 2 & 3

DF4

% =93

K = .72

Does. s mention deaf' or hearing impaired child'

now attending same school/class? (work with)

1,, no

2, deaf, same school not same daises

3, yes, hearing impaired, same school not cl ss

4, yes, deaf child in 'Class

5' yes, hearing'imPaired, tame class

s other, combination of 2,3,k,& 5



DF5

=100

K -1

(

Doei a mention deaf relative?

1 c no *

2 m yes deaf

3 c yes hearing impaired,

DF8 pots 8 refer to. TIV, drama and/Or book

out deafness( and deaf. people?

% = 82

K 65

= no (neither).

'2 ; yes (bOok)

yes (T,V, drama)

,4,= yes,(both)

e.

iM.11.1.MIMI.11M1111w`

1F62

Specific

% 93

K = ,70

e

Does 8 mention noise as a muse.

1

of d'afness?

ir. no

;2 = yes

6, n ' yes, but understands rare, unusu I only

fylikely to impair

DF 6

Specific to ear drum, whether by

that name or not

% = 100

58J

Does s Mention ear drum injury as cause of deafness?

1 = no

2 =ryes,,*

7 = yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

*note not necessarily by name e, g, "bag

could pop"

590



DF12

Broad

%-= 100

DF13

Broad

% = 100

K :1.

Does, s mention volition efiort as a possible

cause of ,deafness?,

DF15

Specific

A

% 9 6

= .89

Y'

4 = no"'

2 x yes

6 t yes, rare

/

, . ;

Does s mention post-natal physical neglect as

cause of deafness?

1 = no ,)

"2 = yes, e, go not tiking care of ears, not

attending to ear infections

`Does s mention birth defect/congenital as cause?

Heredity e,g,, malformation, missing part, drugs

taken by mother, maternal disease;

lit no

2 t yes

7?= yes; but in itpossible peculiar way

Does s mention "born that way" as a possible

cause of deafness?

1 = no

2 =ayes



DF16

Broad

In the event that hap,p6 around time of

birth, but not "born that war

% =i00

K = 1

Does s mention natal factor as a possible

cause of deafness?

1 = no

2 = yes

3 2 yes but in some impossiblerpeculiar way

DP17

% =93

K = ,84

. t /
Does s mention illness as a possible cause of

deafness?

1 * no

2 :.yes (vague:e,g,, "get sick", "illness"

3 = specifically bone .disease, nervadegeneration)

DF18

catch all for vague responses

% = 100

K - 1 ,

Does s attribute pus! of deafness to "something

happened to /wrong with ear "and /or say it "just

happened/got that way"?

1 = no, neither

2 = yes, just happened th' w-v

3 = yes, Something happened /wrong with ear

4 = yes both

DF19

Specific

% = 86

593
K = .69

1 41,

Does s mention physical trauma to ear as cause

a:deafness? (includes foreign objects in ear)

)

1 = no

2 = yes, pol4 in ear, blow to ear

7 = yes, but Wimpossible, peculiar way
.1

594



DF20 Does s mention psysical trauma as pOSsible

cause of deafness, not 4ecific'to ear?

93

,K = ,81

1 I no

2 = yes, e,g,, car accident, fall from trs0

7 g yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

DF22

5*

K= .68

DF23

Is s's view of prognosis (in becoming able to hear)

for deafness'

r
A

1, 'overly pessimistic (does 'not become able to heir)

2, realistic'

), overly optimistic

don't know/no answer

Broad

getting over it totally vs,

becoming able to cope, hear a little,

learn to live with ito

K = .63

mi WINN .1.1.11

Does s explicitly distinguish-between cure and

amelioralion(of,sadaptation to deafness?

= no

2 = yes

DF65

SpecIfi6 but not necessarily

by name

% -= 96

K = .94

Doe's s mention a hearing 'aid and/or sign lalibagp

1 = no

2 g yes, aid

3 le yes, sign,ianguage

4 g boil 5



59(

1225

) Concrete and specific techniques

a ,pd gadgets, e,ge, lip tding

.% 2, 96

K ,92

'1

Does s kentiOn any other coping devides or '

techniques besides the usual hearing aid' or

sign language?

1 = no

2 = yes

,DF2?

o

Specific - doctors, hosAtals,

operations

=96

K

DF 26

Specific

% 96

K = 83

DF24,

/Specific

Unless cure is found

" " "

When

Until V

% = 96

K= .68

ti

In discuping cure, does @ mention medical in

tervent& (for deafness)?

1 = no

2 = yeas (unqualified)

7 = yes, but in impossible r ,peculiar way

In discussing,cure.for 'deafness does,rmIntion

-totally unrealistic cures and/or just getting:*

better?,

1 =no

2 = yes (just became able to
,

hear)

3 yes (reversal cure or others)

4 = yes (both 2 & 3)

In discussing cut's for deadness does s refer to f

idea that a cure will be found?

1 = nd (neithek.)

2 ...: yes

593



DF28.

K ,88

417

What is s se,prediction about marriage`?

\

',,,

iv
,

don't1 ts noll don't think so., probably tot

a yes, pften do, can if they want to, maybe'

4, 5 = don't know

DF29

'% = 89

.K ,83

DF60

Speqific

11

DF 61

Specific

K = .60

What is s's actual prediction about. Children?

= no, probably` noVINI ionfrf thihk So

2 = yes,, probablY, often, maybe if they want

.to, etc,

,

1,

to hear, deafness to.physibal objects over the

Does s assimilate the idea of not believable 1?eing able

ears, substances near thp ears, etc, and/or I )

equates with the,a0ence ef ears?
, 0,..

1 = no' , ,P:;
c;

X .* f.:

2 m yes, physical object'
4,,' 4!..,'

,

3 = absence of ears , ,

4 = yes, both
,

, A,

Does 8 regard deafness as nainly addition of'

the aged and/or assimiktethe idea to the very'
6

early stages of life?, 4

1 = no

2 = yes, aged

3 = yes, early stages

4 = ,es, both 4,

59,i(DF9Ok
Does s discuss .with regard to deafness feeli4

vibrationt, sensitivity to vidationOt
Very specific

.x'96 /

K- ,82

1 z...no

2 = yes

I
1



.i 4DP)°

'..,. .

,rfiterpret broadly
-.

DOOS 0 say that iIkwould be strange, wierd,.

odd 'to be deaf or bard of hearing/

1 F no

2* yes

031

Interpret) specifically

% 96,
r

Does a any that it would be frustrating, make

one angry, etc, to be deaf and/or scary?

1 2 no (utter)

2 Yes (0614)

3 2 yes (frustrating

4 * yes .(bo;th)77

DF32

Specifi'd

f 96

7.5..

'Does s 'discuss deaf people as vulnerable to

physical injury, apt to hurt in accidents,

traffic accidents;, tc,

1 2 no

2 t Yeg;

0

Describes development of compensating senses

(egg,' see better, etc,)

I

1 2 no

2 = yes ;

602'



034

Specific

% 100

K 2 1

1. I.
Does I suggest that deafness i!ou144, putone in

.. touch with, the important th etin life;

essentials, value, etc. ro ? titiluki4,iiiti
transcending deafness'? *41

p,
: J.

c 1 4

1

yes

a.

DF35

Broad -"any mental 'adjustment

% = 89,

K =,69

In discussing deafness4Oes' reention the

psychological process'of 10 jig to live

with deafness?

= no

2 = yes, of the?deaf,parson

3 = yes, of parental.

4 t yes, both 2 & )

DF37

Broad

K. .60

DF40

Broad

% = 100

K = 1

4,

With regari 'd06 s raise any stigma-

related issues othirthan teasing A ridicule?

(jbbs, people thir%ou're different, social

rejection & excfuston),

1 t no-

2 7 yes
eit

'Does s say outriiffithat,deaf people are badly treated

by society; peokOhould treat deaf Oople better; .

people need to ohanii,]their attitudes; people display,

certain attitudes, 'behaviors to which s objects, etc?

1 = no' .

2 = yes



DF42

86

K = ,77

,D1143

% = 96

K =,86

DF44

% = 106

K=1

Does s portray lidicule, teasing, etc, of deaf

people as -4F

1, nonexistent

2, occasional, a possibility, sometimes

frequent,

only to children younger than self

With regard to teasing, ridicile of deaf

people, does °s

1, reject'teasing, disapprove

( 2, tolerate it, say it, is natural, otherwise'

accept it

8, not codable

Does s mention playing, not be/able to play

sports in relation to deafness?

1 I no

2 = yes, still could .

3 = yeti, could with great admiration/enthusiamo'

for handicapped athletes

4 = could not, limiting

DF45

Specific

% = 100

60:, K 1

Does s exageratuthe limitations imposed by .deafness?

(134,1 you wouldn't be able to cross the street

alone of couldn't go anywhere, do anything)

1#: no

2 = yes



DF91

Spec4fic

% = 86

171

1

Does's seem to understand-, be aware that deaf

people have any speech-related difficulty? ,

(That communication problems are/not jt1st

receptive?

1 1: no

2 = yes

DF93

% = 93

K = 82

r.

Does s mention or seem familiar with Sesame Street?

DF50

% me 100

K :1

1 = no

2 = yes

3 = yes, spontaneous mention Of Linda

4 g yes, prompted mention of Linda

6

J

Does s describe ,feelings of awkwardness, uncertainty,

nervous, embarrassment about what to do, such

discomfort in relation to' deaf people?

1 g no

2 =yes

DF51

K =

607

Does s seem moralistic when he/she talks about

deaf people? (i,ell does s say they out to

shape up, tryjarder than they do, etc.),

1 = no

2 = yes



DF53

% 96

Does s say that the deaf, are like everyone
else, inept they cannot heartily* does

dft$ the extent to vtich deifneas Opole
limitations' on deaf, Oople,, talk as if it
doesn't really imposeany difficulty?

1 = no (neithir) st

2 13 yes (like everyone else but cannot hear
3 = yes (denial)

d

yes (both)

/O.

A

6



K =',62

j

4

dr

Awareness: Does s

0 = blank on topic, have nothing to say, provide

only total irrelevancies t ,

1 g actively assert that everyone,can

. say nothing more

2 = discuss topic in ,terms of distorting idea,

mistake 'condition for something else (broken

legs, broken feet, think of it as tempora

condition), \
2 = entertain the idea, provide some content,' I

agree there might be such people although

not sure there really are

2 = show awareness that there really are such people,

(e.g., use word, mention information

'show* correct identification

(when in doubt as to' whether or not to code

"4 ", do s0)

9 = missing data

OR4

% = 100

K = 1

Does smention child with this handicap' (ortho) now

attending his/her class or school?

1 = no

2 = yes, school not lass

4 = yes, same class

( ORS

% = 97

61' '93

Does s Mention ortho disabled relative?

1 = no

2 = yps

6112

1
A



4

613

OR6

=80'

K = ,93

yj

Zp

Does s mentionia friend ( peer) known fairly well

"who is orthopedioatOan capped a gm ,

orthoPedica;ly disakle0e/she s,nco and

interacts with?

= no

2 yes

. I

OR63

% = 100

K = 1

Does s mention spinal injury,3b0 injury as a

cause of orthopedichandica

1 = no

'2 = yes 4

`7 = Iv, but in impossible,

.4.

1,.A

Does. s 'give any impssIble causes, oth ttihailrokct

limbs of orthopedic disabilities (i.e., Nalking
OR101

% = 100

K=

OR66,

pc

K 1

N.

too much...")

1 = no

2 = yes

"

Does s mention child abuse as cause of orthope lc>

handicaps? .

1 = no

2 = yes



,P1Z

= 100

K = 1

0R13

% = 100

K = 1

Does s mention any iychological causes of

orthopedic handicaps? (e.g., conversion

hysteria)

1 =no

2 = yes

6 = yes, possible, but rare

44

Does s say, that volition can' cause orthdAisability?

(Not trying to walk)

(

11=' no

2 = yes

Does s mention postnatal neglect,as. a.cause

of orthopedid handicaps? (Not taking are of--

yourself, no exercise.)

1 =,no

2 = yes

7 =, yes, but in impossible, peculAr way

OR14

It
z 97

K .91

Does s mention birth defect /congenital as'a

cause of oithopedic handicaps?

I = no

2 = yes

.0R15

9,

% = i00

=1

Does s give' "born that way", "born crippled",

etdc as a-cause of orthopedic handicaps?

/1 = no

2 = yes



OR16

1 = 100

1

OR17-

1 = 90

K = .80

Does s mention any post or peri natal factors

as causes of orthopedic handicaps? '

1 = no

ti
2 = yes

Does s mention illness of the handicapped person

as a cause of, orthopedic handicaps?

1 =Oo

2 = yes (vague)

3 = yes.(specifically)

9

OR19

1 = 93

K = .81.

Does s mention psysical traumeto the legs (etO)

as cause of orthopedic handicaps?

1,= no

2 = yes

7 = 'yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

OR:1

I = 90

K ='

Does s mention nonspecific physical trauma

as cause of orthopedic handicaps?

(e.g., "an accident")

1 = no

2 = yes (e.g., train dallge,,neurological damage)

7 = yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

0R22

317 % 80

K = .72

Is s's view pf cur6ility.for'orthopedically.

handicapped?

1, overly pessimistic

2. realistic

3.' overly optomistic

4. 'don't know'

618



6

OR23

90

K = %67,

et"

Does s distinguish between outright cure and

amelioration of, adaptation to orthopedic handicaps?

1 no

.2 yes

OR65

% =93

K =.78,

Is s aware of, does he mention, canes, walkers,

motorized wheelchairs?

1 = no

2 = yes

125

% = 100

K=

Does s mention any other ortho coping devices?

1 = no

2 = yes

7 = yes, very concrete

OR27

% = 93

K

Does s mention intervention in discussing cures

for orthopedic handicaps?

1 = no

2 = yes, sis

'7 = yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

01124

% =

=1

o.

Does. s refer to 4.he idea that a cure Will,beofound

for orthopedic handicaps?,

1 = no

2 = yes, cure will be found

620



OR28.

% = 90

K= .82

What is s's prediction about marriage?

= yes, 'often dci, can if they, want maybe

u =.no, I don't think'sp, probably not

5 = don't noli

OR29

87

.79

OR60

% = 93

K.= .75

a

What is s's actual prediction about having children?

1 = no, I don't think, so, probably not ,

2 = yes, probablyl'often do, maybe if they

want,to,,etc.

5 = don't. know

OR100

% = 83

K =

Does S seem to iquate orthOpedic disability

with the absence of legs? (i.e.,"They have no

legs!.)

1 = no

2 = yes, no legs

3 = yes, tepiporary

4 = yes, both

J.

Does s mention'amputation:or absence of limb?

1 = no

2 = yes,, amputation'

3 = yes,, both

622



'623!

OR30

% =17

.75

Broad

OR31

% ; 93

K = .75

Specific

Poommwow...

Does s say that it would be strange, wierd, odd

to be orthopedically handicapped?
4

1 = no (neither}

2 = yes (strange)

3 = yes. (hard, no fun)

4 =yes (both)

'Does s'say that it would be Scary to be orthopedicalty

handicapped and/or fratrating/angerprovoking?

1 = no (neither)

2 = yes (scary)

3 = yes (frustration /anger)

4 = yes (both)

OR3 Does s' portray orthopedically handicapped people

% = 90

K =

as vulnerable

apt to be hit

1 nc.
I

2 = ve.

to physical injury accidents --

by cars, fall do*n etc?

1`

OR34 Does s mention triumphing over, tanitendipg

A
orthopedic handicaps. or u gg est thati,it puts

% = 100 one in touch with.the essential thingi/values'

in life?

K = 1 4

1 = no (neither),

2 = yes (truimph/transcension)

624

1 \ A



OR35 Does s mention anything about psych ogical adjustment

$ to orthqpedic handicaps, learning,t live with

% = 83 ese handicaps, etc. (NOT concrete justment)

K= .59 t 7= no'

2 = yes

3 = yes, discusses parental adjustment

1 = yes, 2 &

OR37

% = 90

7

K = 74

In discussing orthopedic handicaps, does s

raise any stigma-related issues other than . k

teasing? (e.g., job difficulty'because of

prejudice, people think you're different,

trouble finding girlfriend or spouse, social

rejection, exclusion)

1 = no

2 = yes, dependency

OR38

% = 87

6'

K= ,63

,

Does s say that ortho disabled people are k'--\

dependent on other people, need a lot"ofhelk?

1 = no

2 = yes, dependency

3 = yes, helping

4 = yes, both

QR40

% = 57

g

toes s saythat society,' people, peer groups,

treat orthopedically handicapped people,badly;

need t4 change attitudes,'behavidrs; etc?

1 = no

2 = yes

4

'I 0



OR42

1 = 90

K= .74

, e

)

with regard td, the istue of teasing, ridicule of

orthopedically handicapped, people, does s say:

,

% , ,

1, doesn'ttwouldp't happen, never heard of it

2., might, 'sometimes, occasionally

3, is, would be a> problem) frequent

4. attributes only to children

OR44

% ,= 93

K = .70

.L

noes s'mention playing, not being:able,td play

sports in relation to orthopedic handicapO

= no'

2 = yes, says could

3 = yet, says could, with great admiration,

enthusiasm for handidapped Athletes

4 = yes, says could not, limiting

OR45,

%= 100

.1Does se*geratethe limitationi,imposed.by

orthopedic handicaps? (e.g., to suppose one

could do nothing)

1 = no

2 = yes

OR64.

1 =,'100

1

Does s describe

as4!'sitting",'"j

of anyth,ing,

1 2'7 nci

2 = yes
Q.

the orthopedically handicipped,

ust sittipg",, not doirtiN ch,

something similar?

62a



.\
1`.1: 93:t

1#14\ ;

K= .61

..1.,...444

OR50

% = 97

F.
Does s mention wanting to alOW offer* 'unwanted

fielpilw of intruding; avoidillpversolitit-,

Ousnesir etdC,..toward ort4opedioaliy,hanaicapped

1people? .
k'

l'=ino ,
a

.2 = yespdon't.offer unwanted'h

3 = yes, condescends,'

4 = yes4',both

(K impossible to calculate)

Does s describe feelingi of awkwardiess, not e

Ilikiwing what to do, such discomfort in relation,

to orthopedically handicapped people? .

1 no

2 = 'yes

0851

$,97

K= 70

Does s 'seem cynical when he/she talks about

the orthopedically, disabled person(s)? (4e
.4,

does' say they ought teihape up, of try

harder Oan,they do, eta)'

1 = no

2 yes

Does seem: to have a negative evaluation of the

,personal worth of orthopedically handicapped people-

1 = no

2 = yes

4 = both



.0R55

% = 8

K = 60

,

noes' 's, express any,negativeleilings,about

or as opedically hanOcaps?

a 10

= yes, fairlylnild, would want to...

,not fun, hard, scary,'wierd,

'yes, strongly. 'Wouldn't want to go on

1iying, horrible, ugh reactions

631

4

it

a'

Pr

632



MRL

97

K= .93

Awareness: Does s

0 = blank on topic, have nothing to say,

jgovide only total irrelevancies

1 = actively assert that everyone'cae----.

k. say nothing.mork

7 = discuss topic in, terms of distOrting idea',

mistake condition for something elie

3 = entertain the idea, provide some content,

agree there might Be such people although

notsure there really are , ,

show awareness that there really are such

people, (e:g. use word, mention

information showing correct identification)

(When,in doubt as to whether or.not to code

"4 ", do so)

9 = missing data

MR3

% = 87

K = .63

A

Does s distinguish between different degrees of

impairment? Does s distinguish between congenital

,and adventitious?
0.1

1 = no

2 = yes, degrees

3 = yes, congenital, adventitious

4 = yes, both 2 & 3

ry")

.58

Does s mention child, with this (M.R.) handicap

attending his/her sc'hool.now

1 = no

2 = yes, special class,

yes, same class.- .

14



% = 97

(K impossible to calculate)

,4

Does ,s mention M.R, relative?

1 = no

2 =,yes

r

MR6

%r=

K= 93

'Does i mention friend or anyone M.R. whoirt

encounters and interacts with o; had been in same

class?

1 = no

.2 yes

MR7

%= 90.

K .62

a.

1 .

.11

"Does s mention' any M.R. person who lives nearby,

.,whom s encounters occasionally, but has or had no

contact with or had been in same 'school but with

no interaction?

1 = no

2 = yes

'MR8

% -.97
ti

Does mention a TV drama about a M.R. person and/or

book about M,1Z. or M.R. person?

1 = no (neither)

2 = yes (TV drama)

3 x yes (book)

4 = yes (both)

there some doubt asto s s accuracy in identifying
.

someone as M,R.?

l'F no

2 = yes

8 = identifies no one

4

636

'4



MR116

5 = 97

K =

Does s give any desciiption at all of cultural-

familial retardation ?. (CodelTRIAg that might

be interpreted this way)..

1 = no

2 = yes

)6690,

= 93

K = 88

Does4s seem to think 6f LR. On organic

conditicn, as possibly cultural- familial, or

either, both?

1 = o0anic only

2 = cultural-famili,a1 only

3 both

MR66

% = 100

1( = 1

a

V

-Does s mention child abuse (physical) as a.t

cause ofli,R0

1 = no

2 = yes

MR11,

% = 100

K= 1

' Does s `give' any psychological-Optional causes of

M.R.?

1 = n8

2 =,yes (unrealistic).

6 = yeOpossible, but rare)

MR12

% = 10b

63i
K 1

I

Does s mention volition, effort as cause of M,11.?

r,
V,'

63

1 = no

2 = yes

6 = yes, unusual (



I-

MR13N

% = 100

K 7 1

f

Does $ ientiOn posimatal tohySical neglect as

a cause of M.R.?

,l1 = no

2: yes

"(

MR14 4

% = 100
4

K = 1

Does s mention heredity, genetics, runs in fam-

ilies as cause of M,#,?

1' = no

2 = yes

7 = yes,' but in impossible way

MR15

% ='100

K 1

Does s say one
1

may.be born M.R., born that way

ate birth?

1 = no

2 =,yes

Is

.

MR16

% = 97

K= .86_

Does s mention any post perinatal'pfactors as

causing M.R.? e.g:"oxygen deprivatidp, birth

accidents

1 = no

2 = yes

7 = yes, but in impossible, peculiar way

MR17

ti

% = 100

K = 1

A

Does s M.R. person) as a.caUse

., of M. R,?

1 = no

2 yes (vaguely) .640

3' = yes (specifically, e.g. meaiels, encephilitis)



MR18

I 97

K .8i

4,' Does s say that,M. R. might be, causeci by.

somethini, happening to the bfain and/or ,

just,appens.or just of that war/

.1

Ao,= (neither) 't

.2= yes: (jtist 'got retarded( it }us 11401191/ t.

.something happenedt) I

3 = yes,,( something, wFofg
4t

thinking,. or. with"tometi:iing)

,ye's (both) r:
d

MR19

0 ,
1=100

K =1

Does s say that brain or head is involved

(el.g. brain dimaTlefeciTliead injured, bray not

working 'right)

4 '11 F no

2 .1:yei

7 = yes, impossible .

61.

MR2i

% LI 100

1

1
3

9

Does s mention as case of M.R. injury of external

oFigin (causing organic damage)? (e.g. ;accidents,

buMps on. hea4, falls, forceps,. etc.) (NOT: scarred

by falling' emotionally traumatizeclt event)

=no,

yes, general .

3.= yes, head, brain; specific

7 yes, impos4bl '

Does s mention .any other causes of M.R.

)01, m no

2 .1 yes (realistic):,

3 =, ye; (unrealistid)
,

4 r



a

643

MR23

K :74

Broad

MR70

% :97

K = .86

9

.4 Does s explOitlycdistinguish between oWight

cure of and amelioration .or, adaptation to 14.11.?

Does .s mention' institutions, residente§, halfway

houses, etc; foithearetarded? (iiptesses'aware-

, ness that: they are institutions--Do not code if s

is clearly, describing one, but supposes 10 M.R.

people,to have been adopted, etc. .)

1 no

2 F yes

15

MR25 Does s mention any other coping device /technique

for M.R.?

% 93

.83.

no

2 = yes

MR27

% =97

K = .80

Does s mention medical intervention as a cure

for M.R.?

1 = no

2 = yeslunrealistic)

6 =7 yes (realistic, possible)

iq
a



6

MR26

= 100

K = 1

MR24

% =' 93

K = .611

1

Does s mention any other totally unrealistic

cures,for M.R.?

1 = ,

2 (!pottpeous recpvery)

3 = (reverlall'cure ors other)

4 = es (both 2'& 3)
Op

Does srefdr tottteidea that a cure will be found

for M.R.?

'el 1 = no

2 = yes (cure will be found)

o-

MR28

% = 100

K = 1

What is s's prediction about marriage?

0 - Not applicable

pn, T don't think so, probably not

2 = yes, they often do, can if they want to,

maybe

= Don't know

mR29

% = 93

K .89

4830

%= 93

K = .88

Broad

What. is s's actual prediction about, children?

0 = Not applicable

1 = no, probably not, I don't think so

2 = yes, probably, often, laybe, if they want to

5 = don't know

Does s say that it would be strange, weird, odd

to be M.R, and/or hard, no fun?

1 = no

2 = yes (strange)

3 = yes (hard, no fun)

4 = yes (both)



= 100

P

K g 1

Specific

Does s say that,it would be frustrating, make

one angiy/to'be M.R. and/or scary?

1 = no (neither)

2 = -fires,,, .scary)

3 = yes Ifrustr4ting/angry)

4 = yes (both)

11111101.11magyal.ory

MR32

% = 97

K= ,94

1E34

% = 100

K =, 1

e
' re

Does s describe M.R. people aS vulnerable;; to ,physical

injury, accidents?

l: no

2 = yes

Doe's s say or suggest that to be MIR.' puts one in

touch with the essential valued, what,'s really

important in life or refer to triumphing/transcending

M.R.?

1 = no (neither)

2 = yes

MR35

% = 90

K =,84 °

'road

64

Does s mention anything about psychological adjust-

,ments to M.R. or M.R. people?
*

, 0 1

1 =, no

2 = yes, M.R.

3 = yes, psychological adjustment of Parents

of M.R. child

4' = yes, both 2' & 3



MR37

% =77

It It .65

Ikdiscussing M.R., does s raise any'negative social

response issues other 'than,teasing, ridicule?

(e.g. job discrimination, people think you're

Jdiffdrent, social rejection, exclusion, etc.),

not fitting in, not making contact, ignoring, acting

mean

1 = no

2 = yes

MR38

% = 80

K7.69

4

Does s refer to dependency and" /or helping

relationships with regard to U.?

1 = no

2 = yes, 'dependency

3 = yes, helping °

4 = yes, both 2 & 3'

, I

MR40

% = 90

j 1(= ;}33

f.

Doe's sdescribethe M.R. as acting strange,

differenefrom othdi people, weird, peculiar,, odd,

funny? (Describe M.R. people as ,doing specific

odd things, not fitting,in with peers and/or

looking different?)

1 = no

2 = yes,: act

3. = yes, look

4 = yes, both 2 &'3

Does s ;ay or suggest. that society, people, peer

group, etc. treat the M.R. badly; need to cha

attitudes, be aviors; 'should nct so', things the

now do, etc?

1 -no

, 2 = yes



MR41

100

K = 1

Does s deicribe M, R, people as vulnerable to

physical abuse by other people--being mugged, robbed,

kicked or pushed around, and/or social exploitation,

e.g. cheating?

1 = nof neither)

2 = yes, phySgal

3 = yes, social

4= yes, botlii2 & 3

MR43

% .7, 80

K = .73

p.

8

W th ligard to teasing, ridicule o1 M, . people, (

does s:

'1, deplore it, s4y it 'should not happen, is

outright bad

accept it, say it's atural, tolerate it,

may'not be eery 'nice but' just happens, etc.

8, not codable

MR44

% = 93

K

Does s mention playing, not being able to lalay,"
,

sportS, in relation to M.R.?

1 = no

2 = yes, still could;

3 = yes, could with great admiration4and tn-

thusiasm for M. R, athlete

4 = yes, couldn't, limiting

,v 445 Does s exaggerate the limitations imposed by

M.R.? (To suppose' one could never work, learn

65i :%.= 100 , t

0'
anything, talk,'etc.)

1 ,--' ,IIP

2 = ,yes

. ,K4- 1
f

6.52



, MR46

% = 87

K ,80

MR64 ,

% = 93

X .67

Does s describe M.R. person or peopl as

emotionally fragile, morelsenditive han/others,

likely t&have their feelings hurt? f

1=

2 = yes

Does s, desciibe Mai. people as generally

friendly, outgoings cheetful?

'1 = nO

2 = yes

0

MRi17.

% = i00

K ='1

iMII111=11141111111.141.1=..111111Ii.lm...11MIE

Does s say or suggest M.R. people are'obliviousfto

teasing, can't understand it anyway?

1 = no

2 = yes

,653

Does s regard parents of M.R. child as "handicapped"?

1.= no

2 = yes

mR 67

% = 100

K = 1

Does ,s heavily' emphasize the issues and problems

of defining M.R.? (Not: just sa he doesn't know,

is unsure, but assert that it r lly is difficult

for anyone, complex, itc.)

1 t no

2 = yes
654



Does raiscuss:

1. severely, profoinhy,'retard0 people,, only

(.1.1tstitutionalized, no speep,h),

2. moderaiely'and Oildly:retardeeliegple,
,

retardation
v

.

Does s convey. the image of al,f, most m

peop4 ai,typicalix,Down's'sypdrome

e.g. that M. R.' all look alike4. e

1 LI74 no.';

2' = yes

655

MR113

$ =97

.54

, '
0, ,1

Does s confuse general retardation'w4spebific

le6rning*disability end/orspeeWdispr.60.

1 = no, neither

2i= yes,' L.D.'

3 =ryes, speech .disorder

4'= yes, both 2 & 3,

MR116'

% =.77

K = .65

Does sidescribe the M.R1t,As talking"different,fibm

having spe' sounding'other people,

,different?

MR111

%= 93

K._= .88

.: 4
,

Does s' describe any or all U.' people as physically

kwird, qumsy, have odd'gaiWetc:?'
#

2 g.

,

1

ti'



,

MR115

83

K .73

AR47

°
1K 1

Does s take phrases like etarcied" "slow"

literally to miani,

same as everydnelle

take longer to'Alo t1

or does s mention the

when discuising,M.F9

younger" etc.) ?

r/

Apple learn exactly 'the

(and learn as 'magi) 'but

gs%than;do other people and/

coOept,of IQ or mental, age

not ju "acts babyish, seems

',.1(,

1 = no, nei,ther

2 = yes, IQ/MA

3 = yes, just alower

'4 =yes, both 2 3'

Does s seem to be aware of M.R. people having a

hard time coping with the world, "you can't get' .'

along," otherwise experiencing a general impairment,.

to adaptive behavior,1'(17* just specific trouble,

with learning the alphabet, `taking a bus, etc.)

and/or 4bes s disapss a'pademic, learning, cognitive,

difficulties of the qe.g. he doesn't knowilis

alphabet, takes longer. °learn)?

1= no, niether

2 = yes, cognitive

3 = ye's, adaptive behapior

4 = yes, both 2' & 3

.I.+.mP.'..'*N:arinrh...NFRW

.1'

Does s seem, to Idealize ,K.R, people, ',to. thinly

that they are better than other people, that they

ere all very nice, etc, el4/6r ppiak as .,an advocat

for Lit people?;' ".

1 = no, neither k" ip t ` i "
242.yes, advocate, ,

'3 = yes., iclealization, , ,..,
. .,,

4 =., yes, both2,& ' °,

,



MR48

I = 97

K = .95

g

1 41

4

Does s seem to be ,afraid of M.R. people and/or 1: .4
show pity?

1 5 no, neither
2 = yes,. fear
3 =yes, pity,

4 =yes, both 2 & .3

MR49

%. 93

K = .88'

.Dois s mOt4tion avoiding offering unwanted help,
oversolicitousness, fear of intrudioig;:,etc.
toward M.R. geople.? ,. (/

)
1 = no, neither

= yes, don't offer. unwanted help: .:

3 = yes, patronizes,
4 = yes, both 2 .& 3-

:4

MR50

% A 100

653

MR51

% = 100

K= I,

1

Does s describe feelings of, awkwardnesi, uncer-
tainty about wha to do, etc, in relatip to
M.R, people?

=, no.

yes'

4

Does s suggest that M.R. people may take advantage
of their 'handicaps to gain special attention, to
avoid work,, or may ,otherwise usethe,hantlicap in a

°.manipulative way, i.e. scynical? y

ki
I

'Does s seem to have a negative evaluation of the,
..personal v/tirth of M.R.f"peoPle or 'express any strong',

eqatiye feelings?.
neitheif

2 '= ,nectative° feeling /I!,
is personal worth:

4 5 both/ & 3



MR53

% = 93

41( = .87

,A0

Does s deny the coghitive difficulties of the

M.R. t(e.g. Ma, people are jUst As smart as

everyoie else, it just takes 06 longer to learn

things.) and/or ally that MA. :,people. are "just

like everyone else or they just learn more slowly"?

1 = no, neither

2 = yes, like everyone else

3 = yes, denial

4 = yes, both 2 & 3i

f

,DoeS s express positive aspects tc) being b1,11,?

it

:MR115

% = ST

K '..78 .

,

4

ir ..

Does s,' anywhere, raise the issue; qf the personhood. ,

status as human beings, 'of M.R. 'people?

.

.

,e,

. .41. ::.,no '".'16
.1

, 4. 4.1%

:2 = yes, d ides, they area (ays outright thot,,

"they e 'still, people': Not".."just like .'v,
. sif' . ft ,. .. ...

it, ,.

ever one else it . , , ,

= ye , depiclos some are iipte'
(4,

1%.



ti

Awareness: Does s

0 = blank'on topic, have nothing to:say,

provide only total irrelevancies,
k

1 = actively assert that, everyone can.. #1' 4 I

'say nothingradre

2' discuss topic in terms of distorting idea,

mistake condition for something elose (e.g., M.H.

3 = entertain the idea4 provide some.content,

agree there might be such people although

not sure tkere%really are

4 = show awareness that thercreallV are such

people,, te.g.,use word, 4tentibil

inforr;ation showing correct idelltifteation)

)(When in dduht isto'whether or,not to code

"4 ",' -do so)

Mining data
1

46; PS2

t'

(0 c: % = 93
t

s's .87

.41

s saytor suggest this handicap as an illness?

,'nceds to go to doctor to get fixed up). .

4 ,

.1
,

K.=

6,63'

Doei s distinguish)petween aifferenedegreellpf

impairment?. :(14eUrotic or, psychotic) (How d urbed)

1 =(7no

2 =.yes,.0grees

,' ..

.' .4i ,

.

emotional.
, ,

tDoe4s mention child with eMoti,bnal disturbance .

4 Mending his/ er'scho 1 now? 4.0 d
4.

. , .

. ,

,',



PS5 oes' s mentiod telative who is

distrirbed?

$w93
1 = no

- .87 yes,
0.,

S

PSG

6.190

K = .83

55

,

. Does a mention a, friend who is."psychologicallly

disturbed or anyone whom s encounters and

interacts with? . ,

i,"
.

1 no

2 yes,,,

,4I

PS7

% 93

K .87

,

mDbes

.

s ention wisychologically distUrbedixrsoft, who
,

lives laearby,. whom s , ficounters occasionally., ibut

has orthatno contact with? ..

1 hb

2 yes

$

.IPS8

90

.83

1.

ti

,
Does 's mention a TS.. drama about a poychOldgYcally

disturbed person and or reading a book?
0

1 = no' (neither)

2 r- yes' (bcc)':

'3 = yes (LC drama)

.=. yes' (bOih)

666



w.

PS.9

$ = 90

K =

ti

M

T6ei s. describe hearing 'abo4 psychological

.disturhaneies, diiturbed.froi parents, friends

relatives, teachers, etc. and/or any other

source of informationabout, psychologically

disturbances? ,

P

I -. no (neither)

2 = yes (discussion)

3 yes (other source)

4 ;,yes (both)
;

I

PS69 .

% = 79

Does s seem to
.

think,of psychdogical disturbances,as'.

L. organic-ply

2. nohorganicionly

3. 'both
4

.?

PS66

% = 100.

K =1

t,

Does s mention chit' abuse as a cause, of ,

ypsychologically disiurbances? (ACtual child beating,

not psychological

l'= no

2 = yes

PSI 4
,toes s discuss the wa emotionst.are handled as a

cause' of psychological disturbance?

I =.no

2 = yes

7 ayes, but i some impossible, peculiar way,



4,,..,

4.,

m

PS.12

%,= 100

K.=

Does s:explain.,the :Ouse of Mettal hands in, berms

f: 'Volition', effort --got-iityylngtpik
like others? 1 4 L'V 4,11 , .1).

1 4 9

'

PS13

)

.% = 100

s S mention post-nttal

se of mental illness?;,,r

1.= nO
.

2 = yes, not taping e4i

, as
.

v"PS14

% =100

K = 1

Ia

PS15

7

. ,

11

Does s explain ;auseof Mental T esjs

of cpngenitalfbirth defect (heieg etic,

clrugs taken by mother, disease Of-Mother)

.

1 =

2 = :yes

,
1.611.

4

.°
71411

,

,4,

. 14 ,_,,

w` .1 , 4
;11

.1);;es e;p1.1,1n.':the oause,of.:Mental s of:

r

13orn that way, 'Innate?,
,

. ,

sa. . 4 I. .1.

, to

,

S '1.0

Does s explain cause of MeiataL,41net,S;i4.n:erniscq

fabtor .aAd/or,
o' '
or

.si

yeS (natal, ,fa,ctor)

iltes Oirth tiauma) ' t
t` At

1, '4'14,1r

6V

1

/ Ff
cY

gs

411**

s
r

.

K 4' 0

;71, t'.t.



PS17

% = 100 ,

K = 1

I

Does s mention illness as cause ofpsychologicali

disturbances? (Being physically sick, as, high 'fever,.

NOT thinking of it as"mental illness")

1 = no

2 = yes (vagak)

3 =ayes (specifically)

PS18

of

Does s explain cause of, mental Allness, psychological

disturbance as (vague) "'something happened", went

wrong?

1 = no .

2 = yes, just happened e.g., 'something snapped

something'happened'to, went wrong with

mind, brain, etce,

4 = yes, both lt

,

PS1'9

%,= 100

7

,
Does s explain cause'pf,M'ental II ilesi in terms of:

Head injury', damage to the brain fop roppng, etc.?

1 = no II

2 = yes

7 = yes, in impossible, peculitar:

PS20

% = 10o

\7 =,

I

Does s explain cause ;of Mental Illness in terms of

concrete physical trauma not specific'to the head,

e.g., "accidents", PfAlliFir?

1 = no

2 = yes

6 = yes, rare



PS122

% = 97

= .95

Does s,impli ate peer group in causation of

psychological distrubances -- being unpopular,

not` fitting in not getting aldng, having other

children act mean,,no friends?

1 = no

2 = yes

PS123

% -= 97

K .95

r.

Does 's refer to parental emotional maltreatment

as cause of psychological disturbances? (parents

mean to him; mother cold and selfish)

, 1 = no

. 2 = yes early childhood specific

4 3 = yes other

PS124 Does s provide as cause of psychological disturbances:

emotional trauma? (Ever since the time she saw:..;

= 97 mother le&when she was four and she'never got

over the shock...) Must refer to specific incident.

K = .95 ,

1 = no

2 = yes, early childhood specific

3 = yes, other .°

PS125 Doei s say that psychological disturbances are, in

effect,' caused by not communicating with other

% = 90 people?

K = .84 1 = no

2 = yes

673
.4

674
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PS126

1=90

K= .84

1

Does s say that social condition's like poverty,

unemployment;, the high divorce rate,'etc. cause

psychological disturbances and/or does s mention

.stress, tension, pressure, stress of today's World,

. as a cause of psychological disturbance?

1 = no

2 = yes, social conditin

3 =_. yes, stress

4 = yes, both

PS127

% = 90

K = ,83

.

Does s give as Cause of psychological disturbance

a per onality trait, state of persoft, etc.?

(e.g. always been that wayr'is x, has that

perso ality)

PS21

% = 97

K= .95

I
Does s mention any other causes of psycholoiical

disturbance?

1 = no

2 = yes'

3 = yes, unrealistically, completely unlikely

PS22. Does s interpret psychological disturbances as

curable?

% 90

K = .84

1 = no, never, overly pessimistic

2 = sometimes, realistic

,3 = yes, overly optimistic

5 = no answer.



PS22

% = 97

K =.,95

Does,s di!tinguish between outright cure of

psychological disturbances and amelioratioh of,

adaptation to these ?. .

1 = no

2 = yes

PS70 I/.

%= 86,

K = .77

671

Does s mention mental tiotpitals, asylums?

(DR not score pimple reference to 'going to the

doctor to get patchedup)

1 =.no neitheI

asyluMsi

3= yes, therapy;

4 yes,,both

I

PS129

90

K= .84

Does's say that interpersonal factors cure

Psychological disturbances and/or that specific

concrete chahges lithe environment (e.g., moving

to a new school)cure psychological disturbancis?

1 ='no, neither

2 = yes,'interpersonal

3 = yes, concreter

4 = yes, both

97

K =.95 4#4

Does s say o

.psycheloica

1 .= o

2 = yes

4
suggest that ins

disturbance

t c



r.

1,
3

.: .

, * .

PS27 Does s mention medical, or surge interventions'

, for psychologiq
r

l disorders, ins in coma, shock.

%,= 100
.

drugs, etc.?

K = 1 ,1 no.

2 = surgery

3 =,dru4s

F. both 2,i 3'

5 t nonspecific

PS26

.% =)1.00,

K = 1

a

'r

Does s mention fantastic, nonexistent, wild

ideas for curin mental illness,and or "just

getting over i ","snapping out of it", 'etc,?

',1 = no neither

2 = yes, just get better

3 = yes, wild ideas'

A = yes, both

PS25

s,% = 97

K ,

Very broad

.FS 24

% 106.

'679 K = 1

t.

oes s mention any othek coping device /technique,

.psyohological disturbance? f

I no

2 =,yes

/ = yes, totally unrealistic 4*

POes s refer to. the idea that a cure will be found

for psychological disturbances?
)

1.=4no

2 Oyes; cure will be 4found

t

,J'

680
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681

PS28

I = 93
V

K'= 188

1
a

What is s prediction about marriage?

1*= no, ,I dont think so, probably not

2 = yes, often do, can if they want to paybe

5 = I don't know

A 'IP
1

4

PS2'9, c

93

What is s prediction about children?,

1= no,I don't think sO, probably not

2 = yes, often 4o, can if they want to, maybe

5, = I don't know c

PS30

% = 93

K.= .87

Does s say that it would be frustratin4, 'make one

angry etc. to be psychologically disturbed? Scary?

(Note: sees anger etc, as affect, defining

psychological .disturbanCe, but anger in reaction

to other disturbance)

1 = no

2r-= yes, scary

3 s yes, frustrating

4,= yes,gboth

PS32

% = 100

K.1

Does s describe psychologicall$ dist bed people' in; 'I

terms of vulnerability to physical ac dents, injury?

n o

,2 = yes ,

4

-

r



s.

4

PS34

% = 100

K = 1

L

4

Does s say orsuggest that ,psicholOgidaiOisturj-

bance4 put one in touch'with' eisentAl:vilues,

important ihinqs in life, etc, api. or triumphing

over traisCendingiental illness?

1 = no'

2 = yes

K .95

Does s discu'ss psychological adaptatdon to

pgychological disturbance?' knows he's

schizophrenic and has learned special ways to

live his life...) and/or of parents?

1 = no

2 = yes, PS person

3 = yes, parents only

4,,= yes, both

683

4

PS36

% = 76 .

K = .61 ,

Interpret verpbro dly

With regard to psychological disturbances, does s

raise the issue of, making contact, with other

people, in touch with people/intimacy?

,1 = no

2; yes,

PS7 :With regard to sychologicaldisturbances, does

il,s raise any stigma-related issues other than

teasing, ridicule? (social rejection, exclusion,

i prejudiee, job' discrimination.)

1. = no

2 = yes
684



PS38

1 = 79

K = .67

Inteipersonal only

PS39

% =

K- 71

Does s say hat thl mentally ill are dependent'

on other people or need alot of help?

1 ,= noi

2 = ye0,,dependent

13 = ye, helping

4 = yes, both

Does s porray psychologically disturbed people

as acting qifferent form, other people, strange,

odd, wiercU, socially out of it, inappropriate and or

looking d4ferent?

1 = no

2 = yes (act),

3 = yes (look)

,4 = yes (both)

PS40

% = 100

K =1

Does s say or suggesethat*ciety, people, treat

psychologically disturbed people badly, should dhange

should change attitudes, behaviors; avoid doing

certain things, etc,?

1 = no

2 = yes

PS41

% 9.7

K = .94

Does, s portray psychologically disturbed people

as vulnerable to exploitation, apt to be used,

cheated by others and or vulnerable to physical

abuse/exploitation?

1.= no, neither

2 = yes, physical

3 = yes, ipterpersonal

4 = yes, both

Si

686



.11...w.n4mm..Pbr

PS43

% = 93

K .87

71,

a

Is s aware of teasing, stigm in relation

to mental illness? .(Does he)4 a mention this?

k = no, never

2 = maybe, occasioned, govered

3 = yes, (says, "mentallY ill person is,

might be teased".)

4 = attributes only to children

JS44 ''

With regard to ridicule, teasing, of pdychkogically

disturbed people, does

1 = reject teasing, deplore

2 = accept, say it is natural, tolerate it

apes s Mention plying sports, being able to

play sports, etc, in relation to psychological

dis4 turbdnces?

1 = no, 'doesn't mention

2 = yes, still can

3 = yes, with great admiration expiehed

by subject

4 = no, could not

688



r?

PS45

% = 100

K

Does ,s exaggerate the limitations imposed by

psychologital 'disturbances? (e.g., to suppose

one could never do anything, be unable to carry

Out,any tasks, engage in physical activities, 'etc.)

1 = no

2- yes

PS46 Does s portray the E.D. as being emotionalli

fragile, sensitive, etc, than other people or

more open to/in touch with feelings?

1 = no

2 = yes

PS67

% = 100

=

Does s heavily emphasize' definitional issues and

problems of psychological dist6rbances?

r '

1 -no

2 = yes

PS68

I

Does s dir!-nr

% = 93
1. severly diiturbed people only, dramatic cases

(e.g., psycholtitsr suicide, bizzare behaviors)

K= ;89
2. mildly disturbed, people only (neurosis,

personality quirks, isolated symptoms)

3, both of the above



691

PS120

% = 86
4

K: .76

Not tantrums

4

PS4,211

% = 1,00

K =e1

PS13

-97

K = .95

'Does s describe psychological, disturbance in

terms of having fits, seizures, etc, and/or

suicide?,,

1 c no, neithe

2 c yes, seizures, moods, fits

3 a yes, suicide

4 = yes, both

Does s say something to the effect that

everyone has some kind of-psychological,

disturbance?

NG

2 = yes

( ,

Does s discuss psyc ological dilorders in

terms of any unusua extreme drOatic cases?

(e,g,, Threelace6 of.Eve, bizzare psychopaths

on t.v,

4

1 = no

2 = yes

PS133

= 90

K ,83

'Does ,s mention,any,affective aspects of

psychological disturbance? (feei different

emotions, more or less intensely characteristically

angry, rage states, any reference to emotions

as part of the problem)



PS47

,0
g83(

K = .73

691i

Does s show any idealization of psychologically

dis,turbed people (e,g,, crazy people have

moOnts of great insight) and/or speak 'as an

adviicate for psychologically disturbed people?

1 c nolineither

2 yes, idvocate

3 = yes, idealization

4 c yes, both

(, PS48

90

K = .83

(D PS49

% 93

K = ,87

broad, and/7 seem condescending, pat-

'ronizing

PS5O

% = 97'

K = .94

Specific, people feel like this

when they are around them

.1

Doe 8 seem to Abe afraid of the mentally ill

and/or pity (oOright) them?

1 = no, neither

2 = yes, fear

3 = yes, pity

4 1: yes; both

Doesis mention wanting to avoid offering un-

wanted, unneeded help, avoiding overaolicitiousness,

'etc, toward psychologically disturbed people?

1 ='no

2 LI yes, don't give unwanted help

3 g4yes, condescends

4 yes, both 2 & 3,
(

Does s describe feelings, of awiwatdnes, uncertainty

about what to do, such discomfort in relation

to psychologically disturbed people?

, 1 = no

21g, yes
694



Ps5i.

% r- 93

K c%,87

Doei\s say' r, that psych4ogicaily

diitufbedleople "use their handicap ", ,derive v

secondary, gain from iti;use of to manipilate

othar people, to gain attention spedial treatment,

etc,?

1 8 no, or if s says others were wrong Or

mean to assume yes

2 = yes, or if sedsays someone acted ctry

for attention '

Does s teem to have an overall negative evaluation.

. of the personal wotth. of psychologically diaturbet

people?

1,= no .

2 = yei, negativi feelings 4,

3 = yes, worth

4 = yes, both

4

PS53

= 90,

Does'S say. that the emotionally `disturbed are

just like everyone else (except,l,) and/or

does Ldeny, the extent to which/psycholOgiCa14.:,

--d,iituRances impose limitations' talk as .g10,-

this handicap is not a handicap, deny

disabling?' ,

1 = no,, neither

2 = yes', like everyone

3 w, yes) denied .-

4 = yes, both

A

'r,



a

kiDces 8 express *give aspects to bei

psychologically disturbed? ,.

itno

,2 t yes

M.

Does,s express any negative, feelingsAbotit
psychological disturbance?

=tld
= yes, fairly mild, I wouldn't like its

not fun, hard,' wierdi scary,
'yes, strong, negative fate worse than
death, hate it, etc,

6.97



r.

0

699

r

'OTHER1

K = .87

In response to the specific question about other, ,

,things that belong in the interview, does' s 41r,

respond with any appropriate conditions that 47

could (even remotely) be considered handicapV

(Code only response to the first question op,

final page.)

1 = no

= yes

'

OTHER2

% 80

K ='.63

t I '

Does s mention anywhere learning disabilitieiir

dyslexia, etc. and/or speech impediments, st* e

'tering, speech therapy, or such?

1 = no
,

2 = yes, learning 'disabilities, dyslexit,

3 = yes, speech impediments, stuttering, 00.

4.= yes, both 2 & 3
g

,t

OTHERS °

% = 93

K = .71

OTHERS

% = 97

K = .70'

,,

Does s. mention alcoholism anywhere ii the inter-
.

view and/or-drug abuse (in relatigtothandicapS,

not ,simply reference to kids in schoft?'

no

2 = yes, aj.cohdlism

3 = yes, drug abuse

4 = yes, both 2 & 3

% '1:40 21

lk 1

Does s mention aphasia,, brain lesions,,,briain

damage, etc, as distinct from mental retardation

or as a clear sub-claSs of mental retardation?

1 = no

2- yes



CODE' FOR "ALL" HANDICAP. VARIABLES

01.

02,

03.

04.

05.

16.

07,

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

No

Blind

Deaf
I,

Ortho

MR

Psych

Blind + Deaf

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

= ,',Blind, Deaf, MR'

= Blind, Deaf, Psych

Blind, Ortho, MR

= ,Blind, Ortho, Psych

= Blind, MR, Psych

= Deaf, Ortho, MR

= Deaf; Ortho,. Psych

08. = Blind + Ortho 25. = 'Deaf, MR, Psych

09. = Blind MR 26. ,.1% Ortho, tip, Psych

10, = Blind4 Psych, 27. = Blind, Deaf, Ortho, MR

11, = Deaf +.0rtho 28. '= Blind, Ortho, MR, Psych

12, = Deaf + MR 29. = Blind, Deaf, Ortho, Psych

13. = Deaf + Psych, 30. = Blind, Deaf, MR, Psych

14. = Ortho + MR 31. = Deaf, Ortho, MR, Psych

15. Ortho + Psych 32. = Blind, Deaf, Ortho, Mr Psych,

16. = MR + Psych 33. = Yes, not specific to any handicap

17. Blind, Deaf,Ortho or combination

00\ = Unaware

99%) = Missing Data

98., = I don't know, asked but does not respond

702



ALL1

% = 100

ALL2

% = 97

ALL3

% = 93

ALL4

% = 97

ALL5

= 97

Does s seem to believe that artificial bionic

like replacements exist that can cure this

handicap? e.g.,legs, eyes, brain, etc. that

function like the real.thing. ,

Does s say that this handicap can't exist

because of the limitations it involves?

Z

Does s say or suggest that people with this

handicap are unaware of it?

Does s say or suggest that people with this

handicap are potentially harmful or are harmful?

Does s say or suggest that people with this

handicap are sad, morose, or melancholy?

ALL6

% -`100

I
Does s say or suggest this is contagious?

ALL7 Does s say or suggest that copincrdevices

totally or nearly totally compensate for this

. % = 93 handicap?

a

ALIA

% = 100

Does s attribute to people with this handicap 704

any special gifts or 'powers?



ALL9

% = 97

Does s associate handicap with religion or God?

ALL10 Does s express disgust, reviltion toward

people with this handicap?

% = 93

Does s suggest doubt as to th right 61 people

with this handicap to marry and/or have

children?

;)

ALL12

% = 100

ALL13,.

% 100

ALL14

= 90

ALL15

% = 93

ALL16

= 97

105

Does s become upset or avoid discussion with

ow regard to handicap or interview?.

Does s say that any handicap is a fate as bad

as or wqse than death?,

Does s give any facterabout history or cross-

cultural di erence in ways handicapped people

are treated?

()des s mention any practicli concerns about

handicapped people having children? (safety

money)

6

Does s.say (concretely or ,unreal4ticall1) thaVNR

handicap would be an impediment,to wedding,:birth?it



ALL17:

% 93

Doers express doubt about own ability to

understand what it would be like to have this

hand&p?

ALL18 Does s distinguis etween intellectual vs. ,

emotional reactions to people with this handicap?

ALL19

%= 97:

Does s indicate expectation of having this handi-

cap, plose brush with it, or real dealing with

prospect?

ALL20

% = 100

ALL21

97

Doers say.outright that handicapped person is

to blame for handicap?

fr

Does s say that other pel9ple are to blame for

handicap (outright fault) ?

708'



CONF1

= 93

CONF2

% = 100

Confuses Illrfia-deaf

Confuses blind- orthopedic

CONF3

= 100

CONF4

= 100

CONF5

% = 100

Confuses blind=mentally,retafded

Confuses blind-psydhologiCal

111

iNa

CorifUses deaf-orthoped,ic

CONF6 Confuses deaf-mentally-retarded

% = 100



7i0

I ,

Confuses deaf-psychological

FONV8

% m 100

Conflises orthopedic4entally retarded

4

; ,CONF9

%

Confups orthopedic- sy0ological

CONF10 , Confuses mentally retarded-psychological

% 97

ett

711



gdcon

% = 100

K = 1

Does s mention learning aboUt handicaps in school,

(not coded elsewhere) e.g., learned in biology

class; course on handicaps.;

1 = no

2 = yes, (For adults 2 = married to 4octor,,

course, other such source of information,

not specific to one handicap.

STA1

% = 77

K = ..72

Does s decide in favor of same school?

1. same

2. different

3. maybe one, maybe the other, mixed other

(misc. doesn't fit elsewhere, comPlicationi)

same regular school

5, same specia30 school

.6. differeit special schools

7, different until skilled for mainstreaming.

O. young s unable to attend and respond,

doesn't really answer'

9, no response, missing data

STA4

% = 97

K'= .81

The way things are perceived to be now justifies

decision: (e.g., the blind do go to ),

1 = no

2 = yes

71.2



STA5

% = 100

'K = 1

Refers decision to ia higher authority (e.g., patents

themselves, doctors, principals, teachers should

decide. Should be tested, diagnosed)

1 =,no

2 = yes

STA6

(

% = 90,

K = .79

Intprpret broadly, if. in

doubt, code yes

9

Mentions emotional and/or social development,

well being,of the children themselvestheir

happiness, security, self-image, where they w uld

be happy, how together they are (e.g., "You

need each.other," socially frustrating,"

Because they are friends, If they want to.)

1 = no

2 3 yes

STA7

% = 93

.87

Mentions academic and/or special academic needs

of protagonists. Where they will learn best,

least, most. (Mentions learning problems,

learning braille, sign, language,

learning to read, needing speci41 teachers).

(DO NOT CODE HERE: general social needs. S must

refer specifically to academic, intellectual,

learning.)

1 = no

2 = yes

714 'STAB P Considers protagonists' mental stability, integration,

ability to cope (e.g'., "If kids are emotionally

= 97 equipped to deal with their handicaps..)

K= .95
a

1 = no
715

2 = yes



J

STA9
Explicitly refers to the .children ieing with those

"like, themselves" (e.g., "Kids are socially more

successful with their own kind") (NOT: vague

social: teferences like "less isolating", dealilg

with "real world")

8 ='100

K = 1

1 = no

2 = yes, as a good thing

3 = yes, as,a bad thing

STA10

% = 93

K = .81

Mentions social reactions of other children.

1

1 = no 4

2 = yes, Pollyannish, idealisticoinrealistic,

dVeroptimism (everyone acts wonderful to

them)

positive or neutral acceptance; unique

viewpoints, understand what they can

contribute ,

4 = yes, negative

5 = yes, both positive and negative

STAll

% = 110

K = 1

Portrays teasing, ridicule, social ,rejection,

stigma as a certainty.

1 I no ,

2 m yes (II see social problems. Kids,as a

4,4n1R1a4,are
nasty, and'. single out people whdi"

are different.)

io

*N.
,



STA12

1 = 93

K = .76

STA13

% = 90

K = .63

Mentions effect of mainstreating,on teacher

(e.g., pose probiems for teacher, demand attention

of teacher', be hard 'on teacher)

1= no

2 = yes.

Explicitly mentions academic or specific moral

effect of mainstreaming on the nonhandicapped"

what lessons, oral, academic, they would or would

not learn.

1 = no

2 = yes, pqsitive (realize everyone's not so

lucky'as they are, learn that people differ)

3 = yes, negative (learn less academically)

4 = yes, both positive and negative

(difficult to learn with them in class)

STA14

% = 100

K = 1

Relates decision to moral iss , general

principle; society's,respOnsil 1 . everyone

has a right,..)

1 = no

2 = yes

STA15

% = 93

718 K = .63

narrowly

Presents naively optimistic picture of special

school, Clot just positive, but idealistic,

unrealistic,

1 = "no

2 = yes

719.

4



1

STA16 Gives qualified, relativistic response: it

depends upon whether If the school had,

% = 80 then If the of child knew how to

If a school had .

K= .62
1 = no

2 = yes

STA17

% = 73

K .70 '

Code for best part

highest possible-

Awareness of communication difficulties between

the children.

1 = no, mentions no difficulty

2.= yes, that difficulty would exist, even a

little ,

3= yes/ spells out the extreme difficulty in

detail-7communication close to impossible

without special provisions

A.

STA19

% = 90 Ilt

K = .78

Decision about playing together:

1, do not play, probably do not

2, do, probably, could, might

4. I don't know (nothin'else)

STA20

% = 90

K 4, 76

Interpret broadly

Does s Mentidn the children helping or benefitting

one another? (One can hear for the other, explain

things to each other, give each other security)

1 -no

2 = yes

6

,



STA22

% r. 97

K = .94
b

What does s say, about, the possibil4y.ofthe

blind child becoming deaf?

1. Could not, immune, doesn't happen

2. yes, might, could (e.g., "sgre",' could

hive accident, same as anyone etse, of

course). (Note: include imppssible cauiee:

"fire engines could make her deaf")

3. yes, expressing idea of contagion, catching it

4, very uncertain, "Don't4 know"

9. missing .data

722
k

'723



1
,

Decision; is' that .Joe .sttend:

1 special- schbo).

2; regular school

3 *. Jiaybe oner-iaybe.the other' ,

4, speCial 'gess in regular'shool

regular school but with tutori specia,1

teaching, resource room? 'etc. ,

6, special Scliool first (then regular, if h

*nit been in se already)

18, now '
9..missing ,date

totally inattentivePI .

Does justify by asserting,he "just ,schould go",,

want him to", "He wants to", "I think son?

iNote NOT "If he 'wants to")

1 = no,

2 = yes

STB4

=

K, .86*

.1

.STB$

_

=93

K -.82
r.

_

S consilders by the way things are now perceived

to be - -kids like this do go to special schools,

a

Decision is referred to a higher ;authority...-.

parents should' decide, doctors ;1. principal,

have'hiro tested,., "Has he been diagnosed?!

1 *-616

2,= yes



STB6

% =90

K,= .80

Mentio
hip

One

get al ng

1 e hO.
yet

ohal social develo nt,

li-iiage, se y,at

w }re he'll-be happier,

STB7

$,-97

K =.94

Considers Joe's atade

needs--where he will 1

specAl teachers, ,fear

1 v-t no

.7: yes

c and/or specidl academic

am best Jthat he needs

ng problems). .

-726

STB8

%

.e9

STB9

% z 97

K - .91

Considers Joe's ability to cope, ,"whether he can

make it", adaptive ability, mental ,stability

(e.g. , if emotionally' equipped; see if he can

make it in a regualt school' .,,,)

4,

I no

2 yes

A

Explicitly 'mentions 'idea of. Joe being with kid's

like himself

'1 o

7 +

1 II na -1 41 1

2 = yes, as, a good thini' (Kids a e socially'More

successful, with own kind; so he, will be

with people- like himself), '

3 = 'yese, as a baa thing 054

4 = y44 both godd and bad
A 727



STB11

% = 87

.65

' Does: s specifically mention teasing, ridicule,

kids acting mean, stigMatization? (IF "Yee/

,A10 must be 4 or 5)

1 = no

2 = yes,'

STB23

K = .62
it

, Does s say. outright, with certiapty, that Joe

would be ridiculed, teased, rejected,in a

regular school, and/or that kids like this are

rejected in school? (Actual prediction, teasing

is a certainty)

l = no
.

2 = yes (IF "Yes", B10 must be ,4 of-5 and

,B11 must be yes.),

STB12

% = 100

1 "

Mentions effects of mainstreaming on teachers

(pose problems for them, demand their time, hard

on them).

1 = no,

2 = yes, negative, difficult, hard

3 = yes,,positive (they would like

`STB13

% =,97

K = .81

'Explicitly mentions, academic or moral learning for

nonhandicapped children in mainstreaming what

'lessons they would learn).
.

l = no

2 = yes,:p6s1111-eFzitarn-loreTbenefit
.

3 = yes, negative learn less `because of.deman

on teacher

4 = yes, both positive and negative



ST814 Does s relate ,decision to a general principle,

moral issue? (e.g., right to public education)

% = 97

K = .70

STB15

°% = 93

'\K = .61

. 1 = no

2, = yes r

Does s give a naively optimistic, Overidea1istic

picture of the special. school?

-1 = no,

2 = yes ,

STB16

% = 93

K = .81

STB24

97,

73U

,Does s give a qualified, relativistic response?

(Depends upon whether; If he's already, then...)

1 = no

2 = yes

If in... doubt, code yes

Does1 moralize Joe's difficulty, deny problems?

,("They'd field out he's jug like everyone else",

find, out he really doesn't have'afty problems., .

nothing wrong)

1 = no

2 yes

STB25

% = 97

K = 092

.If in doubt, code yes

Does s say that the special school would prepare,

Joe for dealing with teasing, riditule, hostile'

reactions of the nonhandicapped?

1= no

2 = yes

1

731



STB26

% = 93-

K- .88

1.,

Y SY

s "diagnose" 'Joe. or refer to diagnosis?

J ,

1 = no
A

2 = yes asks if he has been, is dtAgnosed, is

normal

3 = yes, assumes, says mental retardation, ,

4 = yes, assumes, says emotionally 'disturbed, ,

5 = yes, 'other

(If both 2 and 3, 4, or,5 code 3, 4i'or 5)

t

4.

I

1



73

8ARD1

% = 80

= .75

4

-4

:*A:4

What' oyes s say would be ,the hardest hdAdicap?'

4se "ALL" codes
.

ARD2

K = .95

Ac

What does s say would.be the easiest handickh

Use "ALL" codeit,

n 83

K = .66

Does s mention, in justifying hardest, easiest

handicap choice, what one Will still be4ble to

do, as a justification? (e.g., blind because

you,could kill hear.)

0 =.not codable

1 = no

2 = yes

9:= mixing data

8ARD7

% = 97

K = .81

A

In justifying easiest /hardest handicap choice,

getting hurt'in aacidents, bumli g

does s motion vulnerability to,

into things,., ?.

injury,

1 = no

2 = yes
735

ti



HARD10

.1 = 100

1

r4
I 1

Does s consider as basis for his /her preference

the stage of life at which the handicap.m

acquired? birth.aso ied tq the loss

*occuring lattr) .
P

Al

A
1

= no

2 = yes
A t

In justifying hardest/easiest handicap choice,,

does s mention athletics, playing $100fts?
,

1, = no

*2 = yes

C4

HARD12

1 = 100

K = 1

a

In' justifying hardest/easiesthan6cap

..40,ev mention working, beingsable

leihq able to pihd'employment as an issue?

1 = nO

2 = yes

HARD13

= 97-

A
K,= .95

4

'NT

Q.

N.

In justfifyihgherdest/asiest handicap choice

,does s raise' the issue
.at

vulnerability to

exploit 'being cheated, used, frifked?

1 ='nd.

2 = yes. 4.y



HARM

%,= 100

K=
44,

In justifying hardest/easiest h(ndic6!choice,

doess mention teasing, ridicule, vulnerability

to mimicry or ridicule?

.1 = no

2 = yes

't)

HAMS

% = 100

K = 1

at

736

L 0 I

In jUstifyingrdestieasiest handicap,choice,

does s'mentionIssues of,social'adjustment, how

one is .treated by others, not:fitting into peer,

groups; etc?

1,=, no

2 = yes ,

In,juStifying hardest/easiest handicap choice,

does s mention dependency, needing help?

1= no

2 = yes

HAD17

% = '100

K = 1
J.4

With regard to justificatio of,hardest/easiest

handicap decision, does s mention anything about

ease, difficulty of making contact with other

people via senses? (NOT: speech communication)

(e.g., importance of seeing faces, hearing voice

sexual contact, etc.)



I 15

HARD1S

% = 90

K = 67

HARn19

% = 90

K = .67

Ar.

,

noes' s,, in justifying hardeSt/eaSieSt:handicap

choice, ention communication, with other people

as a factor? (You could. still talk. to people.),

= no

In justifying hardest/easiest handicap choice,

does s. raise issue of being able to lead a

"normal" life, do thinu,like everyone else,

really be like other *le, (if you are

you're not really difrent, you just cant . . .)

retaining identity, being "all there,"

'bomplete,"f"whole"?

1 = no

2 = yes

RAR621

100

1,

In justifying hardest/easiest handicap choice,

does s mentionlposi,tively) that one would be

obliviobs to,'praeciedifrom, certain information?

1 = no

2 = yes

HARD22

%,= 90

K- .67

In justifying hardest/easiest handicap choice,

does,s mention his own psychology, tempernient,,

etc. as a factor in the choice? myself would

find X hardest because of the kind of person I

am.

1' no

2 = yes

a



I

742

ACQ1

K ,80

Specific:

ACQ2

% = 93

.75

9

4

, Does 4 Mention that deaf perqon's'slieech'iis

related to note own vpide?

110

6 yes

With regard to the acquiiition of hearing by

a deaf person, does s mention anything about

how speech would be nose, not meaningful,

incomprehensible?
=

A$

no

yes

ACQ3

% = 83

K .65

Does s understand that acquisition of hearing

would in any way affect speech?

1.= .no

= yes

5 = says "I. Oni.t. know"

ACQ4

% 90

K = .84

With regard to acquisition of hearing by a deaf

person, does s say:

1. No Orinat codable. A

2. That the person would simply be glad,

happy, overjoyed,'

3. That there might be some discomfort,

shock, disorientation involved. E.g.

it would seem funny, strange, etc.



4

Does's say that protagonist's hearing will

never be thisame as others' experience'of

hearing?

1 = no

2 yes

I

(.

4

74j



RET1

= 100

K = 1

Does s shdw familiarity with the word "retard"?

1 = no

2 yes

RET8

K -'1

Does' s' say that retard" means socially awk-

ward, weird, out-of-it, unpopular, *liar

in behavior, silly foolish?

1 = no

2 = yes

RET4

% = d00

K = 1

Does s interpret term as ing a serious,

non-derogatory referenc ,the,mentally

retarded?

1 = no

2 = yes

1

RET6

= 97

K- .90,

Does: s say that-"retard" means stupid, dumb,.

in error?

1 = no ,

2 = yes

RET8

0. % = 97

746
.90

. 1

Does s say that people don't really mean M.R.

-When they use "retard,"

don't understand what it means, etc.?



RE T 9

A = 90

K = .67

DOes s say that "retard" is, used principally

as a joking term, for kiddipg,
'I

around?

1 = no' ;

2 = yes

RET11

=93

K= .86'

Does s say that he himself or "me and my,

friends" etO. ever use the word ''retard "?

1 = no

. 2 = yes, they do/ he or she does

3 = nol'explicitly disowns term

RET12

% = 90

.85

With regard to the use of "retard" as an

epitheti tb people's faces, does s ieport

it used to: , 4

1= No one, people never call anyone that

2= The mentally retarded only

3= The nonTmentally retarded only

4= BOth,oentally,retarded and nbn-mentally

retard
5= Unclear to whom it is used (If in doubt,

code #5.), /

.83 6

7 4 ci

S says, that the term "retard" is used to refer

to:

Mentally retarded'only

Non-mentally retarded only, neverabOut

mentally retarded

'3 Both mentally retarded and non-mentally

'retarded

4=, Vague,, can't tell from es,statetent

'about whom it uted

b

Ot
,



a

RT14'

= 100

X: 1

REI'15

%

K

s.

RET16

% 100

IC= 1

75u

P4'

Does s discuss "retard" as-a chronic term

used to characterize people? (X gets cilled

it a lot,because: 1Code,yes s sa4i;it!U

ever used this way,)"

1 no

2 i'yes

Does s discuss "retard" a referring to.fiso-

lated) pieces of;behavio (E,g. tells atRecdote

in which person display incompeteneat, some-

thing ind'.was'call0 fir ard' by peers.).

1

2 = yes,

$

Does s make a distinction'between.behind'one's.

back vs, to one's face use of derogatory 'iprms0'

1 ::. no

2.= yes



Totat'number of blindness term

DFTERM'

% = 88

.78
11,

4

Total number o deafness terms.' ,

ORTERM
,

Total number of orthopedic handicap terms

Total number of mentally retarded term's

Total number of psychological, disturbance terms',
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tiumber of terms now offensive, used naively

OFF

% 93

Epithets s uses or says are used 4(5 doe's not

explicitly disoWn.),

'

F

oFFNOTME

% = 97

.r = .94.

Epithets s'mentions and disowns

1

k.

1,
tl

°

4

4

e

y

A

I,
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,Guidelines for Coding Terms

The following lists of terms' are-intended to serve,
as a ifide for coding numbers of handiap-related terms.

- . . .

t f° - These lists'-give exaCples.i.F termsigliich are included- in
. . 1

9 , the coding of specific types of terrrkii:.' Wherk appropriate,
' .-4.;,1- , ..7. ,
6 ....,0, . -^..-^

12 :
7.^^' '1 e-xamples of terms that.'iq.re not included are also giv
- .- : S, -i.t.//'-'...°,:..- ,g-,--, ...`,., .

These lists siitipl i.ve examples. NOt. all of' th

listed here were actually. Piloduced
t

lithjeets.,.. In Coding

' 71 , 44etintervipls,' terms not found ei aivrarMed
.4

resem le the examples iven. -For example, dt term. Per}cinsflu

'School is listed, but the names Of other ,,institutions for
the .blirtiOrwold be counted

.."

.

o.

D

.

4*,

/ 't
t- r, ,

-
. 'P

, le ,,,,, i -1,0 4, . " If" '''

"-1

1,, t o. /
ti li'

-,
0 (0, ...,. . / . . ,

' ..",
.J 1°



1

BL TERM - Blindness.

-vi;ually 'impaired
partially 'sighted
legally ,blind
seeing eye dog.

guide.aog

Braiile
visually5handicdpped

tactile map
.

cornea ."

,. retina
pupil

-s.
--". optic nerve

...

-% t. ,. ,,
. Tiabeitss-('us-ed in .relatior, Apndness)

.,% - -
.

, . .. . ,",
,. ,ca' noe (ff tised i.n relation4O, blindness)

.. 1:Oerki1.,s ;Sehool '. ''
;.. . .." ,

.i,

oa

sioi*

'system

btaille

Do -Not Count

gLtsses

ey,e rlite,ction:i' '' 4

..- -seeing ut4e

,

V

. f, ei ,s I I 'I,
f

4 other names of dis.eases

A

°

", 4



4

Deafness Terms

deaf '

heriAt impaired

hart of hearing.

hearing aid'

.

sign language

signing-
-

reading lips'

lip,readin:-

011*finger spe mng

uclitory- impairvnt
.

0
. t

V, mute f *

ear dr-uin stapes , and

5.... . .

,

to sign

bone coniluction

wpri rum", cleacly" short for

other parts of ear,

,
bo.N6t'Count-

talkS with i-vandsi

tr'o.ubl-e:'he. 4r kng

ear&clie

'eat infection

- *.

r-' - , i r , , , : o
.. . ,,,, A

' - l't . . e
A i ' ' ' '4. 'r ' . . a A'" -,

...

- , ' 24 1:'.A. g' '
'-'-. -0' f. . ' ... , ',. : '' t.

.

-i :7

. ,

1/4 A 0

. 3

4 ,

t -' ' 'r lor; fr' o ,

e r
4!.,

r
L
g

; h.\ ,
*...

; :9.9C,' r 91. . . : 4.
k -

44.41.7
a;0,

Wstir
11; -! - 2;0 ,

:, = t,.p .
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OH -TERM -'Ortho_pedic Handicaps
-

Orthopedic handicap

orthopedic

crippled

pralYtis, -paralyzed

A
walker

m.s.

prOsthesis

- artificial-legy arm

"Easter' Seals

ruptured disc"
. ., .

physical therapy

nps

,_.
motorized whee 'chair

i
amputat4 ori

6

4

quadriplegic,

paraplegic .

%
.

is-pine, espairl tissus , spine injury
...

das t

s*;

r.

.

3

ro

L

I

;-

N*1
. **-%
Do"Not une

4. .

I.brok,ori ,g - fobt, etc;
_

W4

. W "4..", 4. , . "

.re '

r

c. .
,,,,..,

...
....

.....
,,....., ....
-9. :.. ,t..

.
0

% "..i
,..1

::'; , 'T ' S ttl,t)
'.. * ' ... , ,' 8 ' .
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-
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TERM - Mental.Retardatxph
,-

tally retardedretaidate

mildly retarded"

. mentally handicapped t

.EMR7

educable

trainable

profoundly

ietarded

retarded

DOwns.syndrome

ti

mentally subnormal; defic4nt.'

pKU

slow learner

educationa;ly:handicappqp

rubell, German-measles -

deNielopmental

developmental delay 1

chrotOmal damaget,,chromosomes,
DNA, RNA, etc,

amniocentesis

Fernald SchoOl

4

'a

-functionally retarded

'

.4 44,0.4,, Count

, ';',0 t
, 4 e

, , k2. A tt.:
1 t. . -con

4 .,fr:

lene t
,

.

-'

4.

. al?

-.:;,,1

'



TERW's <Psychological-terms .v. PS

.

"m2ntal

neutotic--.

pqychot4o

.,psychotherapy, therapy

psychiatry r5'sychiatrist!

mental institution

hospital

Freudian --spreudian

ehavior modific on

'behavior therapypsycholt?gist,Ciinical psychologist

social worker-

-therapost

. .

counselor
-,.

autistic

,schizOphre4a

manic--depresiVe t

hysterias

split personal4y0 multiple

traumatic,experiqhce

repesmseci.

paranoid it not used ;loosely)

4'obteSsion, mania, etc. (not

agoraphobia

phobia

P110)

yaliu

anti, psychot.i.C,,d

E .S in'i:ctvka
i.

psychopathology

psychopath

.

psychoticbre

paychotib episocke.

;<i..` *decompen'saition

insane

- insanity

personality. madnOs
.4 3

used 'loosely)

°pSYchoi.ogicaa -,ternit -thet'..lo not 'court



,
,.-Psycnological Terms `that" D No.t Cont
, nervous breakdown ,

*pkoblems

emotional problems

crazy

having pkoblems

suicide

pathological

clinical

x

4



,

EC TERM - Speech-, L .D chrdmic

speech impediMent4 defect
/

- 4

:stutter

-speech therapy

mute, (NOT in

aphasia.

reltibn

articulation disorder

learning disabled

illnes, btber general terms

drug abuse
:

-hyperactivity'

to deafness

minimal brain damage, dysfunction

mainstream

epilepsy

hysterical blindness

multiple handigap

, measles

oxygen deprivation.

genetic cOunsel*

tumor.

heart attack

stroke

.-

asthMa'
'

diWaetes
'not jutt.in.re

_blindness)

.'exceptional." Used

deviance

special needs

hyperthy?id

pitituory

Do Notifount
_ .

speech,. problems

hyper .

it

,

nerally,,:
*-

generally.

arc
- /-



NSIVE TERMS
-

- 7

O ,.

* .

ry-1:.. consists of toI0s now sofecsjwe, but-origInSkly',

cal or descriptive. Count-if qsed withdpt .apparent'

derogatory intention, as in naive, 'old-fashioned way,

794,1t,

"deaf--and?-dumb"

Iame

isane asyluia

dumb (to mea' mute)
r4ft.

-
Category Epithets s usesi-or indicated art-in.g.eneral ute.

",deaf-mg 0"

:ca cripple "`

blind as a bat

clee4_ as a door knob,(post)

moron
-idiot- .

i idle. *lr
, .

used without
offensive intent"

- _..,..
,

:,..
,

retard - spontaneous . ; spastic1

. ,

loonie mental.'

dummie

idiot

moron_

a

:
r.

Not ; -"cikeiy" :or_ .retarded"

Category 3: Epithets as in CategorY-,:but,which', s .expliCitly

disowns . ..(Others would say,': but I don't' like that word:.)
: -,.4.

1

4
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